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AND
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Los Angeles, California
November 9, 1982

CHAIRMAN ELIHU HARRIS:

With the rain and other kinds of

delays, I don't know when the other members are going to be here.
But I think the best thing, in the interest of everyone else's time,
is to begin.

I'd like to begin with my opening statement, and then

we'll proceed with witnesses.
Today, the Assembly Select Committee on Fair Employment
Practices, and the Assembly Judiciary Committee are holding a joint
interim hearing on legal issues on affirmative action problems affecting women.
Our purpose today, is to examine some of the problems
confronted by women in employment.

We will examine the areas of

recruitment, hiring, mobility, the grievance procedures, and the
emerging issue of collective bargaining.

The committees are also

very interested in examining the issue of ethnic women, and the
progress they have made in equalizing their representation in the
labor force.
Women make up 38.1 percent of the entire civilian work
force in California, or 2.9 million jobs.

Of that number, Black

women account for only 223,780 of the jobs, and Hispanic women
383,624 jobs, all other non-whites represent 119,882 jobs.

However,

nearly 70 percent of those jobs are in clerical positions, which are

tradition

d less.
e ultimate goal of the hearing is to focus on solutions

to those problems that result in the under-utilization of women in
many job classifications.
We've assembled an impressive group of witnesses:
sonnel

per-

inistrators, private attorneys, advocate groups, and other

experts familiar wi

the issue of sex discrimination.

For those

of you who have an agenda, we will be moving around that agenda in
order to accommodate witnesses with travel plans or other business
obligations.
Assistant

I would like to begin with Mr. Charles Walter, the
cutive Officer of the State Personnel Board.

if you would come forward I would appreciate it.

Mr. Walter,

Good morning,

. Walter, how are you?
MR. CHARLES WALTER:

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, my name

is Charles Walter, I am Assistant Executive Officer of the State
Personnel Board.
regarding

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views

irmative action and the problems affecting women.

With

me is Laurie Hara who is the manager of the Personnel Board's Women's
Program Unit, who will speak in more detail regarding the priorities
and activities of that unit.
The Personnel Board is keenly aware of the discrimination
that has characterized the status of women in employment in our
society.

We are aware of the stereotypes that have prevented women

from having access to rewarding employment, the barriers in terms
of excessive or irrelevant job requirements, the lack of opportunities to promote the decision of responsibility and satisfaction,
and the inequitable compensation accorded to women.
- 2-

In the State Civil Service system, the Personnel Board
has made affirmative action and the achievement of a work force
representative at all levels by ethnicity, sex, and disability its
highest priority.

Finding solutions to the problems facing women

is a key element of that commitment.

Since the establishment of

the Women's Program Unit in the Public Employment and the Affirmative Action Division of the State Personnel Board, we've undertaken
a variety of initiatives to improve the situation of women in the
work force, including the creation of bridging classes to provide
access to technical administrative jobs for women in clerical work;

•

creating classes at higher pay levels to recognize the complexity
and responsibility of the work done by women; the establishment of
active liaison with women's groups; support and encouragement to
departmental women's program officers in creating access for women
to non-traditional jobs.
An example of the sequence and variety of changes undertaken to improve the representation of women is in the administrative
category.

This category includes management services technicians,

staff services analyst, administrative assistants, social analyst,

D

and constitutes over 8700 jobs in the State Civil Service.

In 1974

there were approximately 545 of these positions occupied by women.
In 1982 these women occupied approximately 5000 positions in this
category.

An increase that is almost tenfold.
One avenue of attack to improve representation in the

administrative category was to eliminate artificial barriers to
employment, promotion, and upward mobility of women.

Specifically

in recognition of the imbalance in representation of women among

-3-
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pa d o

c assif c tions.
1

d to

r1

ations the Personnel Board developed bridging
r example, management services technicians, de-

e the gap between low paying clerical occupations to

pro[ ssional administrative type positions; in this case the staff
services analyst series.

Second, modifications to the staff services

career series were made, such as the establishing of a deep class
to consolidate several classifications, eliminating unnecessary tests
which reduce

e number of examinations necessary for promotion.

Revising minimum qualifications to recognize experience in lieu of
education, thus, substantially increasing the pool of women from which
state service could draw upon.
In addition, there is an intensive recruitment effort to
attract women competitors into the examination for staff services
analyst.

The result has been a substantial increase in representa-

tion of women in the job category.

While the increase in the re-

presentation of women in this category has been most dramatic, there
has been an increase in representation of women in 17 or 19 categories of jobs that were used for comparison in both 1974 and 1982.
It is also significant to note that over 53 percent of promotional
ointments to nonclerical classes during the last fiscal year
were achieved by women, despite the fact that they represent only
44 percent of all full-time career civil service employees.
A very significant statistic in assessing the result of
affirmative action for women, is a steady increase in representation
of women in nonclerical positions.

In 1974, it was 19.7 percent;

In 1982, it is 31.2 percent.
Despite these improvements in representation of women in

-4-

State Civil Service, significant problems remain and must be addressed.

Women are not fully represented in many categories in

employment.

The average pay for all women in State Civil Service

lags behind that of men by 29 percent, and the disparity is even
greater for minority women.

These pay lags reflect the disparate

treatment in pay that predominately female classes have received,
that can be ameliorated by means of implementing comparable worth
concepts.
The Legislature and the Administration should give serious consideration to the appropriation of funds for that purpose.
Increases in representation of women in law enforcement, crafts
and trades, and fire fighting continue to be difficult.

Creating

an environment that is free of sex discrimination and sexual harassment requires continuing and intensive efforts.

The Personnel Board

intends to pursue diligently and assertively the achievement of solutions to these serious problem areas.
Another area of concern that affects all protected groups,
including women, is the effectiveness of the discrimination complaint appeal process.

Under the existing process, persons who be-

lieve they've been discriminated against must file their complaints
through the departmental complaint process.

If the complainant be-

lieves that the department director's decision is not correct, he/she
may appeal to the State Personnel Board.

During the past two years,

the Personnel Board has decided 39 cases of alleged discrimination.
Of these 39 cases of alleged discrimination, the Board has found
discrimination in 23 cases, approximately 60 percent, and ordered
appropriate remedies.

In the 13 cases involving sex discrimination

or sexual harassment, discrimination was found in eight cases.
-5-
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comments from persons outside

ers of

ivision of

t

current fisc
loyee

Personnel Board staff, the Appeals

e Personnel Board has established a priority to com-

Dlete an eva
ssess

Bourd

ion of the current discrimination complaint process,
pros and cons of alternative processes during the
year.

During

is month the initial meeting with

s will take place for that purpose.
completes my statement.

Ms. Hara

also has a state-

ment.
Welcome.
I may have

After I hear your statement,

stions for both of you.
. LAURIE HARA:

Mr. Chairman, my name is Laurie Hara,

and I'm the manager of the State Women's Program Unit of the State
Personnel Board.

My presentation will speak to the State Women's

Program analysis, and the employment problems faced by women in
state service, and the direction and activities we have taken to
ess

se problems.
would 1

ere

sl

to clarify that there have been many areas

ficant progress has been made regarding women's con-

cerns in state employment.
this

However, in addressing the concerns of

ttee, I have been asked to focus on the major problem

areas we see at this time.
As for some background, the State Women's Program was
establis

d in 1975 within the State Personnel Board's Affirmative

Action Division, in recognition of unique problems women encounter
in access to, and advancement in State Civil Service employment.
The structure of the State Women's Program includes departmental
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women's program officers, The Women's Program Unit of the State
Personnel Board, and The State Women's Program Advisory Committee.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Is there

in each department a women's

program officer?
MS. HARA:

In most departments.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. HARA:

But not in all?

It is not legislatively mandated, as our af-

firmative action is.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

So, it is just a matter of whether or

not that department head includes that in his/her budget?
MS. HARA:

Correct.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. HARA:

All right.

The women's program officers are responsible

for advising departmental management of issues relating to representation and upward mobility of women within the department.

The

state program focuses on issues of statewide concerns such as: policies, service wide classification changes, and on targeting major
problem areas, and on providing technical assistance to departmental
women's program officers.
In order to ensure that the policies, program targets, and
strategies that we identify are indeed priorities, the program established an Advisory Committee which currently meets on a bimonthly
basis.

In structuring the committee, consideration was given to

ensure input from minority and disabled women, and persons with
-7-

s

affirmat

stanti

action

lementation experience.

sory Committees' concurrence we have set up

1

prog am direction

has as its priorities:

1

1) the severe under-

resentation of women in job categories of trades and crafts, law
enforcement, an administrative line which includes career executives
and ot

r senior civil servants;

ination;

3) discrim-

ecial concerns of minority and disabled women.

4)

n

2) comparable worth;

tion, we have recognized that problems continue to

exist with regard to representation of women in scientific and engineer

areas, mobility options from dead-end jobs, day care, and

the prob

of older and reentry women.
In recognition of resource limitations, priorities were

est

lished based on perceptions of the severity of problems and the

tential

greatest impact.

lighter areas are 1

As a result, our activities in these

ted to review and input on policies and pro-

posals generated from outside of the program.
In the priority areas identified, we've been working on
identify
tr

g problem areas and finding solutions.

s

cr

result

t

these incl
journey

In the area of

ts, for example, there are a number of problems which
significant under-representation of women.
1) m

Some of

imum qualifications which frequently require

evel experience and have very few apprenticeships;

2) also,

there's not a large recruitment pool of women with substantial years
of experience;

3) until last year, recruitment efforts focusing on

women were very limited;

4) some examinations have been validated,

but there never have been enough female competitors to statistically
assess the disparate impact;

5) veteran preference applies on most

entry level examinations; and 6) the large number of specialized
-8-

classes, vocational testing and hiring, and the number of appointing
powers involved make monitoring and patrolling difficult.
At the present time we're reviewing the classification
structure to eliminate needless barriers existent in the classification structure.

Further, we are exploring sub-entry; apprentice-

ship; career opportunity development, or other entry options which
could be employed to better facilitate the employment of women.

•

In the area of recruitment, the first trade examinations
that were conducted this year was for carpentry.

Currently there's

only one woman in the class, and historically few women have applied
for the examination.
plied.

In the previous exam, only one woman had ap-

In this most recent exam, we had 25 female applicants and

16 successfully appeared on the list.
The major recruitment effort focused on the tradeswomen
groups throughout California, as well as women support groups which
proved receptive and helpful.

In follow up with these groups as to

why more women did not apply, the main reason stated was a concern
about the actual opportunity for appointment within state government.
Through continued involvement with these groups, we anticipate a
greater participation rate in future examinations.
Other exams in the trades area have included painter,
plumber, electrician, and a number of automotive classes.

The sta-

tistics for these classes are similar to carpentry, in that some
gains have been made, but they're very slight.
and assistance from departments would help.

More positive input

Departments are mainly

concerned that individually they have very few positions, so it's not
worth the effort to generate a major recruitment effort.
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0

roach we've used is to tap the public in-

r

rmation records oF the Division of Apprenticeship Standards, to
1

l

Prob

ivi

1

ly the greatest achievement thus far, has been with the es-

lis

t

ls who might have an interest in state government.

of contact with tradeswomen's groups.

at area is rna
partie

Our major concern

taining credibility with the groups.

For their

ation we need to reciprocate in hires, however, we still

ave

obstacle of veterans

preference.

The prior efforts of the

State Personnel Board to address veterans preference through legislative action has not been successful.
CHAIR~~N

HARRIS:

sonnel Board's position.

Give me some idea of what was the PerTo wipe it out?

To modify it?

What was

the position?
MR. WALTER:

Basically, we were in favor of fundamentally

eliminating veterans preference.

But, we were also amenable to modi-

fying it, either in time or to certain kinds of classes, that sort

g to

of

ze the effect.
HARRIS:

cate

Is there any statistics that would in-

effect veterans preference has in terms of hiring men

over women, or veterans over non-veterans?
MS. HARA:

All of the staff work that we had we provided

to the committee staff, which gave some specific examples as to
which area there was a distinct impact.

At this point we're looking

at about 90 percent of the persons receiving veterans preference,
are men.

-10-

In the area of law enforcement, minimum qualifications
are generally not an issue as they are in trades and crafts.

Re-

cruitment and physical standards have been our primary issue of
concern.

A major ongoing recruitment effort has been directed to-

wards the state traffic officer cadet female.

During 1979, 1980,

and 1981, there were 681, 554, and 740 applications accepted respectively for each of those years.

Through January to June of

1982, there were 3,557 applications received from women.

The major

difference for this increase is attributed to a change in the exam
testing cycle, from periodic testing to continuous testing.
There are several recruitment strategies also, that are
used to enhance the number of applications received from women.

Ex-

tensive advertising was in newspapers, radios and television, the
California Highway Patrol recruiters extensively visited college
campuses, job fairs, shopping malls, and general outreach to women.
The use of female traffic officer recruiters, has also been extremely
successful in attracting female candidates.
The other major successful area is with correctional officer, which has had ongoing focused recruitment efforts, and has

•

utilized the sub-entry classification of correctional officer trainee .
This class recruits for eligibles from the Career Opportunity Development Program, which focuses on the disadvantaged of whom many are
women.
Other successful recruitment efforts in the law enforcement
area have been for state police officer cadet, correctional counselor,
and parole agent; we are currently testing for an investigator assistant.

The primary focus for these classifications have been

-11-

wit

women s groups on c

es, as well as s

s in law enforce-

ment programs.

rn terms of physical standards, we have been working
closely with the Board's Test Validation and Construction Unit and
departments, to insure standards are based on job relatedness and
business necessity, and have the minimum amount of disparate impact.
We have reviewed correctional officer entry standards, CHP maintenance standards,

most recently the developing standards for fire

suppression classes.
Our major under-represented job category is administrative
1

.

Llne,

ich encompasses top administrative positions such as career

execut

assignments.

Our findings thus far seem to indicate that

while there is a degree of discretion involved with the examination
and selection process, such as weighing the value of experience and
education, there is often a lack of consciousness of the impact of
In CHP, or Corrections where hundreds of officers

individual hires.

are hired yearly, the impact is clear.
a pos tion by posit

Managerial hires are made on

basis, so the impact is less evident as the

We currently are identifying the availability of

hires are

women for top managerial positions, in order to determine whether
the current rate of progress is reasonable, as well as to provide
departments and a changing administration with relevant information
in this regard.
On an ongoing basis we review all classification actions,
establishing or changing positions in order to examine adverse impact
on women, as well as to maximize opportunity for subsequent recruitment efforts.

-12-

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
Would you do me a favor?

Ms. Hara, may I interrupt one moment?
Since you have this in written form, we

are going to have the whole statement included in the transcript
of the hearing.

If you could give me a synopsis, because I want

to ask some questions.

I think if you could just summarize these

reports that you want to emphasize out of your statement, I think
that would help me more .

•

MS. HARA:

Essentially, we are monitoring the changes in

classifications in the administrative hiring area.

In comparable

worth, basically we have discovered that there are a couple of areas
where the State Personnel Board does have authority versus the Department of Personnel Administration, and that is in the area of
transferring from one classification to another.

In training and

development assignments we currently have salary based criteria,
which says if you're within a certain salary you can transfer.

We

feel there is distinctly a correlation between that limitation and
the comparable worth concept, so we're looking at establishing new
criteria other than salary based criteria over the next year.
In addition we're looking at clerical-management positions.
In other words, in the third and fourth line clerical supervisory
level, what kind of mobility options are there?
at this level, indeed, managerial?

And are positions

And should they have mobility

options to other top managerial positions?
In the area of discrimination we've recently completed an
Inter-governmental Personnel Act grant, which provided for the implementation of a sexual harassment policy statewide.

What we've

done so far is that we've had all departments in state service
-13-

devel

olicies on sexual harassment.

partments

devel

disseminated

ing training, and ensured that information was

roughout departments to make available in orienta-

tion type packages.
vided to EEO
derstand

We've been assisting de-

We are currently reviewing the training pro-

stigators and counselors, to ensure that they unissue and are able to provide assistance to people who

come to them with complaints.
Our other area is the concerns of minority and disabled
women.

Over

last year we made a change to the way the state sets

its goals for affirmative action.
firmative action go
set for women.

What that is, is in the past af-

s were set for minority groups, and goals were

There was a distinct feeling on the part particu-

larly of minority women that they are often forgotten in that process.

This year we asked that departments assess their representation

on the basis of sex within ethnicity, and that they establish goals
based on the under-representation by sex within ethnicity; so goals
are now set

r Hispanic women, for Black women, Filipinos, and others.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

When will those goals be set?

They were set for the '82-'83 year.
CHAIR~~N

MS. HARA:

HARRIS:

They've already been set?

Okay.

In addition, the State Personnel Board has in-

stituted sanction procedures, wherein we provide for supplemental
certification.
hearings.

I believe that area was covered before in earlier

But supplemental certification allows us to provide in ad-

dition to the certification of eligibles, a supplemented list of those
groups not represented in the top group of eligibles.

-14-

When that

approach has been used it

s affected the representation of women

and we have seen significant increases, although there have been
limitations in the sense that the number of hires made have not
been substantial.

This has had some impact on the areas that in

the past have used veterans preference.

The supplemental certifi-

cation has allowed us to supplement the eligible list with women
who otherwise would have been below the hiring levels with the

•

veterans preference.

In the area of biologists, for example, the

increase was from one percent up to now 11 percent.
Essentially, that's the substance of the presentation.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Let me ask a few questions.

terested in this supplemental certification.
that?

I'm in-

Could you explain

Either one.
MR. WALTER:

When there are problems of severe and per-

sistent under-representation, the Personnel Board identifies the

•

classes and the departments that have those characteristics.

The

Personnel Board holds, a hearing in which those problems are explored,
and if it feels that it's necessary to make progress in terms of

•

improving the representation, they order that supplemental certification be applied.

What that is, is in addition to the norm,

when a department has a vacancy they ask for certification of names
of people eligible for appointment.

In addition to those persons

ordinarily certified, that list is augmented by persons from underrepresented groups, be it women, Blacks, Hispanics, whatever.

And

from that pool the department alerts all of those people who are
certified with the department, that they are then eligible for appointment.

The department still has the authority to make the
-15-

selecti

for

appo
One of the things we are always con-

cerned about is that the State Personnel Board is obviously the
centerpiece

dealing with the issue of discrimination in public

employment for state employees.

Are the problems that are con-

fronted in terms of discrimination, and affirmative action, and all
the rest, correctable simply through administrative action or is
there any legislation that you need in order to have the tools to
deal \vi th the problem?

I know you mentioned veterans preference,

are there any other examples of legislative remedies that may be
required or advisable?
MR. WALTER:

One thing that occurred to me, for example,

1s perhaps institutionalizing through legislation women's program
officers in departments, giving more status to them.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
about the sanctions?

Any others which come to mind?

What

The sanctions, even though you mentioned they

had been used, I know they've been used very sparingly and I understand when they have been used,

they~ve

been somewhat effective.

But is there a reason, or is there anything to indicate that legislating some sanctions would have more effect or should in fact be considered?
MR. WALTER:

Well, we believe we have the authority to

undertake the type of sanctions we've done up to this point, and
we think they are effective.

Certainly, if it proves over time

that the kind of actions we are able to take under existing law are
not generating sufficient progress, we'd certainly be proposing
-16-

changes to the Legislature.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

One other thing in terms of legislation.

In terms of particularly minority women, whether it's the recruitment of minority women or upward mobility for minority women,

I'm

wondering, Ms. Hara, is there any indication that the effort to increase those numbers could be, again, institutionalized?

You men-

tioned the idea of having women program officers in each department
mandated through the Legislature.

I guess what I'm really trying

to get to is whether or not anything could be done to further improve the situation of the plight of minority women in state em-

•

ployment?

I know that we have received a lot of documentation,

particularly, as it relates to Hispanic women, and Black women who
seem to have been victimized in terms of upward mobility and recruitment overall.

They seem to all be kept concentrating on the

lowest classification.

What kind of things are indicated?

What

kind of things do you consider?
MS. HARA:

I think one of the things that happened is that

we have seen a significant increase in our minority women over the

•

last eight years.

In fact, the statistics we had were that in 1974,

minority women constituted 7.6 percent of the work force.

At this

point in time, they constitute 14.5 percent of the work force.

One

of the problems is that a lot of the entry has been at the lowest
level occupations.

I'm not too sure in terms of legislatively what

could be done to increase it.

One of the problems we have is with

the priority which upward mobility training receives within the departments, and within the state's current fiscal structure.

-17-

We've

seen some significant reductions in training budgets.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Have you or has the State Personnel

Board considered rather than reversing the veterans preference,
erhaps giving preference to disadvantaged women who are particularly under-represented in certain classifications, i.e., Fish
and Game Department and other kinds of things?

Just based on some

sense of trying to achieve some degree of parity, just based on
historical discrimination, or other kinds of factual information
to

dicate this problem.
MR. WALTER:

mental certification.

Our response has been in terms of suppleI'm not aware of any proposals for, say,

additional points or something of that sort.
CHAIRt\1AN HARRIS:

You think that supplemental certifica-

tion will work, and that in fact will provide the opportunity necessary to achieve some parity for those groups?
MR. WALTER:

We believe that along with some intensi'ie ef-

fort in terms of the classification plan, and vigorous recruiting
and training, those together will work.
MS. HARA:

For example, in the area of junior civil en-

gineers, the state hires quite a number of junior civil engineers.
At this point in time, we make job offers to everybody on the list
so supplementing the minorities, or women on that list really doesn't
do anything in terms of speeding up the number of female hires.
need a greater candidate list.
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We

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Well, does the State Personnel Board

need any working definition for disadvantaged women?

Or minority

women?
MR. WALTER:

The categories that are identified in the

sense--in terms of ethnic categories, our definition would be
minority women and beyond that, I don't know.

In the Career Op-

portunities Program, of course, there are those who would be wel-

•

fare eligible, for example.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

That type of thing.
Okay.

So, socioeconomic would be an-

other factor for you to look for?

A couple more questions.

One,

how much staff does the state have that is specifically concerned
about opportunities for women and employment?

Are you the only

person working in that area for example, from the State Personnel
Board, or is there anybody else?
MS. HARA:

What's happening?

Actually, we've got about two and a half staff,

at this point.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

•

MR. WALTER:

That's direct.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MR. WALTER:

Okay .
There are, of course, ...

... Other people who are working ...

... Working on components of projects and

what have you, throughout the Board ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

So, they can get to this thing as a co-

ordinating point for not only the State Personnel Board, but for
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o

er

pa tments--

departments?

women's program that exist within the other

How many of the 75 departments have women's program

offices?
~S.

HARA:

by a list of

Oh, there are more than that.

out 100 departments.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
statistics here

I think we go

Oh, you have a hundred?

Oh, I saw some

at indicated 75.

MR. WALTER:

Well, when you get beyond about 60, they're

awfully small organizations.
MS. HARi\:

But, in any event ...

In any event, we have roughly about 80, and

many of whom are part-time ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Yes.

People who basically just are

assigned the responsibility along with their other ...
MS. HARA:

In addition to their other responsibilities.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I see.

I see.

ordinated activities exist for those women?

Now, what kind of coAre there reports that

they file with you or do they each do their own thing?

I mean, is

there any kind of standardization in terms of women's programs
throughout the State Civil Service?
MS. HARA:

Not particularly.

We set basic goals that we

work together on, but in effect, they operate relatively independently in terms of choice of--we have monthly meetings with all of
the women's program officers.
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CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I see.

You pointed out that all of the

departments developed their own guidelines for the women's program
and implementation of affirmative action ...
MS. HARA:

Well, the State Personnel Board issues guide-

lines, which are strictly that, as to what kinds of areas a women's
program might focus on.
are quite different.

Obviously, the needs of various departments

But even a women's program officer for the

Department of CalTrans--CalTrans has one of the most substantial
women's programs we've got ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

For the most part, those programs de-

veloped by the departments are voluntary, is that what I'm hearing?
MS. HARA:

Correct.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

One--I guess one last question.

about the--is there any--tell me about the sanctions.

What

What sanc-

tions, in fact, have you used and to what effect?
MR. WALTER:

Well, we have applied supplemental certifi-

cation, we've got the sanction hearings for the Departments of

•

Forestry, Fish and Game, Parks and Recreation, a number of classes
in those departments have been subject to supplemental certification.

In addition, certain staff services classes have been identi-

fied for supplemental certification.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

But the sanctions basically haven't

been budgetaryY
MR. WALTER:

No.

That's correct, that's correct.
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The

sanct ons

so

plans, wi

respec

requiring

ncl

e requiring the department to set specific

to affirmative action goals in the target class;

to train supervisors and managers, with respect to

affirmative action; requiring them to have a more intensive affirmative action program in the department, and the most fundamental
part of it is

supplemental certification part.

_;__;_;:.;:_;_;;:_::_:_c:.. .:;.. :c:.. ;__;:_;;_:-=.. c'-'---'-S:

I

see.

I

appreciate ve

testimony, and we may be asking you further questions.
thing else you wanted to add?

much your
Do you have

Okay, thank you very much.

e next witness will be the Secretary of the State and
nsumer Services Agency, Ms. Alice Lytle.

Good morning.

How are

you doing?
MS. ALICE LYTLE:

Good morning.

I

apologize ... I apologize

r being late.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I'm just glad you're here.

Me too.
I'll tell you

I'm just glad to be off that airplane,

at.
That, I understand.

We could have ar-

ranged better weather for you, but ...
I meant to call ahead.

(Laughter) .

My name

is Alice Lytle, I'm Secretary of the State and Consumer Services
Agency.

Wjthin State and Consumer Services, among other departments,

I have the Department of Fair Employment and Housing which has jurisdiction over complaints of discrimination in private employment,
housing and public accommodations, and the Ross Civil Rights Act
-2 2 -

as well as the Unruh Civil Rights Act.

I also have within State

and Consumer Services Agency, the State Personnel Board.
As with a number of entities within State and Consumer
Services, the State Personnel Board, while it is organizationally
located within my agency and is subject to some extent to management directives from my agency.

It is a separate constitutional

entity, with a separate constitutional statutory mandate.
Before I launch into a discussion of the problems confronting women in public employment in California, I think it would
be useful to just briefly reiterate the philosophical and legal rationale behind the whole concept of equal employment opportunity
and affirmative action, because without that perspective sometimes
confusion reigns, with respect to particular programs designed to
advance those two causes.
Clearly, equal employment opportunity is the most simple
of the two concepts.

The concept is, of course, to eliminate those

obstacles and barriers to full and equal opportunity for women.
The affirmative action concept

is just a wee bit more complicated,

and certainly more controversial.

•

People who would go to war to

support equal employment opportunity, would go to war to fight against affirmative action opportunity.

I

think one of the problems

is that people haven't thought out what the philosophical rationale
is.
Clearly, for the better part of several centuries, women
have not been allowed to participate fully in all aspects of human
endeavor and life.

In the labor force in the United States of

America we have a competitive economy.

That results in what many

of our economists call a "zero-sum gain."
-23-

If one person secures em-

lo

nt of necessi

, ano

r person or persons do not.

We have

never had,

Wl

and wi

e exception of slavery, we have never had a full em-

pass

le exception of a few war time economics,

ployment economy.
It is a mathematical certainty, therefore, that the competitive pool of pe
tatively smalle
la

are pr

because of the exclusion from that labor pool of

ed,

e'

le who were able to compete for jobs is quanti-

numbers of women.

Consequently, the persons who

ileged to be within that pool enjoy just that, a privilege.

And,

ef

what pe

le choose to call "reverse discrimination," but to eliminate

ts of a

privilege

at

irmative action mechanisms are, to not create

persons within that blessed pool, the labor

t, had been able to enjoy.
g said that, I'd like to describe, then, the difference

H

between the mandate of the Department of Fair Employment and Housing,
and the State Personnel Board.

For a number of years, the DFEH, if I

may use that shorthand, exercised jurisdiction not only over private
employment but over public employment.
In about the year 1978, the exercise of that authority was
al
Board rna

ed

and

matter ended up in court with the State Personnel

aining, among other things, that it had a constitutional

mandate over state

loyment, and therefore, complaints of discri-

nation lodged by state workers could only be handled by the State
Personnel Boa

The Department of Fair Employment and Housing is

presently under a court order not to accept cases of discrimination
from state workers.
CHAI R;\Li\N HARRIS:

Is that case under appeal, or isn't it?
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MS. LYTLE:
now.

That matter is going up through the courts

It's on appeal.
Now, when I became Secretary, I decided that since the

matter was under litigation I would not exercise any administrative
authority~

with respect to the exercise of State Personnel Board

jurisdiction over those types of complaints.
However, it is clear that there needs to be a very consistent interpretation and application of applicable state law, that
is the Fair Employment Practices Act, by both agencies.

And, in

response to a question you asked the preceding witness, I would suggest that this committee or some other look into the administrative
application of the California Fair Employment Practices Act by the
State Personnel Board.

Because, it goes without saying, that it is

absolutely essential that the law that the DFEH applies to private
employers be the same law that the State Personnel Board applies to
matters of discrimination by state workers.

•

Now, of course, the philosophical and legal underpinnings
of equal employment opportunity and affirmative action make it very
clear that any attempt to improve the opportunities, and the treatment of women in state government must be institutionalized.

It is

simply not enough that we pass laws, we have had numerous protective
laws on the books for quite some time.

It is simply not enough that

we provide a department like the State Personnel Board with an administrative mandate.

It is absolutely imperative that we look be-

yond the relatively simple task, believe it or not, of bringing
more women into state government beyond the traditional classifications that women had been employed in.

I call this a relatively

simple matter, because compared to the task of institutionalizing
-25-

the changes necessary to give women equal opportunity, the task
of bringing in more women is relatively easy.
Bureaucracies do not change fast, and they do not change
easily.

But, to the extent, this administration of Governor Edmund

G. Brown, Jr. has left a legacy.

It is, by and large, a legacy of

institutionalized changes complemented by appropriate statutory
changes, most particularly, a law that you, Assemblyman Harris,
authored.
af

And, that is the law that was designed to protect the

rmative

action gains of people during the event of a layoff.

Now, in approaching the problem of applying the law in
private and public employment, and in institutionalizing these changes
it is critical that we understand that the problem is of such long
standing and has proved so intransigent, and the people who run our
bureaucracies are so resistant to the kinds of changes this committee
is concerned with, it is critically important that we make certain
we utilize as many different approaches in solving the problem as
humanly possible.
To the extent, we focus on only one approach to the problem.

We have limited gains, to be sure, but we could have far more

gains if we took into account the other resources which we have at our
disposal.

For example, clearly the previous discussion of sanctions

embodied an approach that one could characterize as punitive, and with
respect to certain departments, particularly departments that have
been guilty of the grievous conduct over the years or an absolute
outrageous failure to make even minimal changes in their bureaucracies,
a punitive or sanction approach is in order.
Moreover, the added benefit of an approach like that, particularly, with respect to departments whose records are absolutely
~
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outrageous, one can establish good legal and administrative precedents for the use of a tool, for example, such as supplemental
certification.

I submit to you, however, that in addition to that

approach, with respect to some departments and some department heads,
particularly, with respect to independent constitutional agencies;
you might find that a more assistive, if you will, or cooperative
approach is a better approach.

Particularly, when you're dealing

with an officer or an office that has a separate constitutional mandate, and that can for all practical purposes tell you to go take
a flying leap.
I further would add, that we have entities within and without state government who have responsibilities, either statutory or
nonstatutory, in this area.
spect to the unions.
State.

I speak now, in particular, with re-

We have a collective bargaining law in this

We have given our public unions a great deal of power

with

respect to their dealings with the State of California, now with that
I

power comes a great deal of responsibility.

I would suggest further,

and I'd be happy to work with this committee on this, that mechanisms
be devised for encouraging these unions to exercise their responsi-

•

bilities in the area of equal employment and affirmative action .
I speak now, not just of their activities with regard to
their rank and file membership and particularly their female members,
I also speak with regard to their in-house management staff.

I'm not

terribly pleased with the representation on the staffs of many of our
worker organizations.

Although, at least one of them, and probably

a number have very good records in this area.
I think that it's critical that the State Personnel Board,
and other state regulatory entities exercise a very close and
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now,
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women advocacy groups, and the

ar, of

art

groups, and
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s that are not unions.

r advocacy

disabled.

It is critical, however, when we utilize all these appro

s, that we set our priorities carefully.
more

an once been concerned about

expenditure of large

and energy on what I consider to be relatively un-

amounts of t
ortant

ges

thin

stitutionalizing

To the extent we focus on

system.

energy away from the question of in-

iae, we take our time

changes that have to survive, for example, the

stration of Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
out of o

I, quite frankly,

ce and sees

very, very

And, if he goes

s programs dismantled, we have done him a

at disservice.
I would suggest that we focus on programs and not person-

ities, to the extend we can do that, sometimes you have to focus
on personalities, particularly when they're being incredibly obstructive.
I feel it's critical
stituti

izing the programs we need to institutionalize to make

s in our

aucracies,

know that one of
Chief of

we note the constraints of in-

was

and

it takes no

two-year study to

gigantic constraints are fiscal.
the

sion of

When I was

ir Employment Practices, and

the Department of Industrial Relations, that division had a total budget of approximately $1.5 million.

It was just a very bad joke on

the minorities and women and disabled of the State of California.
That department now has an annual budget of $10.8 million.
CHAIR~~N

HARRIS:

How much?
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MS. LYTLE:

Ten point eight million dollars.

Clearly, a

substantial increase, but equally clearly not enough money to pursue
its mandate which is to eliminate discrimination in employment in the
State of California.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LYTLE:

Let me ask a question right here.

Certainly.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

If we, for some reason, are unable to get

more money because of budgetary constraints, is there any or do you
have any suggestions as to whether or not either the mandate ought to
be narrowed, or that there ought to be some changes in terms of the
access?

In other words, perhaps more diversion of certain cases or

something.

Is there a prioritize of the resources that we do have

available so it could be better utilized?
MS. LYTLE:

I'd be very, very resistent to any attempt to

narrow the mandate or to engage in too much of a task of setting
priorities, because we have, for example, in the Fair Employment
Practices Act ten protective groups.

And, there is always the danger

that you'll provide more resources for one group than the other, and
that would be a terrible mistake.

Moreover, there are ideas being

studied in the department, and the department will probably tell you
about some of these things that would enable them to pursue their
mandates, perhaps, in a more innovative and creative fashion

that

would, without narrowing the protective legislation, provide them
with a greater and more comprehensive use of their resources.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Is the legislative mandate specific
-29-

enou

so

at

artment will funct

e

ss

ess

iately and ag-

of the administration

subject to a lot of political whim?

power?

Or, is it

Or, are there other things that

can be done to make sure that, regardless of who's running the "Ship
of State", that at least in this area we can be assured of some deee of consistency
MS. LYTLE:

terms of application of the law?
There's no way to draw a statute that would

render the department invulnerable to the kinds of political challenges you're describing.

The protection that the department needs

against that sort of thing will not come from a statute book; it will
come from our Legislature; it will come from a constituency group; it
will come from an advocacy group; perhaps, from some of the unions,
but you can't draw a code that would protect it from a defunding
attack.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LYTLE:

Got it; all right.

Another constraint is just the scope of the

jurisdictional mandate.

This isn't as much of a problem in the em-

ployment area as it is in others.

But, clearly, there are aspects of

the law that could use some refinements.

There are aspects, in parti-

cular, of the procedures that are created by statutes that the department would like to change.

Although, these changes don't go to the

substantive protections of law, procedures are of course of critical
importance in how effectively you implement the law or protect people.
And, let's face it, another constraint is the kind of infighting that
goes on too frequently among the protective groups, and I'm not sure
that it would be sensible for me to say, "We ought to stop doing that."
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I think human beings are human beings, and they'll always do this.
But I do think that we must be very careful that the policies of
company executives, the policies that filter down through the Legislature do not promote this kind of infighting; that we do not allow
ourselves to be manipulated in such as way that we expend inordinate
amounts of time and energy trying to narrow the protection given to
some group in the hope that we will, therefore, widen the protection
that some other group gets.
Another constraint, which is in part fiscal, is the problem of generation of litigation every time you institute an administrative mechanism for protecting women or minorities or the disabled.

This is also related to the question you just asked, Mr.

Assemblyman, and that is; activities on the part of an administration that might weaken the mandate of the department to the extent
you expose yourself to litigation, you risk making very good law.
For example, I feel that in a way litigation is welcome

because you

might institutionalize in our legal system a concept like supplemental certification, but you also expose yourself to the risk that
the mechanism may be successfully challenged, and you've lost a very

•

important tool to use.

Moreover, this question of litigation is also

related to fiscal constraints.

Even if you use the Attorney General,

you have to pay their lawyers.

And, ocassionally, if you have an

attorney general who is not particularly sympathetic to what it is a
particular department is doing, you may find that the Attorney General's
office will not represent you in a particular case, and you have to
spend even more money going outside to hire an attorney, a private
attorney, outside the state system; and these things cost money.
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there should be some
aware of attorney fees in those cases where the litigate is successful?
MS. LYTLE:

One of the proposed legislative strategies

that the Department of Fair Employment is exploring, is the possibility of securing attorneys' fees and costs for the department when
it is successful.
MR. YOUNGBLOOD:
suit

You mentioned earlier, concerning the law-

with the State Personnel Board, and the Department of Fair Em-

ployment and Housing.

Do you feel that the State Personnel Board

has a conflict of interest in this area, handling complaints from
public employees or state employees?
MS. LYTLE:

Clearly, one could say that a constraint op-

erating on a fact finder, is that the fact finder is investigating
itself.

But, equally clearly, the internal grievance procedures in

general that we have in state government have that built-in conflict,
and I'm not just t

king about the State Personnel Board in terms of

grievance procedures, but whatever internal grievance procedures exist
in departments and agencies.

I, for example, have to rule on grie-

vances brought by my employees against me.
MR. YOUNGBLOOD:

Do you feel that's effective, or is it

prone to bias?
MS. LYTLE:

I don't think you can develop a system that

utilizes human beings, and eliminate bias.

I think that a number of

these cases are successfully challenged by grievance through the
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State Personnel Board system, and a great many of them win their
cases; so theoretically there is a conflict, but in all practical
purposes it doesn't work out as badly as one might think.
MR. YOUNGBLOOD:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LYTLE:

•

Thank you.
Please continue.

Essentially, I've outlined the constraints,

and I'd like to outline some of the possibilities for improvements.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LYTLE:

Good.

Clearly, this last administration, or Governor

Brown's Administration, demonstrated how useful it is when you have
a message being sent from a Chief Executive down to the agency secretaries, down to the department directors, that equal employment
and affirmative action is a very top priority of an administration.
The way that has worked in this administration (although it could have

•

worked better), but the way it has worked is that department directors
in answering, for example, to this agency secretary, have been made
very aware of the fact that I am not proceeding on my own; that I am

•

not pressing them for affirmative action mechanisms because it's something I like (although clearly they know that's a fact).

They also

know that I am pursuing a directive that emanated directly from the
Governor's office, which means that they can't do an "end-run" around
me and go to him and say, "Look, my programs are being held up because
Alice Lytle insists on all this affirmative action."
can't get away with it; they don't even try.

They know they

So, it's critical that

each administration that comes in be made to understand that this is
-33-

a priority,

cted

at it is

is

stration to

affirmative action

the message will come down

sub-units of the bureaucracy that

equal employment is a priority, and that the

Legislature, and all other components of government have a responsibility to see to it that that message comes down.
loc

public employers enjoy a fair degree of autonomy

with respect to the administration of their merit systems.

I'm not

sure I would suggest that that be changed, but it is something that
you might want to study, particularly in the area of EEO, and affirmative action.

I'm not at all pleased with the record of a large number

of local public employers in this area, and I don't think the State
Personnel Board has sufficient authority over them to effect any
meaningful change.

I'm not sure that they should be given that au-

thority; I really don't know.

But, it's certainly an issue that I

would look into.
I mentioned the worker organizations.

The whole area of

collective bargaining is probably repleat with opportunities for
institutionalizing change, and a committee such as this is in a good
position to explore all those opportunities for change.

And, lest

we forget, it's critically important that we understand that in many
important aspects the State Personnel Board, and state programs in
general can be used as, and frequently are, laboratories for creative
innovative change.

I think that the rest of the country, for example,

is going to be watching the implementation, Assemblyman Harris, of
your bill which created protections against diminution and representation through the layoff procedure.
CHAIR~~N

HARRIS:

Do you know if the Supreme Court--or if
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gone to

the case

MS. LYTLE:

Uhm-huh.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LYTLE:

Massachusetts?

Supreme Court

On whether or not that is in fact done?

Yes.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

All right.

MS. JOANN LEWIS:

It actually upheld it.

They voted in favor

of the teachers.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

The Supreme Court?

MS. LEWIS:

That was just ...

Cl~IRMAN

Yes.

HARRIS:

Well, there's another case involving fire-

fighters.
MS. LEWIS:

•

Oh, okay.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
Court.

Because the thing with the teachers ...

It's now pending before the U.S. Supreme

The U.S. Supreme Court has now agreed to hear a case that in-

volves firefighters who are claiming that they--that any ...

Counts

as reverse discrimination, not to follow seniority system procedures.
MS. LEWIS:

Oh, all right.

Okay.

MS. LYTLE:

And, I think it's important that we protect that

role of the State Personnel Board, and state government in general.
Because much of the resistence to the institutionalization of these programs is bias; plain and simple.

Much of it is fear, fear of litiga-

tion, fear of change, and to the extent California can serve as a model
-35-

tuti

r

ization of success

programs.

You've got

to, by virture of that fact alone, encourage other states to adopt
or at least

re the possibility of adopting some of these pro-

grams.
Wi

, I will terminate my testimony, and if you have

any questions I'd be happy to answer them.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Madame Secretary, do you have a minute?

What I'd like to do is to ask Ms. Lewis to come up now along with Ms.
Armistead,

perhaps then if you have questions they may be generated,

since you were the former director of the office and plus exercised
some mutual responsibility.

If I could ask questions of all of you,

after we hear their testimony, please.
Can you get another seat up here?

Is there no seats up there?

Could you give me another seat,

or go outside and find a chair somewhere?

(Laughter).

Thank you.

Welcome.
MS. LEWIS:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LEWIS:

Oh, it's up to us then?

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LEWIS:

Would you like to begin?

You two are about to speak.

Okay, I wanted to ...

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Would you identify yourself for the re-

cord, please?
MS. LEWIS:

Sure.

Fair Employment and Housing.

JoAnne Lewis, Director - Department of
I wanted to begin with some comments
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regard to

State's respons

monitor and eli

ility to exp

, its ability to

discriminatory practices, and to monjtor the

activities of various merit systems throughout the State of California.

In looking at ways in which we can change practices that

occur in public employment, it became clear to the Department that
one of the major bod

s respons

le were the local civil service

commissions, and the local merit systems at the county and city levels.

Consequently, if we are in fact going to make any institu-

tionalized changes in public employment, it is essential that we
encourage leadership in these various bodies.

It is my understand-

ing that members of these commissions are appointed by local boards
of supervisors, and city councils.

And, when Alice was describing

the responsibility of the State to be a laboratory for experimenting and institutionalizing certain programs, the State provides
leadership to the local merit systems.

In fact, they have a monitor-

ing responsibility and provide technical assistance to the various
civil service systems throughout this State .

•

In reviewing how the Department of Fair Employment can relate to these local civil service systems, we have identified that
most civil service systems now know all the right steps to take, all

I

the right procedures to follow in order to increase the number of
women and minorities in their work force.
to discern

What we have not been able

is the extent to which they will accept a leadership role

to go beyond that, and let me give an example: One of the major problems is that women continue to make 57¢ on every dollar that a man
makes.

This is not overt discrimination, but rather because women

arc in positions that have traditionally been paid less than men
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occupy.

need,

, to have the civil service commissions take

a look at how jobs are evaluated in terms of their functions, and
by so doing we will eliminate a significant area of discrimination
against women that would not be affected by traditional means of
discrimination.

In other words, on an individual basis a woman will

come in because she has been denied an opportunity at a particular
job or for a promotion, and she may or may not be able to be hired
or be promoted.

That will benefit that one woman, but it will not

help all of the other women who continue to be repressed by salaries
and suffer a major form of discrimination in the work place.

Local

civil service systems have the ability, and the responsibility for
reviewing that problem, attacking that problem, and assuming the
leadership responsibility.

In thinking about how these commissions

should be encouraged to do this, I think that it's quite clear that
the Governor encouraged the State Civil Service System to do it
through a resolution, and an executive order.

But, if we are able

to similarly encourage local commissions, we have to do it through
some sort of incentive response, and hold out the possibility of a
different kind of sanction.
One of the major difficulties that we have discovered in
trying to enforce and encourage changes in public employment, is the
accountability system in local public employment and (I can't leave
the state out of this, although, we don't have any responsibility for
the state as yet), is that it is very difficult to hold the individuals accountable for their failure or to reward them for their successes.

I believe that our elected officials are the ones who have

the power to recognize when an individual they have appointed to a
commission is doing an outstanding job, or when an individual they
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have appointed to a commission 1s not doing an outstanding job, or
an adequate job.

It seems to me we need to use that system in a more

effective way if we really are going to bring significant changes
that will affect women in the work place.
We have as a department begun several programs to work with
local governments

to encourage them to understand what is an ade-

quate affirmative action program, what is an appropriate fair housing
program?

Use us as a technical resource in those areas. We have the

capacity and the interest in doing that, because it's quite clear that
the State will never be able to do it alone.

If we cannot generate

a responsiveness on the part of local governments, the problem we're
discussing here today will continue throughout this administration
and all subsequent administrations.

This administration has made

significant gain, has encouraged this approach, and I think it's a
very worthwhile way to go about improving the responsiveness of local
governments.

•

I guess the only thing I really wanted to summarize (my remarks) by saying that when we have an opporttinity to take a law enforcement action as a department, as opposed to provide technical assistance, the long-term benefit is greater if we can provide tech-

I

nical assistance.
to take.

Law enforcement should be the last step we need

Unfortunately, in most instances, by the time we get 1n

there it's the only step we can take, and we'd like to reverse that
trend, we'd like to put the movement further back in the process,
to remove the impediments, and to encourage local governments to recognize that it's in their best interest; it's in their benefit; it's
financially cheaper to be preventive than it is to have a state agency,
or a federal agency, or anyone else do a law enforcement action against
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them.
CHAIR~AN

HARRIS:

Let me ask a question.

On the basis of

cases that are filed through your department, is there any indication as to percentage of cases involving discrimination against women on the basis of sex, as opposed to the other nine categories of
classifications?
MS. LEWIS:
caseload.

Last year

Yes.

Women continue to be represented in our

we handled approximately 9200 cases, and of that

27% were on the basis of sex discrimination, and 99% of those were
women; we do get a few men who complain of sex discrimination.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I see.

Is there any predominance of

minority women over other, or is it pretty much ...
MS. LEWIS:

We don't have the capability of making that

distinction.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I see.

MS. RAMONA ARMISTEAD:

Ms. Armistead.

Yes, good morning.

As you know I'm

the attorney with the Fair Employment and Housing Commission, and
basically, the scope that I had intended for today was to give you
an overview of the cases which we've handled involving sex discrimination, and to touch upon the grievance procedure.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. ARMISTEAD:

Yes.
First of all, I think it's important to

bear in mind that the commission is mainly quasi-judicial in nature,
and it resolves those cases which are brought to it by the Department
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of Fair

loyment

It does have the ability to Issue ...

Hous

CHAIRMJ\N HARRIS:

Ramona, would you state your name again

for the record, just in case?
MS. ARMISTEAD:

Yes, Ramona Armistead of The Fair Employment

and Housing Commission.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. ARMISTEAD:

Thank you.
Okay.

The commission does have the ability

to issue precedent-setting decisions, and has been doing so since 1978.
It also issues administrative regulations to interpret and implement
the Fair Employment and Housing Act.
Let's see now, with respect to cases between 1978 and 1982,
overall the commission has decided about 51 precedent-setting decisions.

Of those, there have been 13 which are sex-based in nature,

or 6.63% of the precedent setting cases that were based upon sex
discrimination.

•

That varies, a lot of them involve discriminatory

refusal to hire, to promote, discriminatory termination, as well as
discrimination in the terms and conditions of employment.
Now, with respect to the grievance procedure, I think the

I

primary concern is probably the amount of time that it takes to
resolve the cases that come before the commission.
the case starts out it goes to the department.

First of all, when

The department has

one year to conduct its investigation, and issue an accusation.

After

it issues an accusation or a complaint in the case, it has 90 days

to go to public hearing.

Following that, normally the administrative

law judges who preside over the cases allow the parties approximately
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one month to sub

t briefs.

Following that, the administrative law

judge has about one month to prepare proposed decision, and then
forwards the proposed decision to the commission.

That whole process

takes approximately 17 months, or approximately one and one-half
years.

Following the commission's receipt of the administrative law

judge's proposed decision, we have 100 days to decide whether to
adopt the proposed decision.

Usually, because of our workload, we

make that decision right at the end of the 100 days.

Once we deter-

mine, and in most instances we determine not to adopt the proposed
decision from the administrative law judge, the parties are given
opportunity to submit further argument to the commission; normally,
that's 30 days.

Following receipt of the argument, the commission

has 100 days within which to issue a final decision.

And, these

time lines are all set by statute.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Why does the commission choose not to

adopt the administrative law judge's decision?
MS. ARMISTEAD:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

All right, that's a very good question.
Yeah, either it's a very good question,

or very poor administrative law judge's.
MS. ARMISTEAD:

Well. (Laughter) Okay.

What we have

noticed with a lot of the decisions we're receiving from the administrative law judge's, is that, in our opinion, the decisions would
not stand up on appeal, and that's our primary concern.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. ARMISTEAD:

I see.
We want to establish good case law that's
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sound, that ful
Jn

lements the Fair Employment and Housing Act.

a number of instances we find that the proposed decisions do not

reflect the law in this area.

And, I think some reasons for that

are, probably, that the administrative law judges are responsible
for deciding a number of cases that cover a lot of different subject
matters.

They're not experts in this area of the law, and because of

that we can very easily see when legal issues are decided incorrectly,
as well as, sometimes probably because of their workload; even

•

evidentiary issues are not, in our opinion, decided correctly.

So,

it requires the Counsel to the Fair Employment Housing Commission
to go through, conduct extensive research, and then prepare decisions
which we believe are legally sound, and which are more capable, or
more reflective of the law in this area.
area that needs to be addressed.

So that, I think, is an

The commission has not come to a

decision as to how it should best be addressed.

There has been some

talk about the possibility of the commission being restructured so
that there would be full time commissioners who would preside over
the hearings rather than administrative law judges.

The primary

concern with that is financial, we don't know whether it's really
realistic at this point to move toward that type of structure.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

It's not, and I'll tell you to go back

and tell them so they don't have to spend more time working on that.
MS. ARMISTEAD:

(Laughter).

So that is a problem, however,

because in a lot of instances the proposed decisions are not accepted
by the commission.
We believe that, probably, something that would help resolve the cases in a much speedier fashion, and possibly, even
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te

b

log

r

department, would of course be for

employees to use some type of internal grievance procedure, assuming
there is one provided by the employer.

We're reluctant to say,

though, that this should be mandatory before persons could file with
the department,

this is not the requirement under Title 7 right now.

We don't think that that would be an appropriate shift in California
either, but certainly, I think that's a greater effort to be made,
to have employers establish more effective grievance procedures, and
that would ease the case load and facilitate speedier resolutions.
The primary problem which the commission faces is, of course,
financial.

The commission decides all of the cases statewide, it has

a staff of six attorneys, and the problem is, of course, spreading the
workload out so that cases can be decided quickly.

Because of the

financial situation, we don't foresee the ability to decide cases any
sooner than we are now.
So, unless you have some questions ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
I'd like to ask this.

Let me ask a few questions.

First of all,

Are there any particular problems that the

commission has noted, as it relates to discrimination against women,
in any particular areas that have been, you know, of particular concern or difficulty in terms of resolution?
MS. ARMISTEAD:

Well, I can just speak to the frequency

of various kinds of cases.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. ARMISTEAD:

Yes.
Of all of the sex-based cases, most of

them involved refusals to hire.
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CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. ARMISTEAD:

Is that right?
And, we're also seeing more sexual harass-

ment cases.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Refusals to hire, is that a situation

based on, for example, irrelevant criteria?

Using--is there physi-

cal requirements that may not be related to the job?

What kinds of

things involving refusal to hire?

•

MS. ARMISTEAD:

Okay.

There have been some instances where

the job criteria has been unreasonable; for example, height and weight
requirements.

But also, what we're still seeing--or instances where

job catagories are predominantly male dominated, are somewhat reserved for men only.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. ARMISTEAD:

I see.
And, you know, we're of course concerned

that at this point in time, in 1982, that that's still occurring.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

•

Let me ask a question.

I'm really con-

cerned, Ms. Lytle, whether or not--I know that you have been, I guess,
wearing two hats, and obviously having to kind of "straddle the fence"
on the issue of the State Personnel Board versus the Fair Employment
Practices Commission.

The administration, obviously, at this point

are they simply waiting for the outcome of litigation?

Or, has no

position as it relates to whether or not legislation, or the Constitutional Amendment may, in fact, be appropriate?

It's like, again,

with the State Personnel Board overseeing the discrimination complaints,
it's almost like the fox guarding the hen house.
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And, I'm wondering

whether or not that's something that you've recognized, or just
because of, I don't know,

the-~out

of a political problem or the

mores within families, they've decided just to kind of look the
other way, or is there any perspective that you have?
MS. LYTLE:

Well, there are a number of factors that I

looked at when the litigation first started.

One was, at the time,

we were in discussions with the State Personnel Board about the
question, the jurisdictional question.

We, one, noted we didn't

have that many cases filed by state employees.
perately

Two, we were des-

striving to staff and fund that organization, so that we

could just take care of the private employee cases we have.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LYTLE:

Okay.

Three, we had a backlog that wouldn't quit.

And

so, quite frankly, when I sat down and set a bunch of priorities of
the battles I was going to get into, I was also fighting the insurance industry at that time (a real jerk-annoy), and that took up
an incredible amount of time.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LYTLE:

I just decided that it ...

It wasn't that important at the moment.

Well, in one respect it's very important.

Clearly, I'd be doing an injustice to state employees if I said it
wasn't.

But, on another basis, once it got into court, it seemed

to me that it would be sensible to leave it there rather than to go
dashing off to the Legislature
or some kind of statute.

and ask for a Constitutional Amendment,

And, I further felt particularly after I

became agency secretary, that I now had the opportunity to work closely
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with the State Personnel Board and help them affect the kind of
changes I felt they really needed to affect.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

In terms of discrimination against women

in state employment, you heard the testimony of the State Personnel
Board.

Is there any reaction to that on the part of any of you, in

terms of either the sanctions questions, or whether or not the idea
of the supplemental certification is a satisfactory response to problems with departments that are particularly recalcitrated (the Department of Forestry), or is there other things that you ought to be
doing?

Really, I think the problem is fairly clear, that's why we're

here, but I really would like to focus on solutions.

How we, in fact,

gain compliance; how we, in fact, achieve parity; whether or not recruitment is what it should be, those are the kind of things I hope
that the witnesses will focus on, because that's what we really wanted to look at.

Whether or not there are legislative or administrative,

or even simply practice types of things that might be done to correct
the problem as it relates to women in particular, since that's the
focus of this hearing.

•

MS. LYTLE:

Well, I only heard part of the State Personnel

Board's testimony, but I happen to think that the sanctions mechanism,
and the supplemental certification mechanism is an excellent one.
There ar-e constraints on its use, many of them are fiscal.

I mean,

it just costs a lot of money to hold these hearings, to engage particularly with the department that's recalcitrant, that's going to fight
you tooth and nail.
Three, there are serious problems in terms of recruitment,
and we have to bear in mind that a number of the activities, employment
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act

ties,

State engages in to select and promote people,

authority for those activities reside to a large extent within
individual departments.

They throw off, for example, the minimum

specifications, many of which need some overhauling.
~~N

HARRIS:

Well, should there be uniform guidelines?

For example, you have a women's program in the State Personnel Board.
We had the coordinator of that program testify, Ms. Hara.

I'm won-

dering, whether or not there ought to be some uniformity required
i.e., recruitment techniques, or procedures, or other kinds of things
would have to be cleared through some kind of a central coordinating
position, or that each department should be required to have an individual name, even if that person is part-time and has other responsibilities for women programs.

I'm trying to see whether or not

there are ways to institutionalize and formalize the process, opposed
to leaving it sort of to chance. I'm hoping that, you know, each department based on its good intentions and whatever meritorious conduct, is going to do the right thing.
MS. LYTLE:

I think that, clearly, you can't depend upon

individual department directors to do the right thing, some of them
will, most of them won't.

I think that the women's groups within

state government, are a critical factor in increasing the efficiency
of the system in the area of women's rights.

I'm loathed to focus

entirely upon the State Personnel Board, not because I'm treading,
you know, a narrow line (though, of course, I am), but quite frankly,
I'm very resistent to taking other people off the hook.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Okay.
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MS. LYTLE:

Department directors and agency secretaries,

many of them have shirked their responsibilities in this area.

And,

when a Senate or an Assembly Select Committee takes them to pass,
they point at the State Personnel Board and they say; "Well, it's
all their fault."

Well, I 've got a-- there are a great many

ings

about the State Personnel Board I'd like to see changed ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LYTLE:

Yes.

But, I hate to see a Huey Johnson, or a Dave

Pesitin, both of whom are decent folks, but I would hate to see them
taken off the hook.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Well, how do we trace down responsibility?

I mean, do we have--can we do it by budgetary sanctions?

I'm trying

to figure out a way, either the Legislature, or the State Personnel
Board, or someone - I mean - the buck has got to stop somewhere.

Be-

cause I don't want the State Personnel Board, by the same token, being
able to point to Huey Johnson or someone else, saying; "Well, it's
their fault, we don't really have anything we can do to them other
than tell them that they're wrong."
MS. LYTLE:

Uhm-hum.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

You know- I mean - I'd like to figure

out someway that we would look to someone and say: "Why aren't you
doing something about this recognized problem, as it relates to discrimination against women", or as it relates to the disparity of pay;
equal pay for equal work, compared to pay kinds of things.

I mean -

that's the real problem- is that, everyone understands the problem. But,
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you

out solution it s sort of like - well,

t

0

all we can re
di

is point out the problem, but we really have

iculties

rcing them because it's somewhere else .
. LYTLE:

good i

a, parti

I

ink legislative oversight is an awfully

arly, if it's ongoing.

This is a valuable com-

ttee, but I would suggest that you create a type of Auditor Gener

re

ons

ility of that office would be solely in the

area of equal opportunity and affirmative action, and make it a
permanent ...
RMAN HARRIS:

And, where should that occur, in the

Legislature?
MS. LEWIS:

In the Legislature.

MS. LYTLE:

In the Legislature.

Don't put it in the ex-

ecutive ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

In the Auditor General's office?

MS. LYTLE:

I'd create a separate office.

MS. LEWIS:

Separate ...

MS. LYTLE:

I wouldn't have it answering to anyone, except

the leadership of the two Houses.

And, I would give it that responsi-

bility, and I would precisely define its mandate; I'd fund it.

I

would make sure, if I had to, that statutes were on the books that
required that the executive and local government work with this committee.

And, I would not give this committee a sanction that they

couldn't use.

One of the problems, for example, with the Office of
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Federal Contract

liance, is that the sanction is too repugnant,

"If you don't hire this woman, we'll snatch all your money."
body's going to do that.

No-

Nobody's going to de-fund anybody.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Is the Office of Federal Contract Com-

pliance, is that another good analogy that we ought to look at in
terms of the state?

Will we have to set up some equivalence to the

federal--we have--I--we don't need that ...

•

MS. LYTLE:

No, it doesn't work very well, believe me.

MS. LEWIS:

No, no.

We--the state did create something

very analogous to the OFCCP, and that's within the Department of
Fair Employment and Housing.

But, if you looked at it, it would

be in terms of what not to do in order to be effective.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Okay.

All right.

So, you think the

existing administrative agencies and structure is satisfactory, the
only thing is tightening them up, or putting them in, say perhaps,
in the Legislature and ...

•

MS. LYTLE:

And, making them report to this auditor .

MS. LEWIS:

Absolutely, to this office, ideal, excellent.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LYTLE:

Okay.

Excellent.

And, you'd be surprised what kind of an af-

fect that has, even in the absence of a mandate, because you are the
Legislature.

You control their budget, you control a great many
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erations wi
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ir

ir appointments, and some-

(as you know) to fund them.
CHAilli~AN

HARRIS:

MS. LYTLE:
work very closely wi
action o

au--

Yes.

But, then, of course, that committee should
the women's groups, with the affirmative

icers, and let those entities borrow their prestige and

their authority.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Yes.

That's a good idea.

Leo, you had

a couple of questions?
MR. LEO YOUNGBLOOD:

Well, I have one for Ms. Lewis.

Are

your investigators in your department specially trained to handle
sex discrimination complaints?
MS. LEWIS:

Yes, they are.

MR. YOUNGBLOOD:

Okay.

Is there any resulting confusion

between the two processes that we've just heard discussed?
MS. LEWIS:

The commission, and the department?

MR. YOUNGBLOOD:

In the department, with the actual com-

plainants, the person that's been discriminated against.
MS. LEWIS:

There's a lot of confusion in the public mind

between the department and the commission, it's still very confusing.
Most people do not recognize that the department and the commission
are separate entities, with separate responsibilities and legislative mandates (legal mandates).

Probably, because when it was first

created it was called the Fair Employment Practices Commission, and
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at's been its title for 20 some-odd
the last three years.

ars, and it's only been

But, I think that once the complainant gets

into the system the process takes care of itself, and that's quite
clear, the distinction is quite clear once they have filed a complaint.
MR. YOUNGBLOOD:

Do you find that most people that have

been discriminated against, are they aware of their rights?

•

there information available for them to make them aware?
MS. LEWIS:

•

Or, is

Surprisingly enough, even today, most people

who come to see us are not aware of their rights, have not exhausted
even preliminary things that they might do to resolve their own cornplaint.

Many employers continue to be, or at least to state, that

they are unaware of their responsibilities as employers.

So, there's

a tremendous vacuum in terms of education and information out there.
MR. YOUNGBLOOD:

Is there any way that we can increase

or educate the people as to what their rights are?
MS. LEWIS:

Well, this is an effort that I think many,

many bodies have been working on for a long time, including the department.

There are professional organizations.

This is something

the department is encouraging, that professional employer organizations, housing organizations, the groups that deal with personnel
officers, and other employers and management people, we focus on
them to give them the information they need, in the hopes that
that will expand the kind of information available to the employer
community, as well as the complainants.

We participate in seminars,

we give seminars, we publish information in company newletters, and
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in pro

ss

1 newletters

an effort to get the word out.

I don't

know that it will ever be resolved, I just think we have to keep
widening the network.
MS. ARMISTEAD:

I think another good thing, though, that

department is doing more of now, is issuing press releases when
the commission ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. ARMISTEAD:

Makes a decision.
Makes a decision, and when the department

reaches a settlement agreement with a company.

But, if I could just

go back to the State Personnel Board jurisdictional issue, I should
tell you that the Fair Employment and Housing Commission is opposed
to the State Personnel Board having jurisdiction over complaints
filed by state employees.

And, the reasoning is that the department

has been around, it has been handling discrimination cases for a
very long time, and we believe it's developed valuable expertise in
that area. In our opinion, their consultants have also acquired better
training.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Personnel Board, the decision affects

both the commission and the department, is that right?
MS. LYTLE:

Right.

MS. ARMISTEAD:

And, as far as recommendations are con-

cerned, I believe that we may perceive problems with respect to the
commissions ability to award punitive damages, and obviously, one
of our strengths is the ability to have the strongest sanctions that
are possible.

We want to deter the discriminatory conduct as much as
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we can, and being
that.

We've inte

le to

s clearly facilitates

t

reted the Fair Employment and Housing Act as grant-

ing us the authority to award punitive damages.

The California Su-

preme Court was faced with that issue, but did not really address it.
It addressed the question of

ther a court could award punitive

damages under the Act, and it said that it could.

From looking at

the decision, it's not clear whether - you know - if they were faced

•

with that issue without the commission, it's not clear how they would
resolve it.

There's been some legislation that was introduced last

year, that attempted to eliminate our ability to award punitive damages,
assuming of course, that we do have it.

And, it may be necessary

at some point, to add some expressed language to the Act

along those

lines for a punitive or a statutory penalty, so that there will no
question.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Thank you.

I want to thank all of you

for your time and your testimony. We're going to leave our record
open for ten days, and Madame Secretary, in particular I would really
appreciate any translation that you might have on the idea of that
Auditor General, and how it might be structured, and how it might
in fact be empowered.
various agencies.

How the reporting mechanism might be with the

I think that's probably one of the best ideas that

we've had, and something that I'd like to pursue.
MS. LYTLE:

I'll have my staff people work on it.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

That's great.

Thank you.

Is there

anything else you'd like to add, or anything that you'd like to explore further for the purpose of our record?
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Like I said, the record

se solutions that you may think of

will be open ten
in the ensuing

days, or if you stay longer and hear anything

else that inspires an idea, we'd appreciate having it for the record, because we want to explore these possible solutions.

Thank

you.
MS. LYTLE/MS. LEWIS/MS. ARMISTEAD:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Thank you.

Let me kind of very quickly tell you,

I want to move very, very fast now, through the testimony.
to tell you what I want to do.

I want

I would now like to hear from Ms.

Virginia Taylor, Affirmative Action Officer for the CalifGrnia Highway Patrol.

Then, we'll move to Ms. Boden, and the representatives

from the various unions representing state employees and women, and
then we'll go to the individual groups representing women in the
work force.

So, if we might hear from Ms. Virginia Taylor.

Ms. Taylor.

How are you?
MS. VIRGINIA TAYLOR:

Oh, fine.

Welcome,

Mr. Chairman, my name

is Virginia Taylor, and I'm the manager of the office of Equal Employment Opportunity for the California Highway Patrol.

And, prior

to the testimony that we've had from the State Personnel Board, and
the Department of Fair Employment and Housing, I was going to talk
about specifically the kinds of things that we had experienced in
terms of our recruitment processes at the California Highway Patrol.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

Good.

In deference to the time, and I think that -

you know - in terms of what we are saying here, and the reasons we
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are here is to fi
mendations for

solutions to

pr

lems,

to make recom-

ose solutions.

AIRMAN HARRIS:

Well, tell me what your department has

done, I know how it used to be, so tell me how it is. (Laughter)
MS. TAYLOR:

Okay,

ne.

Well, that's great.

It's one

of the areas and I'm- you know- very proud of in terms of our re-

•

cruitment program.

The California Highway Patrol, as you know, was

(I guess) blessed by the Papan Bill, in that we were augmented 500
positions in addition to the current positions that we have ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I want to state for the record - he

only did that because he didn't want radar.
MS. TAYLOR:

Oh, I see.

something out of it in exchange.

Okay.

(Laughter).
Well, I'm glad we got

Through that, we were able to, and

we have been able to project that we will increase considerably our
representation of women in the California Highway Patrol.

As you

know, we have 6,000 employees in the patrol, and of those 6,000 employees we have 4000 that are uniform personnel, and 2,000 that are
non-uniform personnel.

So, you see, our focus in terms of the re-

presentation of women certainly has to be in the position, or in the
areas where we can affect the greatest opportunities for women.

So,

we have focused on the uniform area, and not in deference to the nonuniform personnel, but this is generally the way we've gone.

We have

a ten year plan that says that it ends in 1987, by 1987, we should
have at least 30% of our work force women in that total.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

That's total work force?
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total work force, okay.

So, in that

respect, what we've done) we've gone full speed ahead in our recruitment program.

And, our specific recruitment goals were es-

tablished for each examination; we do establish examination goals.
I

ss the statement that Alice said, in terms of bring-

ing in numbers; we have no problems in bringing in numbers.

I'm

sure that departments, when you look at the recruitment process
really can get women to apply for the positions, but it's really
what happens in the interview process, and what happens in the processes that affect women in getting into employment that, really we
need to be focusing on.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

What are the current numbers in terms

of the 6,000 employees?
MS. TAYLOR:

Okay.

In terms of the representation that

we have now ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

Yes, yes.

At this point, we have a total of about

17% women in the patrol, and this is overall, including the nonuniform positions.
CHAI&~N

HARRIS:

MS. TAYLOR:

How many uniformed, do you know?

Uniform, we have about 196 women, which

comes out to about ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

Five percent.

Five percent, yeah.
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We want to augment

those forces, and

ase it to at least 10 to 15%.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

With the changes--with the recruitment

goals, and you're saying that you're meeting those, what are you
finding as a result of the examination process?
when you find that

Is it being amended

screening out women from things that, perhaps,

aren't as relevant as you might have originally thought i.e., physical requirements, height, weight, those kinds of things?

What do you

do?
MS. TAYLOR:

Yes, we're looking at the total process.

There are different things that have adverse impact on women in the
process.

One, is the fact that there's a very extensive background

check and background investigation. And, we're looking at the area
of whether the, as far as minority women are concerned, whether there's
adverse impact in the way the background investigation is handled
because there's a one-to-one interview.

And, that kind of investi-

gator has an awful lot of power to sway the interviewer to deal with
the interveiw situation.

If that person is biased in any way, then

of course, some questions could come out, and depending upon how the
individual handles themselves depends on whether that person is advanced to the next level.

So, we want to look at that ...

CHAIRJ.\1AN HARRIS:

Yes.

Why don't you explain the process,

and what the weights are in terms of that.

Okay, so a person is re-

cruited, comes in and takes a written exam?
MS. TAYLOR:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

What percentage is the written exam?
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Well, we have - you know - there's
all kinds of
of peop

in terms of written exams, but the percentage

who pass the written exam is about 40%.

So, we've de-

cided that it doesn't add adverse impact, or a very little in that
particular process.
The problem is after that, then we have--if they get to
the exam, we have almost a 60% drop-out rate before they get to the
exam.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

In other words, they sign-up ...

And, don't show up.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

don't take the written exam?

Do Not Take; Do Not Show ..Q:e_, period.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

That

Okay.

Okay.
So, once we get them to the examina-

tion process, then we have a 40% pass rate.

Okay.

After the ex-

amination (the written examination), then we have what we call an
oral examination.

Up until recently we've experienced, and this is

turning around to some degree because we have more frequent examinations, we have a continuous testing program now for women, whereas,
we only use to have one exam per year.

We have found that we had

somewhere around a 45 to 50% drop-out rate in the interview, but
now it's going down to about 35% in the interviews.

So, we're hoping

that part of that is getting more sensitive panels, getting more balanced panels, and getting more people, because we have more people
in the process, and it's probably sheer numbers that's bringing that
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up to some

gree too.

And, okay, once they pass the or

examl-

nation, then they advance to sort-of-a two-phases that goes concurrently, and that is the background investigation and the medical
clearance.

We've found that, as I said before, there's adverse im-

pact in some form through the background investigation, and clearly
the medical standards.

We have some people

at are fallen by the

wayside, because either they are not conveying the truth in terms
of their medical history.

And, then when they investigate their

medical backgrounds and we find that if they haven't been truthful,
because the interview is the beginning of that process when that
interview is taped, and everything is conveyed in the interview such
as: drug addiction, arrests, that kind of thing (traffic violations
]s on tape); so the background investigator looks at that again and
reviews that information.

When that information is reviewed, if

there's any inconsistencies or discrepancies between what the individual has conveyed in the interview and what actually comes out,

•

then that - you know - depending upon how it came out, could be
automatic termination from the continuous process.

We have people

who just, generally, have general medical problems, and of course,
the standards of the patrol is that you - you know - are in good
medical condition, no color-blindness - you know - that kind of
thing.

And, so we're talking about maybe, combined, another 40%

dropping out in the process; that's the background and medical.
Then after that is completed, then they advance to--all
of the women, in fact ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I started to crack a joke about the

Highway Patrol being color-blind, but...
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(Laughter).

. TAYLOR:

Oh, well that's (laughter).

I understand.

What we do then, is that you have the individuals who advance to
the academy, and women stay in the academy 21 weeks, and men stay
in the academy 20 weeks.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

What happens in that extra week?

The extra week is to give those women an

opportunity to build up the upper body strength, which is another
problem in the--that presents itself in terms of adverse impact on
women.

In addition to that, the women who are not familiar with

changing tires, and the mechanics of a car, and all that, they get
that during that particular week, and then men join them in the
second week.
The problem with that is that an individual could go
through the academy in 21 weeks, graduate as a cadet, and still
get "X'd" out of the patrol after that whole entire process is over,
in the 30 day break-in period.

We're finding that, there, again we

have to look at that particular portion of--and we are looking at
that particular portion of our process.
The 30 day break-in, again, is a very subjective process
in that there are senior patrol people who are patrolmen, in this
case

because the most senior people in our department are men, are

looking at the women and minorities, and they're doing an evaluation
based on their ability to handle the everyday traffic problems.
And, this is like on-the-job-training in a 30 day break-in period.
If they don't make it in the 30 day break-in period, then they're out
of the patrol.

Okay.

So we have ...
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1

after that, s

the patrol

ationary period

p

?

MS. TAYLOR:
another--we

is

d,

Then it's a year after that.

So, we have

until recently, have a 73% turn-over rate in

r the drop out

ter the first year.

have other problems such as, being siphoned of
siphoned off by the

course

we

-our women being

artment of Forestry, and Corrections, and

other law enforcement agencies.

In addition to that, we have pro-

blems of--most of our candidates - at the time they are candidates are 20 years old, and at the time they're appointed they are 21; so
that means that normally they're - you know - young adults, and
either have families or they're ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

Yes.

They're about to.
So that what happens is that there are

a lot of them who do not want to relocate to different areas, and
so we experience a problem with people wanting to or not wanting
to relocate around the state; so that's another problem.
We have - you know - all kinds of different variables
that we have to consider when we deal with the women in the department.

So, considering the fact that we have all these variables

and all these steps within our process, the departments focused recruitment goals are still very high.

And, they are: 60% minority

and women, combined, and of course 40% Caucasian males.
Since January of '82, of the 14,247 applications we've
had, and this is our most recent exam, we've received - as of October
8th - 8,554 or 60% were minorities and women.
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Of the 8,554 a total

,526, or 3L
ers.

%

We

re

e

11

we d d a specia

licants; so we

no problems with

on November 20th a male examination, and
cus recuitment ...

CHAIRW~N

HARRIS:

A male examination?

What's a male

examination?
MS. TAYLOR:
CHAIR~~N

An examination for males.

HARRIS:

MS. TAYLOR:

Oh, you have separate examinations?

We have a separate examination for them,

but continuous testing ...
CHAIRW~N

HARRIS:

MS. TAYLOR:

It's the same exam, but ...

It's the exact same exam, but women have

a continuous testing program so that we can increase our representation of women, where with men we have exams at least about twice
a year now.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

How do you recruit for women?

How do we recruit women?

very extensive recruitment program.

Well, we have a

We have eight divisions at the

California Highway Patrol, and each division has two recruiters assigned recruiters - in addition to recruiters that have--when
they're not on background investigations, they do part of the recruitement; so we ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

Okay.

How many recruiters are women?
We have five women now.
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of
MS. TAYLOR:

sixteen?

Yes, five of the sixteen are women now.

The ethnic representation at this point is three of the five are
minority, and two Anglo females.
and they will

We've just graduated last October,

t off of probation soon,

we will have an addi-

tional two Hispanic females in the field doing recruitment.

So,

we're hoping that maybe that will- you know- help us to get ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Are they going to traditional groups?

Yeah, I mean, are they going to ethnic newspapers?

•

Are they going

to ethnic groups, organizations, etc.?
MS. TAYLOR:

Yes.

It's a very coordinated process, it's

coordinated out of the Office of Equal Employment Opportunities ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

Okay.

We've hit the media, and we've hit all ethnic ...

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

Okay.

Going to the schools and colleges?

Yes, exactly.

So, we get the numbers, and

the numbers come in and we get candidates, it's just the process
in itself.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

I understand.

We have a current goal to hire 32 women per

class, or 28% of each cadet class, and so far
meet that.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Good.
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we've been able to

So, we have now
we have 32 women

is particular class

e current class, and it's resulted in can-

t nuous recru tment e

rts in order to make sure that we have at

least 28% of our classes--women in the highway patrol.
S

30th,

ment j

increased from 91 (2.2%) to 158 (3.7%}, an increase

of 1.5% of
lar goal.
our 60% go

number of women in the law enforce-

total
So, we

just three months

because of that particu-

el that we're going to be able to meet our goals,

, our 40% for women within the next five years, and we

should have at least 5%--10% of our work force within the patrol.
Women--and

s is the retention, not only the recruitment but re-

tention of women in the patrol.
We are currently budgeted, which we we're hoping that
we'll get a budget that is equal to the one that we have now in our
recruitment, or at least more.

Prior to

s year's budget, we

were depending on $7,000 per quarter from the State Personnel Board
in order to do our recruitment.
1 in one

This year we were alloted $124,000,

sum, to do our recruitment; so we're hoping that we'll

at least have a

and twenty four more over the next coming

year.
In talk

about, what I consider a systematic

appToach -

I mean - we definitely have particular needs at the patrol, and we
certainly have a particular emphasis in terms of our particular problems, and meeting parity with women in law enforcement categories,
and looking at the distribution of minorities and women within our
department.

But, I think one of the things in terms of my experience

that I feel needs to be instituted in order to make sure that we have
what I consider a very responsive affirmative action program on a
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statewide basis, because my experiences are that top management,
and the administrators, and the directors of the different departments are pretty sensitive to the affirmative action area in the
sense that they are aware

and they understand the mandates, under-

stand the policies and procedures, and

know what they're re-

sponsible for and what they should be doing.
the different field o

However, because of

ce structures, such as one with the Em-

ployment Development Department, Department of Health, the Department of Welfare; you have a lot of mid-management that operates 1n
an autonomous type of position.

•

They're pretty much their own

bosses in those particular areas, and in that respect you can have
a very, very aggressive affirmative action program that comes out
of the executive office; but mid-management may not adhere to the
policies and procedures.

I feel that one of the areas--I don't

know whether collective bargaining could really address this or not,
but I feel that mid-management (the pay structure) , should be tied
to their performance.

The performance of managers in terms of

being accountable to achieve certain particular percentages or
certain goals within their own commands (as we would call them in
the highway patrol), or their own jurisdictions or divisions or
I

areas or whatever should be tied to their pay.

And, I think

that to the extent that we cannot address mid-management--! mean-we continue to bring the department heads out to discuss the different problems in affirmative action, and--you know-- we talk
to the different directors and have hearings of this nature and
that kind of thing.

So, the mid-management sort of escapes, they

sort-of don't "get their day in court".
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A lot of them are not asked

to be account
have under
pay,

le, or to re
ir j

ir pe

eir

s

to the different things that they

ction; so I feel that mid-management, the

rmance, and their promotions should be tied to

irmative action commitment.

is is-

And, I also feel that--and

I think in terms of the law, the AB 1350 which es-

tablishes the position of an affirmative action manager or officer
within the department, I find that there's a great disparity in
classifications of these particular persons.

And, when you're talk-

about somebody who's at the management services technician
level, as opposed to the--they range from MST's all the way up to
CA-2's; so you're talking about, maybe, perhaps a staff service
manager II or above, or a staff service manager I depending upon
how the position relates within the department, having the authority
and the structure within the department to be part of the management team, and to give input into that particular structure.

But,

when you're talking about a management services technician, that
persons not even a part of the management structure, and therefore,
has no authority and no credibility within the management structure
to

al wi

some of the issues.

So, I feel that to some degree

if it cannot be standardized, at least there should be some kind
of mandate that the affirmative action manager of each department
be at the st

service manager I level or above.

I think that

that's just part of being part of the management structure, and
being part of, of course, management.

And, the department director

holds the accountability for achieving affirmative action goals,
but certainly the EEO manager has the responsibility for coordinating that particular responsibility, and bringing the issues to the
forefront.
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T
ur test

lor, I want to

--well, I'll be c

that I am, to some extent,

you for

th you and tell you

ressed.

But, I had really thought

at the highway patrol would have been much worse, rather than
much better

average department, as

as my awareness is

of state government.
One of the things that I would really appreciate, either

•

your submitting for the record, or you can mention it very quickly
now, is in the area of promotions.

And, whether or not there are

plans and provisions now that you are adding to your work force
minorities and women

r

ir upward mobility, and what's happening

with that.
MS. TAYLOR:

Okay, fine.

The promotional--the one pro-

blem that we're experiencing at the highway patrol is that the hi
way patrol is, of course, 50 years old ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

Yes.

And, it's old-line organization, and the or-

ganization itself is based on being able to come through the ranks .

•

So, that means that you have to start as a traffic officer when you're
talking about uniform positions; you have to start as a traffic officer and work your way up.

The commissioner of the patrol has done

the same thing; he's worked his way up to the commissioner.
what we're finding now is that b

But,

nging in numbers--of course, we

have the stay power; women are staying in greater numbers.

And, so

we find that we can--well, at least we have the CWETA group in order
to promote them up through

ranks.
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We have only one female

se

we

eant,

400 strong,

now on our list--we have a list of about
we have a representation of about 1% women on that

list.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
(uniform manpower) are o
MS. TAYLOR:

cers?
For women?

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

What percentage of the total manpower

Do you mean women?

Period.

How many are officers?

Oh, period.

We have about - I guess -

about 3%.
CHAI~~N

HARRIS:

MS. TAYLOR:

Three percent are officers?

Yes, are officers.

And, of that, we have

no minority females; none.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

Okay.

In fact, in all of the California Highway

Patrol, I'm the ranking minority female in the patrol; so that tells
you something.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

Okay.

The--we have women on the sergeants list ...

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. TAYLOR:

Okay.

I think I--I think I under ...

You know, basically, what I'm saying is that

we're trying to bring them up through the ranks.
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rst

I

but right now, it s just

fact of

... right ... okay ...
inside the de-

tt

partment has been the first goal, and now ...
MS. TAYLOR:

And, now getting them up through the ranks.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Let me ask one last question, and then

I'm going to--are you under a court order?

•

MS. TAYLOR:

No, not yet.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

(Laughter from audience)

Thank you very much, I appreciate your

testimony, Ms. Taylor.
MS. TAYLOR:

Uhm-huh.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
patience.

Ms. Dowden.

We all appreciate your

Glad to see you, how are you doing?
MS. HELLAN DOWDEN: Thank you.

Service Employees International Union.

I'm Hellan Dowden, from
And, I'm only going to speak

very briefly, and then turn it over to some of our local rank and
file people who will give you some firsthand experience of what's
I

happening with affirmative action and public employment.
What I did bring as my testimony, though, in terms of
what unions can do through collective barg

ing.

There's a copy

of a collective bargaining agreement, which on page three states
under affirmative action, what the policy of the county and the
union is.

And, under the clerical classifications what you will

sec is some programs that have been negotiated, They've been
the contract now for a number of years (every year), so they've
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been

rove

on

we ve

een

just want to briefly tell you.
tems

le to do wi

clerks, and I

We've set up transfer and exam sys-

re we have a set of telephone numbers, this is within Santa

Clara County contracts that I'm going to refer to, which tells clerks
what transfer

promotional opportunities are available, and they

so have these phones for the large departments.

We also have a

clerical education program, which is a joint management labor committee, to t

k about what sort of training programs are needed to

bring clerks up through positions, and into management positions
and into o

r sorts of classifications.
There's time o

for career advancement, not just for

another clerical classification, but also to go into the professional classes.

We have a whole system of wage differentials, which

we've gotten out of steel worker contracts, and the other sort of
industrial workers.

Because, what we think we need to do is to try

and make the clerical jobs,

terms of the contracts, like the

language we have in other industrial contracts.
There is additional money for lead workers and computer
operators, but probably the most exciting part is the promotional
opportunity pilot project, where we've taken and looked at giving
tuition reimbursement and on the job training to help people meet
the minimum qualifications so they can pass tests for classes outside of the clerical classifications.

And, we do this through a

system of alternative staffing and training through lateral transfers, and we're able to take clerical workers and move them into
classificatons such as: assessor, we have counselors, buyers, computer operators, etc., where there are very few women and very few
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minorities.

Our statistics

much like the state's; lowest paid wo
have taken workers who are

is program were pretty

we started

s were minori

women.

We

ready in the work force and used the

internal promotional examination procedure to move them up through
the work force.
What's go

on

Los Angeles County isn't quite as rosy

as the picture I've painted for Santa Clara County, but I'll leave
I

the copy of the contract with you.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Let me ask a few questions.

percentage of the union membership is women?

•

MS. DOWDEN:

One, what

Do you have any idea?

Our union membership is 64% women.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I see.

I see.

Have you noticed any

particular problems, or other kinds of solutions that you might think
should be of note?

Since your union obviously has strong repre-

sentation of women in the public work force from the standpoint of
the percentage of its membership, then I would think that you're
uniquely kind of experienced to comment on problems that women have,
and also solutions that may have come out of the grievance proce-

•

dures that you have.

And, if other collective bargaining or other

kinds of things you think would strengthen the role of the union in
terms of de

ing with problems of discrimination against women.

MS. DOWDEN:
fields.

We represent a lot of women in the health

And, one area that--you know, that's also public and

private employment; what we're seeing is what's been happening
around the discrimination in the tests, where you see that minority
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women are not
am,

assi

r

the RN exam,

this problem

le:

heal

psychology exam.

exams, the LVN ex-

Over

over, we've had

very few minorities even qualifying to take the

test, and when

do, for example, only 2% of nurses (RN's), are
only about 57% of them pass the test.

rities,

need to take a look, if

re's something that we can do at the state

level; we can take a lo

at those various tests.

fact, it was apr

your

me

lem

So, we really

Another one, in

strict with psychologists in Ala-

County, who couldn't pass the psychology exam.

And, when we

took a look at who didn't pass the exam, there was a high percentage
of minorities.

So, in terms of ...

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

MS. DOWDEN

Is this the state exam for psychology?

That's right.

All of the licensure boards--

Julian Dixon had a law passed before he le

the Legislature, saying

that the test had to be non-discriminatory.

And, the RN Board, as

you're probably aware of what's happened in the legislation when
they tried to implement the program for the RN Board, the LVN Board
has come up with a new exam which is much less discriminatory, we
feel, than the old exam.

The Psychology Board, nothing really has

happened in that area, and there are many of these other health
professional boards and other licensure boards in the state where
we can do a lot to prepare people at the job level.

But, when they

have to be licensed by the state, we're finding that there is some
bias in those tests that they're taking.

Because, they're not job

relevant as Julian Dixon's law said they should be, and they seem
in terms of the outcome of the test, to discriminate against: 1)
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o

r workers, minorities, and

cases

re you

male and

female, and in some cases women in taking those tests.

So, we

would suggest that as an area for you to review.
CHAI RJ-.1AN HARRIS:

Is that because of the subjective

nature of that test, or ...
MS. DOWDEN:

Some of them--I can tell you before we

changed the LVN test, one of the questions was:

There's an RN,

a doctor, and an LVN waiting for an elevator, who gets on first?
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. DOWDEN:

(Laughter)

All right.

And, so we changed the test.

Now, there

are other questions where we're not sure--you know, why certain
groups aren't passing the psychology part, for example, of
the RN test.

And, right now they're trying to review and come up

with a new RN test.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

In the collective bargaining process,

do you at all get into the examinations, and the fairness or the
unfairness of the examinations?

Or, is that something beyond the

realm within collective bargaining?
MS. DOWDEN:

At the local level--well, what we've done,

for example, I'll give you my experience in Santa Clara.

We take

a look at people once they get into the system, however, we were a
part of the Affirmative Action Council which really
we couldn't as a union deal with that) we dealt with community
groups.

And, together we came forward, and made recommendations
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s "spec" so they were re-

r

levant.

ing though is we'll get a person hired

as a di
can t

r for example; once they're in the county, they

the test promotionally to any of the other classifications,

they
it.

to pass

So, you

test in order to be considered for

't have the same sort of standard once you have a

test, and you t

it on a promotional.

So, what we've been try-

ing to do is to get some of those tests made promotional; so we
can br

in groups once they have experience in the work force,

then move them up through the internal workings of the county.
We've
cularly in

so done things with rewriting job "specs", parti-

cleric

class; some hadn't been rewritten since 1953.

And, when we made those job "specs" more relevant to the job, we
found

at a lot more people were passing them.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Mr. Youngblood, do you have a question?

MR. YOUNGBLOOD:
training pro

Yes.

You mentioned earlier about the

ams, you've included those in your collective bar-

gaining agreements, is that· correct?
MS.
under

Yes.

They're all part of the--if you look

clerical section, they're done through joint labor manage-

ment programs.

What we've done is we've chose--we have assessment

clerks that have worked as assessment clerks for fourteen years, and
there was not one female or a minority who was an assessor, and
they are trying to tell us that there is no one out there who's
capable of doing the job.

So, we said to them: "Well look, you

have these clerks who have been doing the job for fourteen years,
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answer all

what do you mean?
sors are out of

e o

ice."

stions when the asses-

So, we were able to use the internal

system through creating bridge classifications, to allow the people
to meet the minimum qualifications, and then move them up through
the system.
MR. YOUNGBLOOD:

So, you would consider that the over-

all area of affirmative action and achievement of those goals would

•

be a terming condition of employment, is that correct?
MS. DOWDEN:

That's what we--yes.

In the front of the

contract, what it says basically is that--and I can read it to you,
it's very brief.

It says:

"Affirmative Action:

The county, and the union agree to

cooperate to achieve equitable representation of women,
minorities, and disabled to all occupational levels
designated by federal, state, and county affirmative
action goals and timetables as adopted by the Board of
Supervisors."
So, that's sort of gotten our foot in a lot of doors.
MR. YOUNGBLOOD:

Okay, thank you.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
witnesses please come forth?
MS. BETH GARFIELD:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Thank you, very much.
Thank you.

Would the other

Welcome, how are you?

Very good, thank you.
If you will identify yourself for the

record, we'll begin.
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s.
staff of S.E.I.U. Loc
cal d

My name is Beth Garfield, I'm on

660, I'm the supervisor of the cleri-

ision.
CHAI~MAN

~AREN

.
also on the st
clerical

DEMOTA:

Go ahead.

(Laughter)

I'm sorry.

I'm Karen Demota, I'm

of the Local 660, I'm a business agent for the

sion.
MS.

employee

HARRIS:

COATS:
the

I'm a clerical

strict Attorney's Office, L. A. County.

represented by Lo
C~AIRMAN

And, I'm Lola Coats.

I'm

660.
HARRIS:

MS. COATS:

All right, go ahead.

I'd like to start first by giving you a

little background information on what Local 660 is.

Six-sixty,

is the local of the Service Employees International Union, it represents

roximately 42,000 L. A. County workers.

MS. COATS:
fu~N

Forty-two thousand.

HARRIS:

Included in that 42,000 ...

Is that about--what--about--that's over

half of the work force for the county, is that right?
Ms. COATS:

That's correct.

Yes, it is over half.

cluded in that 42,000, are more than 16,000 clerical workers,

Inap-

proximately 85% of whom are women, and approximately 65% of whom
are minorities.
-78-

In a comparable work study of L. A. County workers, it
was found that employees in female segregated jobs earned 71% of
that of their counterparts in the male segregated jobs, for work
of equal value.

This is a decrepancy of $504.50 per month, or

$2.90 per hour for the average worker.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

•

MS. COATS:

Strange.

The majority of female clerical workers in

1.. A. County, are the single head of their household.

single head

Being the

of my own household and earning a salary of $1121

per month, I feel that I'm in the position to honestly speak to
you of what the problems are that L. A. County clerical workers
face.
One of the major problems that we face, is having no
room for advancement.
situation:

As an example, I would like to use my own

I entered the county as an Intermediate Typist Clerk,

and was reclassified to Witness Coordinator, top salary for Witness Coordinator as of now is $1322 per month.

The only movement

now is to Supervisor Witness Coordinator (which I am due to be reclassified to in December), after that there is nothing.
There is a shortage of legal secretaries in the county,
whose salary is a vast improvement over that of a Witness Coordinator, and a Supervisor Witness Coordinator.

A false barrier of

90 words per minute shorthand requirement, stops many clerical
employees in the legal departments from advancement into that
legal secretary series.

I say that it's a false barrier because

it's seldom, if ever, used; most attorneys use the Dictaphone.
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We work

artment; we're already familiar with the legal

terminology; many of the questions that have to be asked, we're
already asking them on the lower salary.

But, that shorthand

requirement is there to stop us from advancing into the higher
salary positions.
With the situation being what it is in L. A. County, we
feel that if we go out on our own and obtain more training and
more education, we'd prefer to leave the county.

There is an at-

trition rate of over 50% of L. A. County clerical workers; studies
have shown that it is more costly to the employer ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

How much of that is due to the in-

equities in pay, as opposed to the lack of upward mobility?
MS. COATS:
hand.

I would say really, that it goes hand-in-

It boils down to, number one:

is no room for movement.

It is such a low salary there

You look at the overall picture, and if

I go out on my own and get more education, more training, I'm going
to leave.
CHAI~~N

HARRIS:

MS. COATS:

Yes.

It costs the county more (or any employer more)

to train new employees because of this high attrition rate than to
use an on the job training to advance these employees who are interested in advancing.
CK~IRMAN

HARRIS:

MS. COATS:

Okay.

To give you another example of the system in

L. A. County, when you take a male window washer who earns more than
-80-

a female Witness Coo

inator, some

is wrong with the system.

And, when you have the Reagan Administration notify a female
Witness Coordinator in L. A. County, that she can only affo

to

PilY between zero and $100 a year toward her daughter's college
education, something is very wrong wi
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
we are be

Thank you.

that system.
I'll mention ve

briefly,

g joined by, as an observer, Councilman David Cunningham

from the City of Los Angeles; a very strong advocate for women in
the city, who's going to make sure that they get all the opportunities due them.

Is that right, Councilman?

MS. GARFIELD:

And, you're on record.

(Laughter)
(Laughter).

Lola, has very articulately •..

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. GARFIELD:

State your name again, please.

My name is Beth Garfield.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

The tape doesn't always pick up the

distinction, it's not just from me not being able to hear you.
MS. GARFIELD:

Sure.

Lola, has very articulately demon-

strated the problems in the county, and what I'd like to do now is
to outline for you some of the ways that we've attempted to resolve those problems.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. GARFIELD:

Very good.

Unfortunately, the bottom is not the same

kind of rosy picture that Helen has stated occurs in Santa Clara
County, we have a very different type of Board of Supervisors here
-81-

in L. A. County ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. GARFIELD:

Yes.

So, we have a lot of problems.

But, as

a un1on, Local 660 has long recognized that the economic status
of women workers in this county must be changed.

And, the only

real way to change that economic status is to increase career
opportunities, such as on the job training for these workers.
Local 660, has attempted to make these changes through
the collective bargaining process.

During negotiations, a year-

and-a-half ago, Local 660 challenged the county to join in this
commitment.

What we did was, we proposed to include in our col-

lective bargaining agreement

a provision providing for a joint

management labor committee to develop these types of career opportunities and on the job training.
The county did agree, after a lot of pushing on our part
and a lot of organizing on our part, to include this provision.

The

committee was established. The representatives from Local 660's side
are all members of the bargaining unit, clericals who actually
work on the job and recognize the problem and need these career
opportunities.

Even though the committee has been meeting now

for over a year-and-a-half we have still not gotten from the county
any concrete commitments to make changes.

We did have an agreement

with the county, in fact, they have signed that agreement which was
in the form of a recommendation to Hufford (Harry Hufford) who is
the County Administrative Officer.

But, we've recently been in-

formed by the county that they are now going to back out of that
agreement because of their budgetary constraints, and we have to
-8 2-

sit back down

try to reso

new problems

and

reach a new agreement.

Well, this is a year-and-a-half later,

it's going to take several months at the minimum to really get
something in place.

And, this is where we're meeting a tremen-

dous amount of frustration, particularly since our members are
very committed to

se increased career opportunities.

One place in which we have had 1

ted success though,

is in working with the county to develop an on-site training program, or an apprecticeship program for the data processing employee.

We are now in the midst of developing that program, the

problem is that the county has only committed to include five employees in that program.

Well, this is (compared to the numbers

that Lola was stating before, the 16,000), this is nothing; but
at least it's a beginning, and we hope by setting this program up
we can use it as a model for future programs.
Now, this program couldn't happen but for the CWETA funding of the state, and this is what I wanted to talk to you about
directly.

I understand that the CWETA program is slated for eli-

mination, or at least the funding is over in 1984.

We feel it

absolutely essential that the CWETA program continue.

We also

feel that it's absolutely essential that it not only continue,
but also that it be expanded to recognize some of the needs of
these women workers.

For example: the type that Lola was speaking

of earlier, that so many of these women are the head of single
family homes; that these things have to be taken into account;
that there have to be stipends for child care, for travel; there
has to be some payment for release time, all of that sort of thing.
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Unfortunately, we're dealing with a county who is not willing to
provide those things to its workers.

It's informed us that, but

for CWETA program there would be no program whatsoever; so we urge
you to continue and to expand this program.
I'd like to just also briefly address the issue of comparable worth, this is something that also Local 660 has had a
long commitment to, and will continue to work towards.

Again,

unfortunately, the county has been rather intransigent in its
position in regard to comparable worth.

We're going into negoti-

ations this spring for our next two-year contract, comparable worth
is going to be a high priority, as is career development.

We feel

that it's absolutely essential that the county recognize this as
a high priority, and again, we ask your assistance in any way that
you can provide it to us; to put whatever pressure you can on the
county to work towards both the career development, and to the
comparable worth.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Are you going to try to do that through

reclassification and collective bargaining, or what.
MS. GARFIELD:

Well, we will address--Karen's going to

be addressing the whole situation of reclassificaton, unfortunately,
that's worked the opposite way; it's worked against us.

But, we'd

like to talk to you about that, and we'd like to find ways to work
with the Legislature to put as much pressure on the county as possible.

Because, otherwise, the plight of the clerical workers

particularly in the county will not change, and they will continue
to be the same second-class citizens that they've been in the past.
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I'm
with Local

660.

n Demota, and I'm a business agent

I'd like to briefly address an example of what

Los Angeles County terms or understands to be promotional opportunities, or an effort to make secretaries and clerical workers
reclassified into higher pay

positions.

As both Beth and Lola

stated we are all in favor of promotional opportunities for
clerical workers, however what the county does is "cloak" it under
the terms of affirmative action and promotional opportunities, and

•

it really doesn't.

An example of this is last summer, a reclassi-

fication effort that the county made without contacting the union,
without consulting with any of the clerical workers in the job force,
they took 1500 clerical workers out of the bargaining units they
were in and reclassified them.

How they reclassified them is

what we feel is both outrageous, and discriminatory.
They took the 1500 people and based their reclassification
not on their skills, nor on their experience or their knowledge,
but on who they worked for.

In other words, if you worked for

a very important division chief in a large department

your

reclassification and position would be higher than if you worked
for a division chief of a smaller department.

So, what has hap-

pened is the union has been getting (did and continues to get) an
enormous amount of calls from clericals who say, "Hey, I do exactly the same thing that Mary Brown does in a different facility,
but because her boss is more important she gets paid more money."
They union--our role is to meet with the county to negotiate and
to work them, however, the county refuses to do that with us.
When we asked to negotiate, they said:

"No," basically.

We filed

an Unfair Labor Practice, the hearing officer agreed with us; they
-85-

h

were r ght;

1

b

ey

d.

E

f

r,

s

or

ance over it.
licated

roval of her decision; so we're still in

s

union maintains that this is a phony form
ortunities, that this sort of promotional oppor-

tunity never would

been offered to a group of 1500 White males.

ains that skills, experience, and knowledge should
ors in reclassification and career oppor-

dete

tunities as they are for men.
women in

cision is still pending

complex.

of promotiona

be

't have done what

In the meantime, the situation has become more

You know,

The union rna

aring officer's

s

Finally, the union maintains that

county should be compensated for their skills, ex-

pertise (as men are), and not compensated on the basis of who their
boss is, and in most cases being a male.
L

services the county gives, is just that, under the

guise of affirmative action, and we're asking for real nuts and
bolts progress, and
oppor

ties to

firmative action programs that can truly give
women in the county.

I guess what we want

from you, is we want you to know the pitfalls that we are encounter

, we who are in collective bargaining and who have contracts.

And, that any money that the county gets from the state should have
some sort of strings attached, so that real honest-to-goodness affirmative action programs and career opportunities begin to really
for the clerical workers in the Los Angeles County.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

So, you're saying that basically the

collective bargaining process, basically, requires good faith that's
not being honored by the county, and ...
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Yes?

Yes, I'd like to say--getting back to that
career development committee, I've served on that committee; the
Joint Labor Management Committee.

And, through numerous meetings

with management; through numerous meetings on our own time (I'm
talking about the clerical employees now); our own time at night;
our own time--lunch time, you know, we're sitting down hashing
out what kind of recommendations we want to make to management.
Finally, through head-knocking we come up with a joint recom-

•

mendation.

And, we think:

okay--you know, now that you've got

the "head honchos" in management who are sitting here (you would
assume were in the position to approve this joint recommendation),
that everything's okay; we'll make this recommendation.

We could

not even get to the point (after a year-and-a-half), of making
that recommendation that we had jointly agreed to.

And, according

to the language in the contract we were supposed to have had it
done in a year.

We extended it another six months, and now the

county won't even honor the recommendation.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

So, you would probably concur then in

the suggestion of the Secretary of the State and Consumer Affairs
agency, that perhaps the Legislature should put an auditor general
type of person there who would be able to review local as well as
state agencies in determining whether or not they've been in compliance with the public policy.
MS. COATS:

Most definitely.

MS. GARFIELD:

But, that's not enough.

What has to hap-

pen from there is there would have to be some sort of penalties
-87-

osed on

oca

encies if

----~----------S:

would prob

It

ly.

Well, that's what the Auditor General

recommend, but you have to have some coordinating

point to review, whether or not they in fact have been in compliance
or not wi

lie policy.
Is there anything else that you might offer in terms of

solutions to the problems of discrimination against women, both
in terms of
also

rec

upward mobility (which seemed to be a focus), and
tment?

Are there other things that can be done?

Obviously, there 1 s a disparity between the union and the county
as a base to

power of each to exercise some positiveness in

terms of the problem, and the county's obviously not doing that.
So, is

re anything else that you can think of in terms of either

legislation or administrative or other kinds of things?
MS. GARFI

One other thing is--and this really goes

back to what Karen was talking about, and that's the reclassification and the re

to involve the union in that.

Our mech-

anism at the local level for resolving these disputes where there's
been a violation, the Myers-Millias-Brown Act is really not sufcient.
ERCOM, which is composed of three individuals; those
people are all appointed by the Board of Supervisors.

If it's the

Board of Supervisors who are perpetrating these policies, then
those people who are so closely tied to them certainly are not
going to say, you've done wrong and we're going to take action.
And, this is of course ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

ERCOM, is now what?
-88-

ERCOM is the

loyee Relations Com-

mission; it's at the local level.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
~IS

.

Okay, I understand.

It's like PERS but at the local level.

That's a real frustration that we have, and we have just found that
based ...

•

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

But, are these commissioners part-time

citizen people?
MS. GARFIELD:

Exactly ...

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. GARFIELD:

Okay.

Exactly.

These are people who generally

are arbitrators or labor attorneys on the outside, but the problem is because they're so closely tied to the Board of Supervisors.
Inevitably, because that's the way that they're appointed and removed; then we have a problem.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

•

very much, I appreciate it.

Okay.

Any other questions?

Thank you

We will certainly try to look into it

and see if we can do something to add a solution.
MS. GARFIELD:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
Cheryl Parisi from AFSCME.
lady.

Okay.

Now, Chris Maitland please, and

Welcome.

I'm sorry, there's another

Would you all identify yourselves as you speak?
MS. CHRISTINE MAITLAND:

Yes we will.
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My name is

rist ne
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+'-

rat on of State,

can
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1
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And, on
si

st wi

and Munic

Ameri-

(

Employees) .

To my

risi, she is a business agent for Council 36.

e

left is Gloria Larrigan, who is the Local 3090

of

representing the L. A. City clericals.

will present our p
happy to resp

g

e

Gloria,

ared statement, and then Cheryl and I will be

to any

stions you may have.

us some copies?
No.

We'll have copies within ten days.

We do have some documents that we want to provide to you on what
we see as solutions.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Okay, that's fine.

MS. GLORIA LARRIGAN:

Okay.

Thank you.

The American Federation of State,

County and Municipal employees has long been a leader in promoting
the rights of women in the work place.
members of

More than 400,000 women are

AFSCME and are working through our union.

We have

called for action at the bargaining table, Legislature and the
courts.
there

Women have made great strides in the last 20 years, and
been new education and job opportunities available.

Attitudes have changed, but unfortunately ...
CHAIR~4N

I had to do it.

HARRIS:

See, let me interrupt you now.

Sorry,

Since you're going to submit it in writing, I'd

like you to summarize rather than read verbatim since we're going
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to have it in the record in writing so that everyone will have
a chance to review it.
MS. LARRIGAN:

Okay.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

What we need to do is to ...

Take your time and just kind of peruse

it, and just give us things that you think are particularly pertinent to note at this point .

•

MS. LARRIGAN:

We think it's important to note the fact

that the women in the work force are being geared to, and directed
to, locate female dominated clerical positions.

They are being

made to assume these responsibilities at such low pay, being heads
of households (most of the time they are sole heads of households) ,
they have to undertake the responsibility not only of the household, the job; but on occasion have to undertake a second and/or
third job outside the home.
The latest government figures show that 52% of all the
women 16 years and older are in the work force now, and this has
increased 44% since 1965.

Although, women have increased in num-

bers in the labor work force, we are only earning 57¢ to the dol-

•

lar that's being made; however, in 1963, we were earning 63¢.
that's quite an ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LARRIGAN:

Sixty-three cents.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LARRIGAN:

In 1963, it was how much?

And, how much now?

1955, it was 63¢, and now it's 57¢.
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So,

at it's go
It's gone backwards.
CHAIR~AN

HARRIS:

of information we wanted.
MS. LARRIGAN:

backwards?
(Laughter).

That's encouraging.
(Laughter)

That's the kind

Geez.

In the City of Los Angeles where I am the

President of this local, there was a study made that shows that there
was great
of

sparity in the clerical job specifications.

job

We have 60%

rce being women; in para-professionals we have 66%;

the administrators 6% are females; technicians 8%; protective services 7%,

skilled crafts 1%.

MS. LARRIGAN:

In the City of Los Angeles.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LARRIGAN:

In the City of Los Angeles?

Okay.

According to a survey that was made.

We have made great strides in the city this past year in bargaining, however, we still need to make more strides.

We need to im-

prove the salaries, so that the achievements that were achieved in
San Jose, California can also be seen here in California--I mean
Los Angeles.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

San Jose, seems to be (in Santa Clara

County from my recollection over a period of years), it seems to be
almost a model in terms of aggressive programs, and other kinds of
things related to women.

Is that an inaccurate conclusion, or is
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that in fact the case?
MS. LARRIGAN/MS. MAITLAND:

Well ...

MS. LARRIGAN:

Go ahead.

MS. MAITLAND:

Well, San Jose is the model here in Cali-

fornia, particularly since it was such a media catching event with
people on strike for comparable worth.

•

And, it wasn't just the

women out on strike, the men were joining them too, and that's
why it has had the attention that it's had.

And, also the union

was successful in getting a lump of money there to be used to implement the comparable worth study.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LARRIGAN:

Okay, thank you.

AFSCME, has been leading in pay equity.

They have filed charges in terms of pay equity in Washington, Connecticut, Illinois, Minnesota, and Wisconsin.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Let me ask a question.

Was AFSCME--

which union group is particularly involved, is it Santa Clara or
San Jose?
MS. MAITLAND:

The San Jose clericals is an AFSCME local.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I see.

Were other unions also involved,

or was AFSCME the only union involved in that entire issue of comparable worth?
MS. MAITLAND:

Well, there are other unions that take on

the issue of comparable worth.
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San Jose ...
MS. MAITLAND:

In the San Jose setting that was an AFSCME ...

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. MAITLAND:
CHAifu~N

Okay, that's what I was wondering.

Yes, that was an AFSCME local.

HARRIS:

MS. LARRIGAN:

Okay.

Thus, everything has been summarized pretty

well, and you will get a copy of this.
MS. MAITLAND:

What we have provided you is the way that

comparable worth studies can be done.
a discrepancy in salary?

How do you determine if there's

And, in the written testimony itself, we

have provided you with a short-hand form of how to determine that.
We didn't see that anyone had really addressed that issue in terms
of, specifically, how do you go about determining whether there is
a discrepancy in salaries.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. PARISI:

Yes.

We wanted to know--we represent 4,000 cleri-

cal workers in the City of Los Angeles, AFSCME also represents librarians and nurses employed by the City of Los Angeles; so we represent the majority of women employees working in the City of Los
Angeles.

In preparation for our own comparable worth analysis of

city employment, we did a breakdown of the city's EEO fall report
to the federal government, both for 1981 and '82.
-94-

In the '81 and

'82 reports, we

only 20% of

entire work force in the

City of Los Angeles are female.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. PARISI:

Is that right?

Only 20%.

And, that female work force is se-

gregated into female dominated job classifications, out of all the
4,000 clerical employees employed by the City of Los Angeles
75% of those are women.

•

over

Women are under-represented in mostly all the

classes that I think Gloria outlined to you; so that our problem is
clearly a two-fold one.

One, obviously we do need to address the

question of meaningful career ladders, and movement for women within
the personnel system.

And, it has been our experience that women tend

to come into the system through the clerical series and stay there;
there's simply no movement for them.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

So then, there's a problem both with re-

cruitment and absolute numbers, and also with the upward mobility
opportunity for upward mobility.
MS. PARISI:

Is that right?

Absolutely, absolutely.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

And, there's nothing being done at all?

I mean, is there not a commitment to do it, or are· there problems
with the civil service system?

Or what, in fact, do you see as the

stumbling blocks changing the situations as you described it?
MS. PARISI:

Well, currently we're in a system, I think,

where we're running to stay in the same place.

The city has contracted

with the "Arthur Young Consultants", to do an analysis of the city's
entire personnel system.

We see many of those recommendations
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rights of female

Los Angeles, so we're now in the process of

to maintain the kinds of basic civil service protec-

we have.

We think most importantly, if the city would show

ink - a commitment to the principles of affirmative action

- I

to truly

ze its own career classification plan within the city.

During

ear

'70's, there were a number of bridge classifications

were created in the City of Los Angeles, specifically, for the
purposes of moving women from the female dominated clerical classifications through a para-professional level into some of the professi

admi

strat

and accounting series.

Those classifications,

are woefully under-utilized within the city, what we're finding is that
terms of department heads preparing their own budgets, that they
simply don't use the classes.
in those classes

There are just a handful of people now

so that on paper the city can say that they have

sort of a mechanism for upward mobility. In reality and practice,
more and more of what we're hearing is that the funds simply are not
available to implement affirmative action.
s

ts

And, in face of the re-

VProposition 13", and budget cutbacks were affecting us

all, I th

that women workers are really bearing the brunt of that.

Because, now what the employers are saying to us in bargaining is that;
"we don't have

money to talk about the kinds of things that you

need to talk about."

Last year in bargaining we addressed the ques-

tion of training, and we were simply shut down; we were told that
there was no money to implement any kind of meaningful training program for clerical workers.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
that right?

They've been able to avoid layoffs, is

Thus far?
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SI:
-----------

In our own barga

have been no layoffs among clerical employees

been very mi

high turnover classi

because of
were laid o

units the layoffs have

last

cation.

Some of our librarians

ar, I'd say about seventeen of them.
re they rehired?

MS. PARISI:

They're in the process now

of being called

back.

e

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I see.

Let me ask a question.

You heard

the proposed idea of an auditor general type person in the Legislature
reviewing state and local agencies in terms of their compliance when
there's affirmative action goals or requirements.

Do you have any

reaction to that? Or any other solutions that you think perhaps, in
that vein, might be appropriate for us to consider as a legislative
body?
MS. PARISI:

We're very much supportive of such an idea, we

think that there definitely needs to be some kind of outside monitor
on the conduct of local employers, with regard to the whole question
of affirmative action.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. PARISI:

Okay.

Also, I think, I really want to add for the

support for Beth Garfield's statement, that given local entities now
receive large amounts of money from the state government in the form
of bailout funds.

And, the pay raises that we are able to negotiate

(you know, in fact, are relying upon this money), ·that there should
be some time that money should be designated to upgrade those female
dominated job classifications which are underpaid, and which have been
-97-

trated to be so.
way of

rting

I

that that would be one very concrete

principle of comparable worth in the bargaining

process.
TLAND: In terms of solution though, AFSCME feels
------------that the bargaining process is the most expedient way; the courts
take a long t

Legislature often takes a long time to act.

And we feel that it is the bargaining process that is the fastest
way to address

not only the issue of career development and compara-

ble worth, but also things like child care, and alternative work patterns, and other things that affect working women.
CHAI~~N

HARRIS:

Well, how do you respond to the SEIU ex-

perience with the county of Los Angeles, I mean, they bargained for
some changes that obviously the county just reneged on.

And--you know

--I really--it's probably not an issue that people felt strongly enough
about to strike, but -you know- so--I mean--I'm asking -you know are there limits on the bargaining process as it relates to this
particular item in the agenda?

But, it's just not a high enough

priority item, to make it a real strong issue for bargaining purposes.
MS. PARISI:

Well again, bargaining in the public sector

occurs in an arena, where many eyes are focused on the conduct of bargaining, and the kinds of issues that are raised.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. PARISI:

Right.

And, clearly I think that the State Legislature

has a concrete responsibility, and also a moral responsibility to try
to influence the decisions and the policies that are enacted on the
local level, with regard to some of these issues so that when we go
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in to bar

e things, we're not met with the reality

some of

t funds are s

r .

to add?
MS. LARRIGAN:

Yes.

I would in terms of the striking; a

strike is fine if you can afford it, but most of the people and especially the clerical unit can't afford to go on strike.

•

They've got

families to support, and there is no way regardless of how much of a
priority these issues may be, there's no way they can go on strike;
that is a total last resort.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
has to be dealt with.

Yes.

I hear you.

It's a reality that

Okay, thank you ladies very much, I appreciate

your testimony.
LADIES:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Ms. Cervantez, please.

MS. CHRIS CERVANTEZ:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

•

MS. CERVANTEZ:

Good afternoon.

How are you?
My name is Chris Cervantez, and I'm state-

wide president of a state employees organization called CAFE de California.

Just to give you a little bit of background, our organization

originated back in 1975.

We currently have Hispanic state employees

of approximately 1500; 47% are female.
First of all, I want to thank you for the opportunity to
present testimony today, Mr. Harris, and I will in fact give you a
synopsis of my concerns.

There are three major concerns that I would
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to

ress to

es.

is

to remain

r your information, Hi

levels at 4.8%.

be the lowest p

$1510.

to state

only woman s group

rce pari

per mo

re

as

1

of Hispanic
anic females continue

has not yet achieved 1970 labor

Secondly, Hispanic females continue to

d civil servant receiving an average salary of $1387
ared to

average female state employee salary of

In addition, Hisp

groups, are currently

c females in comparison to other women's
six out of twenty job categories

resented

throughout state government.

They are primarily concentrated in the

cleric

career opportunity development ranks,

ranks at 11%, and

11.9%.

r than go into a large history of our problem, what I'd
like to do is to actually get into recommendations in terms of what
we'd like to see acomplished, with regard to Hispanic females.

In

addition, I'd like to reiterate my support for some of the concepts
that have been presented previously.

. CERVANTEZ:
but

is, I submitted my testimony in writing,

tion I've also submitted a petition that we presented to

the Governor, the candidates for Governor, The Legislature, and The
State Personnel Board.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

An excellent document, I just had a chance

to review it.
MS. CERVANTEZ:

Oh, thank you.

But, we have various pages

throughout that basically are directed towards the needs of Hispanic
females, and I would hope that you would pay some attention to it.
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ions that I'm not

ere are some re
but that I

e

ing to indicate today,

would refer at a later date.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. CERVANTEZ:

Yes.
One of the recommendations that I would like

to see accomplished is that, within our petition we asked that a
special section be required in the annual report to the Governor,
and the Legislature on the state's affirmative action program, detailing the under-representation of Hi
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

anics.

Particularly ...

A special--wait a minute--a special sec-

tion from whom?
MS. CERVANTEZ:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. CERVANTEZ:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

For Hispanics.
From whom though?
Oh!

What do you mean from whom?

You said you wanted a special section in

a report to ...
MS. CERVANTEZ:
•

Be required in the annual report.

There's

an annual report that goes to the Governor, and the Legislature on the
state's affirmative action program.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. CERVANTEZ:

From whom?
Oh, we would like it from The State Person-

nel Board, and the other ones that actually put the report together,
okay?
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Okay, that's what I wanted to understand.
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like to see
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sed to include language that specifically

als est

lished for all groups be accomplished by

ink, if you look at the current situation, affirmative

I

goals are treated on an

act

I just want to comment, be-

erested not only

c

esentation of

anic females, and specific actions being

anization is comprised of bo

as well.

e

r-

1

t

look

at overall

all

rities as

gate level
lishment,

sed to

when you 1 re

look at

specific ethnic groups.

minorities;
We would

like to see more direct attention be placed on the specific minority
s' so

In addition,

li

artments

ieve

our go

s that have been established.

firmative action goals for some

exceed their established goals with regard to labor force

groups, p
parity.

we can ac

And, we

el

order to assure equitable representation

t

need to lo

for all

s'

actu

eved labor

at those groups that have

ce parity. And, if in fact they have done

need to re-emphasize their focus
two of

in terms of hiring

e other groups that are under-represented; it's not being

done at this rate currently.
Thirdly, we'd like to see a legislative review committee
established to review existing state civil service processes which
may be impeding the progress of women, particularly Hispanic females.
One of the th

that we would be interested in seeing happening, is

the review of the examination process to determine if pass and fail
-102-

scar

systems

lemented to

d be

Hi

pation of women, particular

low for increased partici-

anic females

non-traditional

job categories.
We recommend a joint--one of the things that we're interested
in knowing is that there's a great state deficiency with regard to the
budget.
wi

We would like to see more joint agreements being developed

the private sector; so one of the recommendations we have is that a

joint agreement be negotiated with both public and privated industry
I

to provide train

, internship, fellowship programs for women, parti-

cularly Hispanic females in non-traditional occupations such as:

en-

gineering, heavy equipment operators, state traffic officers, etc.
1

To accomplish this, we would request that you establish a legislative
private/public sector task foxce comprised of all women's groups, inclusive with Hispanic females, to insure appropriate policy program
development implementation.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

An excellent idea.

You think a task force

might be a good way?
MS. CERVANTEZ:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
interested in.

Yes.
I have a couple of questions that I'm

Do you see, particularly as it relates to Hispanic

women, that recruitment is the principal problem?

That they're not

getting sufficient numbers of applicants from the--from Hispanic
females for the various job classifications, or is it the examination
process itself?

Or, where is the problem in terms of achieving parity?

I mean, is it the fact that people are not applying for jobs because
they're not being sought out? Or, is it that they're applying and
somehow not getting through the process of actually getting hired?
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r
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rates

of everything.
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I could give
c females.

better off

I have to say

es, overall

CHAIRMAN
S:
----------------

regard to the situa-

wi

Hispanic females
ing recruitment.

What about--are there particular barriers

i.e., language harries - you know - for example;

education there

has been less of a problem because the requirements are bilingual education in terms of hiring teachers who, in fact, speak both Spanish and
English.

lack of bilingual requirements, perhaps, in some of

Is

the other j

classifications a

MS. CERVANTEZ:
tistic

or

terms of the opportunity?

You know, I really would--in reviewing sta-

data or information with regard to that factor, I couldn't

give you

answer; that would be more appropriate for the State

Personnel Bo

to respond to.

I would think that that definitely

would be some

of factor, and maybe a say of such ...

relates to parity

how many people there are, for example, that have

limited English capabilities.

Who, therefore, are sort-of screened out of

the "hind process" because English is the only language that ...
MS. CERVANTEZ:

You know, that's really hard to consider;

that would be something that would be interesting to pursue in terms
of natural studies.
CHAI~~N

HARRIS:

I understand.

Okay.

are
sonnel Bo

wi

re

One of the issues that we

he

before the State

to our situation with Hispanics overall.
11 be

ssing more specifically is the

bilingual issue.
The other thing that I want to emphasize because of the budget deficit as such (and the training budget's dwindling at an enormous rate), we would request that legislation be developed to require
departments to establish goals for women by a sex minority group;
obviously, to insure proportionate amounts of state training monies
are being expended for career development, and upward mobility training purposes.

Our concern is that since the majority of Hispanic

females are concentrated in office support, and career opportunity
development categories, we'd like to see some transitioning occurring internal of the state civil service process.

And, we know for a

fact right now (and maybe it's changed in the last year, I have a substantial amount of training background in state civil service), but
previous to me leaving (approximately a year-and-a-half ago), they
had no goals established by ethnicity or steps, and I think really we
need to do some monitoring of that process, because it hasn't occurred
currently .

•

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

So then, do you like the idea of a so-

called auditor general type individual within the Legislature to review agencies, state and local?
MS. CERVANTEZ:

I like the idea provided that they - you

know - you do have representation from the Hispanics as part of the
staff.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Well, it's only going to be probably one
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rson,
st

s

a

oY'+
.._ ... would be
avai

f

at least, to co

rson who

d be--I don't know how

le;

based on just an individual,

nate and review; to accept documentation from various

state or loc

ies as to what they have done, or not done, as it

relates to affirmative action goals in

ring and promotion.

be given some kind of authority to pursue departments that aren't in
fact achieving

ir go

s.

CHAI RMA.N HARRIS:
because basically

m, okay, I doubt they'll be doing that,

they'd be doing is reporting to the Legislature,

and the Legislature would obviously have the authority through the budget process to exercise some sanctions.
MS. CERVANTEZ:

Isn't there anything that you guys can do

in terms of the Legislature with regard to the budget?

I mean, I would

be--one of the things that I'm thinking about is, I was in support of
Virginia Taylor's (from CHP)
regard to the budget

concept that legislation be adopted with

terms of all managers performance, relative to

the hiring of women, particularly, minority women.
consider some

You may want to

ing that ties directly to their employee benefits, in

other words, if in fact they're accomplishing goals that have been set,
maybe

should be receiving demerit salary adjustments as such ...
CHAI~~N

HARRIS:

MS. CERVANTEZ:

Okay.
In proportion.

The other thing that I wanted

to mention is that the Asian state employees, in conjunction with our
organization and numerous other coalitions, last year introduced a
bill, Assembly Bill 3626 by Martinez; I don't know if you're familiar
-106-

wi

it.
Yes.
MS. CERVANTEZ:

It

d

It failed

the Senate.

the Senate Finance Committee.

We would be interested in seeing that bill followed up 1n terms of
pursuing it, primarily, because it reimburses those individuals that
are successful in

eals of discr

rassment, and the like; so
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

nation complaints, sexual har-

at's something I'd be interested in.
We tried to sti

Senator Rains at the last minute.

that in a bill by

The Legislature was unable to suc-

cessfully get it out as time ran out on us, but we'll attend to that
and see if we can take it up ourselves, and get another author.
MS. CERVANTEZ:

Well, as far as we're concerned we'd really

like to see that initiated, I think it's very beneficial.

My under-

standing is that one of the biggest issues with that bill was that the
cost was too high.

•

And, that--I really kind of have problems with

that, because I think that what you're in essence saying is that the
high cost--is that the state is, in fact, discriminating blatantly.
There are a couple of others that I wanted to ask you.

Oh!

the other thing I wanted to support was the issue regarding legislaI

tion that all departments have women program officers.

Well, that's

"fine and dandy", but in the current situation in many departments
women program officers are not funded at full-time level.

In many

instances they're funded at half-time or less; so if you do, in fact,
initiate and implement some legislation I would hope that it would be
at the full-time level to make it somewhat effective.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Some of the departments are so small
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we

not be

release time to

--work

le to
11-time on that.

to

standpoint of
main idea is

But,

that there would at least be one person who had the programmatic respons

ility for providing information, and for implementing whatever

the program was for women.
t

But, I understand your sentiments, and I

I concur.
MS. CERVANTEZ:

I wouldn't be concerned with those depart-

ments that are so small, I'm concerned mostly with those with ...
CHAIR~~N

HARRIS:

MS. CERVANTEZ:

Wi

the major hiring?

Okay.

... Major hiring, and that have promotional

opportunities.
The other thing, the issue came up with veterans points,
as far as preference points being given to veterans.

You know, I

would like to support and indicate that legislation be implemented
for single persons, head of household preference points.

I know--

(Laughter) - you know - the majority of those will be women, obviously.
CHAIR~~N

HARRIS:

MS. CERVANTEZ:

Yes, I understand.
I was reading a magazine recently, and in

that magazine it was quoted that 60.5% of Hispanic females throughout
the State of C

ifornia are single head of household.

And, it would

seem to me that that would be an ideal type of a remedy to rectify
the situation with women.
Other than that, that's pretty much--do you have any other
questions that you wanted of me?
MR. YOUNGBLOOD:

Let me ask one question.
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We have--I was

ok

at some of

were promoted more

se statistics,

we see that Hispanic women

any other e

c group, 6.1%.

is there any--is that the cause of

I was wondering

current program that's in

effect?
, that's really hard to respond to.
They are promoting, but then look at the bottom line statistics; they
are very little in number

terms of representation in those cate-

gories that are administrative level or higher.

e

My concern would be

at looking at those clerical ranks, and the career opportunity development ranks to see if in fact that the promotions are at that level
as well.

Because frankly speaking, we're getting a lot of our hires

at both levels, but the turnover rate is so high that I would think
that we would need to do something with regard to transitioning them
to assure appropriate upward mobility opportunities.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
appreciate it.

Thank you very much, Ms. Cervantez.

I

Now, Ms. Washington.

MS. WASHINGTON:

With the committee's permission I'd like

to call Lydia Baca, who is The Commission on the Status of Women's representative,

up at the same time.

And, I believe the personnel de-

partment also has a representative present ...
MS. JUDY MEYER:

Judy Meyer ...

MS. WASHINGTON:

Judy Meyer's.

MS. MEYER:

I'm not speaking, I'm just here to observe.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. WASHINGTON:

Okay.
Hopefully, the three of us can provide to
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some
ci

of ex
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s not

action go
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ress
And,

meeting our affirmative

e

measures we

el that should be undertaken

by either the State Legislature, and/or the City Legislature that
will improve

representation.

Lydia, is going to begin the pre-

sentation by giving you a brief overview of the statistical information that is involved in our program.
Let me--if these statistics had come before the election, I would swear they came from Deukmejian.
MS. WASHINGTON:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LYDIA BACA:
tunity to t

(Laughter)

We have more to say.

All right.
Good afternoon.

We appreciate this oppor-

k to you about the City of Los Angeles' Affirmative Ac-

tion Program implemented
made since the adoption of

1973, and the progress that women have
is program.

In 1973, as you will see

from the referenced material you have before you, women made up 16%
of the city's work force of some 41,000 people.
20% of a work force of approximately 38,000.

Women now make up

As we have provided

your committees with a copy of our appendices, I won't go into the
statistics
of the ei

any detail.

Briefly, women have progressed in seven

employment categories.

The number of female official

administrators is up from 3 to 6%; professionals from 11.9% to 21.3%;
protective services from 2.7% to 6.7%; para-professionals from 31%
(one-third), to 65% (nearly two-thirds); and office and clerical
professions from 70 to 74%.

Skilled crafts, as you can see, from

one-tenth of 1% to 1%, and finally, service and maintenance employees
have gone up from 2.3 to 6.3%.

The number of female technicians is
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Police Service Representative.

o telephone operators, the police

es police compla

tine clerical police work.
protective se

of a new para-professional

boards, and does rou-

increase in the number of women in
, to a consent decree implemented in

The consent decree requires the department to hire a certain

number of women for each of its training classes until 1985, when the

•

number of females (sworn in personnel) in the police department must
reach 20%.

The city has met its hiring goals each year, and so far

is doing so this year.
The fire department, has not hired women as fire fighters at
all, as no woman has been able to pass the physical abilities tests.
The department, however, does have a number of women serving as paramedics, possibly later in these hearings you will find that other
cities and counties have discovered that there are different ways of-different types of physical requirements that can be requested.
The number of para-professional classes has grown considerably over the years with the creation of such programs as administrative aide, personnel aide, and accounting aide.

These positions may

lead to jobs in the professional category, and several women who came
to the city as clerks are now near the top of this particular category.
The office clerical category has traditionally included most
of the women working for the city, similar to the private sector, and
it continues to do so.

However, in 1973, three quarters of all women

employees were in this category; but by 1982, the number had dropped
to 61%.
The personnel department is not the only source of activity
on the affirmative action program in the city.
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The Mayor's Affirmation

tion Task
employee

rce monitors
c

sociation

program, as do the various informal

organizations such as the

r Women.

irmative Action As-

The AAA, also conducts training programs such

as interviewing techniques for women and men wishing to promote up
the ranks.
Training
firmat

is important to the success for the city's af-

action program as well as to the overall running of the

city, and particularly we find it important to women.

The city con-

ducts in-house training programs, arranges with local community colleges to teach classes of interest to employees in city buildings
after work, and during work.

And, it pays one-half of the cost of

taking classes at the college level, which will improve job performance or assist on a promotional examination.
The city's personnel department developed a physical training program for paramedic

trainee candidates last spring.

The pur-

pose of which was to help women and men build their strength and endurance, so that they could pass the fire department's physical abilities test.

The fire department supplied the actual test equipment,

and as a result of the program 66% of the women participating passed
the test (a much higher pass rate than women who had not taken part
in the program), although such factors as motivation, fitness before
training, and skill level were not measured.

The personnel department

has indicated it will probably repeat the program when it is time to
employ more paramedics.

However, we feel it won't help the city to

have an affirmative action program if it doesn't hire people who will
benefit from it; proper recruitment, and dissemination of information
is vital to the affirmative action program's success.

As it relates

to affirmative action the city's basic practice is to review the type
of job needing to be filled, and the representation of women and
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is very

ut the job to be

erested

seeing that the num-

ber of women that work in government increases, and I'd like to make
a few suggestions on behalf of the commissions on how women can be
encour

d to work for

various public agencies in California.

rstly, strict enforcement of laws dealing with equal employment
opportunity is vital to the success of the
gram.

I

We find that affirmative action

women have progressed (although

rmative action proral is a useful tool,

not far enough in the city), and we

find that the actions and principles of affirmative action are im-

•

portant, but stricter enforcement is absolutely essential .
Secondly, employment information materials should be provided to schools, and should stress that all government jobs are open
to women including those traditionally held by men such as: police
of

cers, and skilled crafts positions.

We feel more direct recruit-

ment efforts are needed to hire women and minorities.
Thirdly, the development of employer supported child care
should be encouraged.

This may mean that a public agency may wish to

provide a center free of charge to its employees' children, or pro-

•

vide available space in one of its buildings for a child care center
while the employee pay staff, food, and equipment costs.

The public

agency may also assist employees in finding child care, there are a
variety of ways that the public employer can assist employees in this
area.
Lastly, we'd like to encourage more job sharing
time programs.

and flex-

As I noted earlier, the City of Los Angeles has re-

cently adopted such a program.
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L~·u~iS:
----------------

Let me ask a question.

Are you aware of

governmental entity that has in fact sponsored or implemented
national child care centers for its employees?
MS. BACA:

In Sacramento, the Department of Motor Vehicles

has donated, I believe, an

auditorium on the ground floor.

The child

care center is sort of a collective effort by the parents who are involved.

It's always been a struggle for them in terms of raising

money and making improvements and all that, but it seems to be functioning pretty well.

Generally, they are in near capacity, the kids

seem to be happy and well cared for, and it was a real simple process you know.

All they did--it was just an auditorium, I think maximum

capacity is somewhere around 200; they just partitioned off various
areas, and built--in the restrooms just built little - you know steps sort of to the wash basins and to the toilets.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Has there been any tangible results,

by virtue of more women being able to work, or hired?

Has anything

been demonstrated as it relates to opportunities for women?
MS. BACA:
center

In speaking to the director of the child care

and some of the people who were involved, there was some in-

dication that absentee rates had been lowered.

I don't believe that

there's anything written on it; I don't think a study has been made ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. BACA:

No, I understand.

Okay .

... But, that's what they have indicated to us.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

It's a pretty interesting idea, and that's

why I'm just wondering how and what kind of models might exist.
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It's been going on for about a year or so, and I think

we need--we need some kind of a push to enable that to take place.
Okay.
MS. FAYE WASHINGTON:

My name is Faye Washington, and I'm

past President of the City of Los Angeles' Affirmative Action Association for Women.

I would like to voice my appreciation for having an

opportunity to speak to the committee this afternoon, and to share with
the committee some of the things that the A.A.A.W. (I will, if I may,
use that abbreviated format), feel that--is a current problem with
progressing and meeting some of the goals that we have set for women
in the public sector.

Lydia, has elaborated on the various statis-

tics, and we know from previous testimony that women may comprise
about 20% of the city's total work force.

The city has about 38,000

employees, and we make up about 20% of that.

More than 75% of those

females are concentrated in the clerical positions, and that, quite
frankly is where A.A.A.W. has placed its greatest emphasis, is mov-

•

ing those employess either from the clerical positions into professional positions, and/or into non-traditional bridge classifications.
A.A.A.W., was formed about ten years ago, and it basically
was formed when a group of females got together and were not satisfied with the manner in which the system was moving.

They were not

satisfied with the manner in which the personnel bulletins were being
written (that would recall for examinations, promotional and otherwise), when we decided to get a voice into that whole process.

That

voice has been a very strong voice, and it has been a very calming
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effect into the whole process.
some improvements
ments.

And, as a result of that we have seen

the City of Los Angeles, but far too few improve-

And, we really want to push for your efforts, and join with

our efforts in making some of those results a little bit greater.
We'd like to concentrate on three primary areas in which
we feel there's a problem.

Training has been identified, and has been

focused on by others as being a common problem that we have.

Public

agencies, we feel, must consider human resources as a valuable commodity.

It is the one single common denominator for getting a task

accomplished, and yet, if you survey various budgets you will find
that fewer dollars are being appropriated for the purpose of preparing employees for higher promotional opportunities.

Time and time

again, we hear that we don't have the bucks to train the employees,
we don't have the resources to provide the kinds of attentions that
are needed.

But, if we were to look at some creative methods, some

innovative techniques of accomplishing the training function, training
is not often concluded in a classroom situation;
by a number of methods.

It can be achieved by

11

it can be achieved
on the job training";

it can be achieved by the mentoring process; it can be achieved within
the department through a resourceful

and a vital rotation policy

within the department that will enable all employees to receive the
same kind of valuable training that is necessary for them to move up
through the career ladder.

So, while we recognize that the dollars

have been cut, we're not going to accept that as the reason why we
cannot continue into this process.

Because, we know that there are

other means for achieving that goal, and we would like to see some
of those other efforts explored and yet be put forth to accomplish
this goal.
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Case in point:

the City of Los

a lawsuit brought against them by Franchon Blake, a fe-

male police officer.

She attacked the City of Los Angeles for pro-

blems that had existed for years.

•

of laws.

some cases, to bring lawsuits against a public

agency to provide remedial actions.
Angeles

True, the laws are

of women's rights, in the last seven

to ten years we've seen a surge
still necessary,

laws.

We have a merit civil service sys-

tem, we are an equal opportunity employer, and yet-n'-still, we have
cases like this that are brought to our attention, and it is necessary
for a consent decree to be forced upon the local agency before we will
begin to take notice of a problem.
That leads me right into another aspect that we consider a
problem, and that is some of the false physical requirements that are
required in certain job positions.

There has not to my knowledge in

the city of L. A.--there's been an ongoing--don't get me wrong, the
city has been really moving forward towards moving a lot of these

•

barriers, but they need a little help; and that's what A.A.A.W. is
all about.
We feel that there should perhaps be an overhaul of the
cities

and/or the state (the public agencies in general)

fication plan.

classi-

Essentially, what we have is a 1954 (a 1960 in some

cases, and a 1928 in some cases), classification plan in that we're
1ng to accomplish some 1982 goals in terms of affirmative action,
and it doesn't work.

You've got to re-examine those classifications,

and detect any artificial barriers that are present, and remove those
barriers from that particular class so that you can see a surge in
minority participation in those job classifications.
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Pranchon Blake's case resulted in the consent decree, and
now the city's acting responsibly, and bringing into the work force
(the police work force)

their goal of 25% female employees.

A couple

of weeks ago personnel department has indicated that they're meeting
those goals; so we can see from that that it is possible.

But, a

court should not have to tell the local agency, the state agencies
that you must do this before it is done.
Comparable worth; it's really no secret that women on the
average only earn about 59¢ on the dollar.

We are concerned with the

requirements that are placed on certain positions, and the duties of
those positions; that they are not in fact comparable, and not in fact
representative of the salaries that are paid for those positions.
Again, we get the argument of finance; we cannot really finance a
comparable worth study.

In many cases the argument is geared down

to the level where it should be more appropriately placed in the bargaining contracts.

We would argue against that, we would argue that

as a. manager, as the employer of a great deal of employees that

that

management staff should take it upon themselves to enact those kinds
of comparable studies (comparable worth studies), that are needed to
bring about some agreement or some parity, at least, within those
salaries; bringing that 59¢ closer to that dollar.

We're not willing

to--we would like the dollar, but we recognize that's going to be a
long time coming.

But, we do feel that we've got to start somewhere.

We, also, would support any kind of comprehensive training
program.

We would like to see efforts targeted on increasing the

appointment of female executives at policy making levels.

We have

noted a great deal of increase in the lower level positions, in getting clerical employees out of the clerical series and into para-
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11 give females an opportunity to fairly

compete for positions; we do not feel that is the case .
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CHAI~MAN

HARRIS:

What's happen

with the "good ol' girl

network"?
MS. WASHINGTON:
yet, we're working on that.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. WASHINGTON:
be accomplished.
completed
firm.

The "good ol' girl network" hasn't evolved
(Laughter).
All right, all right.
There are several ways in which that can

It's been pointed out that the city recently had

a study done by "R. B. Young and Company", a consulting

And, in that study they recommended a program that is called

"The Management Service Program".

That kind of program would in fact

remove the requirement of certain civil service merit kind of testing
and place individuals into a pool whereby

individuals can be promoted

in that system without examination, and based upon performance on
job, and not necessarily performance in a test taking situation. We
would support that kind of idea

and have that idea used statewide.

Because, there has got to come a time when we will make up for the
discrepancies, the deficiencies that we now see represented in our
statistics here.
back,

And, how do we go about that?

We're goi

to sit

wait for the merit system to feed all of these people

through

e system?

agency has got to t
pus~;ihlc,

No.

management,

Legislature, the local

that in control, and when an appointment is

when a job opportunity is available

appoint a female, and

usc affirmative goals as a criteria for making that appointment.
have enough responsibility to say:

And,

"This is why I'm doing it, this

person is qualified, as well qualified as the next person.

And, I'm

going to make this appointment on the basis of affirmantive action."
That leads me to another point where the Affirmative Action
Association feels quite strongly, that there should be some kind of
effort statewide and locally.

An effort that would produce some kind

of sensitivity training for the management employees.

We have seen

a lot of statistics thrown around, we have viewed a lot of affirmative
action plans (and they're good affirmative action plans, they're excellent), and you've got to wonder after reading these plans, then
why aren't we in a better position?

Why are we here today trying to

find more creative ways to make some changes there?

I would say

that it's basically the sensitivity level that is present in most
management, and most policy making level positions; that it's not
present.

So, with that in mind perhaps we should consider training

of those management employees, consider the training at the legislator level, and at those levels that really affect the policy making
kinds of decisions.

And, use that as a method of getting in and kind

of turning around some of the biases that have been present for years;
some of the biases that cannot be turned around with the comprehensive
training program; some of the biases that cannot be turned around, if
in fact, we had comparable worth studies.

We've got to consider that

and take control of that before any of these things should come about,
if they are to actually evolve into some kind of workable format.
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t to--should be an effort

to establish some kind of coalition between groups such as myself
(

I represent), and other female organizations statewide, because

I heard some very good suggestions laid out before you today.
suggestions

perhaps wo

s benefit someone else.

d benefit me; suggestions

at might per-

If there is some effort made at the state-

wide level to in fact hold con
t

They're

rences. We hold conferences all the

at the League of California Cities, hearings that deal with per-

sonnel matters, that deal with grievance, discipline; why not hold a
conference that deal with women issues and how you can affect changes
in your local agency.

It's kind of a sharing and sensitivity session

whereby I would be enriched by what's happening at another locale,
perhaps I might obtain or bring some idea that might assist me in
furthering the goals within my own agency.

I think that kind of ef

(some kind of coalition that would establish a closer alliance between
the various groups), is certainly needed.
I mentioned earlier about the classification studies, and
to really embark upon a program that would in some way broaden those
kinds of systems, and structure those kinds of systems on truly job
relatedness.

And, remove from those classification plans various

false, artificial, physical limitations that really have no meaning
whatsoever to the position

is being examined for.

I would also support Lydia's suggestion on the child care
program.

That is a program that is greatly needed statewide.

Women

do have a common problem, in many cases they are responsible for the
care of the child.

And, a lot of times that is the reason they are

not present at certain training classes, their morale is lowered,
their absentee rate is high because of the need for that kind of
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I certai

thi

that it should--that kind of service should

be sanctioned at the legislative level and carried down into the local
Dgcncies.
The job sharing programs:

the City of L. A. currently has

a policy in which employees can job share, they can break a position
down, and on1y work four hours instead of the eight hours because of
whatever problems that they might have.
to women, that is with any employee.

That is not, however, limited

I think that kind of program

should be sanctioned at the state level and carried down so that all
agencies would be affected by that kind of program.
MR. YOUNGBLOOD:

Could I ask you a question?

MS. WASHINGTON:

Yes.

MR. YOUNGBLOOD:

You stated earlier that you didn't want to

include in the collective bargaining agreements the whole issue of
comparable worth, why is that?
MS. WASHINGTON:

I mentioned that, specifically, to say that

it should be decided at a policy level, and it should be discussed at
a policy level, and included at that level should the discussions get
that far.

But, I certainly don't think we should turn our heads and

say; "No, this is more correctly placed in the bargaining positions",
and not even considered the subject.

We can't put our heads in the

sand and pretend that it does not exist, and hope that it will go away
in the bargaining process; so we've got to take control of it.

And,

that basically is why I paid that.
MR. YOUNGBLOOD:

What other suggestions do you have in the

area of increasing job mobility to go into those non-traditional roles,
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We started

out very aggressively, very "gung-ho"; but now we're kind of--we're
going back in the opposite direction.

I think as you look towards

layoffs, and as you look towards your budget cutting exercises you've
got to consider a

irmative action, and

affirmative action program,
process.

implications on the whole

this exercise would do to

That has got to be a part of

decision mak

that you embark upon when you begin to cut

at whole
process

funds for these various

program.
MS. BACA:

I

ink we're agreed pretty much

tive action program itself is good, but lacks teeth.
been some talk regard

the

making managers (department
question is, in

managers)

ssionals)
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the cutting edges of

ther or not someone's doing their job right.

If they hire ten people, and if at least - you know - half of those
people aren't women or minorities then they should be held accountable
for that; there are no teeth in our plan.
up that statement by saying that
every three women worki

And, I'd just like to back

out of clerical workers, one out of

in the nation as a whole is a clerical work-

er, but in the city two out of--it's 61% - you know - instead of 30%
it's 61%.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Let me--first of all, I want to thank you

for your testimony, it's been very helpful, and very well prepared,
and most articulately delivered.
I'm, I guess, particularly concerned because the City of
Los Angeles is in my estimation, and certainly my experience, seems
to be one of the (I assume)
ever seen;

worse

affirmative action records I've

certainly, as it relates to just the numbers of women in

the work force (not even the classification).

I can't think of any

other city of comparable ethnic breakdown in the state that has these
kind of statistics, or just women period.

I'm sorry, I don't know the

ethnic breakdown, I got off track a little bit, but I'm really wondering here, are there any answers or
20%.

any suggestions as to why only

I mean, have all the other women been hired?

Or, is it just

that non-availability of women ...
MS. WASHINGTON:

We can have consent decrees put in for all

classifications, and maybe then we'll get 25%
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

(Laughter)

Well, I'm surprised that they have--I'm

surprised that consent decrees have not already been issued forth.
MS. WASHINGTON:

Because, it has not been challenged, it has
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laws and how we take

terms

not let

And, that's

laws control us.

I mean,

many cases we've got the cart be-

And, we're just not act

responsibly, and moving

ahead fast enough .
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Anything you would like to add for the

record?
MS. MEYER:

t

- you know -

the private sector

whenever they see a lawsuit coming down the pike they change right
away, and we're very slow
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
attorney, and you can

cumbersome here in the city.
But, that's because you've got a city

gure out--kind of low and deep pockets. You

can ...
Let me just k
a brief moment.

of clarify that for just

Our system here is a very rigid civil service system,

and as you know, our civil service system that we operate now was
founded in 1928, and we've been function
time.
b

Only recently has

nging it into the

on that system since

city moved toward reforming that system

60's, '70's, '80's - you know.

it's with those kinds of e

And - you know -

ts that maybe we'll be able to see some
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change in that.

Arthur Young, has proposed some very good recommen-

dations that will, in

t, make some differences, and will hring more

females into the work force, and will not require the courts to come
in and tell us -

you've got to have 25% females in this job category.

Some of those recommendations speak to the pass points on examinations.
The very rigid one, two, three, if you're number one you get appointed,
if you're number four you're not even considered.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. BACA:
firefighter's series.

Yes, I understand.

I would like to say one last thing about the
As you can see, there are no women firefighters

in the entire City of Los Angeles.

Now, the City of Los Angeles, I

feel, is way behind other major cities in the United States.

In many

other locations they have discovered that agility is in many cases far
more important than brute strength, for example, those tall ladders
you can jump more easily.

And, yet the City of Los Angeles has not

altered its requirements in the least.
needs to be done in this direction.

I think that some kind of work

As Faye was saying, there are

a lot of artificial requirements imposed that are out of date, and
unnecessary, and that discriminate against women.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Okay, and they aren't very purposeful, too.

But, let me just--I want to recess the hearing for just about ten
seconds.

All right, the hearing is back in order.

All right, thank

you.
MS. WASHINGTON:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
Johnson too, please.

Thank you very much.
Okay.

Ms. Labrato, please.

Would you both come forward?
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And, Ms.

rnoon.
Hi.

My name is

L

rato.

I want to thank

tation to speak before the committee.

very much

you.
I'm currently an employee of The State

•

ment

Health Services.

For the past

art-

ars I've been involved

in an attempt to resolve the effects of sexual harrassment, and sex
discrimination by the management of a major ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LABRATO:

No, by the Department of Developmental Servi

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LABRATO:

The Department of Health?
s.

Developmental Services, okay.

During the past four years I've gone through

cally the whole process, and hopefully I have learned some things

asi
a

I would like to share with you, and personally offer any assistance
that I can in this effort to improve the system.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Thank you.

I wanted to start by briefly describing
had happened, is that--not the incident
four years in terms of procedure.
blems that I've encounte
As backgro
state as a psychologist
large plann

happened, but the past

And, then go into some of

pro-

possible solutions.
ormation, I started employment with the
1975.

And, in 1978, while managing a

evaluation operation for the Department of
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Developmental Services as an out-of-class manager, I was involved in
an incident of blatant sexual harrassment, and sex discrimination
which included a threat that if I did not comply there would be retaliation.

I immediately complained formally, an investigation oc-

curred substantiating all the allegations.
statements substantiating allegations.

Seventeen people made

At the time of the results of

the investigation we were assured that there would be no retaliation,
and if there was retaliation, that appropriate corrective action would
be taken.

Within one month of that incident I was denied the out-of-

class reclassification promotion or whatever you want to call it, which
was in the Governor's budget as a budget change proposal item.

I was

neither scheduled for an interview (formally told that I was being interviewed), as all the other male candidates were, nor informed of the
results, and again, I filed another complaint; this time a director's
level complaint.

I believe that these events occurred because of my

refusal to comply, and my subsequent complaint.

I had been

placed number one on the Manager II list, and had been highly recommended for the position.

Upon learning that a candidate with less

training and experience in the area of program evaluation had been
selected, I again
nation.

filed a complaint formally alleging sex discrimi-

The department conducted an investigation over the next three

months, and during that process (now being a little more in touch with
procedural requirements)

I realized that I was denied a lot of due

process types of considerations.

Time limits were extended without

my approval; I was not informed of my rights throughout the process,
or of my rights to appeal. At the end of the investigation in April of
'79 (the incident had occurred in December of '78), the directors
verified in writing that the incident had occurred (the procedures
which had occurred that prevented me from receiving the promised
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le, fortunately,

January of that year to move to

health services, and I think that was one of the reasons why I was able
to continue the proce
the way.
a

I received a lot of help from people al

At that time health services became aware that there was an

irmative action policy which required the interviewing of all eli-

gible interested mino

ty and women candidates, and therefore, con-

tinued to pursue my complaint with The State Personnel Board.
I also filed a compla

with

And,

Department of Fair Employment

Housing, and The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
of 1980, The State Personnel Bo

In April

completed its initial sta

report

and in fact, verified that I was a victim of sexual harrassment, and
sex discrimination in re

iation for my refusal to comply.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LABRATO:

is was in April of '80.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LABRATO:

This was when now?

Okay.

The staff report recommended reinstatement,

reclassification, appropriate corrective action and back pay award,
and it promised a sexual harrassrnent policy.
and carne out again in September of

1

This report was amended,

80, and since that time we've been
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t

1ng to implement it.

As I indicated, I had requested that The

State Personnel Board develop a statewide policy relating to sexual
harrassment, and also clarifying, and changing procedures in dealing
with complaints.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Are you telling me that--that the situation

stjll hasn't been resolved?
MS. LABRATO:

No, not completely resolved yet.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LABRATO:

Part of it has?

It's partly resolved.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

And, your classification has been taken

care of, and those things?
MS. LABRATO:
this last October

The State Personnel Board adopted a resolution

ordering the department to reclassify me.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LABRATO:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LABRATO:

And back pay?

Okay.

One of the interesting things that happened

was (this issue between D.F.E.H., and The State Personnel Board), in
June of '80, I got notice from The Department of Fair Employment and
llousing that my file was being closed based on jurisdiction waived to
another agency (The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission), and it
was based on the battle between The State Personnel Board, and the
D.F.E.H.

And, then in January of '81, I received a "Right to Sue"

letter from E.E.O.C. stating that because I hadn't filed with D.F.E.H.
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le to state employees.
dn't have the right to file

CHAIRMAN
then wouldn't that waive
MS. LABRATO:

requirement?
Well, I, as a matter of fact have asked the

E.E.O.C. to give me some information on that issue, because it seems
that they

by saying that I didn't give the D.F.E.H. 60 days, assumed

that there was a 706 Agency for me to apply to.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LABRATO:
officer.

Yes, right.

And, so I'm checking now with the compliance

The other interesting thing that occurred was that there's

a requirement in the government code that in order to file a suit
against the state you have to file a board of control claim within
a hundred days of the incident, which isn't very well publicized.
And, fortunately, I was able to find out in order to file state and
federal suits, and keep my rights and protections open.
that this is one of the critical problems wi

I think

the system, there's

no information, there's no agency which publicizes all the information necessary so that a complainant knows of all the requirements
for all procedures ranging from filing an administrative complaint
through keeping your options for civil litigation open.

I was for-

tunately lucky enough to keep my options open, talking to the right
people at the right time

and the right place, and put the puzzle
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together.

'fherc are a lot of ways that I am pretty fortunate in terms

of this system.

I had witnesses to the incident, witnesses that were

able to speak out and testify.
ment

~n

reasons.

I had an opportunity to seek employ-

another department, and wasn't stuck to that job for economic
I had more mobility than some people; I didn't have a, at

at time, have a family at home to embarrass or to support, so I
wasn't tied (again) to the job.

I had all kinds of documentation

that I needed, verification for the "out-of-class"

experience; veri-

fication of the incident; a copy of the budget change proposal, those
kinds of things.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

And, in spite of all of those--I guess,

benefits or advantages that you had the process was still complicated,
cumbersome, confusing, conflicting, and so on, and so forth.

And,

you're saying that an employee who is obviously less educated, less
economically secure, less independent, etc., would have probably been
so baffled and befuddled by the process, they just simply would have
either missed out completely or been lost in it somewhere.
MS. LABRATO:

Yes, for sure.

That's the thing that scares

me the most (1) a person that is not able to economically afford to
go through four years of pursuing administrative procedures, to keep
getting pushed around.

Somebody that has a family to support, and

can't afford the emotional/physical strain of trying to battle the
system.

There are no resources set aside by the system for any kind

of crisis counseling, legal counseling, basically it's an impossible
situation; it's compounded because there are so many delays that are
not necessary.

The government code assures that discrimination com-

plaints, for example, will be handled within six months by The State
Personnel Board; this doesn't often occur.
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Time lines are violated
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problem, but we do
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I've been wo

the advocacy g
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some of

, for the past six months now, wi
I've supplied this

committee.

nformation to

We've been developing a list of issues, and possible solutions to be
considered.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Do we have those?

MS. LABRATO: Yes.
CHAI~~AN

HARRIS:

MS. LABRATO:

Okay.

Most of them focus on the assumption that The

State Personnel Board will continue to be the agency that de

s wi

discrimination in public employment, and that they will cant

with

the mandate to monitor the discrimination complaint system statewi
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
say that the problem

Let me ask one other question.

Would you

at you encountered were those that any person

seeking a grievance based on discrimination would encounter? Or, were
they particularly adverse based upon the fact that you were a woman,
and that the nature of your complaint was sexual harrassment?
MS. LABRATO:
is yes, and no.
them are not,

I think, yes.

The answer to that question

Some of those things, I think, are
particul

ical. Some of

the time that I was involved
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the sexual

harrassment incident.

It was such a new kind of issue, and people

were not even really willing to accept it as a problem.

You hear the

typical myths about sexual harrassment: women ask for it; virtuous
women are not harrassed, those kinds of things.

And, I think that

that was some of the problems, problems in terms of people not being
informed of their rights, and the remedies available; problems with
managers not being sensitive to.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Was there any disciplinary action taken

against the--you know, whoever it was that in fact engaged in the act
of discrimination?
MS. LABRATO:

The harrassment, or the discrimination?

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LABRATO:

Either one.

There was some disciplinary action taken as a

result of the initial investigation on harrassment.

There was--The

State Personnel Board recommended or suggested that the department
consider appropriate corrective action in terms of the discrimination;
the department considered it, and did not ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LABRATO:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. LABRATO:

But, they did on the harrassment?

Go on.

That was so outrageous; there were 17 people

that made statements ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

One of the problems that I have constantly
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MS. LABRATO:

Because we

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

•

amount of witnesses ...

a 1

Okay.

And--

, it wasn't a situation of one person

against another ...
CHAI~~N

HARRIS:

MS. LABRATO:

Okay.

I

One word against--okay.

that that probably--that is not a

pical response, and general

that what happens is that the

ctim is

put into a no-win situation, and if they want any peace they have to
leave as opposed to the

etrator being moved.

that the--neither the appo

•

It is a perception

ing authority nor The State Personnel

Board tends to impose very many sanctions or punitive actions

inst

employees who are indeed violating the mandate for discrimination
rough wo

environment.

I

ink the same k

of situation

1

for issues of not taking affirmative action very seriously, and in fac
they probably go hand-in-hand.
could occur is making
a part of

And, one of the things that obvious

rmative action and

regular management training

sense--and supervisors,

scrimination prevention

so that managers have a

a sense that this is a critic
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part of

the system and nee

attention.

There could be more of a focus on no-

fault conciliation for departments that are willing to settle situations.
The perception is that The State Personnel Board is not willing to exercise--oh well, initiate punitive actions against employees, indicating
that they have no authority, that the appointing power is the only one
that has authority.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Putting aside their willingness or unwil-

lingness, do you think that they're the appropriate agency to resolve
it?

Because, maybe they're just not equipped, maybe there's an in-

ternal conflict there that can't be resolved in terms of their conflicting roles ...
MS. LABRATO:

Well, I think there are a lot of problems, but

it's--my understanding is that there's no current procedural manual
for the analyst to use; that there's no filing system which enables
access to precedent material so that investigations are handled on
an individual basis with standardized procedure; that there's no
training as there would be in an agency designated to deal particularly with those issues.

The time frame is very lengthy, the analyst

often re-investigates non-contested facts, and I think that this is
true in terms of departmental complaints as well.
lack of training, a lack of focus on prevention.

There's just a
There is not a for-

mal recognition of the problem as a problem nor the effects on victims
of a discriminatory situation.

I think probably the most critical

thing is that employees are not really informed of their rights and
responsibilities.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
thing you would like to add?

Good point.

I appreciate it, is there any-

Thank you very much.
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committee with

se

re to

major p

the members of the
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lems c

onti

who has been a victim of sex discrimination

a female public employee,
employment.

And, I

might add that the problems of female public employees are really not
unique. The problems extend to all victims of sex discrimination, and
are common not only in public employment but also in private employment.

But, first I want to give you an overview of the dilemma that

employer will find itself in, in handling EEO problems.

It's a

problem which I believe to be systemic not only in the grievance area,
as Secretary Lytle discussed, but also it can be illustrated by the
duties imposed on employers under the EEOC guidelines on sexual harrassment.

For example, the

delines require that the employer must

raise the subject affirmatively with it's employees.

Now, some pro-

gressive managers and employers are eager to raise the issue with
their management staff so that they will know how to handle the problem.
and

But, none are will
the question is, WHY?

to raise the issue wi

ir employees,

They fear it will percipitate lawsuits,

and they particularly fear it will precipitate non-meritorious lawsuits, which will make them look b

the employer wi

fore-

sight, who realizes that if sexual harrassment is going on he or she
wants to know about it, is understandably reluctant to raise the issue
with his or her

loyees.
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In a classic economic analysis, a business person wants to
minimize their cost, and a public employee or employer is really no
different.

Sexual harrassment complaints mean litigation costs,

damages, and a bad reputation.

Most employers (public and private)

choose the risk of non-compliance over the cost of compliance, and it
is, indeed, economically rational behavior for them to do so.
Now, affirmative action officers often find themselves in a
similar dilemma.

They may be in harmony at the level of developing

an affirmative action plan, with the goal of avoiding or limiting
liability for their institution by implementing a plan in good faith.
But, when an illegal act occurs

and the affirmative action officer is

called upon to investigate it, ultimately, that person is going to
have to choose up sides, and they always choose up sides with the
employer.

The effect of this conflict of interest that every employer

finds his or herself in is that private attorneys will not, as a rule,
permit their clients to use internal grievance procedures, nor will
they allow them to talk to administrative or to affirmative action
officers who are investigating claims of illegal conduct.

Again,

when it comes to choose up sides the AA officer is on the wrong side.
The systemic affect of these kinds of built-in disincentives, is that
the economic incentive is more powerful, and internal grievance procedures and obligations don't work.

I might also add, as the testi-

mony you just heard indicated, those procedures are often long and
cumbersome as was testified to for years.

They're designed to wear

plaintiffs down so that she'll give up.
Now against this backdrop of the internal remedies which fail
EEOC plaintiffs, I'll focus my testimony on the adequacy of external
remedies; that is, those outside the institutions that the law offers.
And, there is one common thread running through all these problems
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of view, and

an atto
a

listie

ro

to the problem.

area as was just testi

is that there is a lack of
For example, in the information

to, the sources of information you get when

you suffer an EEO problem are from your employer; that's usual
correct.
rmation
it goes.

From friends; that's usually incorrect.

You'll get some

om EEOC and D.F.E.H. which is usually correct, as far as
You'll get some information from women's groups, and finally,

if you're lucky enough to find an attorney who specializes in

•

in-

you will get some information there.

is area,

By the time you pull all this

information together it is not consistent, the plaintiff finds herself in a quandry about what to do and where to go.

And, personally

I've had experience with clients where after having conversations with
EEOC, D.F.E.H., and their employer, they're convinced I'm doing all
the wrong things, and it's a real problem.
Now, a holistic approach (I think) to the problem would be
an approach whereby all rights are preserved so that the client can go
forward in any number of forums, and preserve her cause of action.
Now, as Mary just testified to, that often will result in having to
file a hundred day claim; having to file with the EEOC within three
hundred days; having to file with D.F.E.H. within one year.

•

If you

choose to pursue a 1983 civil rights cause of action, that will require filing in federal court within three years.
may not come in t

; your EEOC letter may not come

Your D.F.E.H. let
time; you're

going to have to be in court on your 1983 action before the other
remedies have run their course.

The point of all that information is

that a holistic approach is virtually impossible, because the ri
are fragmented between so many government agencies.
few:

s

To name just a

The Department of Fair Employment and Housing, EEOC, the N.L.R.B.,

you may have to deal with EDD on unemployment; you may have to de
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with the worker's compensation laws

t, and it is theoretically pos-

sible to involve all those agencies in one case.

And, in fact, in

most cases you will involve several of those agencies, if you are
protecting all of the client's rights.

The holistic approach also re-

quires that you get information early on, so that you can choose your
choice of forum.

In some cases it is better to proceed in state court

because of the California Supreme Courts recent decision on the availability of punitive damages.

There is also a difference when it comes

to what is required for a verdict in a jury trial.

Finally, the speed

of getting to trial is something to be considered too, and all this
information is what's necessary to provide a holistic approach that
protects the client's rights.
Finally, if you do choose to go to litigation, you may get
a remedy two to three years down the road, if there's no appeal.

It

will cost you thousands of dollars merely in filing fees, expert witness fees, reporters fees for depositions, even if you find an attorney
who will take the case on a contingent fee basis.

Now, few private

attorneys can afford to take these cases, and even fewer are in a
position to bankroll the learning experience.
The solution (I think) is to--for the Legislature, perhaps,
to provide a fund to advance costs to indigent plaintiffs including
expert witness fees, because without them it's impossible to take
your case to trial.
My conclusion is that we need a holistic approach.

And, I

think as the testimony of the witnesses from the Department of Fair
Employment and Housing, and The Commission indicated this morning, a
more and more substantial burden of enforcing EEO law is going to fall
to the private sector for a number of reasons.

One of the reasons is

because the government agencies tend to be interested in impact
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litigation, as well they should, because its most economical.
people can they help with one case?

How many

The private attorney's emphasis is

to help the individual client in that individual case, and therefore,
the primary enforcement for the masses is going to fall to the private
sector.

The Legislature must recognize that, and the need for a holis-

tic approach.
I think the

Legislatu~e

must take action to redefine the role

of all agencies that get involved in the process of an EEO lawsuit.

•

And, it must further make available some kind of incentive to ensure
that the private sector will be able to perform this function.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
stand.

Let me ask a question to make sure I under-

You said, "There's a need for a holistic approach".

But, I

thought I heard you say earlier that is--the process is so fragmented
that the holistic approach isn't very viable.
MS. JOHNSON:

I don't think it's, probably, possible within

a government agency.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Within the government, but in the private

sector you think it is?

•

MS. JOHNSON:

I think in the private sector it does occur,

but. ..
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. JOHNSON:

Okay.

But, the private sector, I think, right now

is not capable of meeting that need.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

In the governmental sector, would it help

if there was simply one individual, i.e., an affirmative action person
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who's well informed, who would at least be able to give a person some
kind of a summary of their rights and procedures, etc.? At least some
procedural steps that they might take in implementing, in order to
protect their rights.
MS. JOHNSON:

I think

that's a possibility, but I would

stress that this is a very complicated area, and you would have to be
very well versed in six to eight different areas of the law.

And, I

think, in order ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Well, how do you do a holistic approach

unless you find some centerpiece, either inside or outside of government, where an individual can go?
MS. JOHNSON:

I think that's true, I think the point I'm

getting to is that that person would, probably, have to be a very
highly trained professional, very highly trained.

For example, I have

one client who is a public employee, who attempted to preserve his
rights at my instruction by filing with the Department of Fair Employment and Housing, and they refused to take his application.
intercede; that has happened on more than one occasion to me.

I had to
Even

for those areas that the Department of Fair Employment and Housing is
directly responsible, right now, there is still a lot of misinformation coming out of there.

So, what I'm saying is, if you form a new

agency that pulls all this together, they will have to be very highly
trained.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I understand.

Okay.

Thank you.

Okay, we have an indication that the Commission for Sex Equity
of the Los Angeles Unified School District will be submitting--testifying.

Phyllis Cheng, will be submitting testimony in writing for the
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record, is there

else who would at this point want to advise

e committee of their intentions to submit written testimony in lieu

of oral testimony today?
that's fine.

Anyone else?

Who is that?

Orange County?

Fine, all right

Are there any other witnesses who have

testified, or who have indicated that they wanted to testify here now?
Fine.
First of all, I want to thank all of you for your patience
and attendance, as you noticed I went through lunch, but I wanted t
get out of here by two o'clock, and I barely made that.

But, all of

the testimony we've received will be carefully analyzed, and we will
be coming out with some recommendations for the Legislature either

•

legislation, or for the possibility of some type of administrative
changes in the various departments or agencies of the state.

Also,

we'd like to look into some ways of having a better way of enforc
public policy of affirmative action on local agencies that have been
demonstrating some of the calcitrants, or inability to implement

t

policy.
So, I'd like to thank all of you again, and again advise
you that if there are individuals who would like to make statements
our record, that it will be open for the next ten days. And, that
may, in fact, want to be in touch with the committee in Sacramento for
that purpose.

But, again, thank you all for being here, and with

e hearing is adjourned.'
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Mister Chairman and committee memhers, my name is Lori Hara,
and I am the Manager of the Stat€-: Women's Program Unit of
the State Personnel Board.

My prt:sentation will speak to

the State Women's Program analysis of the employment problems faced by women in State serv ce and the direction and

•

activities we have taken to add re~: s those problems.

I would

like to clarify that there have bt :en many areas wherein sig,

nificant progress has been made w th regard to women's concerns in State employment, however, in addressing the
concerns of this committee I have been asked to focus on the
major problem areas we see at this time.

As some background, the State Womt•n' s Program was established in 1975 within the State Personnel Board's
Affirmative Action Division in recognition of the unique
problems women encounter in access to and advancement in
State civil service employment.

•

'rhe structure of the State

Women's Program includes departmental Women's Program
Officers, the Women's Program Unit of the State Personnel
Board and the State Women's Progra_m Advisory Committee.
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There are Women's Program Officer positions in most State departments who are n:!sponsible for advising departmental management of issues related to representation and upward
mobility of women within the depa tment.

'l'he State Program

focuses on issues of statewide concern, such as policies and
ser.vicewide classification change : on targeting major problem areas; and on pro'Jiding techn ca] assistance to departmental women's program office'rs.

In order to insure that the polic es, program targets and
strategies are indeed priorities, the Program established
an advisory committee which curn" t.ly meets bi-monthly.In
structuring the committee consideration was given to insure
input from minority and disabled women and persons with
ntation experience.

substantial Affirmative Action

With the Advisory Committee's concurrence we have set a program direction which has as its p iorities:

1.

'l'he severe underrepresentation of women in job

categories

trades and crafts, law enforcement,
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and administrative line which includes career
executives and other seni:n civil servants.

•

2.

Comparable worth;

3.

Discrimination; and

4.

The special conce~ns of minority and disabled
women .

In addition we have recognized that problems continue to exist with regard to the representation of women in scientific
and engineering areas, mobility options for dead-ended jobs,
day care and the problems of older and re-entry women.

In

recognition of resource limitationspriorities were
established based on perceptions of the severity of problems
and the potential for greatest impact.

•

As a result, our

activities in these latter areas are limited to review and
input on policies or proposals generated from outside of the
pro9ram.
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In the priority areas identified

\le

've been working on iden-

tifying problem areas and finding solutions.
trades and crafts, for example,

t~ere

In the area of

are a number of prob-

lems which result in the signific nt underrepresentation of
women.

Some of these include:

1.

Minimum quali f ica'tion~; frequently require
journey level experience, and apprenticeships
are rare;

2.

There is not a large recruitment pool of women
with substantial

3.

year~

of experience.

Until last year recruitment efforts focusing
on women were limited;

4.

While some examinations have been validated,
there have never been enough female competitors
to stati.stically asse:,s disparate impact;
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5.

Veterans preference applies on most entry-level
examinations; and

6.

•

The L':'!r(fe number of spec ia li zed classes,
locational testing an

hires, and the number of

appointLng powers involved make monitoring
difficult.

At the present time we are review ng the classification
structure to eliminate needless barriers. barriers existent
in the classification structure.
sub-entry,

apprenti~eship,

Further, we are exploring

COD or other. entry options which

could be employed to better facilitate the employment of women. In the area of recruitment, the first trades exam conducted this year was for carpenter.

Currently, there is

only one woman in the class and h storically few women have

•

applied for the examination.
only one woman applied.

For example in the last exam,

This exam we had twenty-five female

applicants and sixb::en successfully appeared on the list.
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The major recruitment efforts foe sedon the trades'.vomen' s
groups through out California as well as women's support
groups which proved receptive and helpful.

In follow-up

with these groups as to why more women did not apply, the
main reason stated was concern about actual opportunity for
appointment within State government.

Through continued

involvement with these groups, we anticipate a greater
participation rate in future ~xams.

Other exams in the trades have included Painter, Plumber,
Electrician and a number of Automotive classes.

The statis-

tics for these classes are similar to Carpenter in that some
gains have been

maa~

but they

ar~

slight.

More positive in-

put and assistance from departments would he

Departments

have few positions

main concern is that individual
and so it is not worth their effo t.

One other approach we have used is to tap the public information records of the Division of Apprenticeship Standards to
identi

i

ividuals who might have an interest in State gov-
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ernment.

Probably the greatest achievement thusfar has been

the establishment of contact with the tradeswomen's groups.
Our major concern in that area is maintaining credibility
with these groups.

For their participation we need to

reciprocate in hires, however, we still have the obstacle of

•

veterans preference .

The prior efforts of the State Personnel Board to address
veterans preference through legislative action have not been
successful.

Staff of this committee has been provided with

the information from the last attempt.

Until such time as

the veterans preference laws chanqe there will be a substantial impact on women particularly in low turnover areas.
With 90% veterans preference points granted to men, hiring
of women will continue to be impacted.

In the area of law

enforcement minimum qualifications are generally not an
issue.

Recruitment and physical standards have been our

primary issues of concern.

In the area of Law Enforcement a

major ongoing recruitment effort has been directed toward
State Traffic Officer Cadet (female).
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During 1979, 1980,

1981 there were 681, 554 and 740 applications accepted
respectively for each of those yea.rs.
June 1982 there

we~e

From January through

3,557 applications received.

The major

difference for this increase is attributed to a change in
the exam testing cycle from perionic testing to continuous
testing.

There were several recruitment strategies used that enhanced
the number of applications received from women.

Extensive

advertising was placed in newspapers, radio and television.
California Highway Patrol recruiters extensively visited college campuses, job fairs, and shopping malls, reaching out
to women. The

femah~

use of Traffic Officer recruiters have

also been extremely successful in attracting female
candidates.

The other major successful area is with Correctional Officer
which has had ongoing focused recruitment efforts and has
utilized a sub-entry classification of Correctional Officer
Trainee.

This class recruits for eligibles from the Career
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9

Opportunities Development Program which focuses on the disadvantaged of whom many are women.

Other successful

recruitment efforts in the Law Enforcement area have been
for State Police Officer Cadet, Correctional Counselor and
Parole Agent.
Assistant.

We are currently testing for Investigator

Primary focus for these classifica tions have

been with womens' groups on campus as well as students in
law enforcement programs.

In terms of physical standards, we have been working closely
with the Board's Test Validation and Construction Unit and
departments to insure standards are based on job relatedness
and business necessity and have the minimum amount of
disparate impact.

We have reviewed Correctional Officer en-

try standards, CHP maintenance standards and most recently
the developing standards for fire suppression classes.

Our other major underrepresented job category is administrative line which encompasses top administrative positions
such as career executive assignments.
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Our findings thus far

seem to indicate that while there is a degree of discretion
involved with the examination process such as in the weighing the value of experience and education, there is often a
lack of consciousness of the impact of individual hires.

In

CHP or Corrections where hundreds of officersare hired
yearly the impact is clear.

Managerial hires are made

position by position and the impact is less evident.

We are

~

currently identifying the availability of women for top
managerial positions in order to determine whether the rate
of progress is reasonable, as well as to provide departments and a changing administration with relevant information in this regard.

On an ongoing basis we review all

classification actions establishing or changing positions in
order to examine adverse impact on women as well as to maximize opportunity for subsequent recruitment efforts.

Comparable worth has been identified by many women and several unions as a top priority area of concern.

With the split

in responsibility between the State Personnel Board and the
Department of Personnel Administration it would at first ap-
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pear that the SPB would not have any responsibilities in
this area.

What we have found is that there are two areas

which we can review to recognize the impact of such discrimination.

One area is that salary based criteria exists for

transfer and training and development assignments, which lim-

•

it mobility options.

It is our intent to develop alterna-

tive criteria which corrects the inequities inherent in the
,

salary determination for certain female dominated

•

occupations .

In addition, another project is to review third and fourth
line clerical supervisory positions and look at the mobility
options currently available to other managerialpositions.
This project will attempt to determine if there is a basis
for providing clerical management more direct mobility to
other departmental management classes which generally
provide much higher compensation.

Discrimination is a continuing problem.

While my program

spends considerable time with complainants, we are not part
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1:

of the formal structure of complaint processing.

In gener-

al, our activities in this area involve advising complainants, respondents and departments as to the interpretation
of EEO laws and trying to channel complaints back into the
system.

In the last year we completed a grant project which dealt
with the issue of sexual harassment.

The grant was designed

to develop a statewide policy and insure

t departments de-

veloped policies and disseminated information on sexual
harassment.

All of the grant objectives were met, and in

addition we have developed a brochure which will be
distributed to all departments, developed a resource listing
for departments planning training on sexual harassment, and
finally, we have reviewed current training programs for EEO
counselors and investigators in order to ensure these
~

courses will prepare departmental staff to deal with such
problems.
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The fourth priority identified is the concerns of minority
and disabled women.

The traditional view of affirmative ac-

tion has been that it tends to pit minorities and women
against each other.

Additionally, it has been felt that

while gains have been made for minority men and white women,

•

minority women were often forgotten in the process.

To in-

sure the inclusion of minority women in the affirmative action planning process we established a policy to now require

•

that departmental analysis of representation deficiencies
look at the representation by sex within ethnicity and that
where deficiencies exist, goals be established by sex within
ethnicity.We also review proposals from other divisions of
the State Personnel Board regarding "sanctions" proposals.
These proposals have been made to more assertively approach
the problems of severe underrepresentation in particular
departments or classifications.

Where the sanctions approach has been used, it has been effective in increasing the representation of women at a significantly faster rate than had occurred before sanctions.
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Although hiringin the sanctioned classes has been limited,
we have seen increases ranging from +20% to double/triple
the original number of women in these classes.

The effect of Veteran preference on women has been to limit
hiring access in many open classes.

Many of the sanctions

classes are nontraditional areas for women. Further hiring
is through open exams which require granting of veterans
preference.

For example, in the Department of Fish and Game

we have been using supplemental certification for four entry
level Biologist classes which grant veteran's preference.
Since the application of supplemental certification, the representation of women employed in these classes has significant increased.Women now constitute 11% of these classes,
up from 1% before supplemental certification.

While the focus of this presentation has been on problem areas, I feel it is also important to recognize the progress
made to date.

Women have increased their representation in

17 out of 19 job categories.

In 1974 women had achieved par-
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1

ity in four categories and were within 80% of parity in one
category.

As of 1982 parity has been achieved in seven cat-

egories and four more are within 80% of parity.

We have

seen a substantial increase in the number of women entering
traditionally male dominated areas and are looking forward

•

to seeing their increases at the supervisory and managerial
levels.
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3921 Wilshire Boulevard • Suite 620 • los Angeles, California 90010 • (213) 385-7467

November 12, 1982

•

Mr. Elihu M. Harris, Chairman
Assembly Select Committee on Fair
Employment Practices
1127 11th Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Honorable Assemblyman Harris:
Committee.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before your
Enclosed is a copy of our written testimony.

We are impressed with information presented and your
obvious concern for the status of working women.
If we can
be of further assistance, please let us know.
Sincerely,

Christine Maitland
Staff Economist, AFSCME
CM:bc
Enclosures

I

------•n
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•

American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO

TESTIMONY
Assembly Select Committee
on
Fair Employment Practices

The American Federation of State County and Municipal Employees
(AFSCME) has long been the leader in promoting the rights of women
in the workplace.

More than 400,000 women are members of AFSCME

and working through our union we have called for action at the
bargaining table, in the Legislature, and in the Courts.

The

issues that concern working women include pay equity, career development, child care, maternity leave, sexual harassment, and alternative work patterns.
Women have made great strides
There are new education and job
have changed.
e

the last twenty years.
s available; attitudes

But it is not enough

It is not enough when mill

of women work low paid

dead end jobs.
e

It is not enough when working women also continue to
assume all the household and child care responsibilities.

e

It is not enough when 60% of those living in poverty are
women, many with children.

•

It is not enough when almost two-thirds of all working
women are single, widowed, divorced, seperated or have
husbands who earn under $10,000/year.

-1-
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•

It is not enough when a female college graduate can
expect to earn $2000/year less than a male high
school graduate.

Let me share some information with you ---•

In 1980, the World Watch Institute issued a research

report which states: "Although nearly half of the world's adult

•

women are in the labor force out of choice or necessity, they have
retained an unwilling monopoly on unpaid labor at home.

The

result is a pronounced imbalance between male and female workloads,
with unhappy consequences for women, men and the children".
Working women are carrying a double burden.

"If employed

women with families also aspire to leadership positions, their
extra hours of work, union activism and civic and cultural affairs
can amount to working a triple day," the report continues.
• Those opposed to the ERA have the illusion that it is
possible for women to choose not to work outside the home.

The

realities of economic survival today prohibits such "choice" for
most women.

I

In the U.S., as in all industrial nations today, an

increasing number of women must work.

Yet the U.S. is one of the

few advanced nations with no national policy of leaves for parenting,
no encouragement of flexible working hours and part-time or shared
jobs, and no national policy of child care.
•

According to the latest government figures, 52% of all

women 16 years and older are working in the labor force.

This

figure has increased 44% since 1955, when only 36% of the female
-2-
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population worked in the labor force.
working has increased even more.
mothers are now working.

The proportion of mothers

Fi

ive percent of all

s represents a 95% increase since 1956

when only 28% of all mothers worked.
e

Although women have

sed the

numbers in the

labor force, their earnings compared to men have dec
now earn 57¢ for every dollar earned

men.

earned 63¢ for every dollar earned by men.
women who work earn less than $10,00

Women

In 1955, women
Two-thirds of the
Half of women working

are in jobs with no pensions.
e

The fact is that wage gap between men and women persists

because women are crowded into female dominated jobs which are
underpaid and undervalued.
are crowded
and service.

Sixty-five

of working women
s: clerical, sales,

three occupational
Women

se 9 % of all secretaries, 97% of

ll

, etc.

all nurses, 92% of all telephone
job segregation is as severe
with af

as

The degree of

was 70 years ago, even

action and other programs implemented to improve

women's occupational opportunities.
•

the poverty level.
expect

in the U.S. was below

In 1978, ll% of the

to cl

That has now risen to 14% in 1982 and many
higher.

poverty are women, 11 mill

18

11

(or 60%) of these in

are children under the age of sixteen.

As an example of the problems

women in California,

consider the salaries and make-up of the workforce here in the
city of Los

In the

's 1981

-3-
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to the EEOC, over

50% of the male workforce earned more than $25,000/year compared
with only 8% of the female workforce.

Over half the female work-

force in Los Angeles earned less than $16,000 while 70% of the
male workforce in Los Angeles earned more than $20,000.
Currently, 20% of the City's workforce is female (compared
with 44% in the civilian labor force).

•

60% of the women working in

the City are in one job category --- clerical and office. Women
comprise a disproportionately high percentage of paraprofessionals
(66.1%) and clerical workers(75%). While they comprise a disproportionately low percentage of officials and administrators (6%),
technicians (8%), protective services (7%), skilled crafts (1%),
and service and maintenance (6%).
AFSCME is the bargaining agent for 4000 clericals in the
L.A. City Clerical unit.

Working with other unions representing

employees in the city, AFSCME has made the following recommendations
in response to proposed changes in the personnel system.

A meaning-

ful career ladder program must be established within the City's
classification system.

The current system tends to deny access

from one classification grouping into another, consequently women

•

tend to remain in "dead ended" female dominated classes.

A career

ladder program combined with employer sponsored training programs
would help integrate our sex segregated workforce while encouraging
the principle of promotion from within.

Currently, a comparable

salary study is underway in Los Angeles to examine the compensation
levels of various job classifications.
AFSCME views the collective bargaining process in the absence
of legislation or judicial recognition of pay disparity as the
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most expedient means to address both career development and pay
inequity.

The best-known example is the

of San Jose

California.
In 1979, the City and AFSCME jointly commissioned a Hay
Associates study.

Both parties agreed to extensive input from

union members and to implementation of

results.

According

to the study, "female jobs" paid about $3,000 per year less than
"male jobs" with comparable point values.
During contract negotiations in 1981, the City offered a
6 percent general raise plus comparable worth adjustments for

about 700 workers in female dominated jobs, the additional
upgrading to cost about $1.3 million.

The union called for a

10 percent general raise plus $3.2 mill

for upgrading over a

four-year period.
After a nine-day strike, a settlement was reached.
new contract provides a 7.5 percent
adjustments

The

se and additional

about $1.45 million over a two-year period.

The result was a landmark AFSCME victory for pay equity for workers
in female-dominated jobs.
AFSCME has bargained this

sue in Washington, Connecticut,

Illinois, Minnesota and Wi
Proving the Case of Pay Equity
The first step in a pay equity case is to present a convincing case that unjustified pay disparities exist between maledominated and female-dominated jobs.
a jointly sponsored s

, with

The first step should be
rom

-5-
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s and managers.

In San Jose, Hay Associates used "quantitative" job evaluation
system because it attempts to measure exact amount of base
elements found in all jobs;
The Hay System conceives of jobs as being composed of
aspects related to each other in the following order:
-Know-how:

How much and what kind of knowledge is required

to solve and meet the a-countabilities.

(Accountabilities are

the end result of the job itself, according to Hay jargon.)
-Problem Solving:

I

What will be the quality and quantity

of problems faced by the job's incumbent as he/she attempts to
meet these accountabilities?
-Accountability:

What are the results this job is expected

to produce?
-Measuring the Jobs:

In measuring the worth of a job in

relation to other jobs in the same organization, the Hay System
claims to employ a "refined understanding" of the three basic
elements.

This "refinement" will lead to a concrete scale of

measurement for use in evaluation.
It is assumed by the Hay System, that there exists a spectrum,
or continuum of know-how, problem solving and accountability, and
that a determination can be made concerning the exact quality of
each basic element involved in the job.
If two classes have the same comparable worth value, or
number of study points, they should be paid the same.

The disparity

is the difference between the wages of two classes, one predominately
male, and the other predominately female)

such as a Nurse (predom-

minately female) and an Assistant Fire Master Mechanic(predominately
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both having the same relative value
$684 a month or $9,120 a year.

wage differences being

Another example, a Legal

Secretary (predominately female) and an Instrument Repair
Technician (predominately male) both

again the same

rela~

tive value, the wage difference is $780 a month or $9,432 a year.
This is pay disparity and as far as we're concerned, this
is the result of sex discrimination.

scrimination fostered

and perpetrated by the employer's rel

on the traditional

market place approach to salary

A

effectively establishes appropriate wages

place that most
ect to collective

bargaining) for predominately male classes, but one that carries
for predominately female classes an established practice of salary
fixing on the basis of sex to

more

We contend not that

less.

male clas

s are overpaid and there-

fore wages should be adjusted somehow downward, but that predominately female classes have been
have these class wages

usted

Women
numbers of women
j

and, therefore, should

zations:

with greater

the labor force, is the fact more women are

labor unions.

Between 1956 and 1976, some 1.1 million
for almost half of the

women joined labor

The overall increase

growth of total membership
in union membership was

while the number of women

13

rose 34 percent.
-7-
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Many unions have sought to provide women with equal opportunity
in the workplace by including anti-discrimination clauses in
collective bargaining agreements.

By 1975, some 85 percent of the

workers covered by major contracts (1,000 workers or more) were
employed in establishments that had negotiated such provisions.
Many unions seek to enforce such provisions through processing

•

grievances, filing charges with state and federal agencies, and
filing lawsuits.
Other issues addressed by unions in bargaining agreements
include:

child care, leave for pregnancy/parenting, and flexible

working hours.
AFSCME has long been the leader in promoting the rights of
women and minorities in the workplace.

On July 14, when the

ERA amendment was reintroduced into Congress, AFSCME President
Gerald McEntee pledged AFSCME's support to "continue and strengthen
its commitment to the women's movement in its fight for equal
rights.

However, working women cannot wait for the ERA to address

marketplace discrimination.

Unions like AFSCME must intensify

their legal and contractual efforts to make sure that women workers

I
receive equal pay for equal responsibilities ---- something the
1964 Civil Rights Act guarantees them."
It is the unions that have the resources and the expertise
to fight these issues of pay equity, child care, job sharing, and
other issues affecting the working women.

And we have a responsibility

to the working people of this nation.
CM:bc
Presented by:

-8-167Christine Maitland, Staff Economist, AFSCME
Cheryl Parisi, Business Agent, Council 36
Gloria Larrigan, President, AFSCME Local 3090,
Los Angeles City Clericals

®
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INTRODUCTION

What is a Career Development Program?
A Career Development Program provides equitable opportunity
for entry-level employees to move up to better paying jobs.
It does this by providing training to long-term, dead-ended
employees. A Career Development Program guarantees that AFSCME
members will have the opportunity to advance in reasonable
steps to higher level jobs while they continue to earn their
salaries.
Career Ladders are designed which provide movement from entry
to higher-level jobs, and On-The-Job Training is provided so
that employees can move up. It is a Program in which:
jobs are linked in a series of promotional
sequences;
employees move directly up or laterally
through jobs that are related in
and
knowledge;
the steps between jobs are small and close
together to make it easy to progress from
one to the next;
each job on the Ladder helps prepare for
the next higher level job by increasing
skills, knowledge and experience;
training and basic education related to the
steps on the Ladder are offered on workrelease time;
employees are encouraged and assisted in
meeting the requirements for the next job
up the Ladder;
selection of trainees is made by seniority
of applicants to ensure equity and fairness;
successful completion of training guarantees
the new job.

5
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AFSCME EXPERIENCE WITH CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
Your Employer needs a Career Development Program if:
there are dead-end jobs;
there are limited promotional opportunities;
employees are blocked from promotion because of
educational requirements:
there are higher paying jobs that are consistently
filled from the outside;
more skilled personnel are needed.

Planning and implementing a Career Development Program through
the joint effort of Union and Management is not easy to do.
The Employer and Union must both recognize the need for the
development of qualified employees to fill workforce requirements. The implementation of a Career Development Program is
a stiff challenge to the local Union. However, AFSCME has
done it before - and it works.

•

It worked in the Maryland State Hospitals, where a pilot
Career Development Program became the basis for a statewide
program. At Springfield Hospital in Maryland, a Nurse's Aide
can enter the Career Ladder program and in two years become
an LPN. It worked in Memphis where Career Development has
been negotiated as part of a city-wide contract. Receptionists participating in Career Development can obtain bookkeeping skills and pre-supervisory training. It has worked in
Detroit where many higher paying jobs were obtained for our
members through a Career Development Program .

These programs have proven that lack of opportunity - not
lack of ability or motivation what keeps low-skill/lowwage employees from advancing beyond their present jobs.
Career Ladders provide a way for long-term employees to move
upward into higher level jobs.

7
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THE ADVANTAGES OF A CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The Employee gets:
An Opportunity to Move Out of Dead-End Jobs
Toward Higher Paying Positions Without Losing
Time From the Job. Workers frequently cannot
take advantage of after work classes because
of family responsibilities or the need to
"moonlight." Career Development includes
making release time available so that the
worker can attend classes during working hours.
An Opportunity to Work Toward a High School
Equivalency Diploma or a College Degree.
Basic Education to obtain GEDs (high school
equivalency diploma) is a fundamental part
of the program.
Sometimes it is necessary
to learn remedial skills. Sometimes it is
college level tutoring that is needed.
Often tuition reimbursement and credit for
work performed on the job are available.
An Opportunity to Move Into a Desired
Career Area.
Career Development is not restricted to departmental promotions.
Ladders
offer horizontal as well as vertical
movement. Employees are able to move from
one area to another (e.g., from word processing
to accounting, or from clerical to a~~inistra
tive) .
To sum up, there should be no dead-end jobs or individuals.
With motivation and opportunity, the employee can move
steadily upward.

The Employer gets:
Full Use of the Skills, Knowledge and
Experlence of the Long-Term Worker. The
long-term employee has acquired valuable
skills and knowledge.
Also, the employee
has proven worth and dedication, and is not,
as all new hires are, an employment risk.
Finally, the employee is strongly motivated once the opportunity to move into
a more highly skilled job is available.
Failures are rare.

8
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The Ability to Fill Vacancies Economically
in Times of Skill Shortages. It is costly
and time consuming to try to obtain scarce
skills from outside. With a Career
Development Program each job is a preparation for a higher level job; therefore,
less formal training is required of these
employees when they are promoted. Because
of their previous job experience - previously
acquired skills and knowledge - current
employees require less training and can
effectively fill the new jobs in the minimum
of time.
Reductions in Turnover, Absenteeism and
Tardiness. Employees will tend to stay at
a job where there are opportunities for
advancement. Also, where such opportunities
exist, improved employee morale will lead
to a decline in absenteeism and tardiness
and will result in a more productive work
force.
Improved Effectiveness of Affirmative Action
Planning. The Career Development Program
is designed to give equal employment opportunity by making training and education
available to all employees.
In addition, the Employer may benefit from some of the byproducts of a Career Development Program, such as an increased ability to respond to changes in technology, and
an improved ability to provide new services.

•

Citizens of the local community, who help pay for the Program
support your agency with their taxes, benefit by receiving
better services. In addition, employees whose incomes are
increased contribute to the general economic health of the
community.
This Handbook has been prepared to guide AFSCME local Unions
in establishing and operating Career Development Programs.
The model Program presented here is based on Programs
successfully implemented by AFSCME in a number of cities and
states.

9
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STEPS IN IMPLEMENTING A CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
PART I: HOW TO PROPOSE A CDP TO THE UNION AND THE EMPLOYER
The Preliminary Stage

1

Explain Program to
Union Leaders and
Members
Set up a Union Career
Development Committee

3

4
5
6
7

Plan Strategy for
Presentation to
Employer
Meet with Employer
to Explain Program
Concept
Negotiate a Preliminary
Agreement
Establish Joint UnionManagement Co~~ittee
Plan Activities for
Design Stage

~

THE DESIGN STAGE

L.. ~~
1
~

Collect and Analyze
Data on Current Job
Structure

Identify Current Promotional Opportunities
Identify Dead-End
Jobs

ReJobs or
New Jobs

lsi

Design Career Ladders
Write a Training
Proposa 1

10
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The activities in the preliminary stage consist of seven steps,
beginning with an explanation of the program to the local Union
and ending with planning for the activities of the Joint UnionManagement Committee.
Step 1:

Explain the Program to the Union

Explaining the Program to the Union leadership is an important
first step. The Union must start the Program and then provide
the motivation to keep it going. The leadership of the AFSCME
Council or Local must be enthusiastic about the opportunities
that a Career Development Program provides for members in lowerlevel jobs without promotional opportunities.
The stages in developing a Career Ladder Program must be explained
and the steps in those stages discussed.
Step 2:

Set Up a Union Career Development Committee

Interested Union members should form a Career Development Committee to do the preliminary work. The Committee members should
become knowledgeable about all the steps that must be taken to
develop and implement the Program.
Departments or Agencies and
entry-level or dead-end jobs which lend themselves to the
Career Ladder Program should be identified.
Step 3:

Plan a Presentation to the Employer

Committee members should draw up a plan to discuss the Career
Development Program with the Employer. The advantages to the
Employer listed in the introduction may be useful in planning
this presentation.
Step 4:

Meet With the Employer to Explain the Program

The Union Career Development Committee should meet with the
Department or Agency Director and any appropriate personnel
officers in the Department. The Committee may stress that a
commitment to the principle of Career Development is needed and
that the details of the Program will later be negotiated with
the Employer.

12
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STEPS IN IMPLEMENTING A CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
PART II:

1
l

3

4
5

16
7

HOW TO SET UP AND ADMINISTER TRAINING PROGRAMS

Appoint Permanent
Staff Member to Run
Program

Establish Evaluation
and Reporting
Procedures

.~

r

Develop Curricula:
Basic Education, Skill
and OJT

C9 I

Develop Final
Performance
Checklists

110

Make Educational and
Training Arrangements
with Instructors and
Colleges

1

Set up a
Tutoring Program

Set up a System for
Counselling
Trainees

Orient Department
Heads and
Supervisors

Recruit
Trainees

Select
Trainees by
Seniority

Begin Training/
Orient
Trainees

Hold Weekly Joint
Co~mittee Meetings

I
r--

13

Have Mid-Term
Review of
Trainee Progress

Graduate and
Promote
Trainees

11
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Step 5:

Negotiate a Preliminary Agreement

A Preliminary Agreement might look like this:

•

The Employer and the Union recognize the need
for the development and training of qualified
employees to fulfill the Employer's workforce
requirements. The Employer agrees to the
principles of Career Ladders and promotion
from within its own organization. In keeping
with such principles, the Employer and the
Union shall establish a Career Development
Program. The Employer agrees to participate
in a Joint Union-Management Committee to
develop a Career Ladder Program .

Step 6:

•

Establish a Joint Union-Management Committee

A Joint Training Committee should consist of a specific number
of members (three would be a good number) selected by the Union
and an equal number selected by the Employer.
This Committee shall be responsible for the establishment and
administration of a Career Development Program.
It is also desirable to involve any appropriate Civil Service
Agency at this point, because changes in existing job structures
or rules may be necessary.
If Civil Service personnel are involved in the early stages, they may be more inclined to cooperate with the Program. Possibly, Civil Service could act as nonvoting advisors to the Joint Committee.
Step 7:

Plan Activities of the Joint Union-Management Committee
for the Des~gn Stage

The Joint Union-Management Committee should review and become
familiar with the steps that must be taken to implement a Career
Ladder Program. Specific tasks should then be assigned to
members of this Committee.

13
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THE DESIGN STAGE
The Design Stage begins with data collection and ends with the
signing of a Joint Training Agreement between the Union and the
Employer. All the steps
this stage are
responsibility of
the Joint Union-Management Committee.
Step 1:

Collect and Analyze Data on Current Job Structure

Basic information on the organization and existing staffing patterns
is necessary to design a Career Development Program.
This information, which should be readily available from the personnel
department, includes:
Organization Chart with name of Department,
Department Head and Chief Steward for each
Department;
A Staffing Chart with:
all job titles graphed according to
salary level, for the entire agency
and each of its Departments;
number of employees in each job title;
number of budgeted positions in each title
by Department;
the educational or credential requirement for each job title.
Step 2:

Identify Current Promotional Opportunities

Once the Staffing Chart has been completed, the Committee can
begin to identify any existing job and Career Ladders. The
jobs on the Chart should be linked by
indicating such
Ladders if they exist.
Additional information is now necessary, such as:
which jobs above entry level are being filled
from outside;
what are the customary ways of fill
above entry level;

positions

is promotion based on ability to perform
related skills acquired by job experience
(e.g., clerk typist to accounting clerk}?
is promotion based on seniority?

14
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which jobs are
filled by employees working
out of titleupward or downward (e.g., a
receptionist filling out payroll records).
Committee members should also consider:
What are the anticipated changes in service delivery?
Are new programs (with promotional opportunities)
planned?
What areas receive special consideration in the
agency's proposed budgets? The Union should have
access to the proposed budget.

To summarize, the data collection so far

includes:

1.

Organization Chart

2.

Staffing Chart

3.

Current promotional opportunities

4.

Other information collected by the Committee on agency
needs, workforce shortages, and trends in service
delivery.

Step 3:

Identify Dead-End Jobs

Using the data collected, the Committee should identify jobs in
which:
there are no obvious or normal
opportunities for promotion;
no process exists to help the worker meet
educational or credential requirements for
promotion from a lower to a higher level job;
the skill/knowledge distance between the
job and the next higher job is too great
for the two jobs to form steps on a
career ladder.

Step 4:

If Necessary, Restructure Old Jobs or Design New Ones

There may be a need for restructuring some existing jobs or creating
completely new ones.
But restructuring done for job enrichment or career advancement is
very different from that done to downgrade positions. Some employers
have tried to restructure existing entry-level jobs to avoid CETA
problems.
cf;;m;;:z,,
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Jobs should be designed to creat upward mobility, but the functions
must also be needed by the Employer.
criteria have to be met.
In restructuring a job, job
These tasks may then be:

are broken down into tasks.

considered sufficiently
and time
consuming to be considered a separate job
in their own right; or
added to another set of tasks currently
being performed to create a new, enlarged
job; or
added to a set of tasks not currently
being performed (but needed) to create a
new job.
Writing Job Descriptions for New or Restructured Jobs
In restructuring a job or creating a new job, a rationale for
the job and a job description are neces
to justify the restructured/new job to the Employer and the
Since the
Joint Committee is only making recommendations at this point,
summary job descriptions containing less detail than the final
descriptions may be adequate.
The data collected in Steps 1, 2, and 3 should serve as the
basis for new job descriptions. Additionally, Department
by the proHeads and employees of the Departments
believe should
posed changes should be asked what tasks
be included in the position.
Job descriptions should include:
1.

a listing of all tasks to be performed
in the job;

2.

a statement of job relationships: Which
Job
supervises employees
the new
Job Title? Will the employees
the new
job supervise others and if so, whom?

3.

Minimum requirements to be
for
or promotion to the new job:
previous job experience
education or credentials
lls (such as typing, shorthand, etc.)

16
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Step 5:

Design Career Ladders

The existing jobs, the restructured and the new jobs should
now be placed on a chart showing the salary level for each
job and the paths from one to the next. These new paths
are called Career Ladders. As the example on the next page
(Figure 1) shows, each Ladder should link jobs from entry
level to the professional level, and should provide for
lateral as well as vertical movement.
Step 6:

Write a Career Ladder and Training Proposal

The Joint Committee should now prepare a proposal to be submitted to the Union and the Employer as the basis for negotiating a formal Training Agreement.
The proposal should include the following:
1.

Career Ladders;

2.

Rationales for and descriptions of new and
restructured jobs;

3.

The jobs for which training should be provided.
Since the first program cannot include all jobs,
the Joint Committee may recommend a number (say,
10) of jobs to be considered; out of these, the
Union and the Employer may agree on a number (say,
5) for inclusion in the Program. In selecting
jobs for training, the Union representatives on
the Committee should have as their major concern
the number of "dead-ended" employees who will be
unblocked.

4.

The number of employees to be trained and to be
promoted to each new job title;

5.

The process for selecting trainees. Seniority and
previous job experience should be the only criteria.

6.

The number of hours per week of training to be
conducted on work-release time.

7.

The length of the Training Program. Each course
could include one-third job-related Basic Education,
one-third Skills Training and one-third on-The-Job
Training.

17
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FIGURE I

SAMPLE CAREER LADDER
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S

Funding
any
costs
Training, must be negotiated at
may be available at
col
most cases it will be necessary
which the Employer will contr
month, per employee .

6) will serve
Final agreement

as Basic Education or
l
s point. Some formal instruction
for little or no cost. In
a Training Fund to
(perhaps a certain amount per

In addition, the negotiators must agree on:

•

criteria for determining successful completion
of training;
wage rates for new jobs;
wage increases to be given to trainees upon
successful completion of
mid-term review~
location of on-site classrooms and the
availability of other training facilities.
The Joint Committee will be responsible for:
drafting the negotiated Training Agreement and
getting
signed by Union and Management;
monitoring the Career Development Program;
administering any Training Funds .

•
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job.
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Write a course
formance
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to be mastered

4.

Determine the method of
ssroom or OJT) that would be most effective
the
master each lesson.

5.

Obtain appropr

6.

Develop a method of
formance of the target job.

3:

and materials.

1 Performance

per-

st

s necessary to determine
completion of
mastered
skills and
whether the trainees have
knowledge
for them to function successfully in their
t must be developed
new jobs.
for each course
the tasks the trainee will be
required to perform.
have passed an
by the OJT instructor
us
be performance items, not
The items
paper and
tests.
to work in a higher level job
s judged only
the performance of tasks which make up the
j
This--r8an important element of the Program.
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The Training
counselling trainees
or personal (For
has young
each day.)

for setting up a
for
- work related
performance in the Program.
to study at home because she
be arranged for a few hours

The Training
use all available Union, Agency and
vm•'4UH~ty resources to see that trainees' problems are resolved and
that motivation

s
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I
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the Career Ladders,
restructured jobs;
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the plans for recruiting trainees;
schedule for the Training Program.
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progress
results
the
Committee.

s

9:
of
to

and

, and a

2

st

s

11:

'

possible

trainees
s session can be
in increas
the
and
Agency support the
to succeed, and will do everything
them succeed.

The agenda for the

orientation session should include:

Explanation of the various components
training and how they interrelate:
Orientation
Classroom skills
On-The-Job Training
Job-related basic education
GED
Requirement for promotion is passing
performance checklist, but no other tests;
People to contact
case of problems,
questions, or just to talk.
Step 12:

Hold Weekly Joint Committee Meetings

The Joint Committee and Training Coordinator should meet regular
during the training period to discuss the progress of the Program,
and offer solutions to any problems that may arise.
At these meetings, reports on trainees' progress should be reviewed
and arrangements made for tutoring or counselling trainees who are
having difficulty.
Periodically, the Department Heads and Supervisors of the trainees
should be invited to meet with the Committee and to voice any
concerns they may have about the Program.
Step 13:

Conduct Mid-Term Review of Trainee Progress

Halfway through the Training Program, the trainees are evaluated
to determine whether or not they should remain in the Program.
Trainees who successfully pass the mid-term evaluation may be
eligible for pay increases equal to half of the total increase for
the new job (if this has been spelled out in the Training Agreement).
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COMPRESSED WORKWEEK
The compressed workweek
is a
an under which emp
s
work the normal number of hours
the work week, such as 40 per
week, but over fewer days than the normal 5 days.
Some examples:
A.

The
per

This
a week.

'rhis
The
per
a
' and one
long days
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consists of 10 hours
of 12 to 13 hours
would be 3
worked per week.

s consists
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A number f factors
pressed work weeks:
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1.

3.
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5.
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Some

a

time off between
shifts.

assignments

- Long periods of consecutive work days.
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periods.

- Few weekends off.
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•
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{See references)

REDUCED HOURS OF WORK
A number of new approaches to work scheduling revolves around
options allow for greater intethe concept of reduced hours
fe and leisure activities. Algration of work
family
popularity,
should be noted
though these options are growing
that these options are beneficial only to those who can afford a
reduction in income.
Work Sharing or Shortened Workweeks
Two distinct
workweeks:
A.

under the category of shortened

The first type of work sharing reduces the number
of hours each person works without reducing pay or
benefits.
It seeks to
ibute the available
work within the society to as many people as possible
as a long term solution to unemployment on a national
level. This type of work sharing is not connected
to temporary economic downturns.
Organized labor has long supported reduction in the
hours of the full-time workweek without reduction
in pay as a means of relieving unemployment.

B.

The second type of work sharing is designed to be
used in place of layoffs during recessions. Usually
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- 2APPENDIX
SNqPLE CONTRACT LANGUAGE
Flexitime
Flexitime shall be defined as a work schedule structure requiring that all employees be in work status during a specified
number of core hours with scheduling
lity allowed for beand ending times surrounding those core hours.
The Employer and the Union agree to
the implementation of flexitime in
work environments.
Implementation
of flexitime or any var
thereof shall be by mutual agreement
between the Employer and the Union.
Mutual agreement can be reached on the local level or at the
appropriate division or department labor-management meeting.
If
a meeting to discuss flexitime is scheduled, the Union shall be
allowed two representatives for each bargaining unit without loss
of pay.
Work Week
In lieu of the normal workweek as defined in this agreement,
Management and the Union may discuss a workweek composed of four 4)
consecutive days of comparable length followed by three (3) consecutive days off.
Such workweek must total 37~ hours of work.
If
to, the four (4) day workweek will be initially implemented
on a trial basis for six months. At the end of the six months,
the
ies will review the
with the four (4) day week
and mutually decide whether to
it.
The participation of
individual employees shall be voluntary.
Part-Time
Part-time
s shall earn
, SlCK leave, holiday
pay,
and all other
benefits on a pro-rated
basis determined by a fraction the numerator of which shall be the
hours worked by the employee and the denominator of which shall be
the normal working hours in the year required by the position.
Leave
Parenting leaves of absence shall be granted to pregnant ems, to parents of newborns or to adoptive parents who request

-203-

-13same. The leave shall commence upon the date requested by the
employee and shall continue up to six months
that such
leave may be extended up to a maximum of one year.
Parenting leave shall be any combination of accumulated
annual leave, or leave without pay at the employee's option. A
pregnant employee shall be entitled to use accrued sick leave
for the period she is unable to work for medical reasons certified by a physician.
No employee shall be required to take a leave of absence
nor shall an employee's job duties be altered without her consent
on account of pregnancy; nor shall there be any penalty for pregnancy.
Return From Leave
An employee returning from any approved leave shall be reinstated in his/her job or an
at the salary he/
she would have received had employment been continuous.
Seniority and pension rights shall accrue while the employee
is on leave.
Family Illness
Employees shall be
up to seven (7) days paid leave
per calendar year to attend to members of the iwmediate family,
who are ill or
ured.
Such leave
not be charged to any
other leave.
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THE PROBLEM
Women earn less money than men --much

less~

Today the average earnings of full-time women workers are only 59 percent
of the earnings of full-time male workers, despite the Equal Pay Act of 1963
and Title VII of 1964 Civil Rights Act, which make discrimination in wages
illegal.

THE PRIMARY CAUSE - OCCUPATIONAL SEGREGATION

Sometimes women doing exactly the same job as men do get paid less.

This

undoubtedly contributes to the disparity between male and female earnings, but
is a clear violation of the law, which requires equal pay for equal work.

But what contributes most to the disparity between the earnings of men and
women is occupational segregation.

Women are concentrated in a few occupational

fields where they have traditionally worked; these jobs tend to be low paying,
when compared to jobs predominantly held by males -- jobs which require comparable
degrees of skill, knowledge, education, experience and responsibility.

About 80 percent of the nation's clerical workers are women, but only 6
percent of craft workers.

A clerical worker averages $8,600 per year, while a

craft worker averages over $25,000.

Of all women workers, about one-third are

clericals, while only 7 percent of male workers are clericals.

5
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ONE SOLUTION - INTEGRATE THE WORK FORCE
Since the Civil Rights Act was enacted, most efforts at eliminating discrimination have focused on integrating the work force.

If men and women were

evenly distributed among all occupations, the earnings gap between men and women
should close.

Good faith efforts on the part of many

, educational institutions,

and unions, as well as vigorous enforcement of the Civil Rights Act by the Equal
Employment Opportunities Commission and the courts, have resulted in gains in the
number of women now employed in some traditionally male fields.

Women can now

be found in almost all occupations -- even such traditionally male jobs as firefighter, coal miner and railroad engineer.

But it will probably take many years before the occupational employment patterns of men and women become similar, if ever.

1.

There are several factors:

Currently expanding employment opportunities are primarily in the
clerical and service occupations, where women are already concentrated.

At the same time, employment in the highly compensated

blue collar occupations in manufacturing and construction is not
growing.

Thus, many women will continue to be employed in tradi-

tional occupations, if for no other reason than there will not be
enough non-traditional jobs to go around.

6
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2.

To eliminate occupational segregation, significant numbers of
men

will have to enter traditional women's occupations.

This

is unlikely to occur as long as wages for the women's jobs remain depressed.

3.

Some women want to remain in jobs traditionally held by females.
They find careers in nursing, child care, and offices to be
pleasant and personnally rewarding.

4.

Despite the best efforts of interest groups, the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, and the courts, women will still face
barriers to entering non-traditional fields in large numbers.
It will be many years before these barriers will be overcome.

It is essential that efforts continue to wipe out sex discrimination in
education, apprenticeship, hiring and promotion.

But, perhaps more importantly,

a complementary effort aimed at providing pay equity and meaningful career ladders for jobs now predominantly held by women is essential.

I

COMPARABLE WORTH - THE CONCEPT
Traditionally, women's jobs have paid less than men's jobs merely because
women were performing them.

Employers believed that these jobs were not worth

as much as jobs that men did, and that women were secondary earners in the
family.

Also, men were more likely to organize into strong unions and achieve

higher pay.

7
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Employers consider what other area
indesigning

pay for the same type of work

schedules.

wage patterns continue because

jobs are currently not
tion and jobs of

to their relative value to the
value are not assigned similar wages.

are dissimilar can be compared.

Even jobs that

Studies have shown that women's jobs are often

underpaid relative to men's jobs, even when

are of comparable value to the

employer.

COMPARABLE WORTH AND TITLE VII
There has been considerable controversy over whether Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act covers pay discrimination claims based on the comparable worth concept.

In a landmark decision in June, 1981, the United States Supreme Court

at least partially opened the door to such claims.

In Gunther v. County of Washington, the Court held that women who were paid
less than men could sue under Title VII even

their jobs were different

from mBle jobs.

The

case involved four

in a county jail who were

ail matrons who

who watched over male

less than male
were

The matrons contended

female

discriminated against because

the

evaluated their jobs and determined that

95

as much as male

since the matrons

should be

about

fewer

and devoted much of their time to clerical duties; however, their pay was only
about 70 percent as much.
the

The Court ruled that the matrons should be

to prove that the pay

8
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was due to sex discrimination.

By reaffirming Title VII's broad prohibitions against discrimination in
pay rates, the decision creates a climate for bargaining in which AFSCME's
efforts to achieve pay equity cannot be ignored by management.

The Court did not define exactly what evidence employees will have to
produce to prove sex discrimination under Title VII.

However, the Court

stated emphatically that employers cannot avoid liability under Title VII
simply by showing that women are not performing exactly the same jobs as men.
Pay discrimination claims under Title VII are not restricted to the language
in the Equal Pay Act which requires that jobs be identical.

It is likely

that women in public employment will frequently be able to show discrimination
in wages and thus come under the Gunther umbrella.

IT MUST BECOME A UNION ISSUE
Because the courts and the EEOC have moved slowly on this issue, a push for
progress in pay equity must come from union action at the local level.

AFSCME

councils and locals in some areas have already been successful in demonstrating
that employer classification systems and pay plans were discriminatory and have
won wage adjustments.

HOW TO PROCEED
Employers are unlikely to make changes in their basic classification system
and address the issue of pay equity on their own.

It is of prime import that the

union demonstrates that some of the difference in wages for jobs is due to sex
discrimination.

9
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1.

After a list of

each employee s wages and classification is

tained, some s

can be done to demonstrate that female

calculations

earn less than male

An effective table might show that women hold most of the jobs in the lower pay
grades, while men hold those at the top.

For example:

DISTRIBUTION OF FEMALE AND MALE EMPLOYEES
IN EACH PAY GRADE
PAY GRADE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 -

% MALE

$8,000/year
9,000/year
10,000/year
11,000/year
12,000/year
13,000/year
14,000/year
15,000/year

80%
65%
60%
58%

20%
35%
40%
42%
60%
66%
80%
95%

34%
20%
5%

The distribution of all the females in the work force throughout the c1assification system can also be compared to the distribution of male workers.
lower

This might show again that most women hold
hold jobs in higher

For example:

DISTRIBUTION OF FEMALE

~~D

MALE EMPLOYEES

PAY

FE"t<'LA.LE

,000
- 9,000
- 10,000
- 11,000
5 - 12,000
6 - l3. 000
14,000
I
8 - 15,000

10%
15%
25%
30%

1
2
3
4

and most men

5%
3%

2%
3%
5%
10%
30%
25%
15%

100%

100%
)~if@,
'in fhspWic _..._

10
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Calculating the average wage for all males and for all females might also
show management that sex discrimination does exist.

2.

Choose a limited number of "benchmark" job titles which have relatively

large numbers of employees.

Include some occupations which are male dominated,

some female dominated and some mixed.

- Count the number of males and the number of females in each job title.
- Designate job titles with 70 percent or more women as female dominated
and with 70 percent or more men as male dominated; others will be
designated as mixed.
- List the pay grade for each job title and compute the average wage for
all workers holding the title; then calculate the average for all the
males and the average for all the females separately.

3.

Use this data to make pay equity a priority issue for the union membership.

The different averages will show that women in female dominated job titles earn
less than men in male dominated job titles.

Explain and discuss the pay discrimination at union functions and get the
membership solidly behind the issue.

Emphasize that the problem is not that

some workers are overpaid, but that some are underpaid.

4.

Consider filing a sex discrimination charge under Title VII with the EEOC,

if the union's preliminary analysis indicates that the employer is engaging in
discriminatory practices.

If a charge is filed, EEOC will investigate the
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11

complaint and try to resolve the issue between the parties.
law, EEOC has 180 days to

this process.

Under federal

If there is later a need

to file a Title VII lawsuit alleging sex discrimination, this cannot be
done unless an EEOC complaint has been filed.

Should the union be able to

successfully negotiate a solution, the complaint can always be withdrawn.
The General Counsel's office can provide advice and assistance
the filing of EEOC complaints.

5.

Try to get management to upgrade job titles which are paid less.

Since

management may not be willing to admit that there is a problem, it

be

necessary to publicize the problem, using the data discussed above.

Dis-

cussions with women's groups and legislators, newspaper articles, appearances
by union offices on local t.v. and radio programs can

pressure on

managment to take the issue seriously.

If management agrees to discuss the issue, a further
sary.

in its

The union should actively

may be necesand content.

Because consultants who are hired to do job evaluations normally use a
standard formate which does not consider the issue of pay
revised.

usually be avoided or the format
peat business and referrals by us
similar for each client.
the status quo, it should

These firms obtain re-

a system that

results that are

Since the union is not interested in supporting
to alter a

tant and valuable aspects of the job, they are the most

the importo

the

If some technical assistance is necessary, a consultant who has
should be

in job evaluation and the

12

Since

s standard

about

the union and the employer are most

evaluation.

, they should
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chosen.

If a consultant is used, the union must monitor the process and attempt to
ensure that the system is appropriately modified to measure comparable worth.

JOB EVALUATION- HOW IT WORKS,

WR~T'S

WRONG WITH IT, HOW TO IMPROVE IT

Whether a study on pay equity is to be done jointly by the employer and the
union, or whether the union conducts its own study, the union must understand
how job evaluation systems work.

In many cases, the existing classification

system undervaluing women's jobs is the result of a previous job evaluation study.

Although traditional job evaluation studies may appear objective and even
scientific, they are usually designed to justify and perpetuate present discriminatory systems.

In fact, most job evaluation systems continually undervalue women's

jobs, and are also likely to downgrade other non-supervisory jobs.

To move toward pay equity, it may be necessary to challenge the job evaluation system presently in use, and to demonstrate that its bias results in lower
classifications and pay scales for women's jobs.

Although a completely objective job evaluation system may be impossible,
one minimizing sex bias can be developed in the following way:

1.

Jo~

Descriptions

A job evaluation study begins by preparing detailing job descriptions for
each job through observation, interviews and questionnaires.
Job descriptions should be carefully reviewed with the employees presently
performing the job.
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It

may be that the job

entails

tasks and

that are not mentioned, or there may be duties that are
in the description that they do not deserve.

- Is a catchall phrase such as
job description?
as possible.

11

other related duties" included in the

Job descriptions should be as

and detailed

If an employee even

the duties of

a higher classification, he or she should receive extra pay.
however,

Often,

expect clerical workers to do numerous tasks --

often considered "related" duties -- not mentioned in the job description with no extra pay.

Educa-

may be

tion and
impossible for lower-level

it

to move into them.

if an administrative assistant job
, could the job be done

For example,

calls for a college
a

school

who

to write?

has some

tion may

On the other hand, a job

work.

for a job that
case, the

ob

only a

• and of

school
In that

scale, should reflect

this.

"
licenses
14

routine, but maintain-

-2

for a research department is not.

ing a complicated
a job

patience, tact, and the

If

to work under pressure,

for example, traits necessary to work in a welfare office, this should
be noted in the job description.

2.

Rating the Job - Factors and Points
Once the job descriptions are written, jobs are ranked in relation to each

other.

Criteria are set up to measure certain components of the job such as skill
and responsibility required to perform the function and working conditions.
These criteria are called "factors" and a range of possible point values is
assigned to each factor.

The possible point values assigned to each factor de-

termine how important each factor is.

For example, if "skill" has a maximum

value of 100 points and "responsibility" has a maximum value of 500 points,
"responsibility" is weighted more heavily than "skill."

Each job is rated according to the level of each factor required to do the
job and given points; then the points for each factor are added together to give
a total value for the job.

For example:
Licensed
Practical
Nurse

Warehouse
Worker

Keypunch
OEerator

Knowledge & Skills
Mental Demands
Accountability
Working Conditions

61
10

11

13

15

92
23
35

13

11

23

106
30
35
20

Total Points

97

107

173

187

70

Correctional
Officer

15
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There are a number of problems with factor

systems which affect pay

equity, some of which can be minimized

-

~ost

the

job evaluation systems have different factors and weights for

different types of jobs.

Typically, there will be separate sets

of factors for blue collar jobs, clerical jobs and professional
and administrative jobs.

Obviously, this makes comparisons im-

possible.

Also the factors can be chosen and
results are desired.

For

to produce whatever
the blue collar system may heavily

weight the working conditions factor and

it little

in the

clerical rating system.

It is essential that a comparable worth study have one factor rating
scale for all jobs.

No matter what

system is

The issue of whether

conditions" or
or 20

to contribute 5 percent, 10
has no

or wrong answer.

upon, it will be subjective.
should be allowed
to the total score

But making the decision based on what

present wage patterns support does no

to ensure pay equity.

The factors should cover all important aspects of the job.
evaluation systems, the following factors are used:

16
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In most job

·k

Skill and

heaviest in most evaluation systems so it is

This factor is

jobs?

Some systems are

jobs and do not.

for

For example, a job

school diploma

a

should be rated more highly than one that does not.

Do the ratings for manual skills undervalue clerical skills such as
typing and shorthand, in

with blue collar skills such as

driving a truck, operating a backhoe, or

simple hand tools?

Are skills common to women's jobs such as the
way work is

given

to

e the

ion?

skills -

Points for this factor are

awarded based on how

the people are with whom the
be

for

interacts.

and sympathet

However, credit should
with the

or

with clients who may be difficult.

17
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and

*

The amount of supervision exercised and received should be considered,
but there are other aspects of this factor.
if the employee makes a mistake?

For example, what happens

Will it be readily uncovered?

much harm can it cause not only to the
Compare, for example, the

How

, but to the
of a worker in a day care

facility with that of a parking lot attendant.

*

Working Conditions -

Most evaluation systems give credit for

but do not value

the frequent lifting of lighter objects,
or working in a stressful environment.

positions

in

These are common to many women's

jobs.

for

There is usually some credit
Corrections

in hazardous jobs.
"male"

law enforcement
"women s

hazardous.

jobs

are

such as aides in

atric facilities are too -- and they should receive adequate points.
ury statistics may be used to

The AFSCME Research

can

this contention.

additional references and tech-

nical assistance to help councils and locals in the job evaluation process.
most important

to remember, however, are to:

18
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1.

Account for all aspects of the job

2.

Use common sense;

3.

Be on guard against any aspects of the system that can introduce
sex bias.

3.

Assigning Wage Rates based on the Value of the Job.
Once the job evaluation study is completed as outlined above, comparisons

of wage rates for jobs of equal value can be made.

- Plot the wages and the number of points of each job on a graph to
show the relationship.

A "least squares regression

can be

calculated which shows what classifications would be paid if wages
were based on comparable worth.

The

initiated Washington State
the next page.

It shows

should receive
actually

for the AFSCMEworth s

is reproduced on

that a

ob worth 150 points

for

per month, but that two jobs rated at about 150
less than $750 per month.

The data

by the study may be used to make the case that

the employer is not providing pay

- Construct graphs similar to the one on the

page and calculate

least squares regression lines for male dominated and female dominated
jobs separately.

to each other and to the com-

These can be

parable worth line.

20
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the wage

to the results of the pay

be

equity study for the different jobs.

The comparable worth rate can be

compared with the rates actually being paid.

Below is part of one page

from a table from the Washington State Study showing the point total
for each occupation and the salary range based on comparable worth and
present practice .

•

Comparable Worth Indicated Structure For
State of Washington Classifications

Classification
Warehouse Worker I
Clerk Typist I
Driver Mail Carrier
Clerk I

Total
Points

Comparable Worth
Indicated Pay Grade

Current
Pay Grade

97

19
19
19
18

25
15
22
13

94
94
81

Note that warehouse workers (male) and clerk typists I (female) should
make the same salary, but the warehouse workers pay is 10 grades above the clerk
typist.

- Construct a table of "pairs" of male and female jobs with comparable
point totals showing the pay discrepancies for these jobs of comparable
value.

This approach differs greatly from traditional job evaluation which first
ensures that the basic wage structure will not be disturbed and makes minor adjustments based on market wage rates.

21
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The employer may argue that wages must be
other area
no pay

whether

accordance with the

Implementing pay
necessary to

paid

But there will be

are

unless the

to those

level of

is raised in

of the

can be

for

so that it may be
once.

in

However,

that wage differen-

nothing can be achieved until it is
tials exist because of sex discrimination.

The AFSCME Research
for pay equity and to

is available to
additional references

22
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a case

advice upon

California, inc()
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November 5, 1982

Honorable Elihu Harris
Chairman, Assembly Select Committee
on Fair Employment Practices
State Capitol
Sacramento, California
95814
Dear Mr. Chairman:
CAFE de California, the largest Hispanic state employee association
concerned with the civil rights of Hispanic's in state government, appreciates
the opportunity to present testimony to you and other committee members regarding
"L~gal Issues in Affirmative Action- Problems Affecting Women."
Hispanics continue to be the only ethnic minority group in state government that has not yet achieved 1970 Labor Force Parity representation. In
addition, Hispanic females continue to remain the only women's group that has
not yet achieved Labor Force Parity at 4.8%. All other groups have exceeded
established LFP figures according to the July 1982 Report to the Governor and
the Legislatureon the Annual Census of State Employees (see Attachment I)
Hispanic females currently represent 4.7% or 5,612 persons of the state's
full time labor force.
Hispanic females continue to be the lowest paid civil servant recelVlng
an average salary of $1,387.00 as compared to the average female state employee
salary of
,510.00 and $2,121.00 for all state employees.
Hispanic females, in comparison to other women's groups are currently
represented in six out of twenty job categories throughout state government.
(See Petition to Address the Underrepresentation of Hispanics in State
Government, Page 73.) These categories include clerical 11.0%, supervising
clerical 5.8%, supervising professional technical 5.9%, administrative
staff 6.6%, janitor and custodian 6.3% and COD 11.9/,.
Historically these problems have been pervasive dating back to 1976 at
which time a position paper was presented to State Personnel Board Mangerrent
identifying critical problem areas relevant to Hispanic females. At that
time 2.4% or 2,567 full time state positions were held by Hispanic females.
Today 5,612 or 4.7% out of a full time civil service work-force of 120,568.
This means a total increase of 2.3% or 3,045 persons have been hired over a
six year period. This breakdowns to an average of 507 Hispanic female hires
per year. Obviously there has been very little progress of hiring for
Hispanic females into State Civil Service employment.

An Hispanic Benevolent Association Concerned with Civil Rights zn State Government
-227-

Assemblyman Elihu Harris
November 5, 1982
Page 2

In light of this information, we
that the committee consider
to address the
immediate implementation of the
underrepresentation of Hispanic females in state service.

1.

A special section be required in the Annual Report to the Governor
and the Legislature on the State's Affirmative Action Program
detailing the underrepresentation of
particularly
females and specific actions
taken to correct the underutilization.

2.

The State Affirmative Action
needs to be revised to include
language which specifically states that
established for
groups be accomplished by sex and
Currently departments achieve affirmative action goals for some
groups
exceed established
levels for
to ensure equitable
their respective departments.
females,
representation for all groups, part
departments who have achieved AA
for some groups should
refocus their hiring emphasis on those groups not represented at
parity.

3.

A legislative review committee be established to review existing
state civil service processes which may be
the progress
of women particularly Hispanic females.
Review of the
examination process to determine if
scoring systems
could be implemented to allow for increased participation of
women particularly Hispanic females in non-traditional job
categories.)

4.

with public/private
programs for
women
non-traditional occupations
such as
, State Traffic
Officer etc. To
we request that you establish a
Legislative Private/Public
Task Force comprised of all
women s groups inclusive of
females to ensure appropriate
development and implementation.

5.

We request legislation be
departments to
establish goals for women by ethnic
amounts of state
for career development and upward
of Hispanic females are concentrated in office support
and career opportunity development
, our organization
is concerned with ensuring state
are available
for their transition into the other state civil service categories.
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Elihu Harris
Nov,,mtwr ':"l, 1982
Page 3

that you will tuke our recommendations into consideration for
Please contact me if you would like additional
information or have any questions.
We

CHRISTINA CERVAu~TES
Statewide President
CAFE de California
CC:ls
cc: Statewide Board
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ATTACHMENT L

Total State Civil Service Work Force for March 1982

FEMALE ONLY
Am.

Total

White

Black

His anic

Asian

53,465
44.3

35,870
29.8

,588
. 5. 5

5,612
4.7

3,041
2.5

I
11 > 391
1.2

366
0.3

23,289
88.4

15,306
58.1

,629
10.0

2,659
10.1

1,575
6.0

674
2.6

I o. 1

Crafts and Trade5

2,190
13.1

1,249
7.5

498
3.0

314
1.9

40
0.2

38
0.2

23
0.1

Professional and
Technical

25,595
37.3

17,776
25.9

,078
4.5

2,353
3.4

1,323
1.9

643
0.9

144
0.2

1,601
21.0

1,162
15.2

203
2.7

130
.7

81
1.1

11

0.1

0.1

790
60.4

377
28.8

180
13.8

156
11.9

22
1.7

25
1.9

18
1.4

II

Full Time

%

Office Support

Administrative
COD Classes
1982
LFP
(1970

Source:

u.s.

Census)

State Personnel Board:
Census of State

to Governor and
' 1982.
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ron the Annual

172

l
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2

Th

petition

to inform the Governor of

the State of California, the cand

tes seeking

that office, the State Legislature and the State
Personnel Board of the pervasive
employment of Hispanics

lem of under-

state government.

It

is also a request for specific relief in the four
iring,

major problem areas of recruitme
promotions, and

fs.

statewide petition, the

tioners are especially
nt pract

concerned w th state
greater Los Ange
Francisco
th

a

this

s

in the

area and the greater San

area where the rna

of Hispanics

i

state are concentrated; as well as the

Sacramento area, which has the
concentration of state jobs.

-232-

st

Petitioners are aware and appreciative of
the efforts of the
especial

nt administration,

Governor Brown, who has made appoint-

ments of Hispanics to top level positions, including his cabinet and department heads, and who has
been supportive of affirmative action and
bilingual pay, the latter of which was initiated
and implemented during his administration.

How-

ever, little time is left of his administration to
address the problem of underemployment of
Hispanics in state government as addressed in this
petition.

In spite of Governor Brown's efforts,

the patterns and practices of discrimination
against Hispanics continue at a time when their
population increases in the State of California.
This discriminatory practice, unfortunately,

is a

lasting problem, which must be addressed by the
state and a new administration.
The following analysis briefly outlines the
history of th

petition and the parties and then

discusses the discrimination applied to Hispanic
state employees in recruitment, hiring, promotion,
and layoffs on both a statewide and regional
level.

The petition concludes with specific

recommendations in the four major problem areas
for improving the representation of Hispanics at

-2-
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level

state gove

c

The State of
indus

prov

1

larges

ing serv ces and ra s

revenue in the state.
administrative agenc

As an emp
s and

ic

,

the

nts of the

state historically have been and are current
engaged in what can be termed a

tern and

practice of discrimination against Hispanics.
This practice is not
region, but

ted

any one agency or

inherent in

state civil serv
state level.

on of the

system, both on a regional and

Thus, discr

na

practices continue to be
"tradit

patterns and
nted as a

the
In response to the

employees, CAFE de Cali
undertook a

perce

The s

ntif

of Hispanics

82
in five

tate Personnel
the number and
each agency

nt, traced the

and
emp

in

of H

statistics available from the
Board.l

state

s

77,

spanic
ic

}j
Board.
-3-
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ir

to

that of other minorities,

ected the year

Hispanics would achieve parity, and compared the
level of Hispanic employment at various job
levels, CAFE's conclusion from this study is that
Hispanics are disproportionately excluded from the
state, most agencies, most departments and most
job categories.

The results of the study indicate

the following:
1.

Hispanics are the only underrepresented
ethnic minority group in state civil
service.

While Hispanics represented 13.7%

of the state 1 s civilian labor force, based
on the 1970

u.s.

Census, they only

comprised 10% of the state's civil service
work force as of June 30, 1982.

Based on

the 13.7% parity goal, an additional 4,500
Hispanics must be employed to achieve
parity.

The 1980 state labor force parity

estimate for Hispanics is 16.5%.
th

Based on

percentage, 7,500 additional Hispanics

must be hired by the state.
2.

Hispanics have achieved the 1970 labor
force parity (13.7%) in only 9 of 75 (12%)
departments.

Compared to the 1980 labor

force parity estimate (16.5%), only 3 of 75

-4-
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(4%) departments have ach

pari

for

Hispanics.

3.

Disabled Hispanics are the most poorly
represented group

state service.

of the 75

None

had achieved

parity for disabled Hispanics.

4.

Hispanics, the largest minori
California, are the

group in

underrepresented

minority group in state government.
5.

Hispanics are hired at a rate significantly
below their 1970 labor force pari
percentage of 13.7%.

6.

Based on current
populat
pari

ing trends and

data, Hispan

labor

may not be ach

state service

before the year 2000 un

ss state
actions to

takes extraordi

accelerate the rate of Hispanic hiring.
7.

Hispanic women are the lowest paid employees in state

8.

Hispan
pay

are heavi

concentrated in low-

jobs with little chance for advance-

ment.

9.

10.

Hispanics have ach

pari

the state 1 s 20 rna

ca

State

, as we

-5-
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only 4 of
ies.

as other

entities, have repeated

documented the

severe underrepresentation of Hispanics in
the state civil service, and the state has
not responded in an assertive and effective
manner.

I.

PARTIES

A. Petitioners
Petitioners represent both statewide and local
Hispanic organizations located throughout the
state.

All of the petitioners have a deep concern

for equal employment opportunities for Hispanics.
Though not named, many more regional and
community-based Hispanic organizations support
this petition.

The named petitioners are:

CAFE de California, Inc.
Mexican American Legal Defense and Education
Fund (MALDEF)
IMAGE de California, Inc.
Coalition of Hispanic Organizations
Sacramento Concilio
La Raza Lawyers Association
Mexican American Political Association
Mujeres in State Service
American G.I. Forum
Mexican American Correctional Association
Chicano Correctional Workers

Association

League of United Latin American Citizens
(LULAC)
Chicano Federation
-6-
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Com is
Petit

Femenil Nacional

rs file th

petit

selves and the approximate

on behalf of them4.5 million H

ic

persons who reside throughout the State of California.
B.

Respondents

Respondents are the Governor, the new administration, the Legislature, the State Personnel Board,
each agency secretary and each head of
board and/or commission with over 5

rtment,

permanent,

full-time staff members; and those officials
responsible for designing, deve

ing, and imple-

menting personnel policies relating to state
employees, including but not limited to se
devices such as tests, promot
procedures, recruitment of emp
tive action plans.

ction

standards and
and affirma-

The focus in this petition

extends to all state agencies and departments
where Hispanics are current
the work

underrepresented in

ce.

In 1970, Hispanics comprised approximately
13.7% of the state's civilian labor force.
1977 only two of the 75
-7-
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In

nts surveyed by

CAFE employed H

rtments had achieved labor force

By 1982 nine
parity.

ics at or above that level.2

The Hispanic labor force parity for 1980

has been estimated at 16.5%.

As of June 1982,

only three departments exceeded this percentage.
This underutilization represents government-wide
lack of awareness and recognition of the
employment needs of Hispanics and adversely
impacts the delivery of government services to the
Spanish speaking community.
This insensitivity has resulted in the
development of affirmative action plans which
continue to ignore the severe underrepresentation
of Hispanics.

In fact, some simply aggregate all

minority data and analyze their EEO efforts in
terms of the total number of minorities employed.
Minority aggregation makes the underrepresentation
of Hi

ics less visible because of the over-

parity representation of other minority groups.
Other departments establish goals based on statewide data.

The statewide data for Hispanics is

lower than the regional labor force data in areas
like Los Angeles, for example; therefore, goals

~/

Annual Census of State Employees, 1977,
publ·ished by the State Personnel Board.
-8-
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based on statew

data may bear no resemblance to

the regional populat
State Personnel

or avai

work force.

icies further exacerbate the

situation by only requiring statew
plans from departments.

recruitment

Therefore, many

departments will not deve

regional recruitment

goals unless specifically ordered to do so.
While Hispanics as a group suffer from
discrimination in the state government, Hispanic
women and disabled Hispanics suf

the most.

Only 4.7% of state employees are Hispanic women
the vast majority of them are in clerical positions.

In fact, Hispanic women are the lowest

paid in state government.

isabled Hispanics are

the least represented group

state government.

Disabled Hispanics comprise only 4.8% of all
disabled employees.
occur

Because disabling injuries

all populat

Hispanics shou

, we would expect that

represent at least 13.7% of the

disabled work force.

programs,

such as the Career Opportunit
the Department of
that disabled H

Development, and

ilitation should ensure
ics are served and employed

by the state.

the employment

The state's ach

Hispanics has not reached its expectations.
-9-
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Renewed efforts must be made by state agencies,
departments, boards and commissions to ensure that
equal employment opportunity is not a meaningless
phrase to Hispanics seeking state employment
throughout the state.

III.

HISPANIC COMMUNITIES HAVE BEEN DEPRIVED OF
NEEDED SERVICES AND REVENUE AS A RESULT
OF THE STATE GOVER~MENT S FAILURE TO HIRE
HISPANICS AT PARITY WITH THE CIVILIAN
LABOR FORCE
1

As noted above in Section II,

in 1970 13.7%

of the state's labor force was Hispanic.

Of the

six state agencies, only one agency -- Youth and
Adult Correctional Agency (13.9%) -- has achieved
parity for Hispanics.

Of the 75 departments

reviewed, the average percentage representation of
Hispanic employees was 9.0%.
This inequitable situation is particularly
evident at certain regional levels.

For example,

in the Bay Area, Hispanics comprise 10% of the
civilian labor force, yet Hispanics only comprise

•

6.3% of the state's regional work force.

None of

the departments based in the Bay Area hire
Hispanics at their regional work force parity.
As a result of the failure to hire Hispanics at parity with the civilian labor force,
Hispanic communities have been deprived of much

--10--
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needed services and revenue.

Millions of dollars

in unrealized wages each year are lost to Hispanic
communities because of the government's failure to
hire Hispanics in numbers proportionate to their
representation in the labor force.

This loss of

millions of dollars places additional burdens on
communities which are already economically
depressed and saddled with one of the highest
unemployment rates in the state.
Moreover, the failure to hire Hispanics
deprives all Hispanics of the services provided by
the various state departments and state funded
programs.

The lack of concerned

lingual,

bicultural employees contributes to the denial of
Hispanics from various state

services to elig
programs.
not prof

Hispanic
ient in

rs

many of whom are

lish, are denied access to

taxes pay for, merely because few

programs the

state employees can communicate with them.
Clearly, barriers to Hispanic hiring must
be removed.

Such barr

Hispanics seek

rs hurt not just those

state employment, but all

Hispanics who are denied access to needed services
and revenue.

-1
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IV.

Respondents have failed to promote sufficient numbers of Hispanics from lower levels to
middle and upper level policy-making positions.3
Hispanics have been disproportionately excluded
from upward mobility programs and management
career programs.

Moreover, affirmative action

plans that exist have not emphasized appointments
of Hispanics to management positions.
In 1982, Hispanics represent 12.5% of all
clerical workers, the lowest paid civil service
rank, and only 5.5% of the administrative line
levels, the highest civil service ranks in state
service.
This phenomenon is not a coincidence, nor
is it the result of a scarcity of qualified
Hispanics.

It is the result of arbitrary barriers

and discriminatory attitudes acting in concert to
relegate Hispanics to the lower level, lower-

•

paying jobs.

11

One method is the use of non-

State Personnel Board, Management Information Section- Report 3510 for March 31,
1982, shows that Hispanics represented only
5.5% of upper level policy-making positions
and only 8.9% mid-level positions.

--12--
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competit

reassignments to fill vacancies at the

higher

s.

Under th

method,

the follow

scenario can occur:

•

First, a vacancy occurs in a department at a
high level; sometimes appl
are
accepted, but often
are not.

•

Then, a state employee
another part of
of the organization
i
assigned
to the postion on an interim basis,
presumably while a
is found.

•

Finally, the pos ion
formally announced
as open for competition. The person
temporarily assigned and performing the
duties
ical
has an
opportunity
for select
and is usual
the person
chosen for the position.
Hispanics are rare

selected for these

Hispanic within the organizat

or state civil

service has a chance for promotion in this closed
noncompetitive process.

IC
it

In the wake of
reduct

of federal e

actions

the state.

itures and other cost

Several

anticipate or are current
implement

, major

in the process of

fs.

nts of Develop-

mental Services, Educat
-13-
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and Sav

s and Loan

are a few who expect layoffs.

The Unemployment

Insurance Appeals Board and General Services'
printing plant have begun to implement layoffs.
In 1981, California enacted a law which
requires affirmative action considerations to be
given within the layoff process (AB 3001).

Essen-

tially, when discriminatory practices are found,

•

the State Personnel Board has the authority to
assure that recent affirmative action gains are
protected by ordering other than a strict
seniority based layoff.
Under strict seniority based layoffs,
Hispanics would be the first laid off, since they
are among the most recently hired.

Since

Hispanics are disproportionately represented in
the lower ranks, they are at an increased risk of
displacement through "bumping" actions.
There is yet another disturbing aspect to
these layoffs.

Not only do layoffs essentially

eliminate Hispanic representation in the state

I

work force, but they are also an inefficient
method of releasing employees.

Under the current

layoff plan where employees are laid off on a
seniority basis, there is no consideration for
reviewing jobs and employees on the basis of
competence, only on the basis of tenure.

-14-
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This

if

does not ensure that the most
the position

reta

We

person for

not di

that

bona fide seniority systems have been upheld in
courts; however, seniori
mandated by the law.

layoffs have never been

The AB

01

f process

must be utilized to its fullest

ntial to pro-

teet recent Hispanic h
Management has the authori

to determine

which positions and/or programs will be cut.
Presumably, positions for which the work is being
substantially reduced or el

would be cut.

Layoff determinations must cons

the group of

employees affected, as well as the constituents
served by the program.

VI.

RELIEF

The foregoing ana
dimens

of the

confront

in the state sector.
suffer

has set forth the

We have seen that Hispanics

several i

suffer from being
well below par

ities

first, Hispanics

red and

at a rate

; second, the Hispan

has been denied neces

commuaity

services because of the

state s failure to hire
lingual and bicu

Hispanics

1

te numbers of bi; and third, by
onate rate in times

being laid off at a di
--15--
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of a layoff.

These

ities must be remedied.

To this end, Petitioners respectfully request the
following relief from three specific areas of
government:
A. The new administration should issue an
Executive Order to:
1.

Establish a Governor's Office of Hispanic
Affairs to oversee the implementation of
these recommendations and to successfully
create a substantive image in the Hispanic
community that the executive branch of
state government is sensitive and concerned
about their welfare.

2.

Declare Hispanic hiring in state government
a priority and have the State Personnel
Board report to the Governor, annually, the
progress made to accelerate Hispanic
representation within civil service jobs.

3.

Instruct departmental directors that
Hispanic hiring is a paramount priority
within the administration and periodically
remind them of this objective.

4.

Initiate an intensive drive to locate and
identify potential Hispanic appointees.
Hispanic organizations will assist, and a
list of potential appointees shall be
-16-
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referred to the Governor's

for

f

appointment opportunities e

from civil

service.
5.

Require the State Personnel Board to hold
an annual public hearing to assess the
progress being made to accelerate the
hiring of Hispanics.

B. The California Legislature should enact Legislation
1.

which would:

Establish a Hispanic Coordinator position
in each department, board and

ssion to

specifically assist each department in
improving their hiring of Hispanics.
2.

Require a special section

the Annual

Report to the Governor and the Leg
on the State's Affirmative Action

Hispanics, and specif
correc~

ram,

ion of

detailing the unde

to

lature

actions being taken

the underutilization.

In addition, the Legislature should hold
ic hear

in the

su~mer

of 1983 to

assess the pervasiveness of Hispanic underrepresentation

state government, and to

recommend any other Legislative action to
cause improvement

Hispanic representa-

tion, including sufficient appropriation if
necessary.
--17--
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c.

should implement the

The State Personnel
following actions:
1.

Conduct a thorough investigation on the
underrepresentation of Hispanics in state
civil service.

The investigation should

culminate with specific reasons Hispanics
continue to be the only underrepresented
ethnic group in state service and specific
actions the State Personnel Board will take
to eliminate Hispanic underutilization.
2.

Provide a copy of the investigation, conclusions and recommendations to all Petitioners by January 31, 1983 for review.

D. In the interim, the State Personnel Board
should immediately:
1.

Hold a public hearing to allow the leaders
of the Hispanic community the opportunity
to voice their concerns regarding state
employment and state services provided to
the public.

2.

Actively encourage departments to consider
hiring bilingual personnel.

3.

Require a Hispanic individual in each
interview panel for all entry level
examinations.

4.

Authorize the use of supplemental certifi-

-18-
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cation of H

ics for

level

l

examinations.
5.

Release a policy statement declaring
Hispanic hiring as the number one
affirmative action priori

of the State

Personnel Board.

6.

Require double Hispanic pari
achieved by all

goals be

nts in their

seasonal, student assistant, graduate
student assistant, graduate

al assistant

and "TAU" appointments.

7.

Allocate suffic

nt staff resources to

accomplish these suggestions.
8.

Recruitment efforts by a

state agencies

and departments must be

lemented immedi-

ately or for a period to
tion of hiring
Sa

recru

if a

in with resump-

b freeze applies.

nt effort shall include, but

shall not be limited to the following areas
of concern:
nt recruitment effort

a. An

Special

must be

recruitment teams shall be created to
the agencies 1 understanding and
awareness of Hi
interagency tra n
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ics.

Furthermore, an

facil

shall be

established in a Hispanic communi
This facility shall be utilized to he
train and recruit Hispanic, Hispanic
women and disabled Hispanic applicants
to all state civil service positions.
b. An individual department and interdepartment recruitment drive must be
initiated at targeted colleges and
universities where Hispanics are
enrolled.

This recruitment program

shall include both vocational and
professional colleges.

Emphasis shall

be placed upon locating and hiring
Hispanics who shall fill field positions
which either directly or indirectly
provide governmental services to individual Hispanics or Hispanic organizations.

Similar emphasis must be placed

upon locating and hiring Hispanics for
professional and managerial positions.
c. Departments must utilize the Student
Assistant and Graduate Student Assistant
Programs to hire Hispanic students
during their college school years and
begin to train them for professional and
top level policy-making positions.
--20--
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High

school students must also be h

for

summer positions and encouraged to
continue their training both outside and
within the agency.
d. Job fairs must be held in Hispanic
communities, especially those recruiting
for blue collar positions.

At such

fairs, information concerning employment
vpportunities and training opportunities
must be made available in both English
and Spanish through bilingual personnel.
e. The initiation of a new intensive drive
to locate and identify potential
Hispanic appointees.
potent

1 appo

Th

list of

ees shall be referred
state

to the Governor's office and a

agencies and departments for appointees
of the next available positions.

Such

appointments shall include both statewide and regional positions.
f. A program specifically aimed at the
needs of Hispanic women and disabled
Hispanics must be

t

These

programs shall be adequately funded and
staffed by Hispanic women and disabled
Hispanics at its policy-making level.
--21--
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The purpose of the program will be to
recruit Hispanic women and disabled
Hispanics.

It shall have the power to

make recommendations to the various
agency heads.
9.

The Hispanic Program must be retained,
expanded and encouraged to coordinate and
participate in the implementation of the
various remedies and activities contained
in this petition.

10.

Existing affirmative action plans must be
reviewed and revised i f they fail to
address the needs of Hispanics or i f they
fail to set separate Hispanic applicant
flow,

recruitment and hiring goals to

ensure equitable representation in the
state work force.

There shall be no aggre-

gation of minorities in EEO data; rather,
Hispanic will be viewed as a separate
ethnic group within state affirmative
action plans.

Further, affirmative plans

should set regional goals based on the
Hispanic work force in the particular
jurisdiction.

Upward mobility programs

must be directed to promote Hispanics at a
rate equal to the population parity.
-22-
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Each

regional office as well as the state headquarters must establish a regional and
statewide executive department training
program with rotational assignments of one
or two years in order to train future
Hispanic managers.

Upward mobility pro-

grams and executive training programs must
make an even greater effort to include
Hispanic women within their respective
programs.
11.

Hispanics must be targeted for increased
participation in the various non-minority
special emphasis programs for veterans,
disabled and women.

The evaluation of

these programs' performance must also be
linked to their abili

to include

Hispanics at parity with the Hispanic population.
12.

The AB 3001 process must continue to be
utilized in all layoffs to assure
protection of recent Hispan
representation with

13.

gains in

the work force.

All existing affirmative action plans must
be revised to represent current populatior

labor force figures based on the 1980
Census data.
--23--
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CONCLUSION
On the basis of the foregoing, Petitioners
request Respondents to immediately address the
issues raised in this petition.

Petitioners stand

ready to assist in arriving at the resolutions to
the severe problem of Hispanic underrepresentation
in state government.

DATED:

September 16, 1982
Respectfully submitted,
CAFE de California, Inc.
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund (MALDEF)
IMAGE de California, Inc.
Coalition of Hispanic Organizations
Sacramento Concilio
La Raza Lawyers Association
Mexican American Political Association
Mujeres in State Service
American G.I. Forum
Mexican American Correctional Association
Chicano Correctional Workers' Association
League of United Latin American Citizens
(LULAC)
Chicano Federation
Cornision Fernenil Nacional

By:
Sillas, Jr.
for Petitioners
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APPENDIX A
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OF
FACT

HISPANIC EMPLOYMENT IN THE STATE, AND
MAJOR AGENCIES AND DEPARTMENTS

INC.

CAFE DE

1982
CAFE DE CAliFORNIA, INC.
P.O. Box 161207
Sacramento, California 95816
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SUMMARY

The state government is among the largest
employers in the state.

Discrimination continues

to exist, and much of that discrimination is aimed
at Hispanics.

The study of Hispanic employment in

state government by CAFE de California, set forth
in the following pages, makes this conclusion
inevitable.

What Was Studied?
CAFE gathered datum on statewide employment, the six state agencies, and seventy-five
state departments, boards and commissions, based
on the latest statistics issued by the State
Personnel Board.

From this datum, an assessment

was made of Hispanic, Hispanic female, and

--28--
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H

ic d

Charts

through 7 •

An ana

emp

was made

increases for Hispan

and other ethnic groups'

for the period of 1977 to 1982 (Charts 8 through
13).

A comparison was made

H

ic

promotions to that of other
and 15).

A project

ing and

es (Charts 14

for achievement of Hispanic

parity was made, based on current hiring trends
(Charts 17 and 18).

A comparison was made of

Hispanic salaries to those of other minorities and
their relat

representat

at var

job responsibility (Charts 19

levels of
h 23).

The Results of the S
The results of this

are shocking.

Hispanics comprise 13.7% (based
Census) of the state work

70
Ye

of the s x agenc es are
rate.

Accord

u.s.

in

one

at that

to the

80

u.s.

Census estimate,

Hispanics comprise 16.5% of the state civilian
labor force.

None of the agencies met this

percentage.
Hispan

are heav

concentrated

paying jobs with little responsi i
are represented

four

the 20 major job

ies
-29-
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i

lowHispanics

ies out of
the state.

These four are among the lowest paid in state
service.

Hispanics only make up 5.5% of the

administrative

ne job category, which are the

highest paid civil service jobs.

In 1982,

Hispanics were 12.2% clerical, 20.0% laborer and
18.7% janitor/custodian.
Only nine of 75 departments have achieved

•

1970 labor force parity for Hispanics and only
three have achieved the 1980 labor force parity
estimate.
Hispanics are not being hired at a rate
equal to their representation in the labor force,
and are,

in fact, being hired at lower rates than

other minority groups.

The State Government is Discriminating
Faced with these and other numbers vividly
showing that Hispanics are often not hired in
state jobs and, when hired, are likely to hold the
least desireable jobs, we can only ask, "Why is
this happening?"

The most logical answer is that

state government, employing more than 120,000
individuals,

is discriminating.

Two decades ago, the public sector,
including state government seemed a relatively
benign employer compared to the rampant

-30-
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discr

nat

litigat

in private

The impact of

and fede

slat on has slowly

changed the the private sector's hiring
practices.

For Hispanics, the state government

has not maintained its role of leadership.
result:

The

Hispanics are concentrated at the bottom

of the state job ladder.

are more often in

non-professional than in professional posts.

In

executive jobs they are virtually nonexistent.
Some offer the explanation that many state
jobs are in Sacramento where the Hispanic population is small.
locally.

Many routine state jobs are filled

But a great many are we

id pro-

fessional posts, and recruiting for them is done
statewide and nationwide.

H

ics wil

and do

move anywhere in the state for jobs.

If Hispanics

are not among those do ng so, it is

for lack

of qualifications or tale
CAFE s posi

is that when Hispanics are

hired at a rate far below the
the labor force,
not benign,

representation

it is not ace

is not the pre

who are not hired, it

ntal, it is

renee of the people

discrimination.

The State of California has not been
responsive to substant

l documented evidence of

discrimination against Hispanics.
evidence has been available
--31--
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Documented

ince 1974 and as

currently as 1982.

The following publications

provide a basis for this assertion:
1.

Annual Census of State Employees, published
yearly since 1974 by the State Personnel
Board;

2.

Report of the State's Affirmative Action
Program, published yearly since 1977 by the
State Personnel Board;

3.

The Status of Spanish Speaking/Surnamed
Employees in California State Civil Service, a special report published in 1975 by
the State Personnel Board.

I

This report found, "serious underrepresentation of Spanish Speaking/Surnamed
in state service; unequal distribution of
Spanish Speaking/Surnamed employees among
specific State departments; lower salaries
of Spanish Speaking/Surnamed by occupational areas in comparison to other state
employees."
4.

California State Employment, published in
July 1980 by the California Advisory
Committee to the United States Commission
on Civil Rights.
Under the report's conclusion and recomrnendations it states:
"2. Hispanics are 50 percent below parity
based on the 1970 Census.
4. Minorities and women in state civil
service, with the exception of
--32--
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meet or

Hi
exceed pari
perce

wi

state work force
70 Census."

based on the

In addition, the committee recommended
that the respons

ili

for the affirmative

action program be taken away from the
Personnel Board.
5.

Substant

1 documented evidence exists

which demonstrates tha

numerous meetings

between state government officials and
ic organizations have met

H

limited success in
sentation
Hi span

th

ing the
ics.

H

organizations

ch as CAFE de

California, Inc.

res

Image de Ca ifornia,

nc., Co a it

Hi span

te Service,
of

ny others have

izat

met

secretaries and
heads to address the under-

representat

of Hispan

s.

agenc

1

Hispanics
the Coalit

Because of the
ntees

ited ac

to el

their

te disparate

t

of

their respect ve organization,
of H

with the Governor
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izat
1980.

met
At

this meeting, the governor was presented
with facts and specific recommendations
designed to accelerate the employment
of Hispanics in state civil service.

Recommendations for Change
Changes are in order and they need to be
made quickly.

CAFE strongly recommends the

following measures along with those specified
under "Relief".
1.

Recruitment:

Agencies and depart-

ments should intensify efforts to recruit
Hispanics.

Links should be improved with

Hispanic groups and developed with schools
having high concentrations of Hispanic
students.

To let Hispanics know about

job opportunities, good use should be made
of the Hispanic print and electronic
media.

The state's Hispanic Project should

be bolstered to ensure that local,
regional, and statewide operations, have
the resources needed to do their recruiting
job well.
2.

More Hiring:

Barriers to Hispanic hiring

must be removed.

The state government must

use bilingual Staff Services Analyst exams

--34--
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and other creat ve

and ap-

proaches to assure
with.

are done away

ie

the foremos

mecessary

action

an Executive Order which

requires hiring of Hispanics in permanent
state jobs as the sta
affirmative act

s number one

priori

This will

sensitize government appo ntees to the need
of hiring more H
3.

Promotion:

ics

Insti

barriers to the

of Hi span cs

minorities

must also be struck down.
to be equa

H spanics ought

represe ted at

1 levels of

the state hie

4.

Commitment:

Pe

is for leadersh

pressing need

the
, ac

and

commitment -- a real

itment to raising

the level of Hi

te

incom

admi

Hi span

h r

approximate par
Hispanics

tra

The

must demand
al
wi

levels and at
perce

of
The

te

Governor must
secretaries and

ring.

r that agency
rtment heads will be

held accountable for fail ngs in th
and periodic meetings should reflect

- 6 -

area,

individual achievements and failures.
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"A
aga

rson shall not be
•.• because of ..

nated
or

II

Government Code Sect
702 part (a) of
the Laws and Rules governing the California State Civil Service.
"Each
and
for establish
action program.
shall be responsible
, coord
of

is responsible
affirmative
Personnel Board
ing statenforcement,

Government

Government Code Sect
Personnel
nt
for
affirmnt."
Government

Sec

Over the years

sta

has

enacted a number of measures to ensure
opportuni

ob

level, the post-C
Constitut

il

federal
nts to the

and the

tion established the

is
of all persons

t to contract without

before the law and the
regard to race.4

In 1959, California enacted
nt Practices

legislation called the Fair
Act.
mid

The federal government followed suit in the
1960~s

via Executive Order 11246 and Title VII

of the 1964 Civil Rights Act which prohibited
federal contractors and private concerns from discriminating in employment because of race, color,
religion, sex or national origin.
It was not, however, until 1972 that
Congress turned its attention to this state's
largest public employer -- state government.

In

that year, the scope of Title VII was widened to
encompass discrimination by state government.

Contents of the Report
This report attempts to assess the extent
to which California Hispanics have benefited from
state laws and the expansion of Title VII.

The

report sets forth statewide agency and department
work force statistics on Hispanic employment for
permanent full-time employees.

Part I examines

the degree of Hispanic employment in the state,
each agency, and selected departments and compares

!/

See generally the Thirteenth, Fourteenth
and Fifteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States.
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it to the Cali
other m

ia H span

ity

spanic employment

and

in state government.
Hispan

examines

Moreover,

Hispanic

to

labor force

Part I I

on overall

77 and

representation trends s

shows a comparison to representation trends of
other minori

groups.

In addition, it shows the

appointment rates for Hispanics and other minorities.

Part I I I shows the year Hispanics and

Hispanic females would achieve pari

for the

state, each agency and selected

nts.

years are given for the

ts.

7

the year when the

3.7

One projects
would be

par

reached, and the other when the 19
(estimate

6.5%

parity would be reached based on his-

torical trends.
as well.

Two

Part IV

on the salaries

Part V shows

tr

ion of

for the state's 20

Hi span
major

ca

s a com-

ies and prov

parison to the representation of other minorities.
is report does not
exhaustive examinat
ment.
variat
job ca

state employ-

of

State emp
with

to be an

area with

a

nts,

and among agenc
ss ficat

and
substant

diffe
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wh

may

between apparently

similarly situated

Nevertheless, an

examination of the most recent data on the race,
ethnicity, sex and disability of state workers can
help identify those areas in which Hispanic
representation has increased and those in which
greater efforts are needed to ensure that Hispanics are not the victims of systemic exclusion.
All the statistical charts used in this
report provide the information in percentages
only.

To obtain the numerical data, please refer

to the Annual Census of State Employees for the
years of 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981 and 1982.
These reports are published and distributed by the
State Personnel Board.
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PART I.

STATE,
DEPARTMENTS

HISPANIC

or e nic
because such
s gn of
explanaxpected that
ces will in
or less
and ethnic
the
ired."

communi
Just
United States
Internationa

the

v.
P·
Chart I
Hi span

and
ispan

and
1970 labor

fema

in state

it to the r
pari

pe

and

minori

th data on

se

di

respective

es and to other
itored

the

state.
In

.o

82, about

-2

the state's civil

though not

service work force was Hispanic.5

shown, the 3.7% deficiency has increased to 6.6%,
because of the increase of Hispanic participation
in the state's civilian work force between 1970
and 1980.

The estimated 1980 labor force parity

percentage for Hispanics is 16.5%.

This means

about 7,500 additional Hispanic men and women must
be hired to achieve labor force parity within
state government.

Hispanic females represented

4.7% of the state's work force, although they
represented 4.8% of the civilian labor force in
1970.

The estimated labor force parity for

Hispanic women in 1980 is 5.8%.

To achieve this

percentage representation, 1,325 additional
Hispanic women must be hired.

In comparision to

other minority groups, only Hispanics remain
underrepresented in state government.
Chart 3 shows Hispanic representation in
State agencies and compares it to both the 1970
and 1980 labor force parity percentages.

Only one

agency, Youth and Adult Corrections, has achieved
the 1970 parity goal of 13.7%.

However, none of

the agencies has achieved the 1980 estimated
parity goal of 16.5%.

5/

See the Annual Census of State Employees,
1982.
-~-
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where 1
reached for H
m

i

percent of

shows the number

Chart

pari

0

compar son

ics

groups and the d

dramat

ev

other
This provides

of severe and unusual underof

as

has been

Hi span

and the disabled

to other

ments

1970 labor

parity.

The disabled, however

sen tat

have

achieved

seven

(9.3%).

Chart 5 and Chart 6 demonstrate the representation percentages for Hispan
women w
Pe

selected

the State

Board has surpas

pari

goal est
are the

argest

state's work force

has

the compos t

work
disabled is 5.0%.

Th

0% whites and all other
minorities.

ts in state

ispanics within the

di

be

16.5%

representation

disabled

For example

19

selected

7 demons

statew

and Hispanic

Of th s,
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ntified itself as

Since there is no data available that shows the
civilian labor force representation of Hispanics
who are disabled, the 13.7% and 16.5% labor force
parity percentages were applied for comparison
purposes.

It

reasonable to assume disabled

Hispanics are at least equally represented in the
disabled community in terms of those interested
and capable of working as are Hispanics in the
overall eligible labor force.

The data shows that

disabled Hispanics are poorly represented in all
of the selected departments based on the comparison mentioned before.

In fact, three departments,

Finance, Personnel Administration, and Energy
Commission, show no disabled Hispanics are working
for them according to the State Personnel Board
data.

Although not shown, the state must employ

1,567 additional disabled people to achieve the
State Personnel Board's goal of 6.3%.

Of this,

677 must be disabled Hispanic hires to achieve the
proportionate Hispanic representation within the
State work force identified as disabled.
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Chart 1

1982

13.7

Hispanic

Asian

5.2

Filipino

American Indian

Other Minorities

PERCENTAGE:

•eased on the State Personnel

parity

Chart 2

Minority Females In

and Civil Service Jobs, 1982

labor

4.8

HISPANIC WOMEN

4.7

BlACK WOMEN
5.5

ASIAN WOMEN

FILIPINO WOMEN

AMERICAN INDIAN

WOMEN

OTHER MINORITY
WOMEN

2.5

.1.2
CJ.2.a

0.
1 o.a
0.2

[_o.1

1 o.5

WHITE WOMEN

All WOMEN

PERCENTAGE

0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

lEGEND

full-Time Civil Service Employees
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I

15.0%

44.3

Chart 3

AGENCY

PERCENT AGE:

*Labor Fcm::e Parity

20.0%

Charl4

Force

HISPANIC

9 Departments
12.0

49 Departments
85.3

BlACK

67 Departments
89.3

ASiAN

57 Departments

FILIPINO

16

45 Departments

AMERICAN INDIAN

60.0

60 Departments
80.0

OTHER MINORITY

DISABLED**

7 Departments
9.3

I

PERCENTAGE:

80.0%

I

100.0%

•Tne base percent Is derived irom dividing !he number o! departments where parlly has been achieved for the respective group by 75 departments
which have over 50 lull-lime employee•.
•• Based on !he Stale Personnel Board's parity goal.
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Chart 5

Department

%

ChartS

Hispanic
Percentages in Rank Order

Department
Forestry
Fish and Game
Water Resources Control Board

T ransporialion
Parks and Recreation
Highway Patrol
Water Resources
Air Resources Board
General Services

2.6

Public Utilities Comm.

2.7
3.1

Energy Commission

3.1

Correclions

3.2

Food and Agriculture
Youth Authority
Board of Equalization

3.7
3.9
4.5

Menial health

4.6

Education

4.6

Justice
Statewide
Developmental Services
Franchise Tax Board
Veterans
Industrial Relations
Social Services
Health Services
Slate Controller
SCIF
Personnel Administration

Empioymen! Develollmen!
Dept of Motor
Slate Personnel Board

12.3

PERCENTAGE:

"Labor Force Parity based on 1970 Census
~·Based

15.0%
4.8%
1980 Est••
5.11%

on a 1980 Labor Force panty estimate
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20.0%

Chart 1

Department

Est.
LFP 16.5%

HISPANICS

Chart 8 provides growth trend information

•

for Hispanics since 1977.

In

77 Hispanics

represented 6.6% of the state's work force and in
1982 they represented 10% -- an increase of 3.4%
in five years.
ethnic

in state
The average year-

ly rate increase for Hispanics has been 0.68%.
Between 1977 and 19

Hispanic representation rose

from 6.6% to 7.5%, an increase of 0.9%.

However,

between 1981 and 1982, Hispanic representation
rose only 0.4%, less than half that of 1978.
rts 9 through 13 show that all minority
groups have continued to increase their
representation perce

state civil service,

despite the fact that al
ach

other groups had

labor force parity as early as 1977.
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i

the
The same

rate

st of the
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PART

Charts 16 and 17 show, for agencies and
selected

, the year when labor force

parity will be achieved.

These

ections

represent future trends based on historical trends
-- straight line projections.

Most departments

will not achieve labor force parity before 1990.
This is alarming in view of the fact that the
Hispanic population in the state will continue to
grow and therefore extend the projections even
longer.

For example, if Hispanic population

growth continues, and the current Hispanic hiring
rate continues,

Chart 18 focuses on the Hispanic female.
It is obvious that some
r attent

rtments still require

to assure Hispanic females are

--62--
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adequately represented
force.

th

their given work

Chart 16
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legend:
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Based
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projections are based on average net change from March 1977 to March 1982.

i 3.9% of Hispanic representaion within its work force
in 1986.
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PART IV

Chart 19 sets forth data on average salaic women are

ries of minorities and women.

fair better than

Although Hispanics, as a
Hispanic women, they are

ica

less than white emp

This information

tions which

serve in the least respons
on

services provided to

tate
ic
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Chart 20 shows H
labor force pari
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vising fie
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ional,
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13.7% has not been ach

tant

obs and is
levels.
rcent of

Chart
job

for

each

st

representa
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state 1 s work force
minori

groups.

the
other

ls where

to
most

are made
Chart 22

s the distribution repre-

sentation of Hispanic women.
sented

They are most repre-

the clerical, supervising clerical,

sub-profess

techn cal, administrative staff,

janitor/custodian and career opportunities development occupations.

They are least represented in

the non-trad1ticnal

for women in general, law

enforcement and administrative line.
Chart 23 shows that, except for white
women, Hispan

women are the most poorly

distributed female group
Hispan

state government.

in general, and Hispanic females

specifically, have not benefited from the
extensive and well

upward mobility

program operating in the state.
singu

bei

distribution

Hispanics are

excluded as evidenced by the
tion

splayed.
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November 1

Mr. Leo Youngblood
Associate Consultant
Assembly Select Co~mittee
on Fair Employment
1127 11th Street
Sacramento, CA. 95810
Re:

1

2

s

Committee on
Assemb

Dear Mr. Youngblood:
I am wr
to thank the above Committees for the
opportunity to testi
NOW
the "Legal Issues
Women." I am sorry that
ing long
to be able
s
orally. Unfortunate , I
1 counsel
to California NOW on a vo
work
ments which
Nevertheless, I
am enclos
te
eft
case there are
I have a few
sted.
to share
you

JEZ:ns
Encl.

Ginny

State Coordinator

Manning

Kay Tsenin

Corres.

Johnnie Phelps
Treasurer

543 N.

90036

3) 651-1241

Te
Zoeller
Assistant
Legal
for Cal
zation for Women

before the
hearing of

j

the As
Committee on Judiciary
and the Assemb
Select Committee
on Fair
Practices
on
Legal Issues
Affirmative Action
Problems Affecting Women
November 9, 1982

-307Ginny Foat

Kay Tsenin

Cindy Blazer

State Coordinator

Action

Adm1nistratton

Legal

Sandra Farha
Membership

Nancy Cirino
Public Relations

Maureen McHale
Rec. Secretary

Trish Manning
Corres. Secretary

Johnnie Phelps
Treasurer

Mr. Chairman and
afforded

am

to be

s

the views of the Cali

for Women

("Cal NOW") on the

issues re

to legal issues

in affirmative

women.

My name is Jean E. Zoeller and
legal counsel to Cal NOW.

Cal NOW i

of
an

zation consisting

of both women and men and it works on a number of fronts to bring
women into full

Cal NOW is the

soc

feminist organization in the State

a member

of over

40,000.
I

sted by the

have chosen just a few of the areas

Committees to focus my te
1

'

I

on
the 48 local

must

NOW

s

on a

basis from women and

calls

te

the State rece

advice
While I

regarding sex di

these calls

have no
which involve al

publ

of sex

employment, I have no reason to be
, one

ffers

or the other, from the
sector

of women

most frequent
(1)

discr

'

T
..!.

percentage

that

s:

three

would

cases

in

2.

7-A

-a-vis

pregnancy discr

di

and (3) sexual harassment.
for ways to e

A s

that I have

some pregnancy di

the more

would be

to

sors

and employees of

of

women.

sions are made based on little

knowledge of

In

some sexual harassment occurs

,

I

believe that

middle level and low

supervisors without the

of the

1

However,

the employer should be aware of such treatment and perhaps
increased monitoring of such
for airing such concerns

as well as procedures
employees should be implemented.

The majority of calls we receive regarding sex
discrimination

, we send on to the Department of Fair
( nDFEH") or

Employment and Hou

Opportunity Commission ("EEOC").
like DFEH must be
for the most
1 reso

The reason why an organization

strong and

is that litigation,

, is too

and takes too long before a

is rece

that

In

,

as long to get to trial

it does

court.

ffs general

the high cost of 1

have

sex di

s are small and courts

3.
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would estimate
state court as

cases

le money and cannot afford

, subj

amount of attorneys

I

often not an

1

le
because

Employment

fs'
a minimal

The process

lized

DFEH for the resolution of

sex discrimination cases is he

in

its major focus is on settlement.

cases because

If a complaint can be

settled, the DFEH offers a shorter time to resolution than
does litigation and saves
an attorney.

p

ff the cost of hiring

However, one

I hear often about DFEH

is that many plaintiffs feel forced to settle claims that they
otherwise would not settle.

One reason for this is that women

consistently tell me that they are more concerned about the
principle of the matter, i.e.,

the employer admit

wrongdoing, than they are in any poss

monetary remuneration.

Ways that I would suggest to make DFEH a more useful and
effective tool for the victims of sex discrimination would include
the following:

increase its

, increase its staff,

increase the Department's

to litigate more cases,

increase the Department's

to monitor the resolutions
l

of both publicly and pr
the Department's juri
The sugge

cases and increase

over all public employees.

sted above, I bel

Department to lend more attention to
volume

ly
he

, would allow the
cases, to
cases, and to
from the

of sex

filing of complaints

the

and enforcement

of final orders.
In addition, although there are many laws on the books
to help the

of sex
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, they must be

implemented to be he

For

Government

Code §11135 et

other things, to allow
1 funding to a

a state agency to

scriminatory

contractor, such statutes are not being implemented by the
Secretary of the Health and Welfare Agency.
An additional factor which must be considered whenever
the policies af

women in employment are discussed, is

the tremendously low pay ful

employed women receive

vis-a-vis the pay received by full-time employed men.
national average, women receive 5
by men.

Unfortunate

As a

for every $1 00 received

, this gap continues to increase.

The

only clear resolution to this problem is the implementation
of policy and legislation for public and private employers
alike which enforces a wage scale based on a comparable worth
analysis.
Further, any employment policy which gives preference
to veterans clearly

scriminatesagainst women.

Women have

traditionally been excluded from the military and currently
are excluded from many facets of the military.
of a veterans' preference pol

The continuation

as long as the military

continues to discriminate against women is a clear instance
of inbred sexual

employment.

In sum, although, discrimination against women in employment
continues on many levels, inroads have been made in this regard.
I

that some of the
1 be considered

made during this testimony

the committees

5.
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formulating new

legislation and policy in the future.
Thank you.

I will be glad to respond to any questions

you may have.

6.
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543 N.

90036

13) 651-1241

Te
of Jean E. Zoeller
Assistant Coordinator - Legal
for California National
Organization for Women
before the
joint hearing of
the Assembly
on Judiciary
and the Assembly Select Committee
on Fair Employment Practices
on
Legal Issues in Affirmative Action
Problems Affecting Women
November 9, 1982
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Coordinator
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Nancy Cinno
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Corres. Secretary
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Mr. Chairman and committee members, I am pleased to be
afforded this opportunity to discuss with you my views and
the views of the California National Organization for Women
("Cal NOW") on the important issues relating to legal issues
in affirmative action - problems affecting women.
My name is Jean E. Zoeller and I hold the position of
legal counsel to Cal NOW.

Cal NOW is an organization consisting

of both women and men and it works on a number of fronts to bring
women into full participation in soc

Cal NOW is the largest

feminist organization in the State with a membership of over
40,000.

I have chosen just a few of the areas suggested by the
Committees to focus my testimony on today.
Initial

, I must mention that Cal NOW and the 48 local

NOW chapters around the State receive numerous telephone calls
on a daily basis from women and interested men seeking advice
regarding sex discrimination

employment problems.

While I

have no statistics regarding the percentage of these calls
which involve allegations of sex

scrimination in public

employment, I have no reason to believe that this percentage
differs in any respect, one way or the other, from the
percentage of women employed
all other employment.

the

sector vis-a-vis

If I were to

to characterize

the types of sex discrimination cases that we are asked about
most frequent

, I would place them in three categories:

{1) discrimination in treatment, e

2.
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cases involving

pregnancy discrimination,

(2) discrimination in

and (3) sexual harassment.

A s

suggestion that I have
discrimination would be

for ways to eliminate some
the more complete

to employers, supervisors

s

and employees of information
women.

the

of pregnant

Many discriminatory decisions are made based on little

knowledge of legal requirements.
some sexual harassment occurs

In

, I believe that

middle level and low level

supervisors without the

of the employer.

However,

the employer should be aware of such treatment and perhaps
increased monitoring of such

s as well as procedures

for airing such concerns by employees should be implemented.
The majority of calls we receive regarding sex
scrimination complaints, we send on to the Department of Fair
Employment and Hous

("DFEH ) or the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission ("EEOC").
like DFEH must be
for the most

The reason why an organization

and operative is that litigation,
, is too expensive and takes too long before a

final resolution is received.
that it takes

as

does in federal court.

to

In addition, I would estimate
to trial in state court as

Private 1

equitable and

is often not an

le in sex discrimination cases

because plaintiffs

ly have little money and cannot afford

the high cost of li

, subjective

speaking plaintiffs'

expected recoveries are small and courts grant
amount of

fees.

3.
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a minimal

The process utilized by DFEH for the resolution of
sex discrimination cases is helpful
its major focus is on settlement.

many cases because
If a complaint can be

settled, the DFEH offers a shorter time to resolution than
does litigation and saves the plaintiff the cost of hiring
an attorney.

However, one complaint I hear often about DFEH

is that many plaintiffs feel forced to settle claims that they
otherwise would not settle.

One reason for this is that women

consistently tell me that they are more concerned about the
principle of the matter, i.e., having the employer admit
wrongdoing, than they are in any possible monetary remuneration.
Ways that I would suggest to make DFEH a more useful and
effective tool for the victims of sex discrimination would include
the following:

increase its funding, increase its staff,

increase the Department's capability to litigate more cases,
increase the Department's ability to monitor the resolutions
of both publicly and private

litigated cases and increase

the Department's jurisdiction over all public employees.
The suggestions listed above, I believe, would allow the
Department to lend more attention to individual cases, to
deal expeditiously with its high volume of cases, and to
help victims of sex discrimination

problems from the

filing of complaints through the implementation and enforcement
of final orders.
In addition, although there are many laws on the books
to help the victims of sex discrimination, they must be

4.
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to be hel

For examp e, al

, among other things, to allow

Code §11135 et
a state agency to

Government

1 funding to a discriminatory

contractor, such statutes are not

implemented by the

Secretary of the Health and Welfare Agency.
must be considered whenever

An additional factor

the policies affecting women in employment are discussed, is
the tremendously low pay full-time employed women receive
vis-a-vis the pay received by full-time employed men.
national average, women receive 5
by men.

As a

for every $1.00 received

Unfortunately, this gap continues to increase.

The

only clear resolution to this problem is the implementation
of policy and legislation for public and private employers
alike which enforces a wage scale based on a comparable worth
analysis.
Further, any

pol

which gives preference

to veterans clearly discriminates

women.

Women have

traditionally been excluded from the military and currently
are excluded from many facets of the military.
of a veterans' pre

pol

as

The continuation

as the military

women is a clear instance

continues to di

employment.

of inbred sexual di

In sum, although, discrimination against women in employment
continues on many levels, inroads have been made in this regard.
I

will be

that some of the suggestions made during this testimony
by the committees in formulating new

5•
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legislation and policy in the future.
Thank you.

I will be

you may have.

6.
-317-

to respond to any questions

1439

'B LINCOLN WAY • --~~~~
AUBURN, CALIFORNIA 95603
(916) 885-1525

November 11, 1982

Mr. Leo Youngblood
Assembly Select Committee on Fair Employment
1127 11th Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Leo:
me the opportunity to speak before
think the hearing was well organized,
and I was part
happy with my being
red with the
sexual harassment victim. Her first hand concerns served
to illustrate the need for what I termed a hollstic approach
to employment problems.
Also, I bet you thought Jim Prosser and I would kill each
other before we got back to Sacramento. In
of the
fact that we took an instant dis
ng to each other, the
basis for which I Wlll explain to you sometime, we had
lunch together and
up dlscussing a variety of topics.
At this point, I would say I consider us good friends.
in touch with me and
me know it there is
do for you and the commlttee.
I also look forward to meeting your wife for dinner in
Auburn.
Very truly yours,

Linnea M.
Attorney at Law
LMJ:gea
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DISTRICT
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

COM

ISSION FOR SEX EQUITY
450 NORTH GRAND AVENUE, H-256

Thomas F. Bartman, President
E. Ferraro

Alan Gershman
John R. Greenwood

P.O. BOX 3307

lOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90051

HARRY HANDLER

Superintendent of Schools
PHYLLiS W. CHENG
Executive Director

(213) 625-4004

Anthony Trias
D. Walters

Roberta L Weintraub

November 15, 1982

Honorable Elihu Harris, Chair
Assembly Committee on Fair Employment Practices
Assembly Judiciary Committee
State Capitol, Room 6031
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Assemblyman Harris:
Thank you for
the November 9, 1982 Judiciary and Select Committees
on Fair Employment Practices hear
on "
Issues Affecting Women"
for written testimony to be included in the record.
Enclosed is the testimony of the Commission for Sex Equity on women's
employment equity in the Los
Unified School District. The
testimony describes two approaches used in the school system for ensuring
employment opportunity and pay
ty.
I hope that the
will be of interest to the Committees. Thank
you for the time and concerns of the Committees in setting up hearings
on women's employment equity.

Enclosure.
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OOL DISTRICT

LOS ANGELES

HARRY HANDLER
Superintendent of Schoois

COMM SS!ON FOR SEX EQUITY

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

450 NORTH GRANO AVENUE. H-256
r horn as

F. Bartman, President

~::;hard

E, Ferraro

Executive Director
LOS ANGELES, CM.I FCRNIA 90051

AL1n Gershman

(213) 625-4004

John R. Greenwood
:,'lihony

PHYlliS W. CHENG

P.O. BOX 3307

Trias

Rita D. \Vaiters

Roh('r1d t

Weintraub

TESTIMONY ON THE STATUS OF

ivO~!EN'

S E!VlPLOYI'lENT EQUITY

IN THE LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

California State Assembly Fair

Practics Committee

and Judiciary Committee

Phyllis W.
Executive Director
Commission for Sex
Los Angeles Unified School D strict

november 9, 1982

The Commis ior.

Sex Equity 1s

advisory

n i

Angeles City Goard of Education on issue
i\ngeles Uni f i

the basis of sex.

sex d scrimination in the

School Dis r ct (

;\mong the Corrunission' s charC)e is the i
This test

to the Los

's largest school system.
of

focuses on two

d scrimination on
tried in the LAUSD

to overcome women's occupational segregation and wage discrimination.
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The progress since Title IX of the 1972 Education Amendments was passed
"reveals a mixed

ture

of a law that is a "half full, half empty glass,"

said the National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs upon
release of its 1981 report.

Since 1975, women have gained only 1% in

overall public school positions nationally, even though 70
are female.

of all teachers

In 1981, \vomen still make up less than 1% of the approximately

16,000 school superintendents.
The pattern of low female administrati
schools is reflected in the LAUSD.
to men is inver

positions in the nation's

ic

As in other systems, the number of women

proportional to rank in hierarchy.

In 1980, women

comprised 70% of all teachers, less than 10% of high school principals,
16% of junior high school principals, 35% of elementary school principals,
less than 1% of adult school principals, and less than 10% of top administrative positions.

As early as 1974, a study of LAUSD women

the Los Angeles

Association of Secondary School Administrators found that the number of women
holding administrative/supervisory credentials exceeds their representation
in line administration.
to solving the above

One

dile~na

is to channel women into

<l!lder-represented pos tions throuqh equJl
case in

LAUSD.
Patrici

A

nt is the 1980 class action settlement in
The suit was orought
Joyce,

Kohlweck on behalf o
LAUSD.

opportunity laws.

two women Jdministrators,

the Cente

Irena Szewiola and

for Law in the Public Interest and Grey

20,000 certificated women similarly situated in the

The Title VII suit

that LAUSD had illegally discriminated

- 2 -
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against women in its promotion, recruitment, interview and requirement
processes, and in its entrenchment of women in lower paying jobs.

Instead

of litigating the case, the LAUSD and the Center for law in the Public
Interest hammered out a consent decree which outlines specific goals
and timetables for the promotion of women administrators.
On March 5, 1981, the Szewiola consent decree was approved by U.S.
District Court, Central District of California.

The agreement stipulates

promotional targets according to a unique "applicant flow" formula where
the percentage of qualified female applicants matches the percentage of
actual appointments.

The consent decree st

lates the following provisions:

o

Promotional targets for the following positions be based on qualified
female applicant flow at a minimum of 0%:
elementary, secondary,
and adult principals; elementary, secondary and adult assistant principals;
deputy area administrators and administrative coordinator .

o

Should the qualified female applicant flow for the above positions during
the examination filing period fall below 40%, that n extention of the
filing period be made to recruit all qualified female applicants.

o

Should the qualified female applicant flow for the above positions during
the examination filing period be above 50%, that the LAUSD would have
the option of appointing four-fifths of the
icant flow or 50%,
whichever is higher.

o

Failure for women to place high enough on the eligibility lists is not
a reasonable excuse for not meeting the minimum 40% assignment goals
or the appropriate
icant flow percentage.

o

Promotional targets for all other administrative positions be an annual
50% for women.

('

Promotional targets for contract level assistant and area superintendents
be 25% for the first five years, and 25% for the second five years.

o

Existing el ibility lists established before Ju
to at least 30% female

u

LAUSD may seek court modification of the settlement should there be
conflict with a firmative action
or i
l reverse discrimination.

-

J -
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l, 1980 be committed

o

There be annual reporting to the court on
decree by LAUSD.

0

The life of the consent decree be for ten years (Ju
1, 1980 - June 30,
1990) or until a target of 50% female is reached for any of the above
categories.
y or

There are no bac

tion of the consent

1 privileges for the named plaintiffs,

but there is a non-retaliation clause within the decree.

Even though the

top six positions of the Superintendent's cabinet are exempted from the
agreement, the goals of Szewiola still promise substantial opportunities
for women in the 1980s.
In addition, the Commission for Sex Equity was named in the consent
decree to assist in the recruitment of women.

The Commission's foremost

contributions tc date have been expand ng the notification of the decree's
L:;irness hearinCJ, mon toring its implementation, and initiating a special
master's degree and credential program in the LAUSD Academy and California
State University at Los Angeles for a

ring women administrators.

The precedent-setting consent decree carries
national in scope, since r

ii~plications

which are

effects are likely to follow in other school

affirmative action plan using the Szewiola consent decree as a blueprint.
women educators have discussed its application for other school districts
anJ for higher education institutions.

A reversal in the downward trend of

women in educational administration may be triggered as a result of this
good fa1th action

the Los

City Board of Education.

- 4 -
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ble Worth

LI .

U.S. full-

working women

lfiP

time working men.

rn

In recent years,

education earned less than men

~t;i

every dollar earned

0

full-

lVOmen v1ith four years of college.

th un e yhth grade education, and women

high school graduates earned less than men who never finished elementary
school.

Wage gaps between women

nd men have widened,

concentrated into twenty traditional

nd women are

"female" occupations.

The 1981

report of the National Academy of Sciences found that 60% of the wage disparity between women and men is due to sex discriminatory factors.
Women head 8 million households in the
members bf the civilian labor force.
are working today.

u.s.

and constitute 43 million

Over 50% of all women (16 and over)

Of these working women between age 25 to 34 years old,

70% are married and have children under 18 at home.
role women must

in the economic support of their families, they continue

to experience occupational segregation and ar
wage ladder :3.
dnrni na

Despite the important

concentrated at the bottom

f\lore than 60% of all women

a

female occupations sue

kers
s'

l i

re

n twenty pre-

rians, nurses, clerical

and service workers.
The wuge dispc1
i\c~HJemy

of

Sci

ncr_,

ty between women
found

that such

ment 2nd experience do not explai

nd

fLlctor

tlle waye d

The AFL-CIO estimates that only 15% of
d tional female jobs remain
using a

" indisputable.
s education,

The National

Labor force commit-

ferencc between women and meri.

ll working women are unionized.

id, seg

ted,

Tra-

nd unprotected.

female and male dominated jobs in LAUSD,

of traditiona

the Commission for Sex Equity discovered in 1981 that there is evidence of

-

2

1-1age disparity in operation.

For

, a teacher with five years

e education and student teaching experience earns less starting

of

period)

salary ($1163-$134
experience

nd no h

than a painter with one year of journeyman

h school graduation requirement ($1698/pay period).

S1milary; a secretary with two years of office experience earns less
y period) than a window washer with no

starting salary ($986 $120

education requirement and six months of experience ($112

y period).

ThE same wage di.spar i ty held true when the Commission also compared
the startinu salaries of education
salad

cooks with gardeners.

ides with typewriter technicians, and

The jobs which paid higher were all male-

dominated, and the jobs which paid lower were all female-dominated.
A vital, new approach to solving the above problem is to raise the wages
of women through comparable worth solutions.

Comparable worth is equal pay

for jobs of comparable value according to levels of skills, responsibility,

e fort and working conditions.

Comparable worth differs from the principle

of equal pay for equal work stated in the 1963 Equal Pay Act.
t

llows instead for different jobs to be compared.

pr~~oses

trend:~

to set wages

The new con-

Compurable worth

ective factors, and not only according to market

v1hich cCJn perpetuate h :3toric bias in the prevailing wage.

Courts

have begun to examine comparable worth under the provisions of Title VII
n

the 1964 Civil

ts Act.

ton v. Gunther

In

Supreme Court ruled in favor of raising wages compara

the

u.s.

for female jailors

performing similar, but not identical, jobs as male jailors.

Following

Gunther, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission advised its investigators to be alert for wage discrimination and job segregation along sex and
race lines.

6 -
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In l

ht of the need to

ua tion has become an

ve u. defensi

wage structure, job eva-

tant tool for

ng wages.

is essentially a method for ranking a se
worth or value to an institution.

of jobs according to the r

The use of values can be subjective,

so job evaluation methods need to be both valid
Comparable worth :rr.'rnedie
cities and school districts.

have been tested
Most of the ca

for femalc'-dOminuted jorY'>.

Vhl(JCS

Job evaluation

nd reliable.
n a number of state:;,

s nave resulted in h

r

In some cases, the 1ction caused the

private sector tc r!lso t'aise w2qes for [emale-dominuted JObs in order to
compete for skrlled workers.

\'Jhile a

ew

out comparable worth remedies, none have

ll school systems have carried
ied comparable worth to

teacher pay.
In California, comparable worth has
San Jose where

powerful

l workerswere able to win a contract to equalize

y for 67 different job classifications.
Cc.11 i fornia

in 1981 which asked the

VIe

worth solutions for state jobs.

compara

Given the powerful scenario behi

the issue of comparable worth, LAUSD

ntroduced motions to conduct pay equity

ntra

studies in the school system

n October

ed to Ms.

Commission for Sex Equity r

1981 and in June of 1982.

The

~eintraub's

ish-

motions by

for

s: "ict ion to

ing a prelimina y s

School District

,Jubs o

1981).

slutive level, the

S.F3.459

State Personnel Board to

Hoard Member Rober

in the City of

The report contained

~

x recommendations as follows:
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.1.

ill'

'i'lut

tl1c i;(),tJd ·"l"J'C

for

ll sex :3egncga ted jobs in the Ll>USD.

ill''

J()!l

to c<mdw.:l

c1

C<lll\fldLthl<.'

v;orth ;_;tucly

That a request for proposals be drafted to identify competitive bidders
to carry out the study.
3.

That a representative group of District personnel, representatives
from union and women's organizations be assembled to advise job
evaluation processes.

4.

That a single job evaluation procedure be used for all classifications.
That measureable factors in job evaluation be representative of job
worth, be reflective of job variability, and be weighted in a bias
free manner.

•
6.

tion observe system integrity, be statistically
That the study
valid, and be free of sex-biased job titles.
The introduction of Ms. Weintraub's comparable worth motions failed

I
tL t

However,

the notion of conducting a comparaiJlc worth study

took root amongst the communities of women's, labor, legal, and civil r

hts

·]roup •.vhich resulted in the establishment of the Southern California
Comparable vJorth Coalition.

This coalition is comprised of: the National

urganization for Women; United Teachers of Los Angeles; Coalition of Labor
Union \·iornen; American Federation of State, County and 1'1unicipal Employees;
1\n<Jelcs County Federation of Labor; California Federation of Teachers;
rviCE' :t-:mployees International Union; National Lawyers Guild; and the
University of California, Los Angeles.

The Southern California Comparable

Worth Coalition has held press conferences, sponsored comparable worth
conferences to educate the rank and file employees, and has pressured the
LAUSD tc conduct comparable worth studies.
In the future, should the motion to conduct a comparable worth study
1n the L1\USD be tried, such an action would be significant on several fronts:
o

The LAUSD would be the first school system to measure the value of
teachers against other professions.

- 8 -
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<J

Since the LAUSD is the largest school system in California and the
second largest employer in Los Angeles County next to the county
government, c1ny compznablc? worth act on vJoulcl tr
r similar
actions in other systems and cause the prevailing wage to change.

u

The application of comparable worth remedies in LAUSD would be
a model for working with multiple unions, since there are four
employee unions in the system.

o

Given any legal challenge, courts may look favorably upon a system
which took voluntary action to conduct job evaluation studies for
comparable worth.
Since the LAUSD has already made efforts through a consent decree to

promote women employees into administrative positions, the adoption of
a comparable worth solution for traditionally female job categories would
complete a well coordinated, two-pronged approach to ensure women's upward
;nobility.

By upgrading traditionally depressed wages for female-dominated

jobs and by opening non-traditional jobs for women, the LAUSD workforce
will have the potential of becoming integrated.
Although the comparable worth motions did not pass upon first intraduction in the LAUSD, a groundswell uf support from a variety of labor and
women's organizc1tions suggests that the
beginning round o[ what appears to be

bl

Lonq-ter:n effnrt.

t1ons

I I I.

equity 1n the State of California,

In order to ensure women's
the following
]

.

2.

worth nmtion was the

ecommendations are offeree] to your Committees.

Practices Committee and Judiciary
That the F1s
Fair
Committee examine existing mechanisms for enforcing equal employment
opportunity laws at the state, county, munic
l, and special district
levels.
That the COI11:nittees consider the introduction of
islation during this
era of fiscal reductions and layoffs to ensure that reductions-in-force
will not disproportionately affect women in California.
That the

-329-

Co1mnittees review previous bi ls ntroduced to consider factors
in addition to seniority (i.e., affirmative action goals, special
skills, bilingual ability, etc.) for carrying out reductions-inforce.
3.

That the Committees ensure that the study conducted as a result of
S.B. 459 (Carpenter) on comparable worth be carefully considered,
so that funding is appropriated for phasing in comparable worth
solutions in state employment.

4.

That the Co~7.ittees consider the formation of task forces in
various regions to be ongoing monitors of women's employment equity
in California.

- 10 -
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EXHIBIT A
MEMBERS

RICHARD ALATORRE
GERALD N. FELAN DO
RICHARD E. FLOYD
PATRICK J. NOLAN
SALLY TANNER

1127 11tn STREET
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814
(916) 323·9806
ASSOCIATE CONSULT ANT

LEO YOUNGBLOOD

Assemhltr §dect (!1ommittee
on
Iffair iEmplonment ttlractices
ELIHU M. HARRIS
CHAIRMAN

I

November 3, 1982

TO:

Members of the Assembly Judiciary Committee and
Select Committee on Fair Employment Practices

FROM:

Leo Youngblood

RE:

Hearing on Legal Issues in Affirmative Action Problems Affecting Women

On November 9, 1982, the Assernb
Judiciary Committee and the
Assembly Select Cow~ittee on Fair Employment Practices will hold
a joint interim hearing on "Legal Issues In Affirmative Action Problems Affecting Women." The hearing is scheduled to begin at
10:00 a.m. at the Los Angeles City Hall, 200 North Spring Street,
Room 250-B, Los Angeles.
The purpose of this memorandum is to provide background
information for the hearing.
In addition, related materials for
your review have been enclosed in the hearing booklet.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Both federal and California law have been extended to protect
speci
groups of people from employment discrimination based on
sex, race, color, religion, national origin, pregnancy, age and
handicap.
Discrimination is prohibited in hiring, promotion,
discharge, compensation, job assignments, and any other "terms,
conditions or privileges of employment.
42 USC Section
2000e-l(a) (1), 42 USC Section~ 1981-1988, 29 USC Sections
621-624, 29 USC Sections 701-796, Government Code Section 12940
(a) , Equal pay for equal work is also mandated by federal and
state law.
29 USC S~ction 206(d), Labor Code Section 1197.5.
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In 1945, State legislation was enacted banning discrimination in
employment including state and local government.
Government Code
Section 19702*.
The Fair Employment Practices Act was passed in
1959 prohibiting discriminatory employment practices.
(Section
12900, et. seq.)
Both these statutes extended protection to
women for discriminatory practices based on sex.
However, the
legislative history of Section 19702 indicates that it contains a
provision making a distinction between those "positions which in
the opinion of the appointing power and the Board require the
services of a specific sex may be reserved to that sex." That
exception was deleted in 1976 .
The Fair Employment Practices Act created the State Division of
Fair Employment Practices and the Fair Employment Commission.
These two agencies were subsequently replaced by the Division of
Fair Employment and Housing and the Fair Employment Practice
Commission, to handle investigatory and administrative functions
respectively.
(See Administrative Complaint Procedure, infra)
Executive action by Governors Ronald Reagan and Edmund G. Brown,
Jr. added to the laws available to combat discrimination.
Executive order R-68-12 directed the State Personnel to create
ne~ job opportunities and develop new personnel policies to
encourage the employment of the "disadvantaged in state
government in order to reduce the welfare roles." Executive
order B-74-2 prescribed an affirmative action/equal employment
opportunities policy and required state agencies to develop
affirmative action plans. The State Personnel Board was directed
to assume responsibility for implementing the affirmative action
goals.
The year 1978 saw the enactment of several laws which advanced
equal employment opportunities.
The Upward Mobility Act,
(Sections 19400 et. seq.} requires state departments to develop
effective procedures for advancing minorities, women and other
protected categories.
Sections 19790-19795 were added to mandate
departments and agencies under the direction of the State
Personnel Board to establish affirmative action plans and
programs, increases the responsibility of Affirmative Action
Officers, and implements an effective monitoring and reporting
system.
The State Personnel Board was authorized to enforce
compliance with the objectives of the law and to ensure that
state agencies and departments comply with federal laws and
regulations.

*All references are to the Government Code unless otherwise
indicated.
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In 1980, the Legislature passed the State Employment Layoff
Pr6cedure Act (A.B. 3001, authored by El
Harris) which
prescribes a process for assuring that members of protected
classes will not suffer layoffs disproportionate to their
composition in the work force.
ADMINISTRATIVE COMPLAINT PROCEDURE
A complainant who alleges sex discrimination may seek an
administrative remedy, but is not required to do so. Prior to
filing a lawsuit however, an employee is required to file an
administrative claim.
In California the Department of Fair
Employment and Housing is the agency authorized to receive
complaints. A complaint may be filed with the state up to one
year from the date of the discriminatory act. However, state
complaints should be filed within 240 days of the discriminatory
act to prevent loss of Title VII protection.
The Department of Fair Employment and Housing (DFEH) has one year
to conduct investigations and file a Notice of Complaint with the
employer. Within 90 days of the filing of the Notice of
Complaint, a hearing must be held, at which time evidence is
received. An administrative law judge or a Fair Employment
Practices Commission attorney has 100 days to adopt the proposed
decision or issue a Notice of Opportuni
for further argument.
If such a notice is issued the Commission has 100 days to issue
its final decision. Administrative Procedure Act, Section 11501
et. seq. However, at this point in the administrative procedure,
if enough time has elapsed, or the
strative agency (EEOC or
DFEH) has completed its investigation, or the plaintiff requests
it, a "right to sue" letter is issued to the plaintiff.
In Title
VII actions, within 90 days of receipt of the letter a lawsuit
r;1ust be filed.
42 USC Section 2000e-5 (f) (1).
In actions
brought under the Fair Employment Practices Act the plaintiff has
one year in which to commence a lawsuit (Section 12940).
The complaint procedure can be confusing and somewhat
complicated. Administratively, several agencies may have
overlapping functions and responsibilit s. With different
statutes of limitations depending on which law a complainant
chooses, many times the action may be barred.
The committee will be receiving testimony from public personnel
administrators, labor representatives, private attorneys and
other experts familiar with sex discrimination.
Witnesses have been asked to prepare to answer questions in one
or more of the following areas.
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tment
method of recruitment be
used by public
employers, local and state, to foster the hiring
women.
Alterna
methods
can be used
employers to recruit women.

public

Promotion
nature and number of claims filed against
employers which involve all
s of
sexual discriminat
promot
and hiring.
The existence of specific job ca
s
publ
employment in which women are underutilized.
The extent and descr
of the un
problems
faced by women
the public employment hiring
promotion process.
Current programs being
lemented either by
publ
or outside groups, to assist women in overng obstacles in the hiring and promotional
process.
Adequacy of programs that are be
agen
s to overcome underutiliz
specified job categories.

1

, of women

Alternat
methods to overcome underu~ lization
of women specified job categories.
ng
affirmat
of
Effect of

/managers to
state.

tment of
action pol

veterans preference on women.
rule of

on women.
1

of grievance y~ocedures used by public
address claims of sexual
l or procedural barriers that uniquely
affect complaints by women.
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Methods to
agenc s
complaints.

f

comp

Advantages or disadvantages of fil
under federal or state law.

Effectiveness of current methods of dis
ing information on emp
ts and the
grievance procedure.
Collective Bargaining
Effect of collect
recruitment and
employment.

r

in

lie

Use of the collect
assist affirmative act
Achievement of affi
term and condition of

goals as

Use of remedial measures such s br
programs, etc.
classes, t:r:a
If you would like more
me &t 323-9806 or

formation on
Lopez or
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hear
leas
at 445-456 .

B

§
Note 8
- - Publl$hln~i

l!.

Under
j urlsd ict!on

over ella rges
based discrimination by
proflt corporation which was affiliated
with a church ann which operated as a
public publishing house engaged ln business of publishing, printing,
and selling religious and religiously oriented materlalR for purpose of carrying
out church denomination's
Equal
Employment Opportunity Comm!ssl<nl
S. A.) \'. Pacific Press Pub. Ass'n, D.C.
Cal.19i9, 482 F.Supp. 1291.
11.

Nonrellg!ous

edu<'S.t!onal

sex by

their
and termination practices
members.
Equal
Commlsslon
Learning, D.C.)l:ass.1975, 421

ln•tltut!ono

Dnivers!t;- tencher who was not
allegedly as a result of sex dlscrimlna·
tion, who alleged, ln addition to acts of

§

·zoooe-2.

Unlan'ful
Employer practice"

(a) It shall be an unlawful

his compensation, terms,
or
ment, because of such individual's race,
national origin; or
(2) to
cants for
in any
to deprive any individual of
wise adversely affect his status as an
individual's race,
religion, sex, or national

(b) It shall be an unlawful
ment agency to fail or refuse to refer for
or
discriminate
any individual because of his race,
sex, or national
or to
or refer for
any individual on the basis of his race,
tiona! origin.
Labor organhuttion praeUces

unlawful

for a

from
or
to discriminate
any individual because of his
or, religion, sex, or national
(2) to limit,
or
cants for membership, or to

72
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or fail or refuse to refer
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or
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an individual in vioiation of this section.
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152.

enterprt~es

with personnel qu.a.Ufled on
national origin! educational
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or
to
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or
li·nd
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PUBLIC HEALTH & WELFARE

to the Subversive Activities

Notwithstanding any
shall not be an unlawful
fail or refuse to hire and
individual for any
an employer to
any individual from any
or
an employment agency to fail or refuse to refer any individual
employment in any
or for a labor organization to
refuse to refer any individual for
(1) the occupancy of such
or access to the
in or upon which any part of the duties of such
formed or is to be
to any
posed in the interest of
States under any
program in effect
ministered under any statute of the United States or any
tive order of the President; and
(2) such individual has not fulfilled or has ceased to fulfill
that requirement.

(h)
any
shall not be an unlawful
ply different standards of
tions, or p'rivileges of
or merit system, or a system which measures
or
of r )duction or to
who work in different locations, provided that such differences are not the result of
tion to discriminate because of race,
origin, nor shall it be an unlawful
ployer to
and to act upon the results of any
veloped
test
that such
its administration
tion upon the results is not
intended or used to
nate because of race,
not be an unlawful
any employer to differentiate
the amount of the wages or
ployees of such
if such differentiation is authorized
provisions of section
of Title 29.
lhulnenea or enterprise .. extending preferential treatment to

Nothing contained
this
shall
to any
ness or enterprise on or near an Indian reservation with

74
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SUBCHAPTER VIII-COMMUNITY
Continued
Sec.

?OOOg-2.

Cooperation with other
in confidence and without
fidential; restriction on
prosecuting functions; violations and
2000g-3. Reports to Congress.

SUBCHAPTER IX-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
2000h.

2000h-1.
2000h-2.

2000h-3.

2000h-4.
2000h-5.
2000h-6.

: trial
Criminal contempt
tice, penalties,
ings.
Double jeopardy;
Intervention by
tion on account of race,
origin.
not to affect
Construction of
ney General, etc., to institute or intervene
proceedings.
Construction of
not to eA::n"''"
laws and not to invalidate consistent State laws.
Authorization of appropriations.
Separability of provisions.

SUBCHAPTER I-GENERALLY

§ 1981.

Equal rights under the law

All persons within the
the same right in every State
contracts, to sue, be parties,
benefit Of ail laWS and nr,r.r<>Pn
property as is enjoyed
punishment, pains, penalties, taxes,
kind, and to no other.
R.S. § 1977.
Historical Note
Cod!fleatlon.. R.S. f 1977 !s from Act
May 31, 1870, c. 114, 5 16, 16 Stat. 144.

Section was formerly class!f!ed to
section 41 ot Title 8, Aliens and Nationality.

Short
~9.

provided: "That this Act
tlon 1988 of this title]
'The Clvl! U!ghts .A.ttorney'a
Act of 11l76'."

270
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Ch. 21

CIVIL RIGHTS

42 § 1

§ 1983.

adion for deprivation of rights
Every person who, under color of any statute,
tion, custom, or usage, of any State or Territory or the District of
Columbia, subjects, or causes to .be subjected, any citizen of the
United States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the
deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the
Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress.
For the purposes of this section, any Act of Congress applicable exclusively to the District of Columbia shall be considered to be a
statute of the District of Columbia.
R.S. § 1979; Pub.L. 96-170, § 1, Dec. 29, 1979, 93 Stat. 1284.
Historical Note
Codification. R.S. I 1979 ls from Act
Apr. 20, 1871, c. 22, I 1, 17 Stat. 13.
Section was formerly class!fled to section 43 of Title 8, Aliens and Nationality.
1979 Amendment,

Pub.L. 96-170 added

"or the District of Columbia" following
"Territory," and provisions relating to
Acts ot Congress applicable solely to the
District of Columbia.
E!feetlve

Date

of

1979

Amendment.

Amendment by Pub.L. 96-170 applicable

with respect to any deprivation of rights,
privileges, or lmmunltles. secured by the
Constitution and laws occurring after
Dec. 29, 1979, see section 3 of Pub.L. 96170, set out as an E!fectlve Date of 1979
Amendment note under section 1343 of
Title 28, Judiciary and Judicia! Procedure.

Legislative H!srory.
For legislative
history and purpose of Pub.L. 96-170; see
1979 U.S.Code Cong. and Adm.News, p.
2609.

Cross References
Citizenship clause, see U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 14, i 1.
Conspiracy to Interfere with civil rights, damages for, see section 19&'5 of this title.
Jurisdlct!on o! district courts ot civil rights actions, see section 1343 o! Title 28,
Judiciary and Judicial Procedure.
Privileges and !mmunltles clauses, see U.S.C.A.ConsL Art. 4, ! 2, cl. 1 and Amend. 14,

i 1.

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
One form of action, see rule 2, Title 28, Judiciary and Judicial Procedure.
Rules as governing proeedure in all suits ot civil nature whether cognizable as
cases at law or !n equity or admiralty, see rule 1.

Library References
Civil Rights <E=>13.5(1).

C.J.S. Civil Rights U 114, 115, 119, 124.

West's Federal Forms
Allegations of jurisdiction, see II 1057, 1060.
Complaint, see If 1849, 1850, 1850.10, 1851, 18.'51.5, 18.'52.15 to 18.'52.15.
Declaratory judgments, see 1 4781 et seq.
Preliminary Injunctions and temporary restraining orders, matters pertaining to, see
i 5271 et seq.
Three-judge courts, matters pertaining to, see i 6051 et seq.·

15
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R.S. § 1980.
Hl.storlcal
Codl!ieatlon. R.S.
1980 is from
July 31, l&ll, c. 33, 12 Stat.
; Apr. 20,
1871, c. 22. § 17 Stat. 13.

lion

Cross References
Conspiracy against rights of citizens, see
of Tltle 18,
Procedure.
Conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud
States, see section
Conspiracy to impede or injure officer, see section
of Title lB.
Deprivation of rights
color of iaw, see section 242
Title 18.
Equal protection, see U.S.C.A.Const. Amend.
1
.Jurlsdlctlon of district
of
section
dlciary and Judicial Procedure.
Obstruction o! justice, see section 1501
seq. of Title 18, Crimes
cedure.
Privileges and Immunities, see U.S.C.A.ConsL
2,
1, and
Universal male suffrage, see U.S.C.A.Const.
\Voman suffrage, see U.S.C.A..Const. Amend.

Conspiracy €:=;:>7.5 to 7.7, 29.5, 29.6.

West's Federal Forms
Allegations of jurisdiction, see I§ 1057, JOOO.
Complaint, see 1 1850 Comment.
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Hl1

and battery
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Attorney•
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!68
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Citation of otatute ln

of persons D<ot<·ct<"i
Col!atera.l <>•toppel 244
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§1

PUBLIC

Note 26
Mayor and

not Hable to
pollee used excessive
and superintendent did
train police and did not acquiesce in de·
nlal of Puerto Rican's civil rights. Ar·
royo v. Walsh, D.C.Conn.1970, 317
800.
l1uniclpal corporation
son" within meaning of thls
der which plaintiff sought
damages· tor alleged violation of
tiona! rights. Symkow•kl v.
Wls.1!Hl9, 2\H F.Supp. 12H.

recover

Municipalities are
!or their employees' alleged
violations. Yason v. Carrano, 1974, 330
A.2d ll8, 31 Conn.Super. 32.8.
27. Directed verdict
Plaintiff's testimony that
officer
used racial epithets was at most evidence

§ 1987.

Prosecution of

to cause such persons to
before the court of the United
cognizance of the offense.
R.S. § 1982; Mar. 3, 1911, c.
c. 646, § 1, 62 Stat. 909, Oct.
(b)
, 82 Stat. 1118.

utes, referred to
crimes against the
ch·l! rights of citizens,
by Acts ~br. 4, 1900,
Stat. 1153, or Fe!J. 8,
Stat. 37. Howe""er,
tlo ns 5508,
55 HI,
5:132 were
Mar. 4, 1900,
tlons 51, 1\2, M
59,
445 of former Title 18, Criminal
Criminal Proced nre.
sections
former Title 18 were repealed by
June 25, 1948, c. 645,
21, 62 Stat. 862,
and are now covered
s€<:tlon• 2U, 242,
1583 and 1583
872, 592, 593, 7ii2, 1071,

!.
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Ch. 8

FAIR LABOR STANDARDS

§

if such wage order rate is not less than
an
hour, by $0.30 an hour or by such greater amount as may be
so recommended
a special industry committee.
(C) In the case of any
in
who
covered
a wage order issued by the Secretary
to the
tions of a
committee
205 of this
to whom the rate or rates
(a) (5) of this section would otherv:ise apply, and whose
wage
is increased above the wage rate prescribed by such wage order
a
the govsubsidy (or income supplement) paid, in whole or in
ernment of Puerto Rico, the applicable increases
subparagraph (A) or (B) shall be applied to the sum of the wage rate in effect under such wage order and the amount
which the
hourly wage is increased
the subsidy (or income
above the wage rate in effect under such wage order.
(3) If the wage rate of an employee is to be increased under this
subsection to a wage rate which equals or is greater than the wage
rate under subsection (a)
of this section
but for
(1) of this subsection, would be applicable to such
and the applicable rate
section shall be inapplicable to such
under subsection (a) (1) of this section shall apply to such employee.
( 4) Each minimum wage rate prescribed
or under
shall be in effect unless such minimum wage rate has been
by a wage order (issued
the Secretary
to the recommendation of a special
committee convened under section 208
of this title) fixing a higher minimum wage rate.
Prohibition of sex discrimination

(d) (1) No employer
employees
to any
of this section shall discriminate, within any establishment in which
such employees are
between
on the basis of sex
paying wages to
in such establishment at a rate less
than the rate at which he pays wages to
of the
sex in such establishment for
work on jobs the
which requires equal skill,
and
and which
performed under similar
ment is made
to
a
(iii) a system which measures
or
of production;
a differential based on any other factor other
sex:
That an
who is
a wage rate differential in violation of this subsection shall
in order to
with the provisions of this subsection, reduce the wage rate of any
employee.
(2) No labor organization, or its agents,
of an employer having employees subject to

449
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EXHIBIT C

§

DISCRIMINATION PROHIBITED

Div. 3

1

Chapter 6
DISCRIMINATION
Section

Article

1.

.. 12940

Unlawful

2.

Discrimination --- .... ------------. ___ ---------. _..... 12955

Chapter 6 ux.zs ai1ded by Stats.1980; c. 992, § 4.

Article 1

UNLAWFUL PRACTICES,
Sec.

Employers, labor
persons; unlawful
; unlawful employment practice
12941.
12942 . Continuation of employment beyond normal retirement date;
effect on pension or retirement
retirement.
based on preg12943. School districts; unlawful employment
nancy or temporary disability.
12944. Licensing boards; unlawful acts based on examinations and
qualifications; determination of unlawfulness;
records.
12945. Pregnancy; childbirth or related medical condition; unlawful
practice by employers; benefits and leaves of absence; transfer of position. .
12945.5. Unlavtful employment practice; sterilization.
12946. Retention of applications; records and files for two years; failure to retain as unlawful practice by
labor organizations and employment
12947. Child care services for employees and members; not an unlawful
practice.
12948. Denial of civil rights as unlawful practice.
12950 to 12951. Repealed.

12940.

•

Article 1

ux.zs added b-y Stats.1980, c.

§ lj..

§ 12940.

It shall be an unlawful
a bona fide occupational qualification, or,
applicable security regulations established
the State of
(a) For an employer, because of the race,
medical
marital
or sex of any person, to refuse to hire or employ the person

223
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1

DISCRIMINATION

1

person
For any
or employment agency,
acting in accordance with federal equal
guidelines and
the
circulate or cause to be printed or circulated
make any
inquiry, either verbal
application
which expresses,
or
· tion,
or discrimination as to race,
national origin, ancestry,
medical
ital status, or sex, or any intent to make any such
cation or discrimination. Nothing in this subdivision shall
in connection with "'"'"',.,"'"
any employer from
ment, an inquiry as
or a
for information
physical
medical condition,
tory of
if that
or
related and pertinent to the position the '"1-'l"""·""'"
directly related to a determination of
endanger his or her health or safety or the health or
(e) For any employer, labor
to discharge,
or otherwise discriminate
any person be~
cause the person has
any
forbidden u..nder
or because the person has
testified or assisted in
any proce€ding under this part.
(f) For any person to
co1mt1eL or coerce the
of any of the acts forbidden under this
to do so.
Sec~
For the
board of a school district to
tion 44066 or 87402 of the Education Code.
7

(Added by

."

c. 992, § 4.)
Historical Note

•
§ 1

It is an unlawful
fuse to hire or
or to
mote, any
over the age of 40 on the
of age,
in cases where the law compels or
for such
section shall not be construed to make
mination of
where the individual UJJ.!J""'-""'

225
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•

GOVERNMENT CODEI

<

§

(a) For an employer,
tbe race, religious cree(i,
ancestry,
condition, :marltal
to refuse to
or employ
person or to refu&; to
in;::: program
employment, or
bar or to
employm!'nt or from
training program leading to employment,
against such person hi
or In term;;, conditions or
ploymcnt.
(1) Xothlng in this
prob!blt an employer from refusing
chnn::ing a physically handicapped employee, or subject an employer
liability rc;;:nlting from the refusal to employ or tile
of a physknlly handi·
capped employee, w!Jere the employee, because of his or
physical
is
unable to perform his or her duties, or cannot perform such duties fn
whlcb would not
or her health or safety or the health
others.
(2l Xoth!ng in this part sh&ll prohibit an employer from refusing to
charging an employee who, because of' the employee's medical condition,
to perform his or her dntie!l, or canuot perform such duties
a
wonld not endanger the employee's health or safety or the health or safety of others.
2'\othlng in this part shall subject ap employer to any legal liability resultlng from
the refusal to employ or the discharge of an employee who, becau!:'e
ern·
ployee's medical condition, is unable to perform his
her
or
per·
form such duties ln a manner which would not endanger the employee's
or
safety or the health or safety of others.
(3) Nothing in this part relating to di!'rrimlnatiou
shaJ! either OJ affect the right of an employer to reasonably
snpervlsion, safety, security, or morale, the worklng
ment, dh·islon, .or facility, consistent with the rules and
commis;:!on, or (li) prohibit bona fide health
greater benefits to employees with dependents than to those
with fewer dependents.
In

•

(b) For a labor organization, becnuse of the race, religious creed,
origin, ancestry, physical handicap, medical condition, marital
persou, to exclude, expel or restrict from its membership such
only sec'Ond-c!ass or segreRated membership or to discriminate against
person
because of the race, religious creed, color, 1iatlonal origin, ancestry, physical handl·
cap, medical condition, marital status, or sex of snell person in the election of offi·
(."1::rs of the labor organlZI!tion or l.n the selection of the labor organization's staff or
to discriminate ln any way against any of its rnemhcrs or against any employer or
against any person employed by an employer.
(c) For
person to discriminate against any person
ing of that person in any apprenticeship training program or any
gram leading to employment l::>ecall!:'t! of the race,
origin, ance~tr.>, physieal handicap, medical eondition, marital
person dil'Criminated against.
(d) For any employer or employment agency, unless ~"~'~'''n
ancc with federal equal E>mployment opportunity
pron::d by the commission, to print or circulate or
any publication, or to make any non-job-related
use of an application form, which expresses, directly
spE'cification, or discrimination as to race, religious
ancestry,
medical condition, marital
to make any such
spee!ficatlon or discr!mioatlon.
division shall prohibit any employer from making, In""'""''"'""'
ployment, an Inquiry as to, or a request for Information regarding,
physical
ness, medl<'al <'ondition, physical condition or medical history of applicants If that
lnquiry or request for information ls directly related and pertinent to the position
Aaterisk& '" " " Indicate deletions by amendment
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GOVERN?vtENT CODE

§ 1

12941. Age; unlawful employment practice by employers; exceptlonl!i
(a) It Is au unlawful employment practice for an employer to refuse to hlre or
employ, or to !lischa:-ge. dismiss, reduce, suspend, or demote, any !nd!vldusJ over the
age of 4D
the ground ot age, except in cases where the
compels or provides
for such action. This section shall not be construed to make unlawful the rejection
or termination of employment where the indl'>idual nppl!csnt or employee !ailed to
meet bona !Ide requirements for the job or position sought or held, or
require
any ehanges in any bona !Ide retirement or pension programs or existing col!ective-baq;·aining agreements during the life of. the contract,
until January 1,
HJSO, whichever o<:curs first, nor shall this seetlon preclude such physical and medimay make or ha'>e
cal. examinations of appl!eants and employees as an
made to determine fitness for the job or position sought or
Promotions within the existing staff, hiring or promotion on the basis of ei:periemence and training, rehiring on the hasis of seniority and prior ser'>lce with
ployer, or hiring under an established recruiting program from high schools, coll<:'ges, universities, and trade s<:hools sl.Jall not, !n and of tbemseh·es, constitute a >I·
olation of this sedion.
(b) This section shall not limit the right of an employer, employment agency, or
labor union to select or refer the better qualified person from
applicants
!or a job. 'The burden of proving a violation of this section shall
upon the person o• persons claiming that the violation occurred. '" " •
(Amended by Stats.19S1, c. 625, p. - , § 3.)

§

'·

,.. n

~

et

u!

ed

1981 Amendment. Deleted sulx!. (c).
Library References
Civil Rights <:;:::> 9.10.
· C.J.S. Ch·il Rights § 59 et seq.
1. In general
l>Iuslc professor dld not possess fundamental right to pursue his chosen profession; thus, appllcatlon of a strict scrutiny
standard of equal protection re,·Jew to examination of exception under Labor C. ~
1420.15 (repealed; >:ee, now, f 1294.2) of·
class of tenured colJege professors !rom
prot<:<::tion under <4:e dlscr!mlnatlon statute
[Labor C. § 1420.1 (repealed; see, now, this
section)) was not warranted.
Kubik .-.
Scripps College (19&1) 173 Cal.Rptr. 539. 118
C.A.3d 5H.
A district inay bring an action under e!·
ther Bus. & Prof. C. ~ 1720<, which provides for action for injunctions against any
person perfvrming or proposing to perform
an act of unfair competition, or § 17~06,

id-

12942.

Contlnt:atlon of employment beyond normal retirement elate; effect on
~ension or retirement plans; compulsory retirement
EYery employer in this state, except a public agency, shall permit
who Indicates ln writing a desire in a reasonable time and can
ab!lity to do so, to continue his employment beyond the normal retirement date con·
talned in
prh·nte pension or retirement plan.
Such
shall continue so long as
employee demonstrates his abllity
to perform the functions of the job adequately and the employer is sat!s!ied with
the
of work performed.
section shall not be construed to require
leYels, or formulas of any existing retirement plan, or
to
Increase such emplo~·er's payments for the provlslon of insurance benefits contained in nny existing employee benefit or insurance plan, by reason of such employee's continuation of employment beyond the normal retirement date, or to reAsterisks * • • indicate deletions by amendment.
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Pt. 4

I

WAGES-HOURS-WORIUNG CONDITIONS

§

1

to recover
wages under subdivision
of this "'"'·"~'"'~
addition to such wages shall be entitled to recover costs of suit The
consent of any
to the bringing of any such action
con.
stitute a waiver on the part of the employee of his cause of action under subdivision
unless such action is dismissed without
the department or the division.
(g) Any employee receiving less than the wage to which he is
entitled under this section may recover in a civil action the
of such wages, together with the costs of
agreement to work for a lesser wage.
. (h) The burden of proof in any civil action shall be upon the
person bringing the claim to establish that the differentiation in rate
of pay is based upon the factor of sex and not upon other
factor or factors.
(i) A civil action to recover wages under
cf
section may be commenced no later than two years after the cause of
action occurs, if the employee does not have knowledge of such violation, and not later than 180 days after the cause of action occurs if
the employee has knowledge of such ·violation.
(Added by Stats.1949, c. 804, p. 1541, § 1. Amended by
2384, p. 4130, § 1; Stats.1965, c. 825, p. 2417, § 1;
p. 705, § 1.)
Historical Note
As originally added in 1949, this sectkn
read a.s follows:
"No employer shall pay any female In his
emplo;· at wage rates less than the rates
paid to male employees in the same estab·
lishment for th" same quantity and quallty
ot the same class!flcatlon of work; proYided that nothing herein shall prohibit a.
Yariatlon .of rates of pay for male and fe·
male en1ployees engaged in t.lJe same classi ..
fica.tlon of work based upon a difference in
seniority, length of service, abll!ty, sk!l!,
differ<:nce in duties or serYices perforn1ed.
whether regt:larly or occ.asionD.Jl;,r, Uiffer ..
ence in the shift or time of day worked,
hours of work. Interruptions o! work tor
rest periods or :restrictions or prohibitions
on lifting or moving objects !n excess of
specified weight, whether or not required by
any statute or reglJlatlon or order of any
board or commission, whether federal, state
or local. autho:r!zed to issue the same. or
ether reasonable d!Herent!atlon, factor or
factors other than sex, when in good faith
based upon such differences, factor or
factors.
"A variation ln :ratc·s of pay as between
the sexes ls not prohibited wh~re the \'ariation is provhled by contract between the

employer and a bono. fide b.bor organization
recognized as a bargaining agent o! the employees.
"Any actlo!1 based upon or arlslng under
this section shall be instituted within six
months after the date of L'1e alleged violation, but In no event shall
employer be
liable for any pay due under this section for
more than thirty days prior to receipt b;·
the employer of written notice of claim
ther-eof from the employee.
"The burden of proof shall be upo!1 the
person brir.~~r,g the cla~n1 to establish that
the diiferentiation ln rate of pay is based
upon the factor of sex and not upon other
difierences, factor or factors."
The 1957 amendment designated the firtt
paragraph subdlvlslon (a) and rewrote
to
read as lt now appears except for the
changes made by the 19G8 amendment; deleted the second paragraph; desl;;nated the
third paragraph as a subd!v!sion (f); designated the fourth PIL>-agraph as a subd!Ylsion
(g) which ill the present sulxl.lvil!!on (h);
and added subdivisions (b), (c), (d) and (el
which are present subdivisions (b), (e) an<l
(g).

267
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§

LABOR CODE

1

Determlution of com putatlon and payment
wage~ In nceu of mini·
· mum; uaminatlon of records llnforcement of payment of unpaid sum11
The
'of • "' s L11bor
Enforcement shall
upon
request, whether the wages
minimum wages fixed
by the comm!Rsion, have wn correctly computed and paid. For this purpose, the
d!vlslon may examine the books, reports, contracts, payrolls and other documents
of the employer relative to the employment of employees. The d!,•Jslon shall enforce the payment or any sums found, .upon examination, to be due and unpaid to
the employees.
(Amended by Stats.1972, e. 1122, p. 2156, § 16; Stats.1976, c. ll84, p. 5288, I

1 1195.5
~d

he

cs
eli

§§ I 196, 1196.1 Repealed by Stah.l97ll, c. 1250, p. 4066, §§ 4, 5
See, now, U 98.6, 98.7.

i 1197. Payment of less than minimum wage
The minimum wage :tor • ~ . "' employees fixed by the commlsslon 1s the minImum wage to be pald to • • • emJ•loyees, and the payment of a less wage thllll
the minimum so fixed Is unlawful.
(Amended by Stats.1972, c. 1J22, p. 2156, § 17.)
Law Review Commentarlea
Industrial '\Velfare Commls•lon--autborl·
ty to all employees. (1974) 5 Pacific L.J.

407.

f I 197.5

Equal wage ratea for all employ{jes; nrlatlons; enforcement
(a) No employer shall pay any lndlvldual In •
wage rates less than the rates paid to
establishment for • • •
work on
and
~~~~~~~~~~==~>=~:~~~~~~~

(b) Any employer who violates subdH!slon (a) •
affected ln the amount of the
and Interest
is deprll'ed
reason of SUCh Tiolation.

•

•

Is liable to the em1Pl<lYE!e
of which such

(c) The provisions of this section shall be administered and enforced by the Dlvl·
s!on of • "' " Labor Standards Enforcement. • • • If the division finds the.t
!Ill employer has
lt may supervise the payment of
under subdivision (a) '" • '".
acceptance
payment of sum or sums made by an employer and approYed
the
division shall constitute a waiver on the part of the employee of • * •
em·
ployee's cause of action under suooivislon (g) • "' •.
(d) Every employer • " • shall maintain records of the wages and wage rates,
job classiflcstlons, and other terms and conditions of employment of the persons
employed by "' '" • ~;uch
All such records shall be kept on me :tor a
perlod or two years.
(e)

..

employee may

. .. ..

tile a complaint with the division

Ast!lrlska " .. '" Indicate deletions by amendment
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Div. 5

DISCRIMINATION

§

Cross References
Add to the blind, see Welfare and Institutions Code § 12500 et seq.

Library References
C.J.S. Officers and Public Employees
§ 11 et seq.

Officers and Public Employees G:=>18.

§ 19702.

Types of prohibited discrimination; physical u"'" ...... '......,!J
defined
under this part
(a) A person shall not be discriminated
because of sex, race, religious creed, color,
marital status, or P.hY.§kal handicap unle~s it can
particular handicap is job related.
(b) As used in this section, "physical handicap" includes,
not limited to, impairment of sight, hearing, or speech, or
of physical ability because of amputation or loss of function or coordination, or any other health impairment which
special
cation or related services.
(c) As used in this
"physical handicap" shaH not include
obesity or any other health impairment caused by such person's obesity.
(Added by Slats.l945, c. 123, p. 571, § 1. Amended by Stats.1963, c. 1253,
p. 2776, § 1; Stats.1976, c. 1436, p. 6409, § 10; Stats.1977, c. 573, p.
§

L)
Historical Note
The 1963 amendment inserted "religious
creed, color, national origin, ancestry".

The 1977 amendment added the provisions relating to phrsical handicsp.

The 1976 amendment deleted an exception which pronded that "positions which
in the opinion of the appointing power
and the board require the services of a
specific sex may be reserred to that sex".

Derivation: Stats.l937, c. 753, p. 2110,
§ 201.

Cross References
Employment discrimination on racial grounds prohibited upon public works, see Labor
Code §§
1777.6.
Equal
see Const. Art. 1, § 21.
Inalienable
see Const.
1, § 1.
:1\otations on race to be
see § 19704.
Opportunity to
obtain
employment as chil right, see Labor Code § 1412.
Vnruh Civil Rights
aee Civil Code § 51.
Wage discrimination
females prohibited, see Labor Code § 1197.5.

Law Review Commentaries
Affirmative action plans: the 1m plica·
tions of Bakke. (1977) 10 U.C.D. Law
Rev. 99.
Chil actions for damages arising out of
nolations of dril. rights. Xathani.el S.
Colley (196.'5) H!Ult.L.J. 189.

Leyoff and equal employment; retroac·
tive seniority as a rerned:; under Title

VIL (1977) 10 U.C.D. Law Re;. lUi.

769
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§ 19774.5

CODE
. CHAPTER 10.
§

19683.

PROHIBITIONS AND OFFENSES

()$e or threat to uae official authority to discourage report of vlolal!on
of law

;<;o gtate offit't'r or employPe nor HIIY person whatsoe\·er shHll directly or Indirect·
ly ns(' or tllrelltC'n to nst! any official uuthorltr or lnflnenee !n nny mnnner what·
soe,·er which tends to <liseouragl', I'C><traln, interff're with, roorf'l! or discriminate
ngfll!!~t anr other ;.:tate offiN•r or employee who ln good faith reportR, discloses, dl·
vn!ges, or otherwise brings to the attention of the Attornes General. or the Joint
Leglslathe Amllt Committee pur>mant to Article 3 {('ommeuc!ng with Section 10540)
of Chnpter 4 of Part 2 of Div!Riou 2, or· nny other uppropr!nte authority any facts
or Information relath·e to >letllnl or su>:p<•<·t<'!l dolatiou of ans law of thls stnte or
the t"ult<'d St~ttes oceur!"iu~ on the joh or direetly rehttf>d thereto. Any pen;on
;.:uilty of ,.:uch nn ad mny he .lluble In llll action for dYll dumaj.;es brought against
him by the offendf'd party. Kotwithstandlng the • • • pro,·isions of Section
lOt~:!. a Ylolation of .nis >:ectlou shall not be a misdemeanor. •
"
(Amended IJy Stats.I98I, c. 1168, p. -.-. , § 12.}
1981 Amendment. In the flrst sentence,
visions" for "provl•!on"; and deleted li
after "Attorney General" Inserted the lan·
guage beginning", or the Joint Legislative
Audit Committee" and endlnlf •·Division
2,"; In the last sentence, substituted "pro§ 19702~

second paragTaph 'l•>hlch read: "This section shall become operatlve on January l,
1982."

Types of prohibited discrimination; physical handicap defined

Law Review Commentaries
Hiring goals. California state government
and Title YII: Is this numbers game legal? (1917) 8 Paciffc L.J. 49.

CHAPTER II.

MILITARY SERVICE

19774.

Reserve military units and national guard;
other obligations
(it) Employee memhers of resen·e mllltary unlts and
to xtteud ~<theduled re~erve urlll periods •
• or
resPne oblig:Jtion~ shall be gnwted mllltary lPaH' of
l"lded by federal law.

•

scheduled reserve drill and
the Nation!il Guard required
perform other lnncth·e duty
absence without pay us pro-

(b) :\'otiYithstanding subdh·J;;Ion (a) or any other prodsion of law, employee mem·
hers may, at their option, elect to nse vac:ation time or aecnmulated c:ompensatorr
time off to attend schedul!'d re,;erve drlll periods or perform other Inactive duty re·
sene obligations.

(Amendt.>d by Stats.19Sl, c. 6W, p. - . § 1.)
1981 Legislation.
Section" <.f Stats.J98J, c. 616, p. -.pro·
v!ded:
"Lt is the intent of the Legislature In en~tcting this act to comply wlth the provl·
slons of federal law relating to leaves or
absence for public employees for purposes
of military duty set forth !n Section 2024 of
Title 38 of the United States Code, as in·
terpr>:ted by the Attorney General In Opin·
Ions of the Attorney General No. 8()-303 ot
June 10, 1980."

§ 19774.5

1. In general
A member of the national guard "·ho Is
required to attend scheduled reserved drfll
periods during a time when he or she ordi·
narlly would be employed In a regular work
shift at a non-m!l!tary job Is entitled to an
unpaid leave of absence !rom that place or
employment to attend such drill. 63 Ops.
Atty.Gen. 483. 6-l!J-80.

Repealrd by Stab. 981, c. 516, p. - , § 2

Asterisks • • • Indicate deletions by amendment
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2

Guidelines.

Article

1.

Employees U

Div. 5

SERVICE-UPWARD MOBILITY

§ 19403

·Historical Note
military service pending action on certifi·
cation to a higher position, was repealed
by Stats.1971, c. 446, p. 920, § 4. See,
DOW, § 19775.7.

Former § 19401, added by Stats.l945, c.
1300, p. 2455, § 2, amended by Stats.1947,
c. 403, p. 1012, § 1; StatsJJH9, c. 808, p.
1;:;51, § 21; Stats.1955, c. 1534, p. 2813, §
4, relating to entr.r of an employee into

§ 19401.1.

Repealed by Stats.l971, c. 446, p. 920, § 4
Historical Note
taking of the uncompleted portion of an
open or promotional examination after return from military service. See, now, §
19775.8.

The repealed section, added by Sta ts.
11H9, c. 808, p. 1551, § 22, aroeoded by
Stats.l955, c. 1534, p. 2813, § 5; Stats.
1957, c. 920, p. 2128, § 3, related to the

§ 19402.

Annual goals
All upward mobility programs shall include annual goals and
timetables which include the number of employees expected to progress from clerical and subprofessional positions to entry-level technical, professional, and administrative positions, and the time frame
within which this progress shall occur. The State Personnel Board
shall be responsible for approving each department's annual upward
mobility goals and timetables.
Any department or agency of state government which determines that it will be unable to achieve such goals and timetables may
request the State Personnel Board for a reduction in the goals. If
the State Personnel Board determines that the department or agency
has not made a good faith effort to achieve such goals and timetables,
the board shall hold public hearings to determine the reasons for such
deficiency, and to establish a program to overcome these deficiencies.
(Added by Stats.l977, c. 716, p. 2279, § 1.)
Historical Note
Former § 19402, added by Stats.1946,
1st Ex.Sess., c. 86. p. 117, § 1, am!:nded
by Stats.l947, c. 729, p. 1782, § 1; Stats.
1949, c. 808, p. 1552, § 23, relating to eli·

gibiiity for and duration of educational
leaves of nbsence for 8tate civil sen·ice
employees, was repealed by Stats.l971, c.
44e, p. 920, § 4..

§ 19403.

Bridging career ladders
The State Personnel Board shall, in cooperation with departments, establish bridging career ladders to provide upward mobility
from subprofessional jobs to professional and managerial jobs on an
ongoing basis.
(Added by St.ats.l977, c. 716, p. 2279, § 1.)
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States ¢=>53.

.Div. 5

SERVICE-UPWARD MOBILITY

§ 19406

Library References
C.J.S. States §§ 120, 121, 136 to 138,

States ¢:::>67.

140.

§ 19405.

Report
The State Personnel Board shall annually submit a report to the
Legislature describing the performance of each department and agency in state government in terms of the number of employees served
by the various programs required by this article, and the number of
employees employed in higher positions.
(Added by Stats.1977, c. 716, p. 2279, § 1.)
Historical Note
Former § 19405, adced by Stats.l955. c.
1534. p. 2815, § 8, amended by Stats.l95i,
c. 920, p. 2129, § 4; Stats.1967, c. 627, p.
1974, § 1; Stats.1969, c. 912, p. 1816, § 1,

relating to voluntary extension of military
enlistment by state cinl service em·
p\oyees, was repealed by Stats.1971, c.
446, p. 920, § 4. See, now, § 19781.

Library References
States (1;:::::>67.

C.J.S. States §§ 120, 121, 136

to

138,

140.

§ 19406.

Gci~lin~

The State Personnel Board shall prepare written guidelines for
implementation of the upward mobility program described in this article within six months from the :effective date of this article. The
board shall involve representatives from a cross section of groups and
organizations representing the target groups of state employees both
in the initial discussion and in the subsequent preparation of such
guidelines.
(Added by Stats.1977, c. 716, p. 2279, § 1.)
Historical Note
Former § 19406, added by Stats.1959. c.
438, p. 2375, § 1, amended by Stats.1965,
c. 292, p. 1290, § 1; Stats.1967, c. 273, p.
1432, § 1, relating to reinstatement of ch-il

ser\'ice employees ordered into military
training under the Resern Forces Act of
1955, was repealed by Stats.1971, c. 446,
p. 920, § 4.
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§ 19450

STATE CIVIL SERVICE

Title2

Article 5

TRAINING
Sec.

19450.

19451.
19452.

19455.

Formulation of plans by board; cooperation with appointing pow.
ers and supervisory officials; conflict of section with memorandum of understanding.
Prescription of conditions; conflict of section v.rith memorandum
of understanding.
Programs for employees whose
are about to be eliminated by automation,
or management-initiated
changes; cooperation with other officials; conflict of section
with memorandum of understanding.
Rehabilitation of disabled state employees; referrals; training
programs; conflict of section with memorandum of understanding.

Article 5, added as Article 6, Training, by Stats.1957,
c. 1965, p. 3507, § 1, u,us renurrwered Article 5 and amended
by Stats.1971, c. 4Jt6, p. 920, § 5.
Former Article 5, Military and Defense Sen.Jice, added
by Stats.1945, c. 123, p. 562, § 1, ccrnsisting
§§ 13390 to
13406, 1JXl.S repealed by Stats.1971, c.
p.
§ 5.

§ 19450.

CQoperation with apFormulation of
pointing polrers
officials; conflict
of section nith memorandum of understanding
(a) The board shall devise
for and cooperate with appointing powers and other
officials in the conduct of employee
training programs so that the
of service rendered by persons
improved.
in the state civil service may be
of this section are in conflict with the pro(b) If the
visions of a memorandum of understanding reached pursuant to Section 3517.5, the memorandum of understanding shall be controlling
without further legislative
that if such provisions of a
memorandum of
the expenditure of funds, the
provisions shall not become effective unless approved by the Legislature in the annual Budget Act.
(Added by Stats.1957, c.
p. 2461, § 103.)

p.

§ 1. Amended
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c. 776,

'Div. 5

SERVICE-TRAINING

§ 19451

Historical Note
Tbe 1978 amendment inserted subdivi·
sion designation "(a)" and added subd.

(b).

Derivation: Former § 18700, added by
Stats.1945, c. 123, p. 546, § 1. amended by
Stats.l949, c. 1141, p. 2040, § 2.
Stats.193i, c. 753, p. 2100, § 140.

Cross References
Effect of conflict between this section and memorandum of understanding with ern·
ployee organization, see § 3517.6.

Library References

I

C.J.S. Officers and Public Employees 5§
193 to 196, 281.

Officers and Public Employees ¢:::>107.

§ 19451.

Prescription of conditions; conflict of section with
memorandum of understanding
For the purpose of meeting the needs of the state service for
continuing employee educational development and the upgrading of
employee skills, the board may prescribe: (a) conditions under which
employees may be assigned to take out-service training; and (b)· conditions under which employees may be reimbursed for tuition fees
andother necessary expenses in connection with out-service training
authorized by the appointing power to meet the needs of the service.
The conditions prescribed by the board shall include but not be limited to the requirements that such training shall be of direct value to
the state, be relevant to the employee's career development in state
service, and be limited to providing knowledges or skills that cannot
be provided through available in-service training. The board shall
further prescribe the conditions under which an employee may be required to reimburse the state for the costs of such training in the
event he fails to remain in state service for a reasonable time after
receiving the training. The board shall report annually to the Governor and to each house of the Legislature concerning activities under
this section.
If the provisions of this section are in conflict with the provisions of a memorandum of understanding reached pursuant to Section
3517.5, the memorandum of understanding shall be controlling without further legislative action, except that if such provisions of a
memorandum of understanding require the expenditure of funds, the
provisions shall not become effective unless approved by the Legislature in the annual Budget Act.
(Added by Stats.1957, c. 1965, p. 3507, § 1. Amended by Stats.1971, c.
1350, p. 2669, § 2; Stats.l978, c. 776, p. 2461, § 104.)
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Effect of conflict between
ployee organization, see §

Training, see 2 Cal.Adm.Code

States ¢=>62, 64.1 (1).

107, 112,

Div. 5

SERVICE-TRAINING

§ 19455

Historical Note
The 1969 amendment rewrote the section which previously read:
"The board shall dense plans for and
cooperate with
powers and
other supervising
the administration of training programs for employees whose positions have been or are
about to be eliminated b~· automation or

technological changes to prepare and qualify such employees for other positions in
the state civil service."
The 1978 amendment inserted subdinsion designation "(a)" and added subd.
(b).

Cross References
Effect of conflict between this section and memorandum of understanding with em·
ployee organization, see § 3517.6.

Library References
C.J.S. States §§ 120, 121, 123, 136 to
138, 140.

Officers and Public Employees ¢::>107.
States G:=>Gi, 72.
C.J.S. Officers and Public Employees §§
103 et seq., 193 to 196, 281.

§ 19455.

Rehabilitation of disabled state employees; referrals;
training programs; conflict of section with memorandum of understanding
(a) The board and the Department of Rehabilitation shall jointly formulate procedures for the selection and orderly referral of disabled state employees who can be benefited by rehabilitation services
and might be retrained for other· appropriate positions within the
state service. The Department o( Rehabilitation shall cooperate in
devising training programs for the disabled employees.
(b) If the provisions of this section are in conflict with the provisions of a memorandum of understanding reached pursuant to Section 3517.5, the memorandum of understanding shall be controlling
without further legislative action, except that if such provisions of a
memorandum of understanding
the expenditure of funds, the
provisions shall not become effective unless approved
the Legislature in the annual Budget Act
(Added by Stats.1968, c. 1422, p. 2817, § 1. Amended by Stats.1978, c. 776,
p. 2462, § 106.)
Historical Note
The 1978 amendment added the subdivision designation "(a)" and added subd.

(b}.
Cross References
Effect of conflict between this section and memorandum of understanding with employee organization, see § 3517.6.
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§ 1

!.

In general

State employee, who nenr argued
be was sufficientl.v
as
heart attack to qualify for rehnbilitntion
and retraining under
section
whose position
aboEshed for
reasons prior to effective date of
providing for placement
service positions and prior to

of 1969 amendment of
time of
proonly
automation or
was not deprived of
deprivation of right
v. State Person-

595, 25

c.

Sec.

19460.

Definitions; conflict
standing.
19460.5. Conflict of article
19461.

memorandum of under-

19462.
19463.

orandum of
Implementation
memorandum of

of section with

19464.

con-

19465.

§ 1,

The
bered
§ 5.

p.
Cross References

memorandum of
As used in this article:
(a) "Board" means
(b)

Div. 5.

§ 1

SERVICE-UNIFORMS

and which are different from the deor
This definition includes
items that serve to
rank, or time in service.
(c) "Work clothes" means attire that is worn over, or in
of, regular
and is necessary to
the
clothing from damage or stains which would be
in the normal performance of his
for
aprons, lab smocks, shop coats,
or coveralls; or is necessary for the required sanitary conditions, for
example, agriculture
surgery
or food
(d) "Safety equipment" means equipment or attire worn over, in
which is necessary to proplace of, or in addition to,
tect the employees' health and welfare, for example, helmets, goggles,
safety harness, and fireman "turnout gear."
"Police protective
means
or attire
worn by law enforcement personnel for the purpose of
from overt actions of others or to assist in
themselves or the
the carrying out of related
for example,
leather
holster and cases or athandcuffs,
_tachments.
(f) "State employees" means employees of the state and its
agencies, but does not include employees of the University of California.
section are in conflict with the
sions of a
reached
3517.5, the memorandum of
shall be
out further
provisions
memorandum of
of
shall not become effective unless approved by the ............. ~,."'"
ture in the annual Budget Act.
(.Acded
c. 908, p. 1613, § 1, eff.
15, 1972, operath·e
1, 1972. Amended by
c.
p.
§ 107.)
Historical Note
Section 4 of
4, prondes; "It is the
the
islarure to
state funds for the replacement
uniforms for work clothing
and for safety
and police protecth·e
of the
"Cniversity
California
tion is paid from the General
The
Regents of the University of California

are
to establish procedures and
make
as required to proride comparable allowances to those pro·
vided to state employees and to report the
cost thereof to the
of Fi·
nanee and the Joint
Budget
Committee.
The 1978 amendment added the last
paragraph.

Cross References
Effect of conflict between this section and memorandum o£ understanding with em·
ployee organh.ation, see § 3517.6.
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§ 1

Cross References
Effect of <'on filet bet ween this section and memorandum of understanding with em·
ployee organization, see § 3517.6.

§ 19462.

conflict of section
Conditions for rereipt of
\\ith memorandum of
Each state employee, including employees
probationary
status, employed in a
which is permanent and full time, or
employed in a position which is less than full time for the equivalent
of one year, shall receive the allowance for uniforms provided for in
Section 19461, if:
(a) The uniform is clearly necessary for ready visual identification by the public for law enforcement, public safety, or other
related purposes; and
(b) The
is
by his
power to wear
the uniform for the regular performance of his duties; and
(c) The uniform is authorized for wear only in an official capacity.
If the provisions of this section are in conflict with the provisions of a memorandum of understanding reached pursuant to Section
3517.5, the memorandum of understanding shall be controlling without further
that if such
of a
memorandum of understanding require the expenditure of funds, the
provisions shall not become effective unless approved by the Legislature in the annual Budget Act.
(Added by Stats.1972, c. 908, p.
§ 1, eff. Aug. 15,
operative July
1, 1972. Amended by Stats.l974, c. 815, p. 1774, § 1; Stats.1978, c. 776, p.
2464, § 109.)
Historical Note
The 1974 amendment authorized allow:wee for part·time employees employed
the equivalent of one year.

The 1978 amendment added the last
paragraph.

Cross References
Effect of conflict between this section and memorandum of Ull.derstanding with em·
ployee organization, see § 3517.6.

§ 19463.

Implementation of
board; conflict of section with memorandum of understanding
the provisions of Sections 19461 and 19462, the

To
board shall:
(a) Establish a procedure to determine what articles are to be
included in calculating the amount of the uniform allowance.
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(c) The work clothes are of a standard size instead of a measur~
ed size.
Work clothes provided
to this section will be main~
and owned
the state. Items lost or
due to the
negligence of the employee, shall be replaced by the employee at his
expense.
If the provisions of this section are in· conflict with the
sions of a memorandum of understanding reached pursuant to Section
3517.5, the memorandum of understanding shall be controlling with~
out further legislative action, except that if such
of a
memorandum of understanding require the expenditure of funds, the
provisions shall not become effective unless approved
the Legislature in the annual
Act.
(Added by Stats.1972, c. 908, p. 1614, § 1, eff. Aug. 15, 1972,
1, 1972. Amended by Stats.1978, c. 776, p. 2465, §
Historical Note
The 1978 amendment added the last paragraph.

Cross References
Effect of confEct between this section and memorandum of understanding with employee organization, see § 3517.6.

§ 19465.

Safety
and police
furnishing of initial issuance;
ment; conilict of section with memorandum of understanding
(a) The state shall furnish the initial issuance of all
and police protective equipment
state agency. All
equipment and pollee
equipment
provided pursuant to this section shall remain the property of the
state. Items lost or
due to the negligence of the employee,
shall be replaced by the
at his expense.
(b) If the provisions of this section are in conflict with the pro-of a memorandum of understanding reached
to Section
the memorandum of understanding shall be
without further
that if such provisions of a
memorandum of
require the
of
the
shaH not become effective unless approved
the Legislature in the annual Budget Act.
(Added by Stats.l972, c. 908, p. 1614, § 1, eff. Aug. 15, 1972, operative
l, 1972. Amended by Stats.1978, c. 776, p. 2465, §
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§ 1

GOVERNMENT CODE

19300 to !9304.
Se".

no~·, §

Repealed by Sla1&.198

AH'rfCLF. :i.
A rti!'le 3
~s

c. 230,

- , § 46

19992 et seq.

!!?330 to 19341.

11'11~

AHSE;\Cr:S !HEI'EALI-;D!

n:pcll/('d Ulf Stalx./981, c. £30, p. - ,

f 41.

Repealed by Stats.l981, c. 230, p. - , § 47
I

See, now, U 19991.1 to 19991.9.

ARTICLE 4.

4 tcax

A.rticlc

TRA:\SFEm; [HJ<;J•EALEJJI

repealcd by

i>tot~t.J!J/51,

c. 230, p. - , §

~1:1.

§§ 19360 to 19363. Repealed by Stats.l981, c. 230, p. - , § 48
See, now, U 19994.1 to 19994.5.
§ 19365.

Repealed by Stats..l981, c. 230, p. - , § 48

See. now,§ 19994.6.
§§

19367 to 19370.

Repealed by Stah.l981, c. 230, p. - , 148

See, now, U 19994.7 to 19994.10.

ARTICLE 5.

'l'RAI:\I:\G [REPEALED}

Article .5 wax n:jJt.:alcd btl Statx./981, c. 280, p. - ,
§§

19450 to 19455.

f 49.

Repealed by Stats.!981, c. 230, p. - , § 49

See, now, !! 19995 et seq.

ART!CLI-: ft.

Cl\"IFOR:'I!S, WORK CLOTHES, SAFF:TY EQCil'CilEJ\"T,

AND POLICE PROTECTIVE EQ'CIP:\fEXT [HEPEALEDJ
Article 6 1wx ,·epealcd by Stai8.19Hl, c. 230, p. -,§50.
§§ 19460

to 19465.

Repealed by Stats.l981, c. 230, p. -,§50

now. U 19850 to 19850.5.

CHAPTER 8.

SEPARATION FROM SERVICE

ARTICLE 1.

A1·ticlc
19500.

J1co~

GENERAL fREPEAI.EDJ

rq;euled. IJy ota£~.19/H, c. ?,.~0, p. - ,

Repealed by Stats.l981, c. 230, p. -,151

See, now, f 1999G.
§§ 19502, 19503.

Repealed by Stah.l981, c. 230, p. -,§51

See, now, U 19996.1, 19996.2.
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§ 19790

STATE CIVIL SERVICE

"(b) It is the policy of the Legislature
to encourage the state civil ser.ice system
to utilize to the maximum all a\·ailable hu·
man resources to provide equal employment opportunity to all persons without
regard to race, color, religion, national or·
igin, political affiliation, sex, age, or marital status; and, insofar as possible, to
achieve and maintain a wrork force in
which are represented the diverse ele·
menta of the population .of the State of
California.
"(c) Beyond assurance of nondiscrimi·
nation, it is the policy of the State of

Title2

California to have each state hiring unit
initiate comprehensh·e written affirmative
action programs which will take steps to
remedy any disparate staffing and recruitment patterns.
"(d) This equal employment opportunity
policy is
to insure that max.h:num
utilization
human resources occurs,
that true equality of opportunity is a
reality with the State of California, and
that the
of all employees and applicants are
"

Library References
C.J.S. Civil Rights §59 et seq:

Civil Rights <P9.10.
Officers and Public Employees ¢:::>11.4.

C.J.S. Officers and Public Employees
§§ 57, 64, 65, 95.

§ 19791.

Definitions
As used in this
(a) "Goal" means a projected level
from an analysis by the employer of its
norities and women and what reasonable
rect such underutilization. Goals shall be
by the smallest
reasonable hiring unit, and shall be established separately for minorities and women.
(b) "Timetable" means an estimate of the time required to meet
specific goals.
(c) "Underutilization" means having fewer persons of a particular group in an occupation or at a level in a department than would
reasonably be expected by their availability.
(Added by Stats.1977, c. 943, p. 2876, §
Library References
Words and Phrases (Perm.Ed.)

§ 19792.

State personnel
duties
The State Personnel Board shall:
achieve positive
Provide statewide
and continuing affirmative action programs in the state civil service.
(b) Develop, implement, and maintain affirmative action and
equal employment opportunity guidelines.
(c) Provide te<:hnical assistance to state departments in the development and implementation of their affirmative action programs.
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§

1

STATE CIVIL SERVICE

Title 2

§ 1

Annual report; contents
By November 15 of each year beginning in 1978, the State Personnel Board shall report to the Governor, the Legislature, and the
Department of Finance on the accomplishment of each state agency
and department in meeting its stated affirmative action goals for the
past fiscal year. The report shall include information to the
ture of laws which discriminate or have the effect of
on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin,
affiliation, sex, age, or marital status. The Legislature shall evaluate
the equal employment opportunity efforts and affirmative action
progress of state agencies during its evaluation of the Budget Bill.
(Added by Stats.l977, c. 943, p. 2876, § 2.)

§ 19794.

Departmental directors;
In cooperation with the State Personnel Board, the director of
each department shall have the major responsibility for monitoring
the effectiveness of the affirmative action program of the department.
(Added by Stats.1977, c. 943, p. 2876, § 2.)

§ 19795.

Affirmative action officer; appointment; duties; com·
mittee

•'

' '

The secretary of each state agency and the director of each state
department shall appoint an affirmative action officer, other than the
personnel officer, except in a department with less than 500 em·
ployees the affirmative action officer may be the personnel officer
who shall report directly, and be under the supervision of, the director of the department, to develop, implement, coordinate, and monitor
the agency or departmental affirmative action program. The depart·
mental or agency affirmative action officer shall, among other duties,
analyze and report on appointments of employees, request appropri·
ate action of the departmental director or agency secretary,
an evaluation of the effectiveness of the total affirmative action program to the State Personnel Board annually, monitor the composition
of oral panels in
examinations, and perform other duties necessary for the effective implementation of the departmental
and agency affirmative action
The departmental and agency affirmative action officers shall be
assisted in these responsibilities by an equal employment opportunity
committee as determined by
department whose day-to-day responsibilities are vital to the effective implementation of the affirmative action program.
(Added by Stats.l977, c. 943, p. 2876, § 2.)
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Senate Bill No. 459
CHAPTER 722
An act to amend Section 18852 of, and to add Section 19827.2 to,
the Government Code, relating to state government.
··------~--~----·--··-~·-····

·--·--h··-··-····~--~----~-~---

--~--~------·-··--··-·········
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[Approved by Governor September 24, 1981. Filed with
Secretary of State September 25, 1981.]
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SB 459, Carpenter. State employees: salaries.
Present law: (l) requires the State Personnel Board to establish
minimum and maximum salary limits for classes of state employees
and to provide for intermediate steps within such limits to govern
the extent of the salary adjustment which an employee may receive
at any one time; (2) authorizes, under specified conditions,
establishment of more than 1 salary range or rate or method of
compensation within a class.
This bill would also authorize establishment of more than 1 salary
range or rate or method of compensation where necessary to meet
the provisions of state law recognizing differential statutory
qualifications within a profession.
Existing law does not establish a state policy for the setting of state
salaries for female-dominated jobs on the basis of comparability of
the value of the work.
This bill would make related findings and would establish such a
:_)olicy . This bill would also require the Department of Personnel
Administration to review and analyze existing relevant information,
as specified, and to provide the information annually to the
appropriate legislative policy committee and to the parties meeting
and conferring, as specified. This bill would also provide that in case
of its conf1ict with the pro\·isions of a memorandum of understanding
entered into pursucnt to the State Employer-Employee Relations
Act, the memoranduf" of understanding shall be controlling without
further legislative action, except that if the provisions of a
memorandum of understanding require the expenciiture of funds,
the provisions shall not become effective unless approved by the
Legislature in the annual Budget Act.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

······~·-····

. . . >< . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SECTIO:\' l. Section 18852 of the Government Code is amended
to read:
18852. (a) Salary ranges shall consist of minimum and maximum
salary limits. The board shall provide for intermediate steps within
such limits to govern the extent of the salary adjustment which an
employee may recei\·e at any one time; provided, that in classes and

.
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the work performed by an employee, or group of employees within
a class or salary range, in relation to the value of the work of another
employee, or group of employees, to any class or salary range within
state service.
(3) "Skill" means the skill required in the performance of the
work, including any type of intellectual or physical skill acquired by
the employee through experience, training, education, or natural
ability.
(4) "Effort" means the effort required in the performance of the
work, including any intellectual or physical effort.
(5) "Responsibility" means the responsibility required in the
performance of the work, including the extent to which the
employer relies on the employee to perform the work, the
importance of the duties, and the accountability of the employee for
the work of others and for resources.
(6) "Working conditions" means the conditions under which the
work of an employee is performed, including physical or
psychological factors.
(d) If the provisions of this section are in conflict with the
provisions of a memorandum of understanding reached pursuant to
Section 3517.5, the memorandum of understanding shall be
controlling without further legislative action, except that if the
provisions of a memorandum of understanding require the
expenditure of funds, the provisions shall not become effective
unless approYed by the Legislature in the annual Budget Act.
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V'Jomen

of
for
state
and

s

ff
Ne\v

res

ian

women constituted 2 7% (435) of the new
s, Filipino women
s and
Ind
women were hired to 64
1.9% or 306 new
positions or 0.4% of the total new h
s. 52.3% of all
ions were
to women. Black women received 5.6% of all
promotions (746).
spanic women 6.1% or 812 promotions, Asian
women 3.3% (439),
1
women 1.2% (159) of all promotions and
American Indian women were promoted 39 times or .3% of all
promotions. 53.9% of all nonclerical promotions went to females.
stribution Throughout State
Females are least represented
nonclerical positions in the
following departments: Forestry,
i
Highway Patrol,
Transportation,
sh and Game, and Parks and Recreation. The
departments with the highest representation are: Motor Vehicles,
Personnel Board, Developmental
s, Veterans Affairs and
Social Services, each with 55% or more fema s in nonclerical
positions.
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CHART 3
..•
FEMALE REPRESENTATION OF STATE DEPARTMENT
Rank Order
overall and nonclerical positions)
(as of June 30, 1982)

LABOR FORCE PAR

20

38.1%"

80

VEHICLES
PERSONNEL BOARD
PERS
VETE-RANS AFFAIRS
SOCIAL SERVICES
EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT

•

REHABILITATION
DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES
CONSUMER AFFAIRS
FRANCHISE TAX BOARD
SCIF
HEALTH SERVICES
CONTROLLER'S OFFICE
EDUCATION
MENTAL HEALTH
NDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
FINANCE
BOARD OF EOUAL!ZAT!ON
JUSTICE
ENERGY COMMISSION
PUC
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE

•

YOUTH AUTHORITY
GENERAL SERVICES
CORRECTIONS
R RESOURCES
PARKS AND RECREATION
FISH AND GAME
TRANSPORTATION
HIGHWAY PATROL
FORESTRY
DE TOTAL
KEY

f&/ilr:%21

in nonclerical positions

*BASED ON 7970 LABOR FORCE PARITY.
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TABLE 1
ETHNIC/SEX/D SABIL!TY COMPOSIT ON BY
(AS OF JUNE
1982)

JOB CATEGORY

)

)*

TOTAL

joe CATEGORY

~H:GOR

02

io

!05

6. 3%

AS IAN

INDIAN

Fll!P!NO

0TKER

Sex
F

M

DISABLED

13.7%

2.3%

o.l;%

0.7%

0.3% 61.9%38.1%

6.3%

12.3

7.0

0.8

3.8

1.3

10.5 89.5

4.4

4'

76.3

7. i

7·2

6.4

0.7

L5

0.8

16.7 83.3

3· 7

SKILLED

3.712

70.3

9·3

15.0

1.7

1.8

0.7

1.1

92.6

7.4

4.6

CRAtTS & TRADES

3.308

79·5

,_~5.9

9·4

L5

1.4

1.4

0.9

97.2 2.8

s.5

4,465

85.8

t-/3. 9

7·3

i.O

L3

0.3

0.3

99.1

0.9

5.2

SUPERVISII:IG
cu;RICAl

SUPERVI
CRAFTS

NG

TRADES

!06

PROFESSIONAL

18,152

72.4

7.2

7·3

7.8

0.4

2.5

2.5

66., 33·9

5.2

107

SUPERVISING
PROFESSIONAl

9,047

80.9

" 3.6

3·5

8.6

0.3

1 .4

1.7

83.6 16.4

4.9

SUBPROFESSIONAl
TE:CHNI.CAl

15,577

68.7

12.3

10.9

4,2

0.4

2.2

i.i

4o. 9 59· i

4.7

SUPERVISING
SuBPROFESSiONAL
TECHNICAL

3.318

81.0

7.1

5·9

4.6

5

0.5

0.5

6o. 1 39·9

6.2

10 LAW (NFORCEMENT

8.593

74.5

12.1

.4

o.s

0.3

0.4

0.9

89.5 10.5

4.5

1

,·,832

82.6

7·5

8.7

0.3

0.3

0.1

0.5

95·7 4.3

6.3

2,552

71.4

8.3

12.5

4.1

0.5

1.8

1.3

64.3 35·7

4.5

,893

84.9

'- 5.1

5·5

3.2

0.3

o.s

0.5

84,615.4

4.7

66.8

10.8

12.3

7. 1

0.8

1.2

1.2

45.5

54.~

. 5· 3

.o

7.6

9.0

s.6

0.6

0.5

0.7

69. 9 30.1

4.9

84 .. 3

6.3

5·5

2.5

0.3

o. 1

1.0

89.4 10.6

4.2

io8
.

BLACK HiSPANIC

12.2

SEM

o4

INK IT£

i 62.5

21 ,145

01 Cu:R tCAl

.

PERC!:NT

- I 76.3%

PAR

.

#

Joe PERCENT PeRCENT PERCENT PeRCENT AME:R I CAN PERCENT PERCENT

I

'09

~

SuPERVISING
LAW ENFORCEMENT

2

E:LD
REPRESENTATIVE
l j ::OUPERVISING
F ElO
REPRESENTAT I VC

14
15

-rb

NoNSUP!:RVIS!NG
ADMiNISTRATIVE
STAF'F
ISING
I iSTRATJVE
STAFF
ADMINISTRATIVE
lNE
(INCLUDING CEA)

1

8

4.329

11

. 0.

17

JAN I TOR

3.373

41.0

32.1

19.1

1.8

0.1

4.0

1.3

61.5 38.c

5. 7

18

SUPERVISING
JANITOR

1 '1

56.1

28.9

10.2

0.8

o. 1

2.8

1.0

63.4 36.E

5.8

55.8

15.6

21.3

3·7

1.4

1.4

o.B

94.1

s.c

6.4

48.5

21.0

22.0

1.8

2.5

2.5

1.7

39.9 6o. 1 12.3

1 o. 1

10.0

5.2
-394-

o.6

1.9

1.3

56.1 43· c

LABORER

20

i

COD

,302

.·

~ s·

DE

TOTALS

119,004

5.0

COMPOS TION !NtORMATION S AVAILABLE BY DEPARTMENT VIA STATE PtR30NNCL BoARD RtPORT3 3102 AND
EM
CONTACT THE PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT AND ArriRMATIVC ACTION 0 VISION rOR MORE INFORMATION.

JOB CATEGORY
01 CU:RICAL

02 SUPERV SING
CLERICAL
!SKILLED

o4. CRAFTS

& TRADES

05

SuPERVIS NG
CRArTS & TRADES

5.1

o6

PROFESSIONAL

7·0

07

SuPERVISING
PROFESSIONAL

6.5

o3

SuBPROFESSIONAL
TECHNICAL

22.

1.7

18.3

6.0

2.

3·3

3.0

12.4

3.7

SUBPROFESSIONAL
TecHNICAL

1.6

6.2

LAw ENFORCEMENT

6.c

o.lJ

ISING
11 SUPE
LAw ENFORCEMENT

3·7

4.6

Cf9 SUPER VIS lNG

fjZ~10
/.I

12 F CLO

13

SuPERV 1 s 1 t<G
c;

~

./'r::.

14

8. 7

3.1

15

3·1

5· 7

CEA)

17

JAN I TOR

18

SUPERV S
JAN! TOR

19

LABORER

20 COD

,. -I

0iTATE'wiDE

7· 7
NG

20.2

5·9

51

9.8

5·9

2

9·

4

11.

0.0

.o
6

.

0/

3.8

f<OTE:
INF'ORMATION.
I""' /0.-. \

Ot:PA RTM"ENT

••

~A

i •-

·~.-:-~ '.;;;;~;:..:-~~

'-~ ',""•

-- ';:>;¥

TABLE 4
SABIL TY COMPOS T ON IN SELECTED STATE OCPARTMENTS
As oF Jum.: 30, 1982}

ETHNI

."

~

""

..

.-

TOTAL
NuMBER
[MPLS

ToTAL

~~~~~~~~

PERCENT
PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT AMERICAN PERCENT PtRCEN
BLACK HiSPANIC ASIAN
iNDIAN fiLIPINO OTHER

-

23.7%

6.3%

13.7%

2. 3%

0.4%

0.

BoARD OF
[QUA IZATION

2,493

25.6

6. 1

8.3

8. 7

0.1

CONSUMER AFFAIRS

1 ,216

:s 7

7.8

10.0

CONTROLLER IS Or-riCE:

1

,247

34.3

7.0

8.5

3.9
12.6

CORRECTIONS

9.230

33.4

16.4

13·5

1 .2

14 '155

1

10.2

9:3

EDUCATION

2,206

31.4

15.3

[MPLOYHE:NT
De:VELOPHENT

8,489

4o. 3

46o

18.6

339
1 ,260

PERCENT
\o/0>-!!:N IN
1\bNCLER ICO-L
POSITIONS

~6}\

o. 3%

38.1%

1.5

0.9

27·0

1.0

1.9

1.1

34.9

1.0

1 .4

4o.5

o.s

3.8
0.8

3·9
5.2

1.0

16.4

4. 1

2.2

0.5

3·5

1.4

59·9

s.s

9.2

4.3

o.s

1.4

44.6

6. 1

13.7

16.3

7.0

0.6

1.7

0.7
1.0

52.6

5· 1

5·9
10.0

5·9

0.7

0.2

2.6

28. 7

30.1

3·3
6.2

11.8

0.9

0.9

36.2

11.9

1.6

s.s

2.8

0.3
0.6

3·3
3.2

0.6

0.8

G.s

3.8

1 ,918

21.6

3.6

8. i

0. 7

0.9

2.4

20.9

3.8

2.993
2,219

9·7
25.0

1.0

5·5
7.8

5·9
1.3

1 .2

0.2

o.s

2.2

5· 7

0. 7

1.9

1.6

4o.8

3·3
lj. 3

GeNERAL SeRvices

3.782

38.3

HEALTH SeRVICES

3.861

HI GH'WA Y PATROL

PARITY

DEVELOPMENTAL
StRVICE:S

ENERGY CoMMISSION
FiNANCE
FISH & GAME
Fooo

& AGRICULTURE

FoReSTRY
FRANCHISE: TAX BoARD

7%

~.1\

-

7·.3
17;8

10.7

s. 1

1.0

1.8

1.9

1 '). 0

lt.G

10.7

9· 7

43.6

4.3

7.1

0.2

3· 1
0.3

2.5

4.6

9·3
1.2

o.s

6' 921

35.8
14.0

0.6

4.4

5·7

INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS

2'

32.2

9.0

8.8

6.4

0.3

5.8

1.9

22.7 -

~.

2

':/

7 ',

0.3

2.4

o.s

3':.... 7

/

·"

7· 7

~

Jt:STICE:

.).\.!

9.8

3·5
7. 7

0.4

2.0

1.6

49.1

~

.0

0.6

2.0

0.9

64.7

6.1

7

3.G81

30.1

7.0
12.8

5,949

38.1

13.3

13.6

'762
456

15.8

2.9

7.0

3.1

1.4

0.8

0.6

11.6

3.6

36.9

11.2

16.9

5·9

0.9

1.

3

0.7

59· 7

8.6

PERS

630

26.3

8.7

7.8

1.1

1.4

o.B

53·3

)1.

PUC

88o

'3').')

3-'5

32.1

11.0

43.1

14.')

SOCIAL SERVICES

3,202

36.4

15.0

9.2

4.4
.0.7
1.2

19.1

1. 717

0.0
.0.3
o.4

').8

REHABILITATION

').2
14.2

50.4

s.~

SCIF

2,

1.5

44.5

2.7

lf-',s

HEALTH

1.-\0TOR VEHICLCS
PARKS

& RECREATION

PERSONNEL BoARO

1

'.)

6.s
6. 7.

1 '3.

4

4.5

5
14 ,411

30.8

10.0

7.7

7·3
6.0

26.7

6.6

8.5

1 '117

24.7

10.7

'¥/A TER RESOURCES

2 .53~

23.8

YouTH AuTHORITY

3.952

39.4

4.7
20.3

100.0

29.1

10.1

TRANSPORTATION

i VETCRANS

AFTA IRS

STATE~! DE. TOTALS

~--~

1.4

1

0.2

3·3
s.4

7.4

1.1

1.6

1.5

8. 7

:;.4

8. 7

2.5

0.4

1.1

s5.6

).9

7·9

6.3

1.5
0.2

1.3
1.0

2.4

11.4

').h

0.6

0.9

22.6

ll.2

2.5
-39610.0
5.2
14.9

~

~~~~
'-

o.-6

1.9

1.3

31.3

5.0
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)

A COMPARISON OF MONTHLY SALARIES BY GENDER WITHIN EACH ETHNIC GROUP
(WOMEN ARE SHADED IN BLUE)
·j

MONTHLY SALARY

------------------------------1
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TABLE 1

TOTAL STATE CIVIL SERVICE WORK FORCE FOR HARC!! 1981 AND HARCH 1982
shown below represent the follow:!.ng:
(Starting from the top left figure and moving .clockwise.)
(1) The total
the percentage the ethnic g1.·oup represents of the total column at left;
ethnic representation
gender;
number of females in the group; (6) the number of males in the group. The

The

ure for the ethnic group; (2)

percentage
percent-

ages total to 100% reading across the column.

7.

IJ

Black

White

Total

KARCH 1982 YORK FORCE

i.

{}

zo.9

7.

II

Hispanic
II
i.

i':

11

American
Indian

Filipino

Asian

n

%

Other
%

i1

il

%

12,190

FULL TIME
M
F

Office
M

m
M

Crafts and Trades
M
F

Professional and
Technical

M

F

~·

COD Classes
M

F

•california Civ,ilian
tabor Force
Representation
(1970 U.S. Census)

10.6
3.0

1,785
314

6,108

8.9

6,055

4.4

I

62.7
37.3

32.370
17,776

47.2

25.9

3.030
3,078

4.5

3, 702'.
2,353

3.4

2,549
1,323

7,621 100.0

6,044

79.3.

555

7.3

622

8.2

284

79.0

'4 ,882
1,162

64.1
15.2

352

4.6

203

2.7

492
130

6.5

21.0

1,308 100.0

622

47.6

284

21.7

291

39.6

245
377

18.7
28.8

101,

8.0
13.8

135
156

43,024
25,595

Administrative
H

1,773
498

6,020
1,601

518
790

M
F

*See Glossary for definition.

60.4

180

-

_!_QQ_:_Q

76.3

§_:],

61.9
38.1

47.3
29.0

3.5
2.8

5.4

8
25

0.6

14

1.9

18

0.7
8.9

4.8

1.3
1.0

0.11

0.3

0.2
0.2

0.2
0.1

11

TABLE

TOTAL STAn: CIVIL SERVICE HORK FORCE FOR
~!ARCH 1981 AND HARCll 1982 - contd.
d~tailed

See page 11 for

MARCH 1981 WORK FORCE

i.

/J

II

%

II

%

%

II

II

119,208
FULL
M
F

--

55.9
44.1
,

50,126
36,144

26,539 100.0

17,886

ll.5
88.5

1,974
15,912

7.4
60.0

11,512

70. o_

2,225

10,267
1,245

62.4
7.6

1,732
493

66,612
52,596

____

Office Support
H
F

3,060
23,479

M
F

14,308
2,139

H
F

____

F

87.0
13.0

2.6
2.4

855
1,276

669

0.6

I•

1 ,1.39
890
549

51
247

319
2,491

-

10.5
3.0

1,670
294

0.2
0.9

120

0.7

102

0.6
0.1

18

----

SO,H4

74.6

5,595

8.3

5,567

955

63.6
36. !;

32 '779
17,365

48.8
25.8

2,803
2,792

4.2
'•. 2

3,4H
2,126

686
269

1.0
0.4

6.8

576

7.6
14.9

172
176

42,768
24,467

----

7,479

100~

6,018

_§0. 5

507

5,903
1,576

78.9

4,860
1,158

65.0
15.5

313
194

710

'• 7.1

339

246
464

16.3
30.8

114
225

21.1

1,508
M
F

2,131

II

67,235 .:LOO.Q

573
935

38.0
62.0

M
F

61.9
38.1

-0.6

6.3

100.0

*California Civilian
Labor Force

/!8

--

,._

COD Classes

5.0

Other
%

II

4

Administrative
H

IJ

298

·--Professional and
Technical

%

i.

-

16,447
Crafts and Trades

American
Indian

Filipino

Asian

Hispanic

Black

\~hite

Total

description of stotist1co1 dnto format.

47.3
29.0

3.5
2.8

0.4
0.3

1.3

8.9
4.8

1.0

----

0.2

0.2

0.2
0.1

--

*See Glossary for definition.
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•

•

I
0
0
~

I

TABLE 1A

IN

M

~

I

+117
+25

.6
+0.3

+22

+4

-0.9
-0.3

-200

COD

I

-55
F

-145

+39
+9
-55

+3.7
-9.6

-1

+2.4

-10

-87

-2.0

-45 +L

-20

+0.2.

15

TABLE 3

JOB CATEGORIES OF FULL-THIE STATE CIVIL SERVICE EHPLOYEl\S !JY ETI!NlC GHOUl' AND SEX ON HARC!l 31, 1982

Statistical data format -each heading is followed by a series of boxes: each box contains five figures -starting with the percent
in the upper left corner of the box and moving clockwise.
(1) the percentage of that ethnic group who are in the job category;
the total incumbents of the ethnic group in the job category; (3)
the percent ethnic representation in the job category;
(4) (5) the percentage representation by gender.
The unde(tined percentage
totals to 100% reading across the column. The ~~figure shown in the upper left corner of the·box totals to 100% reading
the column.

iJ

t

.I

White

Total

Job Category

r.

II
113,666

18.0/.

16.0%

M
F

I

16.7

3,342 100.0
H
F

2.8% - 97.1
2.9

M
F

4,435 lOO.:.Q
3.7%
99.3
0.7

Crafts and Trades

Crafts and Trades
1-------

15.3%

Professional
M
F

Supervising
Professional

M

83.4

F

16.6

8.9
2.9

86.0
-85.5
4.5

72-'·

332
2.8%

Asian

i.

551
4.6%

15.01
-13.8
4.6

I

1,330
10.9%

7.2

1 ,3l,8
11.2%

0.9

0.8

21, .1

34.6

7.3

1

65
1.0%

65
2.8%

26
1.1%

1.7
1.0

290

18.5/.

60

8.0%

0.9

1.3
0.3

0.7

1,5
2.9%

0.9

2.9
32

56

1.0

2.0%

1.3

7.4%

O.J
0.6

0.9

1.3

o.9
0.3
2.6

1.3
5.8

1.9

15
0.6%

t,o

2.6%

1.3
8.0

0.8%

-

1.61

--

1.3

0.2
18.5

0.1
21.4

L,t,

1. '•

i.:

161

1 . 4 - p - ; 1 .o.7_
4.1%
OJ,
0.1
2.8
4.1
o.7 1
0.7
1.1

II

21. 47.

5.8%

0.8

Other

%

II

51

7.2
2.7

3.8

3.7

34.6%

0.8
1,_3

41
• 7%
1.4

so4

1

4.8%

9.5
2.7

5.5
1.6

(,~

%

II

'·'I ,--;;:- ~ ~-

1.3
2.8

American
Indian

Filipino

II

}.2.21 1,so2
24.1%
1.2
22.0

190
1.6%

79.5

1,,5%

7,384

9.7,
-

3.0

3,812

13 ,J2lt
15.6%

1.2

64.9

3.1

65.8
34.2
9,108 100.0
7.6%--

357
2.9%

77.1

I-18,1,01 }00.0

j

3.0%

2,657
3.17.

2,6r,s
22.07.

1.6'
2.7

2,564

92.2
7.8

H
F

334

2.7%

12.3
4.1

83.3

12.2

Hispanic
iJ
%

1.2
21.6

"·3.

3,668 100.01
3.0% - -

Semiskilled

2,638
21.6%

63.0

6.1
16.0

10.5
89.5

4,634
3.8%
Clerical

%

II

%

21,706
H
F

Black

0.9
2.0

15

0.3

1.0%

1.3

0.3

7.4

1.0
~

1,428
22.9%

7

41.0

19.0%

2. '•

72

O.L•

459

2

29.3%

9.57.

48.5

3.7

4.9

5.6

1.0

0.2

1.9

15.6

10.9

11.2

22.9

19.0

9.5

29.3

81.1

8.6%

68.7
8. 6'

325
2.7%

3.6

322

3.51

2. 7%

2.1
2.7

2.8

2.7

774
12 .t,;;

8.5
7.2
12.4

129
5.6%

1.4

0.9
5.6

23
3.1%

0.3

151

1.7

9. 77.
0.2
3.1

1.1,

9.7

143

,.

I
N

0

""'I

CATEGORIES OF FULI.-TIME STATE CIVIL SERVICE EHPLOYEES BY ETHNIC GROUP AND
ON
See page 143 for detailed description of statistical data format.

31, 1982 - contd.

American

Total

Job

F

M

F

Field
M

F

30.11

7.1

M

144

I

'•· 3

8.1

396
.3%

69.1

53.6

30.9

4.0

4.0
2.8

6 ·'~

3.]

I

3.

3.9

I

0.3
0.9

., ·'>J
' ~{

I

JOB CATEGORIES OF

I

FULL-TI~fE

STATE CIVIL SERVICE E!-WLOYEES BY ETHNIC CROUP AND SEX ON HARCII 31, 1982 - cootd ..

TABLE 3

See page 143 for detailed description of stnt1stica1 dnta format.

I

0

I
ljl.dministrative
Line

1
j

·

l

White

Total

Job Category

II

k

1,157
1.4%

F

1,371 100._Q.
1.1%
89.0
11.0

1,lil8
1. 7%

H
F

3,444 100.0
2.97.
61.6
38.4

641
0.8%

H
F

1,150 100.0
1. 07.
63.5
36.5

F

641 =~
0.5%
94.7
5.3

358
0.4%

622
0.7%

M
F

1,308 100.0
1.1/.
39.6
60.4
~

85 '4 64
100.0%

M

Hispanic

Black
IJ

%

87
0.7%

84.4
75.8
1.4

Asian

%

II

%

II

6.3

75
0.6%

5.5

34
0.5%

7.

II

1
0.0%

4
0.5%

2.4
0.5

4.9
0.6

4.7
0.7

2.5

American
Indian

Filipino
I! .
%

0.1

Other

%

0.0
0.0

0.3

II

;~

13

0.9

0.8%
0.3
0.5

0.9
0.8

I

l

'

J Janitor/Custodian

!
iI

j Supervising
Janitor/ Custodian

Labo
M

:j

tcoo Classes

120,568
100.0%

!otal
H
F

i

41.2
-

1,115
9.1%

22.2
1.7
337
2.87.

~

Tid

.22.:.2

100
0.87.

15.6

119
1.0%

284
2.3%

47. 6_
18.7
0.7

138
1.1%

8.0
2.3
12,190
100.0%

---'-"41.1
29.8

10.1

10.3

21.5

9
0.1%

4.6
5.5

0.8

10.0

" 31
1.3%

2

33
1. 4%

0.2

9

4

1.2%

2

0.9
2.9
11

0.8
0.7

·-----5
0.3%

1.1
1.2
32
4.2%

2,321
100.0%

45
2.97.

0. 7%
0.2
0.3

0.6
1.4

2.6
2.5

5.3
,, . 7

2
0.3%

l.ll

0.7
-0.5
3.2

1.4
0.4

0.3
0.4
6,231
100.0%

24
3. 2i.

2.2
1.3

3.3
0.4
26
0.4%

3.9
-3.0
5.8

9
0.4%

22

0.4%

22.2

135
5.8%

0.6
0.1

10.3
2.4
12,0411
100.0%

8

1.0
1.0

20.4
1.1
291
2.4%

-

63
1.07.

7.4
1.0

15.3
0.8

O.l!

~

12.11
5.3

21.9
2.8

52.4

-

6114
5.37.

21.7
9.1

30.4
0.8

55.7
44.3

l.~i

2.4

0.8
1.2

0.6

0

I

-

20
1.3%
0.6
1.3
1,564
100.0%

0.3
0.3

0.8
0.5

l

)!
(.E

Classes
H
F

565 100.0
0.5%
88.3

452
0.5%

80.0
71.3
8.7

11.7

I

47
0.4%

8.3
6.5
1.8

45
0.11%.

8.0

17

3.0

0.3%
7.1
0.9

1
0.0%

2

2.8

0.0

0.2

0.2

2
0.3%

0.4
0.4
0.0

1
0.1%
0.2
0.0

-145-

,.

I
"<t'
"<t'

0.8
0.3

"1.1
4.2
754
100.0%

0.8

I
l

J

TAB

l

JOB CATEGORIES OF FULL-TU!E STATE CIVIL SERVICE Hfi'LOYEES llY ETHNIC GROUP AND SEX ON }!ARC!! 31, 1982 - contd.
See page 143 for detailed description of statistical data format.

American
Indian

Filipino

Total

Job Ca

II

%

if

1

'

I.

%

II

346

.9%
H

F

H

F

M

Field

84.7

l1
F

Admi.nistrative
Staff -

I

15.3

H

44.8

F

55.2
4,447 _!00.:-Q
3. 77.

Staff -

IM
F

144

6,095
7.1%

9,118
7.6%

I

69.1
30.9

3,386

4.0%

I

340
2.8%

4.0

0.3

2.8

0.9

0.6
2.0

TABLE 4

DISTRIBUTION OF NEW HIRES OF FULL-TIME STATE CIVIL SERVICE I:;NPLOYEES FROH APRIL l, 1981, THROUGH MARCH 31, 1982

Statistical data format - each heading is followed by a series of boxes: Each box contains four figures - starting from the upper lel
corner and moving clockwise. (1) The total number of the ethnic group new hi;es into the occupation; (2) (underlined) the percentage
new hi res in to the occupation Yho are in the ethnic group; (3) ( 4) the percentage ethnic representation by gender. The underlined pet
centage figures total to 100% reading
the column.
-------

~~

..........
Total

Job Category

il

r.

4,583 lQ.Q.::Q
Clerical
M
F

M
F

M
F

H
F

H
F

Professional
..

M
F

H
F

64.8
35.2

760

75.9

315

67.9

18

Il.:J!.

52

79.6

31

68.0

3

80.3
54.1
26.2

11.2

7.8

2.9

216

8.7

3.4
1.3
2.1

Full-Time New Hires - Those
tees, who at the time of their
civil service or exempt (Yhere salary is set by SPB) position.

14S

•

70

213

8.8

12..:1:.

48

1:1_:1_

9

14.6

z.Jl

l:..~

43

3

1.3

Other
~

(/

0.9

1

89

0

0.1
0.8
~

1
1

4

0.
1.

0.4
0.8

0.0
1.6
6

1.3

~

9

u

0.0
5

0.0

o.o

0

8.5

1.

=-.;:_;_

0.9
0.9

2.3

10

2.3

2.

0 0

0.1

u

1

~

0.0

0.0
0.0
by the State in a

1.(

l.C

o.c
76

3.1
2.0

0.2
0.2
0

1.

o.

1.9
0.0

0.8
2.7
4

tment, were not currently

2

10

88

4.3
4.2

2.1
3.4

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
212

9

1.3

2.3
0.0
0

1.3

I

1.3
0.0

1.3

1.3
0.0

13
3.0
2.1

n

i.

'<:!'

4.1
3.7
12

_;_,;;...;;_

4

6

6

r.

American
Indian

0.8
3.4

3.6

13.6
1.0
195

196

o.o

11.8
0.3
15

-'----'-

fl

0.5
4.1

14.2
0.9

3.3
5.3
8

1].4

0.8
8.0

2.9
0.0

33.2
34.8
187

22

·7 .6
0.3

75.7
3.9
1,693

Z:..l

%

fl

1.0
12.3

9.5
1.7

70.0
1.8
82

612

0.8
6.4

59.7
8.2

285

16.6
1.8
14.8

5.2
70.7

4 7. 9
52.1
233 100.0

Supervising
Professional

189

95.1
4.9
2,490 100.0

58.3

i.

II

.'5. 3
53.0

97.7
2.3
10 3 1-.QQ.:.Q

Supervising
Crafts and Trades

2,670

88.6
11.4
397 100.0

Crafts and Trades

%

7.6
92.4
464 100.0

Semiskilled

(/

9.8
90.2
2 4 9 lQ.Q.::Q

Supervising
Clerical

Black

White

Filipino

Asian

Hispanic
i.
fl

1.1

9

'9

3. 4
0.4J

TABLE 4

FROM AP!HL 1 , 1981 , THROUGH HARC!l 31, 198 2 DISTRIBUTION OF NEl-l !!IRES OF FlJLL-TIHE STATE CIVIL SERVICE
See page 11;6 for,detai.led description of staU ti.cal data format.

con td.

«:r
I

TABLE 4

DISTRIBUTION OF NEW HIRES OF FULL-TIME STATE CIVIL SERVICE EHPLOYEES FROM APRIL 1, 1981, THROUGH MARCil 31, 1982 - contd.
See page 146 for detailed descri.ption of stat:l.stical data format.
r--·

Total

Job Category
II

139 100.0

Administrative

(J

i.

109

Hispanic

Black

White

II

i.

n

i.

78.4

12

8.6

Asian

11

4

]_:!1_

%

0.7

1

Filipino

i.

II

%

American
Indian
If
7.

II

2.9

1

0.7

i

Other
i;

fJ

1

0.7

.: Staff -

Supervisory

M
F

12 lOihQ.
Administrative
Line

M
F

.38.1

44.6
55.4
11

814 100.0

2hZ.

1

303

8.3

0

0.0
8.3

50.0
41.7

50.0
50.0

3.6
4 . .3

2.2
6.5

L,O. 3

l?-.:.1.

293

0.0
2.9
0

0.0

0.0
0.0

36.0

157

0.0

0

0.0
0.0
17

.::..:::_:_::::.

0.0
0.7

0.0
0.7
0.0

0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
26

-----'-

~

0.0

5

0.7

0.7
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
-----,
12
.:::..::..::.

Janitor/Custodian
M

_,_

F

63.8
36.2

M
F

68

63.5
36.5
87 100.0

47

H
F

--··
54.0

90.8

t,s. 3

9.2

5.7

697 100.0

360

~

13

-

149

16,147 100.0
Total
H
F

--

l,Q.,

7

59.3
.......J

148

IIIII

10,083

62.4
25.7
36.7

20

.::.::...:..;::

=..::..::..

4

11·'·

--

20.7

13

9.5

- - - ··-·- -·---~-·--·------.J--

657

~

5.5
7 .l

5.9
-

7

--

1

~1

-

~

0

15

-·-

2

_........;..

1.1

1.1

1.1
10

0.4

__J__

1.2 co
0.2 0
3

14

0

0.8

1.4

0.9

0.3

2.7

1.9

0.4

.t.

:::....::_:::._

0.0
0.0
6

0.9

0.0

0.9
0.6

124

2

1.6
0.8

0.0
0.0

1.7
461

0.0

0.0
~

I

0.11
0.4

4.0
1.6

0.9
1.0

9.2
11.5

2,046

--

4.6
0.0

21.8
1.1

.:::.:=..::....:..

0.8
0.8
0.0

-- - -

~

11.. 2

2 ·'· 78

l

=..:..:.:.

7. 1
4.0

7.2

18.2
33.4

36.7
63.3

14

13.8
1.1

COD Classes
M
F

26.2
20.6
5.6

29.4
24.6

Laborers
I

33

c;:_.:...;...;:..

2.3
0.9

l.L,

·-

126 100.0

I

0.7

12.5
6.8

26.3
9.7

20.3
17.0

0.9

298

1.8
0.9
0.9

---

""'I

TABLE 5

DISTRIBUTION OF PROMOTIONS OF FULL-TINE STATE CIVIL SERVICI~ ENPLOYEES FRm1 APRIL 1, 1981, THROUGH MARC!! 31, 1982

Statistical data format - each heading is followed by a series of boxes:
Each box contains four
- starting from the upper left
corner and moving clockwise.
(1) 111e total number of the ethnic group who were promoted into the job category; (2.)
the
percentage of persons receiving promotions in each job category by ethnic group; (J) U•) the percentage ethnic representation by gender
The
percentage
total to 100/. reading ~~ the column.

j

j

I

I

Category

I

I

Total

il

i.

\-lhite

i.

II

I

2,274

·'

I

Black

II

%

I

American
Hispanic

7.

IJ

u

Indian

Asian
%

II

Other

II

317

268

Clerical

I
I

1,0!,

i

i

I
254
Semiskilled

I
0'1

M

0

F

~

I

260
Crafts and Trades

8.5
0.4

M

F

21
Crafts and Trades

I

M

98.3

F

1.7

1,897

78.1,
1.7
J

M
F

t,o. 4

41.2

29.1

1,038

5.0

131

58.8
771

49

0.0

1,318

Professional

5.0

6.9

159

5.4

2.8
4.1

68

1.!!.:2

6.6

0.1
0.1

3.0

51

5.5

23

3

9l

Supervising

Professional

M
F

76.4
23.6

58.0
16.3

'"3
I I

2,2

3.9
1.5

6.6

2.2

1.6
.8

0.2
.l

1.7
0.5

149

TABLE 5
\.

I

DISTRIBUTION 01-' NEW HIRES OF FULL-TIME STATE CIVIL SERVICE EHPLOYEES FROM APRIL 1, 1981, THROUGH MARCil 31, 1982 - contd.
See page 149 for detailed description of statistical data format.

11

' · Su'
fessional
Technical
Supervising
Subprofessional/
Technical

7.

1,450 _100. 0
M
F

II

%

828

57.1

II

4113

75.0
-

180

12.4

II

64

~

Asian.

249

119
lt. 6
12.6

42

4.7
6.1

8.2

34

5.1
2.0

3.2

6

II

46

4.2
4.0

]_:]_

%

American
Indian
(/
7.

Filipino
7.

II

%

3.0
9.4

38.7
36.2

52.5
47.5

Hispanic
%

17.3
39.8

31.4
68.6
591 lOO ..Q.

M
F

Black

White

Total

Job Category

5.8
3.4
2.4

0.5

%

22

0.0
0.4

1.7
1.5
3

0.4

Other
II

2

0.2
0.3

0.3

1.5
0.8
0.8

3

_:..;:..;;:.

0.2
0.3

0.2
0.2

···---

309 100 ·.Q.

214

69.3

24

7.8

55

Lav Enforcement
M
F

63.8
5.5

90.6
9.4

5.8
1.9

17.8
--

4

16.5
1.3

• .c...-.-

1

5

1.6
0.0

1.3
0.0

~·-----

421 100.0

295

_?0.1

59

.:!:i:..Q.

57

.1.1:2

5

0

.....

_

..::...:.:=..

6

0.3
0.0
2

0.5

~

~

LJH
0.6 f:r
I

3

0.7

Supe

Lav Enforcement

M
F

418 100.0
Field
Representative

M

F

M
F

Staff -

Nonsupervisory

M
F

.~lJ. 8
66.2

..:...::.:...=..

39

300

75.9

31

70.0
23.1
46.9

-- -·

49

7.8

100

8.3
2.7
5.5

=-..:..

21

5.5
6.2
41

4.1
3.8

54.9
21.0
846

9.3

0.7
0.5

11.6
1.9

5.0
4.3

28.5
42.6

70.6
2.9. 4
1,209 100.0

Administrative

297

43.5
56.5
395~

Field
Representative

12.1,
1.7

64.8
5.2

90.5
9.5

.::::.;:_0_

9.6

3.3
6.3

6

3.1
1.9
16

7.3
3.0
116

5.0

0.0
0.0

±.d

8.0
3.3
4.7

1

0.7
0.7
5

.!..:1.

18

1:.:2
0.6
0.9

~

5

0.2

1

.9_:1.

1

0.3
0.0
16

~

0.3
1.0

l..:1
0.5
0.7

o.o

1.0
0.3

3.0
1.0
97

1.4

0.7
0.0

0.2
0.2

~

0.0
. O.J
16

.h1
0.5
0.8

,

50
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. TABLE 5
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DISTRIBUTION OF NEW HIRES OF FUU.-TINE STATE CIVIL SERVICE I<:}!PLOYEES FROM APRIL 1, 1981, Tll!l.OUG!I HARC!I 31, 1982 - contd.
See page 149 for do tailed description of statist ica 1 Ja ta format •.

)

j

II

Administrative

-

Black

White

Total

i Job Category

i.

II

%

fi

i.

Hispanic
II
i.

759

Asian

i.

IJ
/16

American
Indian

Filipino

6.1

II

i.

i.

(/

Other
(/

i.

8

Staff -

Supervisory

3.7

M

F

250
Administra
Line

M
F

63

I
r-l
rl
<:!'

Janitor/Gus
H
F

I

177
50.3
49.}

M

F

--

65 100.0

33

Laborers

84.6
15.4

M

F

33 100.0
'

M

F

i
I

I
.I

i
l

17

2

-·

6.1

0

9

0.0

0

COD Classes

!

I

1.5
1.5

10.8
0.0

--13,327

27.3
24.2

54.5
1;5. 5
IOO_:_Q_

9,088

---·
68.2

21.2
6.1

6.1
0.0
1,249

9.4

1,562

11.7

0.0
0.0
865

197

Total
H

47.7

33.1

3~8

F

52.3

35.1

5.6

·----

----

5.6
6.1

-------------------
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TABLE 7

DISTRIBUTION OF MONTHLY SALARY OF FULL-TIHE STATE CIVIL SERVICE EHPLOYEES ON HARCII 31, 1982
Statistical data format - each heading is followed by a series of boxes: each box contains five figures - starting with the percent
figure in the upper left corner of the box and moving clockwise. (1) The percentage of the ethnic group in the salary category; (2) the
total incumbents of the ethnic group in the salary category; (3) (underlined) the perccntaee of those in the salary category who arc in
the ethnic group; (4) (5) the percentage etltnic representation in the category by gender. The underlined percentage figures total to
100.0·% reading across the column. The percentage figure shown in the upper left corner of the box totals to 100.0% reading down the
column.

White

Total

Salary

%

/)

$ 000 - 799
H
F

48 100.0
0.0%
10.4
89.6
8,315 100.0
6.87.

$ 800 - 1099

II

II

%

29

o.or.

60.4

11

4,193
4.97.

F

17,916
20.97.

M
F

27,923 100.0
23.2%
20.0
80.0
21,128 100.0

14,708
17.27.

22.9

O.li.

50.4

n

%

4
0.0%

8.3

2.1
20.8
1,611
13.2%

19 ,L,.

1,499
12.4%

18.0

%

II

1
0.0%

II

%

2.1

2

4.2

O.li.
0.0
2.1
L,. 6

385
6.2%

4.6
13.'·

13.6

American
Indian

Filipino

0.0
8.3

5.8

10.0
40.4

Asian

Hispanic

%

8.3
52.1

23.8
76.2

H

Black

II

~~

0
0.0%

0.0
4.2
375
16.27.

4.5

3.6

1
0.0%

0.0
0.0
96
12.7%

1.6
3.0

1.0

0.0

Other
II

1.2

7.

2.1
0.0
2.1

156
10.07.

0.3
0.9

1.9
I
N
r--l
"<:!'

0.6
1.3

I

$1100 - 1399

$1400 - 1699

17.5%

49.0
51.0
13,829
16.27.

H
F

19,714 100.0
16.4%
68.3
31.7
19,059 100.0
15.8%
78.7
21.3

14,873
17.4%

$2000 - 2299
H

F

3,705
30.117.

69.6

2,375
19.57.

32.8
36.9
70.1

62.6
15.4

3,290
27.37.

11.2

2,029
16.6%

10.3

2,428
20.2%

I

6.4
4.0
2.4

1,645

2. 23'•
18.5%

11.5

11.3

7.5
6.0
1.5

852
36. 77.

1.0
9

842
13.57.

4.0

387
16.8%

1.5
2.5
865
13.97.

-

L,

5.5

185
24.57.

1.8

366
15.8%

1.9

138
18.3%

4.1

0.9
0.5
0.4

1.11

330
21.17.

0.7

130
17.2%

0.7

250
16.07.

0.5
0.4
0.2

1.2
0.8
0.4

261
16.9%

1.3
1.0
0.3

0.5
0.2
97
12.9%

1.2
0.3
0.9

0.3
0.3

0.8
1.0
164
7.i%

0.7
0.2
0.5

0.9
0.9

2.6
1.8
1,049
16.8%

3.1
0.8
2.2

'~-

8.2
3.2
1,430
11. 97.

5.9

26.!1%

6.9
4.6

6.2
4.1
1,218
10.0%

11.8
3.0
8.8

5.9
5.4

49.0
21.1
78.0

13.3
3.7
9.5

10.9
53.3

H
F

$1700 - 1999

64.2

228
30.2%

1.2
1.0
0.2
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TABLE 7

DISTRIBUTION OF MONTHLY SALARY OF FULL-TIME STATE CIVIL SERVICE EHPLOYEES ON MARCH 31, 1982 - contd.
See page 155 for detailed description of statistical Jata format.

$2300 - 2599

II

M
F

$2600 - 2899
M
F

II

9,616 100.0
8.0%
81.4
18.6

7,714
9.0%

6,811 100.0
5.6%
86.0
14.0

5,494
6.4%

1,248
1.5%

M
F

1,529 100.0
1.7%
85.4
14.6

2,463
2.9%

M
F

2,913 100.0
2.4%
90.4
9.6

M
F

1,850
2,121
1,510

80.2

IJ

573
4.7%

80.7

85.3

333
2.7%

139
1.1%

93
0.8%

103
0.8%

518
4.3%

. 4. 9

328
2.7/.

''· 0
2.9
7.1

'•

3.5

1,606
1,778
1,460

8

562
9.0%

98
0.8%

497

7.3

8.0%

3.8

JB2

.:...:1.

61
0.9%

4.0

4.9

0.5

27
3.6%

115
7.6%

0.4

97

1,633
1,847
1,387

}-'".,i

"'

1.3
0.2

I

6. 2%

t--·----

12
0.5%

0.3

19
2.5%

0.3

3
0.4%

1.4

0.2

7
0.9%

21

1, 5117
1,683
1,455

1,700
1, 9'•3
1,443

--

1.4

1.3%

1.0
0.3

0.2

75
5.0%

1.:_§_

2.0
0.6

0.2
0.0

0.6
0.8

0.9
0.8
0.1

0.1
0.1

0.3
0.0
41
1.8%

30
1.9%

0.4
0.1

0.2
0.1
5
0.2%

0.5

1,879
2,196
1, st,s

1.:1~
0.9
0.3

0.4
0.0

0.1

3.8
1.1

2.5
0.3

~

%

0.4
0.1

0.11

3.5
0.5
142
2.3%

52
7.0%

Other
II

I

35
1.5%

4.8
0.4

3.11
0.4

2.8

0.9

.,,.

II

0.6
0.2

6.4
0.9
2.9%

6.4

82
3.5%

·-----

5.8
0.7
82
0. 7%

5.8

%

IJ

4.5
1.4

1,.1
0.7
133
1.1%

6.1

~

!1.

%

II

%

4.5
0.8

2.8
0.8

78.5
6.0
1,922
2,200
1,537

6.0

4.3
1.8

70.4
11.2
84.6

II

3.3
1.5

76.2
9.1
81.6

%

4.0
2.0

70.0
10.6

M
F

Over $3500 · ·

%

66.4
13.8

2,997
3.5%

$3200 - 3499

156

%

3,512 100.0
2.9%
88.7
11.3

$2900 - 3199

Weighted Average

White

Total

Salary

American
Indian

Filipino

Asian

Hispanic

Black

1,900
2,115
1,553
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EXHIBIT G

PROPOSED
Article 25 ions of
Discrimination in State Employment

547.
to allegations of discrimination
basis of age, sex race, religious
creed, color,
ancestry, handicap, or marital status, in
violation of State or Federal law. It implements the mandate imposed
the Stdte Personnel Board to insure that unlawful discrimination
does not occur in the State civil service. To that end, it provides
a process to correct the effects of such discrimination. All issues
ans1ng under these rules, may, if not resolved under the process prescribed hereunder, be appealed to the State Personnel Board.
Discrimination Complaints. A
, policy or condition which is withing power to resolve shall be first con~he appoint
power before referral to the Personnel Board.
of discrimination which cannot be resolved by the appointing
power, or which is not within the authority of the appointing power to
resolve, SP~ll be filed with the Personnel Board as an appeal. The
exec.utive officer may first attempt to resolve such a complaint inferor refer it to the Board for hear
Complaints which do not
iscrimination as set forth in Rule 547 shall be dealt with
the
procedure, if
or filed as an appeal to
for

in
and state clearly the facts upon which
relief requested, in sufficient detail for the review~
understand the nature of the complaint and who is
r::;ay establish a written procedure through which an
consideration for an allegation of discrimination •
ect to the
of the executive officer.
powe~ establishes an approved procedure, the standthe executive officer shall apply.

•

Each discrimination complaint procedure shall:

.2
Provide :or
to

::o

int with a minimum of formal
ional level closest to the
oust include the opportunity for
confidential basis by an employee
in rr~tters pertaining to discriminatio~.

-424-

Assure that the
and full considerat
tion into the circlli~Stances
by
ial perso
formed of all r
ts at each step of
to the Board or to file with the
jurisdiction.
agency or court
(d) A complaint
180 days from the date of formal
referred to the Board as an

power within
power,
be
for remedial action.

Note: Authority cited: Section 1870
Sections 19700, 1970 , 19702, 1 02. ,
19705 Government Code.

:A-1

5-6

State or Federal

Reference
9703, 97

A PROPOSAL
COHPL\IN:'S

•

ial

CALIFORNL~

RESOLVING
STATE SERVICE

scrimination complaint procedure is
State of California with a uniform
s of discrimination and
s receive prompt and
resolution for

COT!S

all concerned.

A

of discrimination may be filed
any State employee who
edress from an action, decision, policy or condition which
believe discriminated against them
reason of their race,
color, r
, national or
, ancestry, sex, age, handicap, or
ital status.
s which are vrithin
of the appointing power to
resolve shall be dealt with
ing power before referral
to the Personnel Board.
s
s not employed by the
te and those not within the jurisdiction of the appointing power
to resolve will be forwarded direct
to the State Personnel Board.

ion based on one of the
with through the departprocess, as applicable.

d

imination

procedure are threefold:
individual or group
, informal
and at the

dec rea
sive, time
To make managers and

s, which are expento employee relations.
s more sensitive to the needs of
groups, and to improve their capability
before t
become complaints.
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-2-

The establis~~~ent of a discrimination
intended to supplant regular

s

a c
3.!)

action in court.
a rneans of
~andle the sensitive issues
and to ensure full cooperation with Federal
agencies.
Further, it is the intent of this system to resolve comints in as inform.al a manner and a the lowest possible or
.:ional level, wnile as sur
each
receives full consideration and appropriate

E.

e

~~~
l,. /; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'"'---

'\t

~~
s with

All employees should be assured of the

regard to complaints of discrimination:
a.

The right to an

ation of
a reasonable

their
to a
amount of State time.

i.s

and

c.

invest

and
and

covered dur

ion

dis~

e.

son

an

1

s choo

al

a in-

the
ocess.

the appo
power's decision to the
State Personnel Board, or other appropriate SLate or
Federal control agency, or to file a civil action in the
h.
and freedom

influence to refrain fro-;n
for
a

•
The discrimination
great emphasis on the EEO Counselor.
s role is to
an open
ic channel of communication
which
may ask questions,
e:>.yress and discuss
get ans,.rers or resolutions
problems related
employment opportunity
in confidence. However it
clear that total confidential
cannot be
at the counseling '(informal)
the process if the counselor is to bring the
the attention of those who can resolve it.
should
the
of this fact
's permission before breaking
complaint.
The counselor should never assert a personal op~n~on as to
the merits of the
The counselor should:
Hear
• without
to the complainant;

the

all rights;
to reach his or her own con-

and
Wit:h

those in
The EEO Counselor is
process
the effect
lar

on the personal

br
the issues to
resolve the ' problem.
focal point of this
of the process ~~11
co~itment

EEO Counselors.
-428-

and effectiveness of the

-4-

invest
ry when a
formal
rrtay have obtained
all the necessary information
the relevant
the
complaint may be c
r2d, a trained invest
respo 2ible for conduct
ces r: ~ng rise t t
all.,
vant facts,
other 1·elevant to the
shouL be clearly identified as such
report.
Invest
s should never
as to any facts or circumstances,
the
ion, to the
or in the report.
Forc1a

The EEO Investigator
the Affirrr~tive Action
the responsibility for the
c.
A person (e.g.,
Affirmative Action

of the

fications.

role

a
ication of complaints.

to Records

be
access to all
contain evidence
la ter,

authorized

ion. The authorization
ioas
be in the form of an Executive nenorandum or written
.relevant to the
This s necessary since
ion could include
the education and
the
supervisory ratings
and reports

information
t
or will be
of all per
inforraat

d ffi ult

not be
However, it: should be made
si:1ce nawes
and
ear to the
and to
ing
managers, that confidential
cannot be guaranteed as to the
identity of the princ
s involved once the complaint becomes
formal.

In order

I

the discrimination
should
recorded

int

of first coun

evaluate the effectiveness of
em, the following informat
(See Note after c.

a.

Da~e

b.

, e . . , :race, age, sex, etc.,
Basis
the
tion or failure of action comthe cause, i.e.,
, e.g. failure to promote, denial of sick

c.

Results of the counsel
contact(s).
e: Counselor
records that will ident
the principals in a complaint
are to
confidential unless and until the complaint is filed
.)
, i.e., where it is in the process.

Status of
e.

Date formal

L

Date invest

g,

contact.

filed.
i f applicable.

EEO officer.

e

) and decision.

Dat:e

•

t,./hat
the pro-

W.'1ethe::
decision

was satisfied with the
or will

other infor;nation, such as counsel
, invest
hours,
be useful in budget
and evaluat
of the Affi~~tive
Action Program.

a:J_d h.ear
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·us

possible to

t

";e discrirnination

both quan-

tit tivc
qualitat
after one year.
usua
~

periodic monitoring process should

It is expected that as a procedure for
s
becomes wid
icized, it will be used and, therefore, will
very quickly result in a cost not before noticed or ascertainable.
Effective ir:.fori!13.l counseliTJ
resolve al
tioTJS before t
are
appealed to

F.

A departmental discrimination

procedure shall consist of;

opportunity
resolution of problems through

Equal employment opportunity invest
tial invest
ions of formal

<'.ttenpt informal
counseling;
who conduct impar-

affirmative action officer
ther
for informal resolution of
the process; and

review

ecision,

the final
State Personnel
G.

for the

director who

The

s and issues
to the

St
-----··"--

action or decision

ant wit

will heEr the
iry is deemed
formal

-
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and
the

• the
l
Th12 counselo

from

a

forrr~l

's name confidential if
make it cleur that in

The complainant
fifteLn
file
person responsible
referred to
EEO Officer).
4.

The EEO Officer shall
if he or she beli

a formal
must 11
session with the counwith the departmental

Counselor's report and,
is necessary, or if
ion, the EEO Officer shall
from a unit other than that of
within seven (7)
of receipt of

5.

and departmental
report, the EEO
inforrr~tion within

s decision
ten
l, Sacramento, CA
t

cons iii

ion~
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the
of the
State Per95814, for

not
isf
Executive
Officer, SPB,
response the
ant roay file a formal
Personnel Board >-rithin
of the Executive
s recow.mendation
v.'hichever is later. The Eoard may
Officer for further finding
or hear the mat

l2.

is

satisfied with the
of the
he or she rr~y file an
the
or Federal agency or court having jurisdiction.

at all times

a person of their
to, it is intended
's representative, if

appropriate,

•
ints which are within
resolve should be dealt
r~£erral to rhe State Personnel
cannot be resolved by
to reach agreem~m:
the Personnel Board
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actions

within the discretion
on such
a~

case and

violathe facts of each
or

basis
must state whether he or
tion or a
contact should be with the
A
complaint of iscrimination should
taken
first with the EEO
counselor.
should feel free
contact the
son::1el
at any time
at
for informat
C.<\DSE FOR

POSS

CKEVL~CE

Recruitment practices
of

or other
to contact
appropriate groups
as potential

Contact the State Personnel
Board unless the examinat
is d
to a
in which case the
should be with

1.

Recruitment

efforts.
a.

Extend
examination date.

b.

under the most
extreme circumsLances:
c.

Cancel
nation.

d.

Revoke el

exami-

e.

t

EXHIBIT H

o ~chieve full
of all
women in all
Lmal groups and at all levcc: l:>. During the course
of the past year the'Program has come to a greater understanding not
of priority areas, but especially
the ongoing nature and substantial time commitment of a large portion of our workload. Specifi' we estimate that
75% of staff time available in Fiscal
Year 1982-83 will be dedicated to
efforts. The remaining 25% is
available for
four have been identified as
or areas of concern. This work plan outlines the projected
workload and
ect intent for the
in Fiscal Year 1982-83.

I.

ONGOING EFFORTS

A.

B.

MONTHLY WOMEN'S PROGRAM OFFICER (WPO) MEETINGS
1.

to maintain a forum wherein WPOs can meet,
share information, identi
mutual problem areas and
provide support, assistance, and technical expertise.

2.

Activities: coordinating meeting logistics, engaging
speakers and facilltat
discussion.

CAREER/COMPLAINT ASSISTANCE
to contacts from individuals and

L

s, to assist
o identi

•

ng w.i t

2.

cable laws, rules
rsonnel
lic:ation Review,
Time
hou:rs available.

complaints of discricontacts for career
individual complainants and
ion, Womc:n's Program, and
managers, researching appli' and working with State
rtmental Services Division,
ls, etc.

40 hours

12.5% of total staff

CONFERENCES, \<lORKSHOPS, COMNUNITY RELATIONS

to establish
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visibility, to disseminate

expcrli.i::ic to
priorities, and to
to
llitate
rc s -:m
technical
goals, i.e., recruitment resources
materials.
on un l' rug ram al:

and fecJback for

D.

E.

2.

i.dent
key community resources, responding to requests from women's
groups, attending
workshops and conferences, and
the Women's
Program Advisory Committee.

3.

Time Commitment:
hours available.

30 hours

10% of total staff

PHYSICAL ABILITY STANDARDS
1.

Purpose: to monitor the development
physical ability
standards particularly in law enforcement and resources
classifications and ensure women's concerns are addressed
with regard to potential adverse impact.

2.

Activitie:;: working with Test Validation and Construction
and departmental staff to follow the development of
standards, identifying areas of concern and communicating
those concerns to staff involved and to interested women's
groups.

3.

Time Commitment:
hours available.

10 hours/month; 3.5% of total staff'

COLLECTIVE BPRGAINING ISSUES
1.

Purpose: to addn~ss issues of concern to the women 1 s
community which overlap into the area of collective
barg""i1~ingA

2.

3.
F.

ies: identi
or respo
to specific concerns raised, researching issues, working with DPA staff
and other concerned parties to address concerns.
10 hours

; 3.5% of total staff

SEXUAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM
1.

45 hours

- 35-

15% of total staff

total staff

32

1
-'-'

II.

A.

B.

TRADES

fu~

/SUBENTRY OPTIONS

CRAFTS

1.

as an occupational group the trades area
the mos si
ficant
i.on of women in
S
e serv ce.
study identified
a number of problem areas among which is established
entry pattern barriers. This project will explore the
use of alternate entry modes which will facilitate the
increased representation of women in trades.

2.

ident
classes to focus on; reviewcurrent entry pattern barriers; identifying recruitand
what pattern changes such as
trainee, or COD subentry or MQ revision
f.:1cilitate entry for women; and working with
WPOs,
and recruitment staff and
DSD staff to determine fe.1slblli
and begin implementation.

CAREER EXECUTIVE

SIGN~!ENT

to ensu

1.

increased
the

REPRESENTATION

nta on is maintained and
Career Executive Assignment levels after
strations.
or
; assisting them
of candidate pools: working with
ensure opportunities are well adverhiring process.

•
PB

BASED POLICIES

add flex
to SPB
T&Ds and lateral L
which
i
ties identified from a
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ies with regard to
salary
worth perspective.

2.

3.

D.

e:

CLERICAL MANAGEMENT CLASSES

otentla1

1

..c.

and mobi
o
sors, identify
staff in those
recommendations.

3.
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v
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Pr~vides
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Personnel
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Board when such cases are appealed to the
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Grit'V,li1Cl',
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Disciplinary Actions
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Continue l·> r
currect :;t :ttc I
;; rc 1

ings

The Appeals Division conducts hearings in accordance with
the provisions of Section 11512 of the Government Code
and recommends
decisions to the State Personnel
Board in connection with
from
ivc or disciactions, etc., or other matter
by
the Executive Off

;1nd
!lOllllCl
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e 198 , t

will

for

I

"""'
0
I

int
Out-of-Class Claims
Voided Appointments

Q-0630/25-26

ing cas

ng
t

Exam in
Individual
Ni cllan
Adverse !I.e
Discrimination
\Hthhold
Hcdical
i
Issue

lose the

Of fie
30
550
2
1,085

ts

32
40
120
90
180
5

Lrain~

1, 1987

30, 1983

, 3

e

1,
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•

Continued on
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EXHIBIT

982

e

Labor

order of presentation of proof enunciated in !vlcDonnell
z·. Grccn. 18
the applicant_ must prove a
facie case of discrimination as
the preponderance of
to Jl c-

note 14.
••lvfcDomu!ll Douglas Corp. v. Gren>, cited
at note 18.
•• Furnco Constrn-eliou Corp. v. Watus,
cited at note 16.

436

to criminal cases.-C., Block's Lmv Dich'on"--'ry,
Fifth
Publishing Company
St. Paul, Minn., 1979), p. 178.

1982

-448-

•

Labor law Journal

relative qualifications and beliefs that
she did not work well with subordinates
and that she ,caused inefficiency. Subjective judgment exists in most management decisions and normally leads to the
nr.r.m"'t'"'" of
qualified applicants
clearly

cases. It appears
hnpact
tors will reach
those of
Cour't,
questionable evidence
stantiatc the
applicant.

is used to st.:oof. a

nonnal
assign a bu r<den of proofupon
· ployer that is different'
the law requirt:s:
..-

'lr.,.

• ~

"

' ~Tw:enty-seven published arbitra' !<.m
awqrds made since
to nPrPr.n,m~>

were reviewed

to disparate iiTipact,aJ
ment, 3 4 or Ti'de VIIissues~ 35

arbitratc-rs
discussed
Co. and Stroz:i'e.r
Ge>tcral M a tors
is not considered herein. See Stcehi•orkv. Warrior &
Na<•. Co.. 363
Set, 1960), (
40 LC
.'ili!t:irvm·kers Union r. Enterprise
363 US 593 (US
Alexandn 7'.
Co.,
(US SCt, 1974). 7 EPD
ff 9148; and Stro::ier v. General M oiOYs Corf>oro.tiall (CA-5, 1981), 25 E'PD if3l,555.

438

Missouri
and Basic:
note 6.
•• Stayton Calming
1980); Adant!r
ARB 8234
LA
Cmnpany,
Corp., 66 LA 687
itral Gas S erz'ir:e, 64 LA
toin Stoles
at note 5; and
(1973).

July, 1982
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•

labor Law Journol
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982

•

Labor law

EXHIBIT H

VI

R1

MAKAGERS, SlJl'ERVISORS & CONFIDENTIAL EMPLOYEES

should not view

as

the
gnevance.
most
in an
and efficient manner with
interference to normal

manner.
SCOPE OF BARGAINING

•
SOCIAL

Sufficient
and discussior; of the issues.

rhe
for
be

even 1f taken
Deductions will continue
each month
the
tax on sick leave payments.
to the State Controller's Office
wie
over-taxation and returned to the employee each anuary.

(OVER)
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TAX EXCLUSION

RIGHTS"
(8)

(3)
(1

(1

Services \DDS)

(19)

(5)
(5)
(3)

on

was the first case in which
work locations.

(2)

acces~ to

over t.J'lc use
should have t.he
and
locations
ciearances.

The Department dearly faced the dilemma of
provide the substantial aid it had
the past without
one
over another. To choose to accommodate
as many groups as it could wouid have been in violation
of how
law. The Department faced the
reasonable access witJJOu t

TRAINING

(7)

EXHIBIT N
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/

EXHIBIT 0

CIT

NGELES

0
CALIFORNIA

COMMISSIONERS

COMMISSION ON THE
STATUS OF WOMEN

LYDIA BACA
PRESIDENT

SUE KUNITOMi EMBREY

JAMAR MUENCH

VICE-PRESlDENT

EXECUT!VE DIRECTOR

PHYLLIS ALEXANDER
LILA AURICH

ROOM 1701 CtTY HALL

JOANNE BERNSTEIN
DIANE GOODMAN

200 N. SPRING STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90012

RUTH MILLER

NOV

TOM

BRADLEY

485-6533

MAYOR

November 2, 1982

Mr. Leo Youngblood
Ad Hoc Committee or.. Fair Employment
Practices
Room 821
1127 11th Street
Sacramento, CA 95811
Dear Leo:
This is in response to yc.ur request for a copy of "Appendix F,
Numerical Progress 1973-1982" which depicts the changes in women's
and minority employment in the City of Los Angeles. You will note
that in 1973, women made up 16% of the City's workforce while in
1982 that number had risen to 20% even though there was a decrease
of 3,924 positions in the City.
The Commission President, Lydia Baca, will be givi:r:g the
testimony.
If it is possible, she wovld like to be scheduled for
the early afternoon, as she will be coming from out-of-town.

v.Te look forward to providing the Committees with testimony
which will be of use to them.

Enclosure
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AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY -

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
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OUTLINE OF TESTIMONY OF
THE FAIR EMPLOYJ\1ENT l\ND
HOUSING COMMISSION ON
'l'uesday, November 9, 1 8

l.

JURISDICTION OF THE FAIR EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING COMJ.VIISSION
NATURE AND NUMBER OF SEX-BASED CASES OF DISCRIMINATION

III.

IV.

OVERVIEW OF COMMISSION'S PROCEDURE AND ITS
LEGAL OR PROCEDURAL BARRIERS THAT UNIQUELY AFFECT
COMPLAINTS BY WOMEN
(Tentat

v.

METHODS TO INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF STATE AGENCIES
IN HANDLING COMPLAINTS OF SEX DISCRIMINATION

v .

ADVANTAGES OR ISADVANTAGES OF FILING COMPLAINTS UNDER
FEDERAL OR STATE LAW
(Tentat

VI .

METHODS OF D SSEMINATING
RIGHTS AND 01''
CURRENT
UNDER THE FAIR EMPLOYMENT l',ND
HOUSING ACT (GOV. CODE,
2900 et seq.)
I
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lS_S_llE
ISSUES OF PERSONAL PRIVACY OR CONFLICT
INTEREST SOMETIMES
~lliKE IT IN~.PPROPPIATE FOR THE APPOINTING .1\UTHORITY TO PROCESS
ADISCPIMINATION COMPLAINT.

•

PROPOSED SOLUTION
THE SPB SHOULD DEFINE CIRCUMSTANCES PERMITTING DIRECT APPEAL
TO THE SPB .
B.LKKG POUND
SPB RULE 547 ALLOWS THE BOARD'S EXECUTIVE OFFICER TO ATTEMPT
INFORMAL RESOLUTION OF COMPLAINTS. IN CERTAIN INSTANCES, THE
APPOINTING AUTHORITY CANNOT BE IMPARTIAL IN THE RESOLUTION OF
COMPLAINTS. FOR EXAMPLE, IF THE COf1PLAINT INVOLVES TOP DEPARTMENTAL MANAGEMENT CDIRECTOR, DEPUTY DIRECTOR LEVEL), IT IS
HIGHLY UNLIKELY THAT A CONFLICT OF INTEREST SITUATION CAN BE
PREVENTED. SHHLARLY, IF THE C0~1PLP~INT IS AGAINST otJE ON A
T&D ASSIGNMENT AND THE SUPERVISOR TO WHOM THE COMPLAINT IS BROUGHT
IS THE PERSON RESPONSI3 LE FOR THE T&D.

I

LIKEWISE, DEPARTMENTS WHICH HAVE A HISTORY OF DISCRIMINATORY
ACTIONS) OR A11ISTORY OF RETALIATION AND REPRISAL AGAINST
COMPLAINANTS ARE NOT LIKELY
FAIRLY INVESTIGATE AND RESOLVE
A COMPLAINT. SIMILARLY, IF DEPAPJnENTS HAVE A HISTORY OF DUE
PROCESS VIOLATIONS OR INAPPROPRIATE HANDLING OF COMPLAINTS;
A COMPLAINANT IS NOT LIKELY TO RECEIVE IMPARTIAL SERVICES.
FINALLY, WHERE PERSONAL PRIVACY ISSUES ARE INVOLVED SUCH AS A
-488-
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lSSUE
OFTEN EMPLOYEES HHO COMPLAIN OF DISCRIMINATION EXPERIENCE
REPRISAL.

•

PROPOSED SOLUTION
THE GOVERNMENT CODE PROHIBITS REPRISAL AGAINST AN EXMPLOYEE OR
ANY PERSON WHO BRINGS ATTENTION TO AVIOLATION OF STATE OR
FEDERAL LA\1. HOHEVERJ RETALIATION FOR C0~1PLAINTS OCCURS OFTEN
ENOUGH TO ~1ARR.ANT SERIOUS ATTENTION TO THE PROBLEM. MANY
EMPLOYEES PERCEIVE THAT THEIR LEGITIMATE COMPLAINT WILL RESULT
IN MINOR TO SEVERE EMPLOYMENT CONSEQUENCES RANGING FROM SUBTLE
H~~R.~SSMENT TO POOR PER.FORMANCE RATINGS OR TERf~INATION OF
PROBATIONARY STATUS WORK OR NEGATIVE JOB ASSIGNMENTS. EMPLOYEES
MAY BE PASSED OVER IN PROMOTION BECAUSE THEY uARE NOT ATEAM
PLAYER". EMPLOYEES WHO DO COMPLAIN AND PERSIST ARE VIEWED AS
TROUBLE-MAKERS AND ARE OFTEN BLACKLISTED.
WE ANTICIPATE AT IF THE SPB DEVELOPED CLEAR CONSEQUENCES FOR
SUBSTANTIATED REPRISAL AND RETALIATION AGAINST COMPLAINANTS AND
THP.T IF THESE CONSEQUENCES WERE ENFORCED CNOT MERELY BY REQUESTING
THE DEPARTMENT TO "CONSIDERu THEIR IMPLEMENTATION) FEWER INCIDENTS
WOULD OCCUR AND EMPLOYEES WOULD BE FREER TO PURSUE THEIR COMPLAINTS.
IN THIS VEHL 1:"t ~LSO URGE THE ADDITION OF ADISCRH·1Hi~TION fJS \·ELl fJS A
PETPLIATION OR REPRISAL PROHIBITION TO GOVEPJ'hVfNT CODE SECTIOf·J 19572 AND 19680
TO STPEHGTHEN TrlE SPW s AUTHORITY TO WhCOSE SAJJCTIONS. PuRlliERJ SECTION 19574
SHO~LD BE CLARIFIED TO SPECIFY SPB AlJTHORITY TO HJITIATE PUNITIVE ACTIONS
BASED UPON SUBSTMlTIATED DISCRH:IrJ.~TION AND/OR RET.ALIATION.
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DISCRIMINAT ON VICTIMS.

R COUNSELING
SHOULD BE EXTHlDED

A RELATED ISSUE (IN TERf·IS OF COST) :
ISSUE
TP..ANSCRIPTS OF HEARINGS BY THE SPB ON DISCRH1INATION COi1PLAINTS
ARE OFTEN PROHIBITIVELY EXPENSIVE CE.G., $800.00 FOR THREE DAYS
OF HEARINGS IN ONE RECENT CASE),
PROPOSED SOLUTION
SPB HEARINGS SHOULD BE RECORDED IN AMANNER THAT ~ILL PERMIT
DUPLICATION OF THE RECORD IN THE LEAST EXPENSIVE MANNER POSSIBLE,
CE.G., CASSETTE TAPE REPRODUCTION).
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0
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WRITTEN PROCEDURES I
ESTABLIS
BY
APPOINTING
POWER THROUGH WHICH THE
LOYEE MAY OBTAIN CONSIDERATION OF A
DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINT. UNTIL THE PROCEDURE IS APPROVED,
THE APPOINTING POWER SHALL USE E STANDARD PROCEDURE PRESCRIBED
BY THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER.
AS THE ABOVE INDICATES, E SPB, ROUGH ITS EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
CLEARLYHAS BEEN GIVEN THE RESPONSIBILITY TO MONITOR AND OVERSEE
THE DEPARTMENTAL PROCEDURES AS WELL AS ITS OWN INTERNAL APPEAL
MECHANISM.
THE
FOR
THE
TOM

•

SPB HAS BEEN INCONSISTENT IN MONITORING DEPARTMENTAL COMPLIANCE.
EXAMPLE, WITH RESPECT TO SEXUAL ORIENTATION DISCRIMINATION,
EXECUTIVE OFFICER HAS INDICATED IN A RECENT LETTER TO MR.
COLEMAN CDATED SEPTEMBER 30, 1982) :
"IN APPROXIMATELY APRIL 1980, THE STATE PERSONNEL BOARD
INFORMED DEPARTMENTS OF THE PROHIBITION OF DISCRIMINATION
BASED ON SEXUAL ORIENTATION AND REQUESTED THESE DEPARTMENTS
TO INFORM THEIR EMPLOYEES OF THIS PROTECTION AND TO TAKE
NECESSARY ACTION TO REVISE POLICIES, PROCEDURES, AND MANUALS
TO REFLECT THIS PROHIBITION.

IN MARCH,

1981,

THE STATE

PERSONNEL BOARD FOLLOWED UP WITH THE 37 LARGEST DEPARTMENTS
TO DETERMINE IF THE DEPARTMENTS HAD COMPLIED WITH THE
EARLIER REQUEST,

AT THAT TIME, ONLY A FEW DEPARTMENTS

HAD TOTALLY COMPLIED.
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THE SPB SHOULD EXERCI
E
PROVIDED IN RULE 547 AND REVIEW
. THE EXISTING COMPLAINT SYSTEM TO IDENTIFY SPECIFIC DEFICIENCIES,
0~ ADEPf.PH~'1ENTAL P.ND STATEHIDE BASIS. THE SPB SHOULD THEN IDENTIFY
SOLUTIONS AND METHODS OF CORRECTING !~ADEQUACIES.
AT AMINIMUM T~iE SYSTEM SHOULD INCLUDE MECHANISMS FOR ENSURING
EMPLOYEE RIGHTS AS SPECIFIED Irl THE SPB SEXUAL HARASSMENT POLICY ISSU
IN APRIL OF 1981. THESE. INCLUDE:
THE RIGHT TO ADISCRIMINATION-FREE WORK ENVIRONMENT.
THE RIGHT TO AN INFORMAL, CONFIDENTIAL PRESENTATION OF A
COMPLAINT TO A COMPETENT COUNSELOR WITHIN THE 30-CALENDAR-DAY
TIME LIMIT, USING A REASONABLE AMOUNT OF STATE TIME.
THE RIGHT TO KEEP THE Cm1PLAIIlT CONFIDENTIAL UNTIL SUCH Tift:E AS
THE COUNSELOR IS GIVEN PERMISSION TO RELEASE INFORMATION IN
ORDER TO BRING THE COMPLAINT TO THE APPROPRIATE AUTHORITY FOR
REMEDY OR UNTIL SUCH TIME AS A FORMAL COMPLAINT IS FILED.
THE RIGHT TO A FULL, IMPARTIAL AND PROMPT INVESTIGATION BY A
TRAINED DEPARTMENTAL INVESTIGATOR.
THE RIGHT TO REVIE~ ALL RELEVANT INFORMATION DEVELOPED AND
DISCOVERED DUP.I~IG THE COURSE OF ANY INVESTIGATION AND HlQUI~Y INTO
THE f"'ATTER.
THE RIGHT TO ATirf:ELY DECISIO~J FROf'1 THE APPOHJTING PO\"IER; OR
AUTHORITY DESIGNATED BY THE APPOitlTING POWER AFTER FULL CONSIDERATION OF ALL RELEVANT FACTS AND CIRCU~'1STAIJCES.
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THE SPB S!~OULD ALSO
GI
THE
ORITY TO ORDER ADMINISTRATIVE
CHANGES TO REMEDY A DISCRIMINATORY SITUATION. THIS SHOULD INCLUDE
THE OPTION OF ORDEPI~G THE APPOINTING AUTHORITY TO MOVE THE EMPLOYEE
FOU~D IN VIOLATION OF TfiE PPOHIBITIONS AGAINST DISCRIMINATION.
ALSO RELATED IS:
1

ISSUE
MANY DEPARTMENTS HAVE FAILED TO COMPLY WITH NON-DISCRIMINATION
POLICIES ISSUED BY THE SPB AND HAVE FAILED TO INCLUDE THOSE POLICIES
IN THEIR DEPARTMENTAL MANUALS.
PROPOSED SOLUTION
THE SPB SHOULD CLOSELY

MO~ITOR

THE DEPARTMENTS TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE.
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THIS PART FOR E
UI
THE P.!ML YSTS 0
INVESTIGATE COMPLAINTS. LI IS
E SPB HAS NOT PROVIDED
THE DEPARTMENTS WITH PROCEDURAL GUIDELINES FOR INVESTIGATI .
THERE IS NO REQUIREMENT THAT ANY PERSONNEL WORKING WITHIN THE
COMPLAINT SYSTE~, AT E DEPARTMENTAL LEVEL OR AT THE APPEAL
LEVEL, ARE TRAI~ED IN THE AREA OF EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION.
WHAT LIMITED TRAINING COURSES THAT ARE OFFERED IN THE AREA BY
PDC AND DEPARTr~ENTS ARE NOT EVEN EVALUATED NOR MONITORED BY THE
SPB TO ENSURE THEIR EFFECTIVENESS. PRESUMABLY, BECAUSE OF THE
L/~CK OF ADEQUATE KNO\'ILEDGE Nm TRAINING, COr1PLAI NT SYSTEM PERSONNEL
OFTEiJ ~1ISDIRECT POTETNTIP.L CO~!PLPJNANTS TO THE GRIEVANCE SYSTE~·!
TO FILE EMPLOYMENT DISCRI~INATION COMPLAINTS.

•

COMPLAINT SYSTEM PEPSONNEL ARE PERCEIVED AS fJEEDING ADDITIONAL
TRAINING REGARDING: THE NATURE, EXTE~T, AND EFFECTS OF DISCRIMINATION: LAWS AND POLICIES RELATED TO NON-DISCRIMINATION
COiJSTITUTION.AL ASSURMKES OF PRIVACY Ar-m DUE PROCESS:
FOR.~'1ALLY INVESTIGATHlG .~;m ACTING
,tJ, COi·1PL.~INT OF DISCRii1HMTION:
H TO RESEP.P.CH AND USE PRECEDENT AND Ci~SE LAH IN THE RESOLUTION
OF CDr'iPLA.IiHS: UNDERSTAimii~G AND RELATI1~G EFFECTIVELY TO INDIVIDUALS
\·!HO [·t:
LAIN
DISCRHHNATimL ESPECIP.LLY riiNORITIES, \!O~iEiL
E DISABLED, AND PERSONS FOR WHOM ENGLISH IS ASECOND LANGUAGE:
P.ESEA~CH Mm REPORT \·!Rl THlG: RECOP,D KEEPING .~;m DOCUf'\EfHATI ON,
THE SPB CLE.~RLY Hf,S THE AUTHORITY P.:m P.ESPmiS IBILI TY FOR DEVELOPING
INV EST IG.~TORY, CDr·1PLr~ INT P.~D HEAR It~G PROCEDUP.ES ':·!HI CH SHOULD
I~CLUDE ALL DUE PROCESS CONSIDERATIONS. THE CURRENT PROCESS SHOULD
J
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ALSO RELATED IS THE

ING:

lSSUE
E SPB APPEALS DIVISI STAFF
E NO STANDARD P CEDURAL
GUIDELINES TO USE WHEN CONDUCTIN& INVESTIGATIONS OF COMPLAINTS
OF DISCRIMINATION.
PROPOSED SOLUTION
THE SPB SHOULD REVI AND REVISE EIR PROCEDURES AND CREATE A
PR.OCEDURAL f1ANUAL FOR STAFF ItlVOLVED IN INVESTIGATING COl·1PLAINTS
OF DISCRIMINATION.
ADD I II ONAL B.ncKGROUND
T~E Lf1CK OF .~ STA~!DARD I ZED PPOCEDU
P.DDS TO THE LENGTH OF THE
INVESTIGATION. ANALYSTS ~.ND HlVESTH:JATORS HAVE
GUIDELitlES
VliTHI~~ HHICH
CT THEIR I:NESTIGATION OR. vHTHIN HHICH TO
0
ro~·lsr-nuEi,!JLY
T~'ETP
,fi:DKE
.. ,
.PEco~Ar·~E~JDf1Tio~··s
.
1 ;, , , .. 1
,l ,
l,
,,
1 . r, E0 0PTS MAY BE IN
L. ...

•

•'

"

, ,

1

.

,. ,

,

coNFLICT \I
EXISTI
esT.~ TUTORY Mm CASE L~.'r!).
THE
REC00':fiEfmATI
FI IilGS
MI T BE INCOnSISTENT ACROSS
INVESTIGATORS DEALI ~~ SIMI
FACTUAL SITUATIONS. BECAUSE
POTENTI
L PROPRIATE C0~1r!ENDATIONS" ~10~E TH~E ~HGHT
REPORTS,
co
BE HASTED
t\

0 REL.4TED TO THE LfJ.CK OF t\

ISSUE
APPEALS DIVISI
FP.CTS THA.T /\PE
DEP~.RTf':EiH

~~

ST:~ND.~P.DIZED

PROCESS P\RE THE FOLLm.!JNG:

STAFF FREQUENTLY HASTE Tif•!E PIIiNESTIGATHlG
CONTESTED BY EI ER THE AGGRIEVED OR THE

I
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ISSUE
IT GENERALLY TAKES AM I OF ~
DIVISION BEGINS INVESTIGATI OF DISCRIMINATI

•

SPB APPEALS
CO~PLAINTS.

PROPOSED SOLUTION
ALL INVESTIGATIONS S
B IN WI IN ONE MONTH
RECEIPT
OF A COMPLAINT AND ADECISI
OULD BE RENDERED NO LATER THAN
SIX MONTHS AFTER RECEIPT OF IE COMPLAINT. ADEQUATE STAFF SHOULD
BE PROVIDED TO REACH ESE GOALS.
BACKGROUND
E GOVERNMENT CODEJ "WHENEVER A
ACCORDING TO SECTION 1867L
11EARING OR INVESTIGAT ON IS CONDUCTED BY THE BOARD OR ITS
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE IN REGARD TO AN APPEAL BY AN
Ef.fi:PLOYEEJ SUCH HEAFd iJG OR I
IG,~TI ON SHALL BE Cm·1f'1EiKED
\IITHIN A REASONABLE T rE AFTER THE FILING OF THE PETITION AND
THE BGAPD SH.li,LL RHmER ITS D IS Oi'l 1·/ ITHIN A REASm·lA.ELE TIliE AFTER
E COi~CLUSI OF SUCH HEARI~lG OR INVESTIGATION) EXCEPT THAT THE
RIOD FROf~ THE FILING
ITION TO THE DECISION OF THE
SH
SIX
NW EXCEPT THAT THE BOAP.D MAY
SUCH SIX-MONTH RIOD UP TO 45 ADDITIONAL DAYS."
IN ONE ~ECENT CASL THE BOARD STAFF SPENT THREE MONTHS JUST
DECIDING .. ETHER OR
TO TfiKE JURISDICITION IN ADISCRif:1INATIOi~
INT
SAID IT WOULD
6 MONTHS AFTER THAT DECISION WAS
1
LD 8crr•.l
LIJ d,
Ii'NEST IG~.T I
BEFORE
-504-
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RECOMMENDATIONS RESULTI

F

DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINT INVESTIGATIONS.

THE SPB SHOULD SEEK AN ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FROM SUPERIOR COURT
WHEN ADEPARTMENT DELAYS FOR LONGER THA~ 30 DAYS IN THE
H1PLEi.;anATim~ OF BOARD RECOi-1l'IE;mATIONS.
I~

RELfiJED ISSUE:

ISSUE
OFTEN DELAY IMPLEMENTATION OF OR IGNORE SPB DECISIONS
1
:/ITH REGARD TO DISCRH:1NATION COf;!PU\INTS.
DEPART~ENTS

PROPOSED SOLUTION
SPB SHOULD ROUTINELY MONITOR AND ENFORCE IMPLEMENTATION OF ITS
DECISIONS, IF NECESSARY SEEKING LEGAL RECOURSE TO OBTAIN
COMPLIANCE FROM STATE DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES.
ISSUE
THE SPB KEEPS NO STATISITCS
CURRENT OR HISTORICAL INCIDENCE OF
DISCRI~INATI
IN STATE SERVICE MAKING IT IMPOSSIBLE TO MONITOR
P RESS 0R REGRESS ION Iil
-DISCRiflti ION COf 1PLIANCE BY
1

DEP.C\RTf'IEf~TS

I

PROPOSED SOLUTION
TflE SPB SHOULD DEVELOP .D. STATISITICAL REPOR.TiilG SYSTE~1 FOR
TRACKING DEPARTMENTAL COMPLAINTS AND SPB APPEALS.
-506-
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3/KKGROUND
THE SPB IS AUTHORIZED TO INSURE
UN
L DISCRIMINATION DOES
OCCUR IN STATE CIVIL SE ICE. THE SPB CURRENTLY HAS NO MECHANISM,
H0\:1EVER, TO MOIHTOR THE SYSTEf1. HE ARE A;~ARE OF NO f'·10inTORING OR
REPORTING SYS TEN TO MEET THE ~1A.NDATE.
FURTHER) THE SPB DOES NOT EVEN KEEP T
OF DISCRIMINATION INCIDENTS
INVOLVING PUNITIVE ACTIONS, EXAM APPEALS; AND OUT-OF-CLASS SITUATION
DIRECTED TO THE SPB HHICH ARE ~WT HA.NDLED TH GH THE DISCRl~iiNATION
COMPLAINT SYSTEM. THIS COMPOUNDS E PROBLEM OF THE LACK OF
fi.PPPOPP.I ~JE STATISTICS, THE SPB CLAH~~s THAT ONLY ABOUT 50
DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINT APPEALS ARE
LED YEARLY; HOWEVER, THIS
DOES NOT INCLUDE COf-1PLAI NTS ALLEGING DISCRIM Ir~A.TI ON IN THE EXAi1
PROCESS; IN OUT-OF-CLASS CLAI ) AND IN NITIVE ACTIONS WHICH
SHOULD BE HANDLED THROUGH THE DISCRif~I ION APPEALS PROCESS.
GUIDELINES HAVE BEEN ESTABLISH
COLLECT INFORMATION ON TI~E
C'TI\TCIC"' A::FI
IVE .~CT ION P
IN ORDER !AT DEPARTMENTS AND
SPB CAN BETTER MONITOR BOTH EIR PROGRAMS AND THE PERSONNEL
SELECT ION PROCESS OUTCOi~ES, AS MILAR REPORTING SYSTEM COULD BE
ESTABLISHED TO MONITOR THE
EXTENT OF DISCRIMINATION TO
OF ARTICLE 25 OF TITLE 2.
ASSIST E SPB IN MEETING THE

0,h1L

,)

II

IN m1A.TION ON P. PEGUL/1.R BASIS
E SPB SH LD PUBLISH STATISTI
INCLUDING THE TYPES AND NUMBER
DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINTS RECEIVED
E SPB
EACH OF E APPOI ING AUTHORITIES FRO~r~ HHICH THE
I 0 IG
E SEX, ETHNIC ITY
t.
D C IF!
r-
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SYSTEM CHANGES NEED TO OC

IN ORDER TO:

1. BETTER FOCUS ON PREVENT!

ENVIRONMENTS AND PREVE~TI
AGAINST COMPLAINANTS;

OF DISCRIMINATORY IWRK
OF RETALIATORY ACTIONS

2. FULLY INFORM EXPLOYEES OF
IR RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Aim THE V~.RIOUS RH';EDIES AVAIL~.BLE TO THH1 REGARDING
DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT:
3. FORMALLY RECOGNIZE THE DEBILITATING EFFECTS OF DISCRIMINATION
ON H1PLOYEES BY THE PROVIS I OF ASS ISTANCE PROGRM1S:
L:,

REVIE\L REVISE.~ .~ND PUBLISH THE CURRENT DISCRH1INATION
COMPLAINT AND APPEAl SYSTEM PROVIDING FOR DIRECT ACCESS TO
AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY BY COMPLAINANTS;

5. BETTER TRAIN - INVESTIGATIVE STAFF AT ALL LEVELS AtlD
ENSURE THE AVAILABILITY OF STANDARDIZED PROCEDURE MANUALS
AND PRECEDENTIAL MATERIAL;
6,

IDE AND MONITOR DEPP.
PROCEDURE.:

7, DECREASE THE

MiOU~H

8. ENLARGE THE FOCUS
9.

DOCUI~ENT

OF

COMPLIANCE

POLICY AND

FOR RESOLUTION OF COf1PLAINTS;

TI~I

NO-

~ITH

LT CONCILIATION; AND

THE INCIDENCE MlD NATURE OF DISCRIMHlATION ON A
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CERTIFIEu 1/,_;:,.IL NOS.

2293137

nd 2293138

rge No.
Mary Lebrato
71 46th Street
Sacramento, California

SSI

95819

091800301

Charging Party

State of California
Department of Dave
ntal Services
714 P Street, Room 1592
Sacramento, California 95819

Respondent

Under the authori
vested in me
Co~mission's Procedural
Regulations, I issue on behalf
Comrnission, the following
determination dismissing the charge because it was untimely filed.

A charge of discrimination such as this must be filed within two
hund
and for
days after the alleged violation.
I dismiss
the charge because i t was untimely fil
Thus I make no determ nation as to whether or not Responde t actually engaged in
un aw ul co uct under Title VII
alleged in the charge.
Such
determination may be made by the Co~~ission only with respect to
rges filed within
time 1
tatioD set in Title VII •

•

i

ssal concludes
Comrnission' s processing of this
Shou d you as the
ing Party wish to pursue this
matter further you may
so by filing a private action in
al District Court against
Respondent named above within
days of your receipt of the attached t:otice of Right to Sue,
and by taking the other s
set out in that Notice of Right to
Sue.

January 2 , 1981
Date
-514-

AL EMPLOYM

et
Cali

~tSS!ON

ia 95819

This is your ~OT!CE
RIGHT TO Sl:E.
issued
Your
,
was dismissed for
!lowing reason:
'i\o jurisdiction, therefore the Commission has
No reasonable cause as found to belie
the ettached determinationo

that the

has dismissed

further.
are true, as
ar or be available for necessarv
Cor.<mission has
n unable tc•
our final
requesL
to do so. You have had at

At
The issuance of
want to pursue

States

FROM THE RECEIPT
you, you should be aware that the
U.S. District Court havir.g
ent of a

of

0
0

Fa r

shown below.

and

•

of the

states:

1n
davs after
Commission h:::s been una't::}e to secure
cf.e Commission r::av
a
action a~Jainst anv
agency, o:
·cal subdi;·i;ion r.arr:ed
·- In the ease of a
which is a govemcent,
age:1cy, or political subthe Commission has Ofeen unable to secure from rhe resp<Jndent a conciliation agreement
to the Commission, the Commission shall ta.(e no furrhe:- action and shail refer the case ro r.ie
Attorney General who may
· a civil action against such respondent-in the
United States
district co:zrt. The person or persons
shall ha;:e the right to intervene
a civil action brou;.i,ht
by the Corr.mission or the Attorney Ge:1eral in a case involving a ,gove:-nment. ic'>err:r.~ental agencv, or~
political subdivision. If a cbarge filed wirh the Commissron pursuanr to subsectwn
is cisrr11ssed by the
Corr.missicn, cx: if within one hu:1dred and
from the ii
of such charge or the e:wira.rion of any
period.;:;{ reference under subsection (c)
JS
Commission has not iil~d a cinl ac!ion
under this section or the Attorney General has not
a civil action in a case invol·•ing a ·gove-rnment, govemT.I:~Cntal agency, or political suodi;.·ision, or the Commission has not enrered into a conciliation agreement :o
;;·hich the person aggrie'.:ed is a
the Com:z11
or the Atromey General in a case involving a gm·emrzxmt, ~overnmental a~Sency, or
subdivis
shall so
the person aggrieved and within nmety
after rhe giving of such notice a civil action may be orowgia against the: respondent named in :he charge
by the person clai::ning to be
or (
if such charge was filed by a ::nember of the Com6ission,
by any v.:rson whom rhe charge
w,'ls aggrieved by rhe aileged unla-...·[u! e::Jployment practice. Upon
application by the
and m such circumstances as rhe court may dee::n ;ust, the court may appoint an
lJttiXT1e."' for such compiainant and
authorize the comrr:ence::r.ent of the actio:~ without the payment of fees,
CIJ.Sts, :x O£ecurity.
tlr:Jely
the court r:;ay, in its disc:etion, permit the Commission, or the,
Atro:ncy General in a case invoivu1g a
agency, or political subdivision, to intervene
in -sucn civil action ttpon certification
the case
of general public impo:-tance. Upon request, :he cou:-r
may, in its discretion, stay further procee~ings for not more rtwn six_ry days pendin~ the termination o_f State
or loc.sl procee-dings described in subsections (c) or (d) of th1s sectlon or further etforts of the CommtssiOn
to obtain voluntary compliance.

Each United States district court arl'd each United States court of a place subject to the jt.rri sthe United States shall have
of actions brought rmder this tirle. Such an action may
be
in any judicial district in the State in which the unlawful en;ployment practice is alleged to ha._ve
~en c.c:::::;mitred, in the judicial district in which the
recoros re/e\·ant to such pracnce are mam·
tained 311 d administered or in the
district
tne a1grieved person ;r;ould have worked but for
the
unlawbl
'
if :he respondent ·s not found within an:; such district, such
w 1 thin the
district in ;t.·hich the respondent has his przncipal oifice. F cr
and 1.:06 of title 28 of the Un:ted States Code, the judicial disrnct in ,..·hich the
office shall in all cases be considered a district in ;t.·hich the action might ha-...·e
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ERRA 3LVD.
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SACRA<.~:ONTO,

CA 95325

June 2,

V~ry T. Lebrato
71 46th Street
Sacramento, CA 95819
~~.

•

'

FEP 79-80 E6-0248sE
LEBRA~O/CA

State of; Department
of Developmental Services

Dear

}~.

Lebrato:

As District Adi,unistrator of
Lenarb'~~t of Fair Suplo~~nt and Housing
office ~here you have ·led a ccn~laint of discriminat~on"against the
~
above J)aned respondent, I have received frorn the consultant assigned to
your case a recomTJendation to close it. I have reviewed your case and
have approved the
consultant's reccmnendation. Your case bas
been closed,
of this letter, on ti1e basis of:
Processing Waived to Another Agency.
Department \..ril
an accusation in your case,
right to
matter in a California Superior Court.
you previously
a
tter inforrning you of your right to sue,
have one year frcrn
date
that
tter to file suit. If you
not rece~ve that
tter you have one year frcrn the date of this
tter to file suit. (If you wish to file suit, and you filed an employncnt cou:plaint please refer to Section
.2(b) of the California
Code.
you ·
complaint, please refer to Section
Cali
th and Safety Code.)
tht::

the event a sett
your nght to pursue

"~'"or=nt

\vas s1.gned, you may have waived
in Superior Court.

Sincerely,

[~?J~/7
· trict Administrator

cc:

Hr. Frank Favela
Civil Rights O~ficer
Department of Developmer.tal Services
714/744 P Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

-

OF FAIR EMPLOY.UENT & HOUSING

N0 T I C E
A question has been raised as to whether the
of Fair Employment and Housing has jurisdiction over state
This matter is pending in the courts. Until the issue is resolved, DF2H
cannot pursue
nts
nst the State
rsonnel Board or any state
agencf.
For this reason, the charge you have
fi
is be
closed.
If your complaint was also filed with th
Com.mission, that ac;enc-1 'vlill conduct the
your case based on "Jurisdiction Kai ved to
event EEOC.does not have your complaint, DFS~ wil
on "ACmi.nistrative Disrr.issal" with no determinat

We regret we have been unable to be of

assist~~ce.

ity

DFEH will close
In the

based

- 46th Street
CA 95819
February 25, 1980
322-2950

Sacra~ento,

_)

Ms. Irene Tovar
Pre~ident

State Personnel Board
801 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear,Ms. Tovar:
I am writing to request your assistance in the establishment and adootion of
a statewide policy regarding sexual harass~ent of state employees. Further,
there are specific efforts which could be directed toward this problem and
I hope that you wi11 active1y encourage such activities.
Examples of such specific actions which can be taken by the State Personnel
Board to impact upon the problem include:
d .

Enlargement of the State Personnel Board Task Force on the problems of
sexual discrimination in·three State Departments (CHP, Justice- Law
Enforcement, and General Services) to include review of such problems
in all State Departments and to include sexual harassment.

o A more concerted focus of attention by the Board (especially on the part
of Board Hearing Officers and hooeals Unit personnel) to the closer
scrutiny of sexual harassment allegations through specialized training
programs.
1

Expansion of the Appeals Unit to include an ongoing section especially
designed to deal with specific oroblems of sexual harassment staffed
with personnel sensitive to the subtle and yet pervasive issues
involved. Such a unit could be used as the foundation to document and
publicize the extent of sexual harassment and the emoloyment consequences
of such behaviors.

o Establishment by the Board of a committee to make recom~endations for
a SPB policy on sexual harassment which would include an easy and
expeditious avenue of recourse for affected employees; strong prohibition
of reprisal for issuing a complaint; and timely, clearly delineated
consequences for policy violations.
o Recommendations from the Board to all State Deoartments to establish a
sexual harassment policy as part of the current affi~ative action/civil
rights programs with coordination of these policies through the S?B
io ensure at least minimal compliance and maximum enforcement capabilities.
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As you are probably aware, sexual harass~e affects ~any·people. Esti~ates
recent surveys suggest as many as 50-SO% of a typical fer~ale workinq
rce have encountered some form of sexual rass~ent. Given the more recent
court rulings which maintain the position that sexual harassment does constitute sex dis mination these
ics are i
arming and deserving
i !ITile di
a
nt i on . ·
The argument proceeds first by locating s
harassment
empirically in the context of women~s
, shm·Jing that the

..

structure of the work world women occupy makes them systematically vulnerab1e to this form of abuse. Sexual harassment
is seen to be one dynamic which reinforces a expresses
women's traditional and inferior role in the 1abor force.
(MacKinnon~ 1979, p.4)

MacKinnon further clearly makes the point that:
Work is critical to women's survival and independence. Sexual
disadvantage exemplifies and promotes emplo~ent prnctices which
disadvantage women in work (especially occupational segreqation)
and sexual practices which intimately degrade and objectify
women. In this broader perspective, sexual harassment at work
undercuts woman's potential for social equali
in two interpenetrated ways: by using her employment po tion to coerce
her sexually, while using her sexual position to coerce her
economically. (p.7)

j

-

my interest in this issue has resulted from my involvement in
a discrimination event which occurred rina December and January 1978-1979.
I was sexually harassed by Rqbert Carrillo, Depu
rector of the Department
of Developmental Services, at a Departmental C is s luncheon which occurred
December 14, 1978. Subsequently, in spi
of assurances that there would
be no reprisals for my complaint, I was
classi cation to a position
in which I had been working out-of-class
y two years,·having been
given every reason
believe that the
ass situation was to be
ied. This case is currently
your agency. I have
r information enclosed a few
rel ing to the case. I am
conv need that e
speak for themselves. Additional information can
be obtained from
. John Worces
your
appeals division.

Unfortunatel~

is past

an incredible person struggle which has resulted
to help ensure
t other oersons are less likely to
to such degradation,
1iation, loss of professional and
c s bili , and emotional disharrr:ony. I
d deeply appreciate your
personal involvement in efforts to improve
situa on of working women of
all classes, races. and persuasions, in order that we may be allowed the
dignity and respect of a healthy work environment which fosters our productivity
and creativity.
Sincerely,

-521-

cc:

Ms. Brenda Y. Shockley. Vice

ident

Mr. William R. Gianelli.

Ms. Marilyn Hallisey, Member
Frank M. Woods, Member
Ronad M. Kurtz, Executive Officer
~1R~: htt
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EXHIBIT S
\-A-.viMit:

3LIC

: ::s-;:t~CTIONS:
~"'"

Case Uame:

and

r

( ) coo~es
c::o:Jropriate re:~

in

,ce of

~:~e ?~Jb11c Empl,:::yTr:Cr:

Case No;

a:io:is Board.

more space is neecec for any item,
~:tach additional shee:s and n~mber
;terns accordingly.

S-CE-129-S

~

ru11 name:

Date Filed:

ca:i:oc:::cia Correctional Officers

'ic.;ling address:

i".ssociation

(CCOA)

S 0 3ercut Drive, Suite V, Sacramento CA

95814

Telephone number:

I

447-8565

Nar:1e, title : :d
of person f'

number
Ron Yank & Lynn C. Rossman,
Neyhart, Anderson, Nussbaum, '?.eilly & Freitas
Attornevs for CCOA·
(415) 986-1980
c::;.:cLQY!:E ORGAN!L'\TIGN ( )
U1PLGYER ( X)

CHARGE FILEJ AGAi\S7.

Perso~nel

State

Board

Department of Personnel Administration
~

i ng address:

1115 11th St., Sacramento, CA

Telephone numb<ONa~e,

ti~le an~

324-0501

OF

EMPLOYe~

(916) 322-2530

i\lan Goldstein
\:c~olete

ar

~ailing

801 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA ?5814
Ron Kurtz-Acsnt

:e

of agent to cor:
N~Y:c

Joined as "Necessary
and/or "Real
9 5 8141 Party in Interest"

i Party"

:r:is section only

~~o1ovee

1f

I

the charge is filed against

oraanization)

address:

:" u i 1 nc.rne:

)epa~t~en~

'!;;i1ing acdress·

o: Corrections

seve:1th & K Streets, Sacramento, Ci\

:nvoked in rela:icn :o t}le
\circ:1e ans\..,er)
-523-

95814

Yes

.. -

::;~

-~~-

~ J~

~E~ebv a11e~es

t~a:

:ne

~Qove-na~ed res~~1~e~t

~r ~ractice ~~:~in t~e ~eaning

has

e~c2ced

in cr is

(:neck one)
- .:~anJl ~~~1GyGent ~e;a:ions Act (Gov:. Code sections 3S~3.5 or JSJ3.60
~ ~mcloyer-Em~loyee ~elations Act (Gov~. (oue scc~ions 3519 or 3~19,5)
:r- Education Employer-~mp1oyee Relations Act (Govt. Coca sections 3571 :::r
~stion(s)

been

of:

(and subsection(s) whe~e 3Dpropriata), of tne ebqve.cjted
is/are: Gov. Code §3519(c)

.557~.;.

sect~c~s.

viol~ted

~c:ion(s)

(and subsec:ion(s) where appropriate), if any, other than the
.:ions, alleged to have been violated is/are:

.aa= and concise statement of the conduct alleged to const~t~:e
--.ccice, including, where k:1own, t:.e t:ime a:1d place o: eac":-.
: :!spondent's conduct, and the name and capacity o: eac~ ?e=ec~
~:~s ~usc ~e a statement of the faces chat SU?port you= c:ai~
_..:.sions of la·w.
(Use and at:tach additional sheets o; pa?e:::_:::-y to adequately sec forth the supporting factual allegations.)

On March 9, 1982, CCOA submitted proposals
Department of Personnel Administration in prepara!or meet and confer sessions regarding a Memorandum
~~erstanding.
Included in these proposals was a sua_Jn regarding a procedure for processing discipli~ary
·· -~nces up to and including binding arbitration.
Also
~ade a similar proposal for processing discrimination
~nces up to and including binding arbitration.
The
: ..:. Employer responded in writing on April 20, 1982 that
:ate Personnel Board has iurisdiction over such mat- :~d subsequently, at various meet and confer sessions,
__ :y refused to discuss at any time, negotiate or bar:?er these proposals .
~e

•
?~Jury

:: :he

.

("

that I have re3d the aoo·,~ c~2
~est of ~y ~nsvtl~age and ~e~ i

~rJ

~nc

~~a:

:1a:

:~e

~~~3
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Dear Participant:

\irt·l' ........ l
8;o,lltlm IN)
Surcru1if1ltient

RE:

p

rable

ect

Scf\h.:U

County Olfke

part c
on
the 1
rab e
the number
returns. From a
x ques onna res were returned. Due to poor
the questionnaires were not proper y compl

II
~r! I ht>~llf"<"' (SAC)

"'"''t'i.uH

eeL

inted

sur~:rmtenderu

i\~num,tratl\.t

Pl.h t.'r l

m.uu y

Sur-ent'H~ndent

red has been ass ml ated and was used in a graduate pape
The data w 1 be used in our continuing s
w th
Associat on
Schoo Bus ness Off cials, Personne Research Committee.

vi S<hoo!•

OirKI"r IJ
Ho,.ar!l A. l:nckson (N)
lkrury Su!>"mlltnd<m
N•l'a lialie} l>mfow School Dillricl

,.,,
S,hnt>l ~manual Service>
the I "' Ani<!es County
Smwnn!endcm of S..hoob

Worth 11

tion has been collected as a result of the resea
and CASBO will be
1 ish i n.g a report on 11 Comparab
in May or June.
for your ass stance.

or
J~(/ep

i"aul'~"'
I l'cJe 1\A{)
'\..t,.l.HHl"Hht t 1t1.

lltuftN

Enclosure

'-.h<"'-llllt .. t!h:l

ihrairitalllli
\.\ d!l.nH (}

Pr!~~h4r<.i

((

J

"''"'fJrll

-''-'•1'\f,HH

Ul!ht'

1.h.h.:auon
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A summary

the project

s enclosed.

standardized form, a
iondetermined in consultacompensation.
of school
and those
that have been
ist Clerk
Operator
Custodian
Skilled Maintenance

Instructional
Bus Driver
and more detailed
a list of the fac-

The compensable factors identified for this purpose
list than that suggested
Act.
fo
tors and their definitions:
Education sufficient to
Professional
of
necessary to
ical, real-life situations.
Intellectual Effort: Decision
and
Interpretation and creat
work.
of information.

tasks.

ass

at

Formal education

broader scope.

specifics.

Use

Des
involved
Assimilate data.

, busses, mowers,
ects.
ies affected.

out the

to element .

in exposures.

due to the small
as
is

response confused
for this

ation identified cons
school district
The
drawn was not random. It was
offices and those K-12 school district
worth conferences. The latter group indicated
the research in return for a copy of the final report.

Those individuals in the sample population
one of the conferences may have
been biased in their responses due to an increased awareness and interest in the
ect matter. There was no attempt made to identify the sample population's interest
or expertise in the subject matter.
As indicated above, the sample drawn was not random. Although this does not alter the
results, it certainly alters the interpretation. Chiefly, for the purpose of this
research, it means the results may not be projected onto the entire population, but
the sample itself.
The questionnaire was lengthy and required more time to pre-test than was
anticipated, which caused delays in sending it out to the sample identified. The letter
accompanying the questionnaire asked for it to be returned within eight days. This
made it difficult for many; and
simply elected not to participate. A
return rate may have been possible had more time been available. However, this may
also have boosted the return rate by forcing busy people to decide either to act
immediately as there was no time for procrastination.
Several efforts were made to reduce bias. There were two versions of the questionnaire
sent out in equal numbers.
vary only in the order of the sections. Since the
intent was not for the respondent to calculate the ranking they had given in the
section on attributes to determine the overall rank, the author sought to place those
sections separately. In one version, the demographics section appears first, in the
other it was last.
The order of the nine jobs was rotated in the attribute section in order to reduce
possible bias due to the order of the jobs rated.
FINDINGS
There were 56 questionnaires returned in time to be included in the data analysis.
Of those returned, the demographics are:
25-35 10
36-45 15
46-55 12
over 55 13
Sex: Males ~ Females 20
Ethnicity: White 52
Hispanic
l
Asian/ Pacific Islander
2
Personnel Experien~ Less than
year
2
1-3 years
4
4-7 years
12
7-12 years
6
More than 10 years
32
Districts: K-12 33
Community College ___1_7_ ---Exclusive Bargaining Representative: None 9 SEIU 1
CSEA 38 Unaffiliated
7
101-200 17
Over 200 25
Number of classified employees: Under 50 ---5- 51-1oo-- 8
Comparable Worth has been brought into negotiations:
Yes,
management
3
Yes, by union
12
No 41
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The
ion
and females
The data was
indicated under
The same was then

been
the rank of each job.

The data as reflected in Table 1 shows the
males and females to be very
close. The only job that merits mention would be the Instructional Aide where the
ranking by all females clusters around the mean of 5.286 with a standard deviation of
1.38. However, the mean of the
males is 5.3 which is very close to
that of females. The males'
cluster around the mean as closely, as
is shown in the standard deviation
Traditional Sex

'
definite trend.

ion was asked in the
state whether job incumbents have

The data from this response was matched to the data from the
the respondent's impression of the position based on the
on the rank ass
The data as shown in Table 2 reflects the results that
in all cases when the job is viewed as
male
than if the incumbents were perceived as
female.
This indicates a need for more objectivity as sex seems a
is strict
forbidden
he
Pay Act and Title VII.

advocates claim
is higher

variable which

in the
(given
ass
to
factor and its imporhave been included. The maxithe
possible attribute/
This was done for
stated for the

iven on a 1 to
tance for the same job and so on until all
mum score
would be 360 (8 factors
factor score of 5 mult
the
all 56
same j
The resul s as shown
attributes and their

to determine if
s sex had an

Table 3 indicate no s
icant relationship between the
in each job and the stated overall rank. This is
the individuals used factors other than those indicated

to determine the
data would
seem to
is that women
less for
similar
and effort, and
under
conditions because
are women. While this may be the case, one should avoid conclusions with such
broad consequences when based on poss
circumstantial evidence. It is fair at
to conclude the attributes
ors identified for this research did not
sat
the variance between the stated
of the jobs. It is
not
conclude the variance is due to the sex of the job holders.
t
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are other
females: "Much
can be attributed to a
lat workforce
int
1
and the selection
the
It is
traditional career
abilities and desires must be dist
choice of the
It

average
wages
factors such as
job
valued
access to nonto
from the free

to determine the factors used in sett

wage and

rates prior

to

Research conducted
Nancy L. Kast
1525 E. Weldon
Fresno, CA 93704
Phone:

•

•

-529-

(209)226-0720
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TABLE

MEAN

Incumbents are

Rank of

M

Dup. Eq. Opr.

6.667

6.7

5.000

1.5

4.085

4.

--

5.

4.

Dr.

3.889

4.

. Wkr.

3.490

--

5.
Sec.
.Typ.Clk.

• Tech.
.Aide

Cu

Cook

CASES

Incum.are

Incum.are

~r~

-

-

M

1. 528

2.050

2.449

5.0

2.0

1.0

8.0

9.0

9.0

3

.707

2.330

2.082

1.0

1.0

3.0

2.0

9.0

7.0

2

--

2.

1. 590

--

1.0

2.0

-

9.0

6.0

1.

2.5

2.177

1.0

1.0

1.0

6.0

8.0

9.0

3

2.817

--

2,

1.0

-

1.0

9.0

--

5 0

7.333

5.0

2.

1.

1.

0

6.0

3.0

9.0

9.0

6.0

2.500

3.6

1.0

2.642

0

2.0

1.0

1.0

3.0

9.0

1.0

2

5.000

6.180

5.667

0

1.662

1.155

5.0

3.0

5.0

5.0

9.0

7.0

2

7.000

6.

6.125

1.000

2.446

2.

6.0

1.0

2.0

5.0

9.0

7.0

3

F

M

.707

F

U1

vl

M •

MAXIMUM
RANKING

MINIMUM
RANKING

STANDARD DEVIATION
Incumbents are

-

!

Male

F "" Female

NT • No Trend
MS • Missing
15

M

F

NT

1
3

-

2

9

1

3

8

1
3

1

2
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Are t.miversi!k~ subject to federal laws forbidding
sex discrimination in the
the
answer
Board of
claims

that

univer$itics are

processes used to determine rmrll<o<!;,us
salary and tenure cannot
to other university cmplovecs or to those in
university work settinr:s, CUNY is the latest in
a string of uni~ersities to take this position.
The occasion for BHE's argument was a mid-June
trial on salary inequality within CUNY filed
December 23, 1973, by twenty-three named plaintiffs on behalf of all professional women on the university's teaching and non-teaching instructional
staff. The latter group includes administrators,
librarians, financial counselors for students,
laboratory
research assistants and
associates-in short.
entire panoply of nonclassroom personnel who populate contemporary
educational institutions. All thPse women and those
on the teaching faculty were certified as a class by
Judge Lee P. Gagliardi of United States Federal
Court, Southern District of New York, who has
presided over the case since its inception.
The case was brought under a 1972 amendment to
Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act which permits
suits against universities and colleges. It covers all
aspects of university employment, including promotion, tenure, maternity leave, and retirement
benefits. The trial itself concerned only the relatively narrow issue of salary inequality through an
agreement reached by labor lawyer Judith P.
Vladeck of Vladeck, Elias, Vladeck, and
,t;[lgl•ell<udit, and attorneY Norma Kerlin of the Office of
Corporation Counsel, respectively
representing the plaintiffs and the defendant, after
meetings with a court magistrate.
How federal laws about discrimination apply to
higher education is rapidly becoming a major social,
legal, and political issue, But the CU:-JY case.
Me/ani et al. cersus the Board of Higher Education,
is more than just another example of the increa;ingly
heated debate. BHE witnesses insistently claimed
that professors are "the core of the university, ..
selected, promoted, and tenured through peer review-committees of professors w,ho a~sess their
academic merit-and have different functions from
nonclassroom personnel. The validity of that claim
became a central issue in the trial.
This issue raised other critical issues: the professional ethics of social researchers and the quality of
the studies of salaries presented in court by the plaintiffs and the deiense. Quantitative social science
research was the crux of the trial. because the relevant statutes provtde that the plaintiffs must pre-sent
evidence of salary inequality. In court,
heard social science battle social
science in
persons of plainttffs' expert, economist
Mark R. Killingworth of fiutgers llniversitv, and defendant's expert, sxio!ogical methodologist Edgar
F. Borgatta oi !he Graduate Sdwoi and University
Center of the Citv University of New York.
Afclani r. R!!E n:?y al~a h .. ·~ 1~·:"';~t l.::a~dm~ri..: b)·
sheer dint of the numbers involved. The certified
class contains at least 6,0DO women who, since HJ68,
have either worked at CUNY. !Hoen hired by CU~Y,
or sought a job with CUNY, The judgment sought is
approximately $:3:!,000,000. Past ca.-h settlemenl' in
cases of this kind have hovered well below the
$500,000 mark.
,
The class is w br~e. be-cause the eighteen comnmnity c,Jl!·.·~n. s<'nior <'<>11<-~"'· and graduate
school of CVNY cml>tlink. ""its Deputy Chancellor
Egon Bn-nner proudh- told th<' court, the third
largest unin·rsity Ill th<' w<~r!d, In raw numbers.
CUNY nt:ty c.·mploy tn•)ft' \\'o:t~t'!1 as profc:,..,h,nul.s
than the
State lluivcr"t\' of :'l:t•w York. AI
tht• tntmH·nt. t:ll~Y ha." on ~.tl.try approxitnatt·iv
10,000 hill liu1•· prok,,ionaJ,, ;~t lt·,l\1 o1w-tllird ,;r

""'""""lh

tlu•tn

woHwil.

The J..,,nc Hf tiH' ··,necialnt'"·"" of uui\,.,,t,i,.~·

professional
the exact same way wt
would study
of workers at anv firm,
BHE Iawver Kerlin and her witnesses were to ar:Z•Ie
that use ·of those same procedures is inextricabh
For
studies, Dr. Killingsworth ran a series oi
multiple regression analyses comparing the
qualifications and salaries of the women and men
who have passed through CuNY since !972. ~lulti
ple regression techniques involve a series of
statistical operations, performed by a computer.
that enter into an equation a series of varying factors-or variables-so as to disclose patterns, B,entering every man's and woman's salary in the lenhand side of the equation and recording in the ric;;t.
hand side their sei and qualifications for their j•c"rl<,
the econumist could state the average salarv d:f.
ferential betv.-een women and men by taking 'nto
account differences in all their measured qualii:cadid not include the varia!:llc
tions. Dr.
"rank" as a
Qualifications nust be
considered,
if the men are more q•;abiied
than the women, the men are entitled to higher pav.
regression techniques enabled Dr, Kiilin<rsvvo;'i:h to
that an average salary inequality oi
men.
Dr. Killingsworth's analvses conCUNY professionals as e~plovee;.
rather than as members of discrete occupations,
whether or not they taught. Justifications for that
track include the fact that each oerson·s salarv was
supposedly based on the same formal qualifications:
the sort of degree held, years of prior workexperience. years 'U.tithin th€' CU?'-TY ~ystf7::!, ~1:~
quality of the school from which each had rece;ved
his or her higbest degree.
There is another rationale for the plaintiffs' study:
namely, permeability of the boundaries betv;een
some academic jobs. Professors become deans; ana
deans. professors. Research associates and research
assistants (people hired on "soft money" genera•ed
by research grants and contracts) become professors:
and while retaining their tenure, some professor~
leave teaching to engage in research exclusive!v.
Some non-teiching members of the instrucUon~J
staff may also switch from one formal job c!assiiication to another, In practice, academic occupatiom
are not alwavs discrete,
Dr. Killillgsworth and attorney judith
seem to be on firm ground. As Scier.ce. t~e
journal of ~he American Association for the Advancement of Science, recently explained to its
readers: some circuit courts are now ruling th;:;.t empractices at universities are to be jud,:eci
as those of any other employer. To do otherwise,
courts dt•dare. rna\• !eavp nnivf'r"'t:?s hy-:- ~7"1L'C;,
it"·~r;·~ tt..f D...scnminate. Stvertr.e1es:-., Ucter.sc C..::ur.sel Norma Kerlin, expert v<.itness Ed"ar horc;;alta,
and a series of administrators seemed to mninla.in
that universities c<>nnot be analvzed \\lth :he
research desigm recently applied to firr:1s. In
essenc-~. the defense challenged both rt"<.--ent court
rulings and the ('('rtification of the women as a cla,s.
Here's the defensc·s an;ument: Professors are not
"mere" employees, bt>cause they han: the contrzctual right of pcoer review at the points of bin•. promc'tion, and lt'nure. Under the pron,tons of pt~t
review, prof<.,sors, or rommitkcs ol professors
whotn they dt"t--L jndgt> the quaht~· of a eandid·:t!.'s
rc.-..curt:h auJ pt,iJ~icali .. ms. h.'.tc11iH!.!, proit·\\totul

sc...•rvlet'. and CIJilHliunJt~· ser\'ict.•. '! u ht· -;:nt•, pt ~.::
n.~vit•w rs prohit·matiC': profes.<.~ors Hla\· rc\t'l j,, th·:1r

\ji.JHidi~. .ttHHh J.nd >rotc:-.t wlh·n tilt· lllt'rtt ul rh, :r
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M-80 file. Third, the facultv receiving the questionnaire were all
by CUJ'.;Y in 1978. Accordingly, any
member who had not been renewed bctwPen
and 1978 was omitted from the
analysis: if a disproportionate number of women
· bad been fired, this fact might have potentially
biased the team's results.
Using the M-80 file and other personnel records,
these researchers constructed "matches" of individual men to individual women. For each
woman of a given rank and salary, they located to
include in their ultimate analysis a male respondent
of the same rank and roughly the same salary. This
procedure yielded 279 pairs or 558 cases. Then the
researchers performed a multiple regression
analysis-technically a "reverse regression"-to
reveal whether women had to be more qualified
than men to receive the same salary. Supposedly, the
'team could estimate the salarv differential if women
and men had been equally qu~ified. For instance. if
women had been teaching longer than men of their
rank and salary, the "reverse regression" would have
announced this fact. Dr. Borgatta testified that
there was no significant pay differential and so no
salary discrimination.
The plaintiffs attacked the sample for being truncated and for being a "non-representative crosssection" of the faculty in the four ranks. They attacked the response rate. Thev attacked the use of
rank to select the men. Thev established that the
rank-distributions of women. and of men who received the questionnaire were significantly different
from the distributions of the women and men in the
four relevant ranks. Ms. Vladeck's cross-examination seemed designed to establish that rank
could not be used in ai1 analvsis of CUJI<Ys civilservice type of salaries, and tl;erefore the Borgatta
was irrelevant to the trial.
battle and
knowing
Borgatta had
severely criticized a fellowship program as preferential treatment for racial minorities, the feminists
became all the more convinced that the case concerned politics, not scholarly disagreement. And so,
VI'Titing a letter to the editor of The New York Times
last June, eight feminist
from CL~Y's John
Jay College of Criminal Justice
a professional norm: Thou shalt not attack
coileaiZUes in
the public newspapers. but should
let disagreements about ethics be settled within academic
forums. They complained about what thev saw as
the lack of professional ethics in two cover-letters actwo successive mailin !!S of the auestionnaire used
the defense studv. Thev clai~ed these
two iet!ers had misled redpie~ts. O~e had not fullv
informed potential respondents that the data would
be used
the women as members of the courtcertified
The other had included the sentence,
"This study is designed to get objective information
about what is going on at CUNY and no other purpose is intendf.'d."
Through The N,.w York Times. the head of the
research center whose facihtics were used ior the
study and the thr,..., graduate studenl' responded:
They h:.al not intended to mislead anyone. They
practiced the highest t'!hical standards of research.
Two of tlw fif!t't'l1 senlt•net'S in the firs! cover-lt'lter
mt•ntimwd tht• C"-"'· advising a•e:pients that Judge
had
tlw
to
v. llllf:"

tended" had been meant
fidentialitv: no one was to know how an incl!vu1ttal
had answ~red the questions.
many women claim that they did not
that the data were
collected
primarily for the defense. Some
they
continue, did not even know about
existence of
the .class-action suit and so could not grasp the
si~icance of the brief reference to "Me/ani v.
BHE. ·• Defenders of the CUNY researchers countered: then these professors can't read and they
should have asked the researchers: we're all colleagues. Proponents of the
Jay feminists
argue that the researchers
have obeyed the
letter of professional ethics
fully informing
respondents about th~~ et>ru;eque:n~:s
in the study, but they
the snirit.
According to them, a letter not understood by recipients is necessarily flawed. Still, defenders of the
CUNY researchers note in office conversations: one
should not attack colleagues through the pages of a
newspaper.
That insistence cuts to the heart of universitv
debate about the law and women in universiti~.
Agaln ¢ere are
two positions. One. held
mostly by men, claims
the CtJ!'I.'Y sociologists
saw themselves as doing objective social msearch.
They viewed the sample as co ilea IZUes and addressed
letters to "Dear Colleague."
saw themselves as
being"funded," not "hired,"
Board ol Hi!!her
Education and had snecified
would conscieninequality.
tiously report any findlngs
The other stand, held
bv women. sees the
case as oart of the women's move~ent, oart of a vast
at the moment bemg plaved out in
political
the courts.
them.
ia:th in
obiec•tiv•e research is irrelevant:
to do a
"funded"
the BHE. Dr. Borgatta and his
had abrogated anv claim to coliegialitv. So
too, they noted among the~seives. Deputy Chancellor Brenner seemed to view the studv as oolitical, not
Without consulting the sociologists, he
faculty urging members of the sa mole to
wsnonnrure. He did not mentwn the
law suit in
letter. For a funding agency to contact members of a sample is simply unheard of.
Feminists schooled in the late 18o0's, past participants in the anti-war movement. recalled the
battles within universities about whether it is possible to do "objective research" with funds from the
Department of Defense.
recalled Proiect
Camelot and Michigan State
studies of
Vietman for the DOD. Defenders
the BHEfunded sociologists,
some who had once
attacked contract research
the DOD, felt the
to be overdrawn.
battles about professional ethics. research
for
and affirmative action
facultv. So too
to haunt the
debates about the "specialnes.s of universitit>_,. will
arise in other colleges as women increasingly turn to
the courts to obtain their
The women of the
instructional staH of the
Universitv of !\ew
York at Slonv Brook have been eertificd as· a cla." by
!ht• court.<.. The· women of the Uni,crS!tv ot ,\liehigan are SL'<'kin~ et•rhflcation. Elevc•n wo;m·n denied
!enure by Cornell University have just filed a f"J,.ral
su1!. And these women arc hopdu!. A' Sl'it:ncc
advi"od its rc·aders, mainlv
"A
have
.
hamh-off

first understand the faculty
which
resemble
civil
system. Each
divided into a series of grades or
academic
steps, and together rank and step set salary. Each
moves
a step within his or her
already at
step for that rank
appr•ovtil for promotion.
more "perfect"
like that at
service systems applied to
the University of California, in
is some
overlap between the steps of the various ranks. For
instance, a high-step associate professor may earn
the same salary as a low-step full professor.
The feminists observing the trial felt stronglv that
the sociologists had committed a serious technical
error by using rank in their analysis. According to
them, nmk mucks up the analysis, for one form of
discrimination-the assignment of rank-will wipe
out much or all of the other sort-the pay differential.
these feminists accused Dr. Borgatta of
the few research designs capable of
using one
finding no salary inequality. The fact that a man
and a woman of equal rank and seniority receive
equal compensation may conceal the more cogent
fact that through the operation of sex discrimination
in the peer review system the woman has been denied promotion to a higher rank (and salary) in spite
of superior qualifications. Or, when initially hired,
the woman may have been assigned a lower rank
than an
man.
"'"-v•mug to
defense, the data provided Dr.
"-lllllnPO<wor~-rl by the university- Instructional Stafi
computer tapes maintained by the
Board
Higher Education-were unsound. From
1975 through 1977, both Dr. Borgatta and Barry
Kaufman, Associate Dean for Instructional Re·
search, maintained: the Board of Higher Education
had systematically omitted from the ISP tapes
several key variables used in the Killingsworth
study. Accordingly, because Killingsworth's ins true·
tions to the computer ordered it to delete from the
statistical operations each person for whom there
were not complete data. the economist had in·
advertently on1itted from his study all persons hired
after 1974. Sirr.ilarly, Dr. Kaufman testified, there
were some serious errors in the 1974 lSP tapes.
This charge was accepted and rebutted: during a
weekend break, Dr. Killingsworth analyzed the in·
advertently om1tted "new hires," several hundreci
people, with such data as was on the ISP tapes. He
reported to the court that their salaries displayed
much the same inequities, "give or take a few hundred dollars," that characterize the salaries of other
CUNY professional workers.
Flaws in the ISP tapes, expert Borgatta told the
court, were the reason he had not used them in his
analysis and had instead collected new data through
a specially designed questionnaire. The plaintiffs~~
tacked that data set.
Here's how: First, selecting men to receive the
questionnaire, Borgatta and his staff had used rank
as a variable. They had sampled all the women, but
had chosen men through a "stratified random sam·
pie." This means that although women tend to o<'
concentrated in the lower ranks and men in th.:
higher ranks, the researchers had mailed the questionnaire to an equal number of women and men in
each rank. Simply put, they had sampled as tl.ot:n:h
there were no differenet.-s between the distribution
of women and men across ranks. Second. only fort\··
eight pcret•nt of the faculty to whom the qucstio~·
naire had been mailed had answNed it. An admit·
l<'dly mcdiocrt· "~t-,poli:.c rate," H v.·as poor for the

Needless to say, the defense did not mention the
potential for di,crimina!ion

into

peer review. Thiit possibility has been

in other

cases, such as J{a,cndrr v. University of Minnesota

settled earlier this summer. There, commenting on
the weaknesses of Shyamala Rajender to hold a
faculty position in the department of chemistry, Dr.
Edward Leete of that department had written on an
assessment form, "I have to state that she would
have problems because she is a woman. l guess I am
a male chauvinist pig."
Instead, the defense invoked "specialness" by
citing the professors' chance to receive tenure and
the right of peer review, as well as the different
functions of the many occupations at the university.
It argued that salary was a matter of rights and functions and that professors are the "heart of the university." Furthermore, it claimed: not only must professors be considered separately from everyone else;
but the other members of the non-instructional staff
serve such different functions that thev cannot be
compared to one another in a dispute ~bout salary
inequality. And, suggested Associate Dean Marilyn
Magner, whose responsibilities include checking the
qualifications of the non-teachin~ instructional staff
for personnel decisions. one cannot always comoare
people holding the same formal title: some people
performing the same job hold different titles; some
holding the same title do different jobs. Therefore,
any aggregation is improper.
Finally, Deputy Chancellor Brenner, in charge of
the daily operations of the universitv. sought to
disaggregate the teaching faculty by function. He
malntained that the teaching faculty holding the
four supposedly core titles of instructor. assistant
professor, associate professor, and professor are
significantly different from lecturers who cannot
hold tenure and are not required to do research. And
there is little, if any, operative unity within the four
"core" ranks. According to Dr. Brenner, there are
actually three sorts of {acuity at CUNY: people at
the community colleges who teach a trade, such as
secretarial skills; those at the senior college campuses who teach remediation, the three Irs: and
located primarily at the senior colleges and the
graduate school, the research-oriented professors.
If one accepts this argument, certification of all
the women as a class was conceptually incorrect:
and the Killingsworth studv which combined all
professional w~rkers in one ~ommon equation was
sloppy and invalid: rotten science. Can rotten
science make good law? the defense asked.
The central social science study presented by the
defense analvzed onlv the "heart of the
university" -fa.culty in ·one of the four main
teaching ranks. It captured a professorial view, for.
sociologist Borgatta and his three staff members, all
doctoral students in the sociology program, stress
tbat the~r resl.~n:h
W.i;:, not influenced by the
or bv the
administrators. \\'hen these
;lgren1 to studv CUNY salary inequality.
the
agreed that the t<.'am would independently
determine the rt'"'arch design and the BHE would
have to live with the rc-sults-whakver thev were.
(Dr. Killing,worth set .snnilar c·ouditions .for the
plaintiffs.) But, like the l\l!E administrators who
testified, the ~ocidhl).!:L\b ~ee tuuvcr~tty pc.·rsonncl as
pt."Ople in functionally diff,•rent occupailcl!ls.
Similarly. the ddcnse study implintly emphasized the inq>Prtanct• of p<'<'r rt'\'lt'W. for it introduced into tiH'
ol !al'ttll\· 'alar~t·s tile rank
held bv WDilH'll Htlli men tn ow•.of tht• ionr eore"
ranko..; .and tl11" mattt·r i' 't't h\ pn·r Tl'\ 1cw.
Htn\t'\Tr,
tht• plaintdl . . inli~•dltn·d t.'\ldctH't'
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dt'HlOihlratiiH'

rnainl~

o1w1

that at Cl :'\.) ~:d.1n d: . . crinun.tiJnt~
1hroud1 dhclnii:H.d tnll. iu thl'
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slt'ps of the f<''l·arch. A('eordin~lv, the h-am n··
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Office Assistant I

94

Truck Driver I

97

1352

-

1626

Office Assistant I I
(Typing)

110

904

-

1060

Fish Habitat Assistant

1 1

1322

1590

Laundry Norker

114

986

-

Executive Secretary I

159

1225

-

1471

Correctional Officer

173

1518

-

17 4 3

181

1483

-

1626

Licensed Vocational Nurse

187

1063

-

1267

Legal Secretary

187

1283

-

1539

1821

-

2081

Park

er I

State Traffic Officer
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(CHP)

1161

Registered Nurse I
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COMPARABlE WORTH STUDY
Page Seven

*Opposed by SACEE/SE!U local 22.
am.~~lgam.~~Uon of

H1. SOI!ll!!

F. Placement on Salary Schedule

1 and if above.

1. Use existing salary schedule, modified by any
collective bargaining agreement reached prior to
or during the course of this study.
2.

1. Cost ana1y51s.

Determine method of correlation between Internal Job
ranking and salary schedule.
I.

2.

Use of highest-ranked, Nle-dominated

job as benchmark position.

3. Gradu41 phase-in by classification In line with study
recommendations.

~

4. Possible combtnatfon of f2 and #J above.

*Does not arbitrarily preclude
possibility of salary Increase
for all positions.
tn

*No conflict between prevailing
wage rate and non-discriminatory
wage rate.

.j:;>.

.....

*More equitable method.
*Advocated by SACEE/SEIU local 22.
Disadvanta9es
*Higher total salary cost.
11.

Use of lowest-ranked, male-dominated job
as benchmark position.
[~<!vantage!

•Lower total salary cost.

Hultl•year, phase-In of all classifications In line
with study recommendations.

V.

Day

Required for
1.

St~tdl'

Class I flc11tion Spec:! flcatlons

2. Job Descriptions
3.

Salary Schedule

4.

Ma1e·f~le

5.

Ethnic Analys1t of each c1assfflc4tlon

ratio of each classification

6. Salary Cost for each classification
a.

Should not Include benefit costs

b.

Table of employer costs fixed by
Silary, such as Ul and OASDI

1. Hourly salAry cost for

Disadvantages

~rs

of working committee

*May result In depression of salary of
higher pald, !Rile-dominated positions.

*Creates eonf1lct between prevailing
wage rate and non-dlscrimln&tory wage
rate.

*Less eqult&ble method.
race discrimination in
chssific~tions.

WOMld
COIIIIII!ttl!l.

ill.

b.

II.

ll.

L

Surplus to

Various consultant studies
2.

Internal studies

l. Hlsce11aneous

i~ddit1onal

4. Law journal articles and
comparable worth studies
5.

studies
oth~r

professional articles on

Compilr&ble Worth Project ..~~ .. ~--~·

SACEE/SEIU local 22 has an extensive library of
worth materials,
most studies which have
completed national to
These will be made &V4ilable
to the committee for the cost of photocopying.

PAY EQUITY

Issue Paper No. 1

January, 1981

Committee on Salaried and Professional Women
Department for Professional Employees. AFL-CIO
815 16th Street. N.W., Washington. D.C. 20006
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One of the major factors in sustaining the earnings qap is
the concentration of women in relatively low-paying white collar
occupations. In spite of affirmative action efforts, most women
continue to be employed in those few
of low-paying
occupations in which th~y have traditionally worked. In fact,
in 1979, over one-half of all women workers were employed in
twenty occupations, just five more than in the year 1900.
Unfortunately, the educational and counseling
ern which tends
to steer women into traditional female jobs, has contributed to
this occupational concentration.
The second major factor in sustaining the earninqs gap
results when women cluster at or near entry level jobs where
t
receive entry-level pay.
Because so many more women are
just entering the workforce or returning after childrearing, the
effects of their lower pay on the earnings gap is significant.
Be~ause women have the primary responsibility for h~me and
family they often cannot put in overtime hours, and this limitation on their paycheck is another contributor to the earnings gap.
However, even after taking this and the ahovc factors into consjderation, there is still a gap for which no explanation but sex
discrimination can be made.

WHAT ABOUT THE PROFESSIONJ<.LS?

the wage gap is less for such occupations, it still
Full-time professional and technical women workers earn
65
of the medj.~n earnings of men within this occupational
group. The existence of this wage gap once again raises the
question of the contribution discrimination makes - in terms of
ob assignments, promotion opportunities, and wages.
Al
exists.

THF. IMPACT OF UNIONIZATION
Organized women workers make a full 30 percent more than those
women who do not have the advantage of unionization. The earnings
gap is even less for professional and technical women workers in
part because it is the occupational group with the highest percentage of women organized relative to men - 35.8 percent to 25.1
ively.
There is little doubt that the impact
unionization on
br
ing the
gap would be greater if more women participated in unions and collective bargaining. Today, less than 15
percent of working women are in unions.
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whether wage differlaw in cases
performed. Is
e worth
an application?
been mixed:
court upheld a
nurses, deciding
rates. The
possibUnited

cour
rds
prove that
t
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trons" and male
itted to
to sex
ng it the
e worth

*

i

sex
coverage was
led, a landdecision was awarded to IUE, entitl
prove
se deliberately discriminated against women emp
them less
n men doing comparable obs. Westi
e
s since failed to obtai a rehearing in
dis ict court. The
IUE
s petitioned the
Court for review,
g that this
case will be heard with the Gunther case.

Opponents to the
of equal pay for obs which are o
comparable val
includinq the Business Roundtab
and the NatioraJ
Public Employers Labor Relations Association, con end 1) that
ss, in enacting Title VII meant to 1
-based wage d)scrimination to cases in which men and women
t
same job
2) that
ayers would have the unfair burden of proviDQ that
r wage rates were not set discrim natorily
t if
were forced to reset wage rates, the cost would be
ibitive.
and the process tantamoun to a restructuring of the entire economy, 4) that acceptance of the concept of pay eouity, and the
resulting wage increases, would cause a rise in
oyment
among women, and 5) that neither the
al
Opportuni y
Commission nor any ot r government agency has
ity or
expertise to intervene where market forces
play the
determining role.

ission dur
, the AFL-CIO

to the
1
loyment
ity
on job segregation and wage discrimina-

"
ience demonstrates
setting wages, and establi
conditions of employment
meets workers'
s is collective
rqaining. No sing e step is
more likely to bring greater
ity to the wage
setting process ... "
Unions
found various stra
ies useful in their efforts
achieve pay·equity for their members, and eliminate wage diffPrs based on sex. These strategies are all part of the C'Ollcrt)vP
rgaining process, and include studies of iob classifications and
rates to determine discrimination,
· iated upgrading of
~·wc·men' s
jobs, the use of grievance and arbitration procedures,
court suits. For example:
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lower paid women,
hat wage rate inequities are covered
by grievance and arbitration c auses,
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the ob evaluation
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During the 1970's, dramatic changes took
women's participation in the labor market.
the
ning of the decade, about 31 million women, or 43
of all U.S. women 16 years old and over, were
force. By 1979, 43
or more than half of all
were working or looking for work. Tiris 12-mill.ion "'~"'"""''"'
in the number of working women accounted for 60
of the growth of the entire U.S. labor force over the dec·
cade. Even though a
of these
remained in the so-called
women were also u~.Xal.n:l!,
drivers, construction wc,IkE:rs,
Forces.

This revolution in the role women in the labor market
is documented in Perspectives on
Women: A Data·
book, to be published later this year
the
of
Labor Statistics. The Databook is a coDnor,ehemi,re
of t."le
body of int1mn.aticm
force that the Bureau
Fallowing are some 'U!S-'.IW.~"""
Young women were in the
growth in the 1970's.
25 to 34 years old were
or loc•kirt£
including 54 percent of the mothers in this
had to
the reS'I)Onsibilitil~s
with those of a
The number of wives in
over the last few aec:ade~s.
ly 50 percent of all wives
compared with 41
1950. CorttrttmtiJ:uz stron~iv

the labor force participation rate
grew at a more accelerated pace than for
the close of the decade there was
their overall labor force parti·
women were not as
white women to be in the labor
rate also advanced, reaching 47

sigJilli.cartt source of income for
ear:!l.ini~~;s of wives accounted for
of their families' incomes. If
full
t.~eir contribution averaged
income; if they worked part time or
their contribution fell to only

of the information th.at can be
included in the Databook under the

age 6 advanced from
9 years later.
In recent years, more and
and marital

moonlighting,

'"'"""'"'' office nearest you (see back
information for Bulletin 2080,

,.,~r~,.,.;?,.lf

w,..,,.-Jrl"'" Women: A Databook.
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Table 2. labor force
rates of women and men,
annual average!>, selected yean, 1950-80

1. Women in the labor force, annual averages,
selected years, 1950-80
(Numbers in thousands)

Partleipation r111ta
(percent of population

I

Year

in labor force I
Year

Women

Women

Men

33.9
37.7

86.4
83.3

43.3
43.3
43.9
44.7
45.6

79.7
79.1
79.0
78.8
78.7

46.3
47.3

50.0
51.0

77.9
77.5
77.7
77.9
77.9

51.4

77.6

1950 . . . . • . . • • . . . • • • . . . . . . 1

1960 ..

I
1950 . . . .

0

•••••••••

0.

0

62,208
65,023

1955 . . . . .
1960
69628
74,455
1965
82,715
1970 . . . . .
92,613
1975
102,908
1979 .
1980:
1et quartar (S~~eaonally
adjuetadl. . . . . . . . . . . . . 104,194
0

0

0

••••••

0

•••

0

0

••••

0

••

0

0

••••

0.

0

•••

• • • • • • • • •

0

0

0

0

••••

0

0

0

•

0

•

0

••

0

•

•

0

0

0

••

0

0

••

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

0

••

0

0.

0

••

0

0

29.6
31.6

118,389

I 20,548

I 23,240

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

33.4

35.2
38.1
39.9
42.1

1 2s.2oo

. 31,520
36,998
43,391

0

•

0

•

0

••

0.

...
...
. . .......
0

0

0

••

0.

0

•••••

0

••

0

0

0

0

0

••••••

0

0

••••••

......

0

0.

0

0

0

0

0

0

••••••••••

0

0

•••

0

0

0

0

•••

••••

0

0

•

••

0

1975 ..
1976 ..
1977 . . . . . . . . . . .
1978 ...
1979
1980:
1st quartar (SIIeaonally adjusted! . . . .
0

•••

0

•

0

•••

0

••••

0

0

0

0.

0

•

0

••

0

•

0

0

0

0

0

0

••••

••

0

0

0

••••

0.

42.4

44,216

0

0

0.

0

0

0

•••••••

••

0

0

••

0.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

••••••

•••••••

0

•

0

••

0.

0.

0

48.4

0

0

0

Table 3. Employment of women in selected occupations, selected yean, 1960-79
(Numbers in thousands)
Wo!MI'I

Number

Occupation

I

:I

Professional and technical . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Accountants • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lawyers and judges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·1
Physicians and osteopaths . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Teecilers, except college and uniwrsity . • . . . . . . .
1
Teecilars, college and university • • . • • • . • . . • . ·1

I

Manegerialand administratiw, except farm . . . . . . . . .
Benk officials and financial menagers . . . . . . . . . . ·1
Buven and purchasing agents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I
ClariCiill • . . • . • • • . • • • • • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • •
Bsn k tellers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Secretaries and typists . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1

I
I

1950

1960

1,946
56
7j

2,746!

I

281

ani

780
28
61

13
6

4,273
28
1,494

I

1,061

55
75

6,263110,150

881

1,917

lnclud• colle;e and university presidents In 1950.
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percent of all
I

1970

4,5781
180
7;
13
25
us 1
, .1ss 1,937
139
36 I

121
837

111

worklllnl In occupation

216
3,886

1979

1950

1960

I 1970

1979

6,519
344
62
46
2,207
172

40.1
14.9
4.1
6.5
74.5
22.8

38.0
16.4
3.3
6.8
71.6
21.3

40.0
25.3
4.7
8.9
70.4
28.3

43.3
32.9
12.4
10.7
70.8
31.6

2,586
196
136

13.8
11.7
9.4

14.4
12.4
17.7,

16.6
17.6
20.8

24.6
31.6
30.2

14,152
458
4,&n

62.3
45.2
94.6

67.5
69.3
96.7

73.6
86.1
96.6

80.3
92.9
98.6

Table

Laber force participation r1rte1 of women
averages, ~elected years,

over . . . . . . . . . .

33.9

i6 and 17 . . . . . . . . .
and 19 . . . . . . . . .
20 to
......... .
25 to 34 . . . . . . . .
35 to 44 ..

30.1
51.3
46.0
34.0

Table 5. Women

37.7

age,

43.3

51.0

34.9
53.6

45.8
62.9

labor force

selected yean, 1950-79

POPUlATION
(thouundsl
Tot11!, 16 y1111n and
over . . . . . . . . . .
Nwer married.
Married, hu11bl!nd
pr~~~~r~~nt...
.. . . . .
Married, lnJilbllnd

48,239
3,075
5,359

Divorced • • . • . . • . . .

H),450

,808
3,967
2,358
PERCENT OF
POPUlATION IN

lABOR FORCE
50.7

Total ..

627

N!lllllr married .
huilbllnd

49.4
58.8
74.0
22.6
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Table 6. Labor force
rates of married
women, husband present,
presence and age of
own children, Hlected yean, 1950-79
Participation rate
. III be r orce
percent of PQI)U let'10n 10

I

IWith no

Year 1

Total

•

With children under liP 18

children
under
age18

Total

18.4
24.0
27.6
32.2

1950
1955
1960
1965

.......
.......
.......
.......

23.8
27.7
30.5
34.7

30.3
32.7
34.7
38.3

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

.......
.......
...•...
.......
.•..... ,

40.8
40.8
41.5
42.2
43.0

42.2
42.1
42.7
42.8
43.0

1975 . . . . . • •i 44.4
1976 . . • . . . . 46.0
1977 . . . . . . . 46.6
1
47.6
1978 . . . . . .
1979 . . . . . . . 49.4

43.9
43.8
44.9
44.7
46.7

:!

I 39.7
39.7
I 40.5
I

41.7
43.1
44.9
46.1
48.2
50.2
51.9

6 to 17.1 U
none
nder
6
younger

I

28.3
34.7
39.0
42.7
49.2
49.4
50.2
50.1
51.2
52.3
53.7
55.6
57.2
59.1

I

11.9
16.2
18.6
23.3

30.3

29.6
I 30.1
32.7
34.4

I
I 36.6
37.4
39.3
41.6
43.2

Data were collected in April of 1961-66 and March of all
other yeen.
NOTE: Children ere defined • "own" children of the women

end include never-married sona and deughten, l'ti!Pchildren, end
edopted children. Excluded are other related children such 111
l[ll'endchlldren, nieces, nephews, end couaim, and unre!etecl children.

Table 7. Civilian labor force status of white, black, and Hispanic women 16 years and over by marital status, March 1979
(Numbel'll in thousands)
White

Marital statu•
Number

I
I

Labor force
participation
nstlll

Women, total . . . . . . . . . . . . .

37,210

50.4

Nwer married . . • . . . . . . . . . . •
Married, husband present . . . . . . •
Other wer married . . . . . . . . . . .
Married, husband absent . . . . • . .
Widowed . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Divorcad . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

9,296
21,391
6,523
1,136

65.2
48.5
42.2

1,988

22.0

3,400

75.3

NOTE:

I
force
I
participation

Black

I

I

58.9

Due to rounding, sums of individual iterne may not

equal totals.

4
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Number

I

Hili'Minic

Labor

I

Number

nstlll

Labor force
participation
nstlll

4,899

52.6

1,859

47.4

1,502
1,920
1.477
632
322
523

50.7
59.7
47.0

502
1,028
330
117

56.0
46.3
40.8
40.4
22.2
60.2

58.9
25.0

66.8

I
II

l

58
154

Married-couple familia$, total . . . . . .

47,689

No IIIIHIIlfS.

.
One earner.
Husband only . .
Wife only . . . . .
Other relative only . . . .

.. . .
~

Hu1band and wife only •..
Husband and other relati11e, only .
Husband is nonaarner. . . . . . . .

4,067

2,107

$19,400

4,708

54

59

7,900

,513

775

1,452

734

16,400
17,200
11,200
13,200

6,344

~

Two earners . . . . . . . . . . .

23,178

25
,528

18,869

8,122

1 Childr1111 are defined al!l "own" children of the family and
elude never-married son~ and daughters, st~!X:I'I,IId1ren
children. Excluded are other
ni~~C~~s, and Mphlllllli, and

GPO 869 !50

14

16

1,796

784
625

1

to

207

152

i8

8

21.200
20,900
23,900
17,700

$100.

rounding, sums of individual items may not
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COMPARABLE WORTH:
"A JOB INEQUITY BY ANY OTHER NAME.

II

Winn Nev.rrnan *
General Counsel, International
Union of Electrical, Radio and
Machine Workers, AFL-CIO-CLC
and
Coalition of Labor Union Women

•

to
University of Wisconsin Law School
Center for Equal Employment and
Affirmative Action
November 30, 1979

I.

Background

Just as no one had heard of the Duchy of Grand Fenwick
1/
1n the popular film "The Mouse That Roared"- until it declared
war on the United States, despite its existence for years, the
°CODparable worth" issue, which is now being hailed as "the issue
of the 80's" and as a "sleeping giant", has been around for a long
time.

Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and Executive Order

11246 have always proscribed discrimination.in the wages paid for
work performed.

The march of "comparable worth" to the Front Line

Roger MacDougall and Stanley Mann, screenplay "The Mouse
That Roared", 1959, based on the novel "Wrath of Grapes"
by Leonard Wibberly.

* Co-authored with Carole w. Hilson, Associate General Counsel,
International Union of Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers,
AFL-CIO-CLC
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-3Nor is the issue of job inequities as they re

to

sex-segregated jobs newly discovered, e.g., the War Labor Board,
1945, relying on data submitted by the General Electric
Company and Westinghouse noted that most women's jobs were improperly paid less than janitors and other common labor men's jobs
and that the job evaluation point value at General Electric was

•

reduced by 1/3 for women's jobs, and that the wage rate for
3/
comparable jobs at Westinghouse was reduced by 20%~ The WLB coneluded that at the plants of both companies there were "substantial
differentials between rates for women's jobs and men's jobs which
4/
cannot be justified on the b~sis of comparable job content~And private parties have filed "job inequity" or "comparable worth" lawsuits for at least a decade.

IUE, for example,

has been filing and successfully settling "comparable worth" lawsuits on behalf of women it represents since at least 1969.

In-

deed, a year ago, Assistant Secretary of Labor Don Elisburg, in
a speech before the Coalition of Labor Union Women,stated that
the Department of Labor would require equal compensation for
wonen's and men's jobs whenever the jobs "which may be different
in content
bility."

* * *

required the same skill, effort and responsi-

As stated by Elisburg, "The concept sounds so simple,

one can only wonder what has taken it so long to catch hold''.
~/

28~

~/

28 War Labor Reports, 666, 689.

War Labor Reports, 666, 678-682.
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the jobs, although

fferent in content, require the same or greater
and responsibility.

11, effort

That issue was resolved by the Congress and

the President when the Civil Rights Act and the Executive Order
were enacted.

Congress determined in 1964 that discrimination

was wrong and cannot be justified on the basis of the cost to

•

correct it.

To the extent, therefore, that a soon-to-be released

study b)' the National Academy of Sciences may emphasize these
economic concerns or the supposed difficulty of determining what
a job is worth, this too is not relevant to the issue of whether
or not the law bars discrimination

compensation.

The first issue to be determined is whether wages established on the basis of sex or race violate Title VII and/or the
Executive Order.

If so, then a myriad of remedies may be avail-

able, and an argument that a court should consider the economic
effect of any remedy it may impose would then be timely.

Con-

ceivably, the NAS study, which does not appear to have concerned
itself with what is required by existing laws, may be useful in
suggesting appropriate remedies.

Unfortunately, however, early

pre iminary reports of this heavily employer-dominated committee
state that if its study shows "the development of unbiased procedures" is "feasible", it would then determine "whether such
procedures would be desirable in light of their economic and
political consequences".

In these circumstances, we must assume
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~I

Although neither EEOC nor OFCCP have 1

cases

in court involving discrimination in compensation, both agencies
have consistently taken the position that paying women or
minorities less than men or white employees who perform jobs
which are different in content but of comparable skill, effort
and responsibility is illegal.

EEOC has regularly issued

reasonable cause findings where the jobs being compared did not
fall within the ambit of the Equal Pay Act; OFCCP has actively
pursued the issue and has recently concluded a hearing before an

9/
Administrative Law Judge-

which will affect the entire glass

industry.

8;

Section 703(a) of Title VII provides that:
"It shall be an unlawful employment
practice for any employer

(1) . . . to discriminate against any
dividual with respect to his compensation
. because of such individual's sex . . • "
(42 u.s.c. §2000e-2(a)).
Section 202(1) of E.O. 11246 states:
"The contractor will not discriminate
against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, color, rel ion,
sex, or nat
l origin.
The contractor
will take affirmative action to ensure that
applicants are employed, and that employees
are treated during employment,without regard
to their race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin.
Such action shall include,
but not be limited to the following:
employment, upgrading, demotion, or transfer;
recruitment advertising; layoff or termination;
rates of pay or other forms of compensation ..• "

21

U.S. Department of Labor and U.S. Department of Energy v.
Kerr Glass, 77-0FCCP-4.
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The second sentence -- the Bennett Amendment -- states
that a difference in pay based upon sex is not an unlawful employment practice if such difference is "authorized" by the
10/
EPA.
Some courts have stated, in most cases as dicta, that
any conduct that is not prohibited by the Equal Pay Act is
~uthorized"

in

by the Act, and thus that no claim of discrimination

con~ensation

violates Title VII unless it also violates the
11/
Equal Pay Act.-However, as the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
~~~

Section 703(h) provides:
"Notwithstanding any other provision of this
title, it shall not be an unlaw
employment
practice for an employer to apply different
standards of compensation, or different terms,
conditions, or privileges of employment pursuant
to a bona fide seniority or merit system, or a
system which measures earnings by quantity or
quality of production or to employees who work
in different locations, provided that such
differences are not the result of an intention
to discriminate because of race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin, nor shall it be an unlawful employment practice for an employer to
give and to act upon the results of any professionally developed abili
test provided
that such test, its administration or action
upon the results is not designed, intended or
used to discriminate because of race, color,
religion, sex or national origin.
It shall
not be an unlawful employment practice under
this ti e for any employer to differentiate
upon the basis of sex in determining the
amount of the wages or compensation paid or
to be paid to employees of such employer if
such differentiation is authorized by the provisions of section 6(d) of the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938, as amended (29 u.s.c.
206(d))."

11 / e.g., Orr v. Frank R. MacNeill & Sons, 511 F.2d 166, 171 (5th
Cir.
l975r;-cert. den. 423 U.S. 865 (1975), and Ammons v. Zia
Co., 448 F. 2d 117 {lOth Cir.
1971).
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-10stated in Gunther v.

discussed

after, those cases, wi

the

IUE v. Westinghouse,

.:u/

also discussed later, which is on appeal to the Third Circuit,
"did not consider the issue whether Title VII prohibits conduct
outside the scope of the Equal Pay Act

"

to have involved only "equal work" cl
wortl1"

These cases seem
Hence, the "comparable

issue may never have been consciously decided by those

courts.
Certain

, it defies pla

ish usage to conclude that

everything that is not prohibited
by it.

Webster def

a statute

s "authori

" as me

s authorized
"sanctioned

1.6_/

or approved authori

"

If Congress had desired this result,
se "not covered" in place of

it could simply have used the
the word "authorized" so
teet from a
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tle VII chal

"not covered by

any

provis

k~endmcnt

would prodifferentials

Pay Act.

A much more natural r

, and one that does not do

violence to the purpose of the statute, is that the Bennett
Amendment re

s

s to

Act as"

the Equal Pay
s did not regard

" certain
1979)

1.]_/

19 FEP Cases

1_!_/

W€bster's New Internat
(1952).

1

. reh'g pending.

50 (1979}.
1
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as discriminatory, i.e., that a violation of
VII does not occur where the wage dif

EPA or Title
al is based upon

seniority, merit or the quality or quantity of production.
This is the conclusion recently adopted by the Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit in Gunther v. County of Washington.

•

B.

The Gunther Case

Gunther was a Title VII action brought by four jail
matrons, alleging discrimination in their compensation.

The Court

of Appeals held that the jobs of the female""matrons" and the
male "guards" were not "equal" under the Equal Pay Act, but went
on to sustain the sufficiency under Title VII of plaintiffs' claim
that "the discrepancy in wages was due to sex discrimination".
The court held that "Title VII is broader in scope than the Equal
Pay Act".

•

" . . [W]e hold that, although decisions
interpreting the Equal Pay Act were authoritative
where plaintiffs suing under Title VII raise a
claim of equal pay,
aintiffs are not precluded
from suing under Title VII to protest other discriminatory compensatory practices unless the
practices are authorized by one of the four
aEfirmative
fenses contained in the Equal Pay
Act and incorporated into Title VII by Section
703(h)."
In addition,

there are some differences in wording be-

tween the exceptions in the EPA and the exceptions contained in
151
the first sentence of Section 703(h) ,-- and one of the defenses
15/ Section 703(h) refers to "bona fide" seniority systems while
the Equal Pay Act simply refers to seniority system.
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House and was sent to the Senate.

first
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reason to use
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A year later

of

-13that

on the Senate floor, Senator Bennett
Amendment had been
ete chaos . . . " and

adopted

an

Bennett
of cornthe Senate

s "resulted in action

without the creation of any legislative history."
underscore the

Senator Bennett's observations

obvious -- that the meager colloquy accompanying

s amendment

cannot support the exemption of major discriminatory compensation
practices from the reach of Title VII.

To the contrary, in

Gunther, the Ninth Circuit concluded that the legislative history
su?ports the conclusion that the Bennett

merely incor-

porated these 4 Equal Pay Act exemptions into Title VII and that
the broad remedial policy behind Title VII "should not be limited
further in the absence of a clear Congressional directive".
The Gunther court made clear that the women's jobs required less respons

lity because the male guards were ~ypically

responsible for 12 times as many prisoners as a matron", and "the
matrons did substantially more clerical work than the male guards".
However, it remanded the case for trial in order to allow the
plaintiffs to offer evidence that a portion of the discrepancy be-

•

tween their salaries and those of the male guards could only be
ascribed to sex discrimination, and thus that the
were in part due to sex discrimination.

sparate pay rates

Presumably, the court's

reasoning would appear to require that the women's rates should be
raised to somewhere between the present female and male rates.

Th7

111 Cong. Rec. 13359 (June 11, 1965)
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considerations
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The
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because

never
enacted
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v.
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7 FEP Cases
v.
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(

74

-15"The whole purpose of the Act was to require
that these depressed wages be rai
,
part
as a matter of simple justice to the employees
themselves, but also as a matter of market
economics, since Congress recognized as well
that discrimination in wages on the basis of
sex 'constitutes an unfair me
of competition'."
Although Corning Glass involved the EPA, the Court's con-

I

elusion that Congress determined that market economics could not
justify sex discrimination is equally applicable to "comparable
worth".

Market conditions and supply and demand arguments are

clearly irrelevant where an employer pays disparate wages because
of sex to workers who apply for employment at the same personnel
office and are employed on traditionally female and male jobs within
the same bargaining unit, even though the jobs involve the same
skill, effort and responsibility.
C.

Intentional Discrimination - IUE v. Westinghouse

Finally, even assuming, arguendo, that Gunther was wrongly
decided, there remains the question of whether a specific intent
to discriminate in the payment of wages violates Title VII.

I

A violation of the Equal Pay Act may occur in the absence
of any intent to discriminate.

On the other hand, the first sen-

tence of 703(h) makes clear that the four exceptions do not apply
where the differences in wage rates result from "an intention to
discrjminate".

This issue is involved in the key ''comparable worth"

case now pending in the Third Circuit, IUE v. Westinghouse.
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The facts in that case show

wage structure was

established with an express purpose of discriminating against
women.

To provide a picture of the admitted deliberate discrim-

ination by Westinghouse in establishing the wage rates, it may be
useful to spell out briefly some of the undenied facts.
In establishing a rate structure, the Westinghouse Wage
Administration Manual instructed plant officials to proceed in
three distinct steps.
all jobs.

The first step was the "Point-Rating" of

The Manual specified the factors to be taken into

account in the point-rating, specifically "Knowledge and Training
Required", "Specific Demands of the Job" and "Responsibilities
Involved".

The second step was assigning each job a "labor grade"

in accordance with its point rating.
development of "key sheets", which set

The third step was the
th the hourly wage fot

jobs at each labor grade.
The Manual instructed plant officials to compensate women's
jobs at a lower waoe rate than men's jobs which had received the
a heading
the Manual expl

lled "Wage Rates for vlomen",

ned:

The gradient of
women's wage curve . • .
is not the same
men because
of the more
of the service of the former,
ive shortness
of
activity
, the
fferences
environment required, the extra services
that must be provided, overtime 1
tations,
extra
lp needed for
occasional heavy
work, and the general sociological factors
not requiring discussion herein.
The rate or range for Labor Grades do not
i
th the va ues on the men's scale.
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Basicallv then, we have another wage curve
or Key Sheet for women below and not parallel
with the men's curve.
A 1956 "Key Sheet" illustrates the process:
KEY SHEET

TRENTON PLANT - MARCH 20, 1956
FEMALE

lW
2W
3W

MALE

$1.525
1.555
1. 585
1. 62
1.65

4\v

5W

1M
2M
3M
4M
5M
6M
7M
8M
9M

$1.66
1. 695
1. 73
1. 77
1. 85
1.92
2.00
2.13
2.305

The "W" jobs were rated by the company, according to
factors selected by the company, as having the same worth as the
corresponding "M" job, but the jobs were paid less because they
were performed by women.

In fact, the highest women's rate was
19j
lower than the lowest male rate.--

T9/ The \var Labor Board • s decision includes the following "typical
wage rate schedule for one of the Westinghouse plants", which graphically illustrates the operation of the Westinghouse job rating
system:
Fairmont

•

Labor
Grade

Men's Jobs
Day \\ork
(2)
(3)

(1}
$.755
• 7 55

$.755

$.765

.765

.785

50

• 765
• 785
• 815

.785
.815
.855

6

.955

.905

63
79
99
124

7
8
9

.905
. 955
1. 025

1.025

.815
.855
.905
.955
1.025
1.095
1.165

1
2
3
4
5

.955
1.095

Women's Jobs
Day Work

Point
Evaluation
0 -

155
193
240

49
- 62
- 78
- 98
-123
-154
-192
-239
-299

( 1)

(2)

$.54

$.57

$.60

.57
.60
.63
.66

.60

.63

.63
.66
.69

.66
.69
.72

(3)

The Board went out of existence before a remedy could be
formulated.
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In

65, as a result of the

sage of the Civil Rights

Act, the separate key sheets were f

merged into a unitary

key sheet in which the labor grades

no sexual designation.

But rather than simply combining the five women's labor grades
with the five corresponding men's labor grades, Westinghouse expanded
the number of labor grades from

to

rteen

generally

accordedwomen's jobs labor grades in the new scale below those of
male jobs that had been at the corresponding labor grade level before
the merger.
Although the actual wage rates have, of course, increased
in the past forty years since they were originally set in 1939,
the general across-the-board increases

icable to all jobs have

left the discriminatory pattern basically unchanged for those years.
There have also been some changes in job content over the years,
and some rate adjustments ef

c

as a result of litigation initiatec

bv IUE, but the changes have not
women at the Trenton p
ture that embod

i

are still

s the del

ate discr

the wage inequities,and
a

under a rate struc-

nation involved in its

formation.
Moreover, although Westinghouse has abandoned the formal
at the Trenton plant are

sex segregation of jobs, women
still clustered in the tradi

onal women's jobs.

Table. shows employee assi

The

llowing

at the Trenton plant as of

November 30, 1975:
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Westinahouse - Trenton Plant
Male
-00
1
0
21

LGl
LG2
LG3
LG4
LG5
LG6
LG7
LGB
LG9
LGlO
LGll
LG12
LG13

Female
33

125
18
16
14
0

4
3
2

0

3

1

4
0

0
0

19
19

0

76

213

0

This table shows that with a single exception the 183
employees working at Labor Grades l through 4 were women.

These

are the grades into which the women's jobs were placed in 1965.
Eighty-five percent of the female;and 1% of the male employees
are assigned to these jobs.
An interpretation of the Bennett Amendment to perrnit such
deliberate and intentional discrimination is offensive to the
essential purpose of Tit

•

VII -- the eliminat

discrimination in the workplace.

of invidious

It reauires the conclusion that

Congress intended to "authorize" such blatantly discriminatory
employment practices.
The Ninth Circuit in Gunther illustrated the absurdity
of relying on the Bennett Amendment to justify deliberate discrim-

.

ination with the following examples:
"Assume, for example, that an employer
tells a female worker, not employed at
a position that is substantially equal
-573-
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Subsequent Congressional Actions
to the Bennett Amendment

th Respect
supports the

The post-Act legislative history

theory that Congress did not intend to sanction blatant wage rate
discrimination.

The following statement from the Report of
to accompany the 1978 Pregnancy

Senate Committee on Human Resources

•

Amendments to Title VII is of great significance:
"[T]he Bennett Amendment . . .
des
that if a practice is authorized by the
Equal Pay Act, 29 U.S.C. §206(d) -that
is, if it is within one of the four
enumerated exceptions to the Equal Pay
Act - then it is not unlawful under
Title VII.

* * * * * *
It

· the Com.mittee's opinion tha

any

i.:' ..;~tion of the Bennett Amendw::::nt.
,·mi cii assumes that the provision i 11su . to:::::.

from Title VII all compensation and frinqe
t orograms which do not a·L o
uJ;,t ..;
· rtc
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bt~ne~:j
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the Bennett
employment
"~nder

language

"

to unlawful

relates

"

s tit

The
the first sentence

this title" is not con

t and the D.C.

S703(h) which was relied on by the Fifth C
Federal District Court

25;

ement

the East Texas and

te resolution of

cases.-- Accordingly, notwithstanding the ult
the effect of the Bennett Amendment on

tle VII, it appears that
t on the Executive

the Bennett Amendment clearly will have no ef

Order, and that sex discrimination in compensation is therefore
prohibited by the Executive Order whether the discrimination

lves

substantially equivalent jobs or jobs of "comparable value".
CONCLUSION
It is obvious that the statutory proh
tion in compensation has traveled a rocky road.

The Gunther

decision, however, portends a smoother road

, and the upcoming

Third Circuit

In any event,

decision should tell us more.

regardless of the eventual resolution
issue, the el

•

tion on discrimina-

Bennett Amendment

scrimination in compensation can to a

arge extent be achieved through the

25/ §703(h) quoted in fn. 5, supra.
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Unions
worth appeals are
of new union
drives and are used
in collective bargaining. In addition to endorsements of the pay
struggle from individuals, unions and the AFL-CIO, many locals have brought
up comparable worth payment in negotiations. Clericals in the California state
system won an additional 2-l/2% wage hike when Local 909 of the American
Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees
demonstrated their
past victiminzation by discriminatory pay standards. AFSCME Local 101 is currently
bargaining for extension of a comparable worth system
now used for
employees in San Jose, following a two-year
the city. In 1977,
the Co~munications Workers of America used results from its Job
Committee
to win compression of over 300 clerical
titles to seven. The United Electrical
Workers recently won special wage increases and upgrading for women workers'
classifications in local settlements.
An especially promising organizing drive began at Stanford University when
over half of 2,000 clericals petitioned to join the Office Staff
Committee (OSOC). The impetus for this drive was the realization in 1979 by members
of one small women's group that their three year wage increase had been 5.3%, while
technicians received 21% and the largely male labor
a driver s
license for employment--received 19%. This drive by women clericals is now in
representation hearings before the NLRB.

The Stanford clericals are working with United
of the Service Employees International Union, which
technical, maintenance and service workers.
"It is
to other union members who are male that this issue
away
from them," commented
Tipp-Coats, chairperson
She is very
about the union drive, noting that sudden across-the-board wage increases to
clericals of 10% in 1980, and 12% promised for 1981, have
fueled the women's
efforts to unionize.
Issues for the Future

•

Pay equity raises some
for unions, Foremost is the need to
and women workers united and
for a
to divide.
male workers to take lower wage increases so women can "catch up"
into the
hands and risks
union forces at the
table. It also forces workers to pay now for
's
of
pay discrimination.
Pay equity can also be a
issue,
careful use of
evaluation systems to determine "unbiased" wage differentials with
measurements. Organizers must work to
these
so all workers remain
involved in the struggle.
While
the worth of jobs can demonstrate
discrimination, it
can also be used by management to weaken the union's side in
If
detailed job evaluations are accepted as the rule for wage
, this may lead
toward more use of time and motion and "productivity" data, and toward less reliance
the kind of bargaining patterns that originate where labor is
mostly
male) , and then spread with a blanket effect to other units
female) . Many
unionists therefore advocate using comparable worth as only one tool in the broader
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Some
in their
must continue
lower pay for
is the

RESOURCES

have
may
under different
conditions. for instance, in
in the City of San Jose, senior chemi>ls were
value to senior librarians in terms ol know-how,
and accountability. In order for two jobs to be
or v<JiuP, they musl require similar

Workers on Rise
Tht' perct'ntage of women over 16 years old who work outside
increased
since World WJr 11---from
to
adult women. However, the
of
not
1977 women who
a year-round, full-lime
59 cents for every dollar earned by men.
at the Women's Bureau of the U.S.
identified two main factors which maintain the
men Jnd women workers. VI/omen are concentrated in
ona
"lemale" jobs.
the majority of women
workers lack seniority; they are employed mostly in entry-level poHowever,
these two factors into consideration, much
differpnce in earnin11s between men and women remains to
i\tmv people contend that employers have takpn
of
!he conn•ntration of women in typically "female" prof~ssions by
luwf'r wages for these jobs than for fields dominated by men
even tllough the work performed by both groups is ot
vdlue lo the organilation or to society as a whole.
Ad,·oca!Ps of comparable worth contend that two dissimilar
value should receive equal pay. They argue that
women in female-dominated professions arc paid less than
male-dominated jobs even though both positions may
have Similar worth to the organization. Four hundred city employees in San Jose, California,
walked off their jobs to demand
pay for jobs of comparable worth.
Work v. Comparable Work

It must be emphasized that equal work and work of comparable
worth are two very different standards on which to base pay. Two
jobs of equal work have similar content requiring similar work behaviors and tasks performed under· similar working conditions. Employeps doing !'qual work have similar responsibilities, degreP of ef''·"''· ,·nH! ,,hili!~<·'· \\',,rl"·r~ can sue undf'r the Equ.d r.w Act nl 1'>i,1
, ,n\,
'•"'. , ·"' 5it>"'w .,at tlwv art' "'' ,." '"~ le:ss pay !hoi, ~,_atlu·t"
,..,q,f:.t<"'"'"'""" Q iob.<E<i14<!111 te t~irow"'

persons are now demandmg equal pay for jobs of comparable worth. this issue of the Midwest Monilor examines the controversy surrounding such demands. The controversy is intimately related to the
history of sex discrimination in the workplace and
the
occupied by the "female"
The conflict
federal laws on sex discrimination against
of the
discrimination and
reviews
court decisions
!he recent
Court decision in Gunther v. County of
The issue disof
cusses thP
.
.
and
de'icrihPs methods
can evaluate jobs of comparable worth.
It appears that the
over
pay for jobs of comworth will be
out in the courts over the next ·
Since the June 1981 Gunther decision, women workwages because they perform work comparable to
that
by men may sue for sex discrimination under Title
VII of the 19M Civil RiRhls Act.
AI a seminar on
in September of 1981, lJaniel leach,
Vice Chair of the
Employment Opportunity Council, said that
he doesn't expect
to take a position on the issue.
leach said the issue
worth will be spelled out in the
courts.
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Perlains to Public Sector
worth is pertinent to the
often base their wage scales on !he
wagPs paid for similar jobs in the local labor market. Thus, any sex
discrimination operating in the private sector is perpetuated in the
sector.
In many jurisdictions the American federation of State, County,
and Municipal
(AFSCME) has been fighting for equal pay
for jobs of comparable worth. Members, including more than
400,000 women, have pursued their goal through collective bargain·
ing, the courts, and state
A number of states, including_ ConnPclicut, New Jersey, Georgia,
and Oklahoma, are con,idt•ring p.1y Njwlv IPgi-;IJiion_ ThP 'rate of
ld.d•o hJs alrt•Jdv t'n.Jtkd .1 '·"' thJt ., .. ,,,,.., J public emploH·t··, P·•r
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to three criteria:
do the
not the education and

and

is dPINmined
alone may determine !he wages as
Or the evaluation may be
used to 'E'I a wJge.

Civil
one factor among many

a score.
often a dollar ilmount,
placing the evaluation on a scale of values for Pach

factor. To arrive at lhe final job evaluation, the score~ for all ol the
factors are added to give a total score, value, or wag<' for each job.

Wage Adjustments Results
Ml?thods Ust•d
The four conventional methods of job evaluation are the point
method,
classification, and factor comparison.
The' most widely med method of job evah1.1tion is tht> point method.
A set of factors, lor example, skill, responsibility, and effort, is chosen.
A scale is devised lor each factor which represents increasing levels of
worth. fach le\el corresponds to a given number of points. The
ooints is constant across all jobs. A job is rated on
and is assigned lhP
number of
Points are totaled to viE'Id a job worth score.
used by small firms.)obs are ranked from top to
to their worth. Unfortunately, the
ot worth is
Ranked jobs are
into
each category earning a different p.1y level.
method, the worth of the whole job is dett>rrnined.
Classification makes use of a
idealized
with job categories based on the
of skill and
to nerform that job. Each actual job is !hen lit
structure by comparing its characteristics
idPdlizcd levels.
The best examplE' is the General Schedule (GS) clas'iificalion used in
fedE'ral govt>rnment Pmployrnent. fighteen grades are defined on the
of
factors.
If a n('w job is established, it is assigned a GS level with a specific pay
range. One drawback of classification is the
into .1
categorv if its various skills and
disc n•panl levels in the GS
The factor comparison method is the most cumbersome method of
evaluation to use. It is generally agreed that lht> results are highly
and it is ditiicult for employees to understand.
Using this method, a set oi factors, usually called compensable
factors, is chosen and the evaluation is based on them. It is desirable to
the number of factors low; four to sevpn factors are ideal.
A set of jobs is chosen and ranked according to their worth. Bt>cause
these jobs will serve as a benchmark for evaluation of all the other jobs,
there should be a consensus on their worth to the organization.
Each one of these benchmark jobs is then evaluated according to
the value of each factor. For example, a secretary who- makes $200 a
week might have compensable factors valued at $100 for skill, $70 for
responsibility, and $30 for effort ($100 + $70 + $30
$200).
Once the benchmark jobs have been evaluated, and

•

A
job evaluation specifies the ideal relationship between
worth scores and wages. Current wage rates are compared to the
ideal level of compensation. If wage rates fall below this ideal, increases
are usually gtanted. If current wage rates are higher than the ideal,
wage ipcreases may be withheld. This is called "red circling."
Organizations often allow wages to deviate from the ideal by an
established percentage. Only wage rates which fall above or below the
allowable dt>viation are
·NPgotiators in San Jose, California, had a hard lime
union
officials and city representatives to agree on how much deviation If om
the ideal should be allowed. Union officials wanted the deviation to be
as small as possible while city
wanted a larger deviation
to be all.owed.

Difficulties Arise
lob evaluation is more
in a(tual practice than any mere
can convey. Those factors which truly determine a job's
worth must be identified. The contt>nl of the job must be weighed for
each factor. 01
concern is the amount of sex c!iscrimination
inherent in the process of evaluating jobs itself.
Obviously, evaluators will make some subjective judgments.
Studies have shown that there can be substantial disagn'ement on the
of jobs wht>n two or more persons do the ordPrOf primary importance, however, is whether or not job evaluators
can truly nwasure the worth of a
This is a difficult question to
answer since "worth" has never been adeauatelv defint>d nor is there a
consensus about lht> me.:ming of worth.
A recent rPporl by the National R('SE'arch Council of the National
Science Foundation stated that all measures of the worth of a job are
subjective and that job evaluation techniques may not provide a belter
gauge of worth than the traditional market value wage.

Evaluation Offers Side Benefits
An organization may undergo job evaluation for other reasons besides setting
Such
wages and salaries in an order
and usuallv
to understand the pay system.
organization since
Job evaluation is an effective tool in a
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local labor markP!. II

decision

must
women
workers and

I

to

earlier decisions the ~:our!s also tended to reject claims of
pay for
of
worth on the
!halt he current wage
sysiPrn was sound. These
to tamper with the marketlaw of
and demand.
In Christensen v. State of Iowa in 1977,
contended that Title
VII ol the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was violated because the
paid clerical workers, who were
female, less than it
workers, who were mostly male, for lobs that were of

sectors.
jobs are

duties,
redirect observation,
and supervisors.
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outside markl'!s

1\r

jw;litPS \Vhite, M.u5hall, Blackmun, and Stewm
with Justiu:
of sex-b,Jser.J wage diScrimination is not limited to claims of equal pay lor
work.
Chid Justice Burger and Justices Steward and Powell
dissent with Ju<;tice Rehnquisl who slated that the "Court
th,ll a plaintiff may state a claim of sex-based wage discrimination
without even establishing that she has performed Pqual or substantially
equal work to that of males as defined in the Equal Pay Act."

Controversy Arises OvE"r Amendment
lhpse justices based their dissent on a controversial section of Title
VII called the BC'nnell Amendment. The Bennett Amendm!'nl exempts
compensation claims from Title VII coverage if the employer's c-om~wn<;,Jtion system is authorized by the Equal Pay Act. Spec-ifically, the
Bennett Amendment states:

•
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Bennett Amendment Origins
When the Civil Rights Act was first proposed in the early 1960s,
House debates on Title VII showed little consideration of what consti·
luted sex discrimination and no attention was paid to equal p<~y i'iSUPS.
Some senators were concerned, however, that the antidiscrimination provisions of the bill not only duplicated the coverage of
the Equal Pay Act but extended far beyond its scope. They objected to
the fact that there was no limitation in !he bill which required that the
equal work standard be applied, thus the anti-discrimination provisions cut across different jobs.
Consequently, Senator Bennett introduced an amendment for the
slated purpose of providing "that in the event of conflicts (with Title
VII) the rrovisions of the Equal Pay Act shall not be nullified." The
Bennett Amendment has bt>en the center of controversy regarding
worth ever ~ince.

It ~hall not be an unlawful employment practice under this title
lor any employer to differentiate upon the bosis of sex in determining the amount of wages or compensations paid or to be paid
to 0rnployees of such employer if such differentiation is
authorized by the provisions of section 6(dl of the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938, as amended (29 U.S.C. 206 (d)) (i.e., the
Equal Pay Act).
[ver sinc-e it became part of Title VII, the Bennett Amendment has
<Housed a great deal of discussion over its mC'aning.
Was the amendment intended to incorporate into Title VII the
subsL1ntive "equal work" standard of the Equal 1',1y Act and thus limit
tases of sex-bJsed compensation disnimination to instances where the
"pquJI work" standard was violated?
Or was it merely intended to incorporate into Title VII the four
affinn<~live defenses of the Equal Pay Ac-t which permit emrloyers to pay
a different wage if there is a seniority system, a merit system, a system
\\hich measures earnings by quantity or quality of production, or a
wage differcntiJI bJscd on any other factor besides sex?
1lle first inkrpretation made it impossible to rec-eive relief under
Title \'II for compPnsation discrimination where jobs are determined to
bE' of c-omparable \·alue since the Equal Pay Act is violated only when
jobs are for equal work that requires equal skill, responsibility, effort,
and working conditions. The amount of legal recourse plaintiffs have in
compen<Jtion di<putes based on comparable worth hinged on how the
lknnett Amendment was inte.rpreted.
1 he (hwnting jthli<C'S in Gunther intNprdl'd the flpnnC'tt AmPndnwnt to mc,1n that tfwrL' c.1n b.e no l1tle \'II ( Lllln ut 't'\·lJa,cd \\agP
d'" rimm,Jtion \\llhout proof of (•qu~l \\Orlc TIH· .. rnplo;•·r 111 th':- 1 a, •.

;nlo Iii

violated.
prove viol,1tion ude~<> the
WIH're;p;, till' rnJioritv ol the
Court hl'ld th,1t th!' t\nwndPay Art's four affirmrnenl simply irKc
The Supreme Court
alive defenses but
of the Bennett AmendmPnl
found thai tlw
left several types of discrimination without any remedy.
The dissenting justices acknowledged that the language of the Bennett Amendment was ambiguous but concluded that their interpretation was most plausible and consistent with the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission's initial interpretation of the statute. They
further argued that the adoption of a comparable worth doctrine vvould
ignore the economic realities of supply and demand and would involve
both government agencies and courts in the impossible tasks of ascertaining the worth of comparable work.

lower Courts Interpret Acts

I

\

Before the 1981 Gunther decision, the courts had generally rejected
employee claims of equal pay for jobs of comparable worth.
A widely
rule developed that the wage discrimination
requirements of the Equal Pay Act and Title VII must be read in harmony
"in pari materia," and that a person charging w;;ge discrimination
based upon sex had the same burden of proof under either statute.
Thus, an equal pay violation und('r Till(' VII could be shown only if the
males' and females' jobs wPre "sub;;tantially equal"-the same standard as that of the Equal Pay Act. In Orr v. r rank R. Mac-Neill & Son, Inc., in
1975, a Title VII saiJry di;nirnina!i~>n tiJim was dismis,ed \\hew the
plaintiff asserted thJt h('r job JS a d.-panment head was "just as important" as th.Jt of tht• male d•·p.utmt•n! he.1ds even hough the \~ork
~ont.-.nt olthl' job 1.\.l\ dll:<·rt·nl.
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e a system which measures
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• a differential based on any other laclor besides sex.
The employer has the burden of proving if any of these
apply. To establish liability, the Equal Employnwnt Opportunity Commission must show that the
art> <>qual under all four of the factors:
skill, effort, responsibility. and
conditions.
The Courts have generally found that to prove a violation it is not
nPcessary to prove the jobs to be absolutely equal or ide.ntical; it is
sufficient that they be
This prevents
which Me not
escape the
titles are relevant. The
considPrPd, not thE' skills an
Wlwn the
from
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a merit system; or

• a system which measures

or

of pro·

duct ion.
More
who seek
to higher

Title VII can
pay tor jobs that are ol
men's jobs.

worth but dissimilar

The Gunther Decision
In the 1981 GuniiJer decision, Justice Brennan,
jority, stated that Title VII's prohibition of sex-based
tion is not limited to claims of equal pay for equal work.
lo this situation "a woman who
obtain no relief-.no matter how
be-unless her
same establishment at a
In Gunther, thP Court held

could

Adminiqration, women's

cepl ot
In House debate, however, the bill was amended lo
the
notion of comparable worth. An amendment was introduced to providP for equal pay for
work.
that this
was necessary to foster equality. Too m,my
would
, the
Mor;cover, the arbitrators of
determining which jobs were of
A primary concern was that the U.S.
of Labor nol be put in
the position of having lo second-guess job evaluations that already
existl'd. Since mmt jobs had bPen evaluated on the basis of equal skill,
eilort, responsibility. and similar working conditions, these words
werp also incorporated into the
l'ay Act.
Title VII Covers More
Title VII of the Civil

Act is a much broader statute than the

EquJ! Pay Act in terms of prohibiting various types of employment
discrimination. 1 itle VII prevents employers from discriminating on the
basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. It covers many
types of employnwnl situations such as hiring, work assignment, transfers, promotions, layoffs, and discharges, as well as compensation.
Title VII has several exempted employment practices. Section 703(h)
states that it shall not be unlawful for an employer to apply different
standards of compensation or different terms, conditions or privileges
of employment where the differences are part of:

officers.
The women further claimed that the County
its
evaluation
and
them
about 70% as much as the
received. At !he
time, the County paid the men the lull
worth of their
failure to
the
worth
the matron's
discrimination.
Proponenls Hail Decision
the Court did not rule
on the issue of
the casP was more
drawn, proponpnts of
hai!Pd the decision.
that the Court
value.
[The employees') claim is not based
the controversial concept
of comparable worth, under which plaintiffs might claim in·
creased comoensation on the basis of a comparison of the intrin·
of their iob with that of other iobs in the
same
Rather, [they] seek to prove,
direct evidence, that their wages were
because of
intentional sex
the wage

\0

to lw basPd on points relating to skill and responsibility. As a result of
this bw, the pay of more than 2,000 clerical workers ha~ been raised by
16~ ...

The California state legislature has enacted a policy of setting
sal,mes for female-dominated jobs on the basis of comparability. The
Act defines comparability as "the value of the work performed by an
employeE', or group of employees, within a da~s or salary range, in
relation to the value of the work of another employee, or group of
employees, to any class or salary range within state service."
Comparable Worth: Pro and Con
The major disagreement over jobs of comparable worth centers on
whE'ther the currE'nt market value of various employees is just. Those
who argue for equal pay for jobs of comparable worth say that: ·
• women have historically been "crowded" into certain occupations through discriminatory practices in society;
• the labor mark-et reflects this concentration of women into low
paying occupations; and
e if the labor mark€'! is discriminatory, so too are the pay systems

based on it.

'

These advocates of comparable worth contend that present market
wagE's should not be used to assess the value of a job becausE' these
wages reflect years of sex discrimination. They argue that E'mployers
throughout history have paid lower wages for jobs predominantly held
by women even though their work was of as much value as work
performed by mE'n.
Oppor1ents of comparable worth arguE' instead for the status quo.
They say that current wage rates should bE' based on the market value of
the jobs in question. Thus, they argue that the current wage rates
should be maintained regardless of whether thE'y reflect a history of SE'X
discrimination.
Currl'nt wage rates are affected by a variety off actors, thE'y contend,
which aw not accounted for by simply determining jobs of comparable
worth. The wage rate is also dE'termined by thE' availability of persons to
perform a given job, the organization's need for pE'rsons to perform a
given job, and the existE'nce of collectivE' bargaining.
Moreover, opponents contend that it is impossible to assess
whether two dissimilar jobs are comparable and thus deserving of
equal pay. They say that no method exists whereby the value of dissimilar jobs can bE' comparE'd with any legal certainty.
If market valuE's are ignored in an attempt to reverse SE'X discrimination, these critics say, the new wage rates will wreak havoc with the
economy. They predict that:
11

unemployment will increase, especially among female employees
new to the labor force;

.. the rate of inflation will rise along with the wage level;

• labor strife will increase as groups that did not rPceive wage
increases demand more money; and
e a federal agency will havE' to be created to serve as thE' final arbitpr
of wage disputes.
Critics proclaim that the revamped wagE' system would inevitably
lead to overwhelming amounts of controversy and litigation.
They predict that organizations and jurisdictions will be swamped
with sex-related wagE' disputes as soon as comparable worth is applied
across the nation. FurthE'rmore, organizations and jurisdictions will be
unable to rE'solve disputes because there are no judicial standards for
dE'termining which jobs are of comparable worth.

Feder~! Laws Address Issue
The two major pieces of feclE'ral legislation which prohibit jobrelated SE'X discrimination in wages are the Equal Pay Act of 19(>4 and
TillE' VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
The Equal Pay Act was the first pi<'ce of federal legislation dealing
with SE'x-has<:'d discrimination in wage compensation. Although the
Equal Pay Act has had an incredible impact in thE' marketplace and has
provided millions of dollars in batk pay to womE'n, it has ~erious
limitations.
The Act provides for E'qual pay for "E'qual work on jobs the pE'rformance of which requires equal skill, effort, and responsibility, and
which are perforrnE'd under similar working conditions." Thus, women
may sue only if thE'y can show they are paid less for doing a job that is
equal to a man's. If no man performs ,1 similar job, which is oftE'n the
case in female-dominated fields, then women cannot sue. Thus, the
Equal Pay Act does not provide wagE' protE'ction to the majority of
working womE'n.
The Equal Pay Act spE'cifies what the govE'rnment must show to
prove a violation. Tlw govE'rnment, acting through the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, must establish that the employer pays
differing wagE's to employees of the opposite sex:
• within the same establishment;
• for equal work on jobs tlw performance of which requires E'qual
skill, effort, and responsibility; and
e for jobs that are performed undN similar working conditions.

If the jobs are not "equal" under a! I of these standards, no violation will
be found.

Exceptions to Equal Pay
The Equal Pay Act includes four affirmative defenses which may
permit pay differences. These include situations where unequal payments are made pursuant to:
• a seniority system;

•
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